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PREFACE

No special originality is claimed for this book. Certain standard
methods and illustrations in tho elementary teaching of chemistry
have proved themselves of. such excellence that novelty in these
matters generaUy means loss of real value. There is, howe .ar,
great need of emphasis in proper places : beginners are very lUble
to overlook some things that are of prime importance and misunder-
stand others

; hence, a very special effort has been made to guard
against those omissions and misconceptions that are so often
apparent in tho case of young students.

The successful stu.iy of chemistry necessarily presupposes some
knowledge of physics

; but, in an elementary work like this, the
quantity is very small. Acquaintance with the metrio system u
taken for granted, and the centigrade thermometer-scale is used
throughout the book.

Science is largely a matter of observation and ' issification.
Hence, pupils should bo trained in both. Observations and erperf-
monts may be divided into thn^e classes : .se tha^ ui be • ^med
out successfully by pupils thems^ 'ves; • ,,se that .an h. jrted
out by the teacher

; and those that can be carried out sue jfuUy
only on the large scale or in very specially equipped ' . ..ones.
Eiperinients of the first class are described in drwu the
foUowing chapters, whUst others are referred to ouW m
way. For details concerning the performance of class-r t
periments by the teacher, some sucii hook as Newth's '(

Lecture Experiments" (Longman's) should be consulted. Pa« «
attention should be paid to the recording of the results of oi -
vations; and, in this connection, the great importance of the n.ai .
of sketches cannot be too strongly emphasized; attempting
describe experiments without sketches of the apparatus empioyt.
IS almost hke trying to prove propositions ^n geometry without

iu



iv PBEFAOB

figures. The ski'trhcs in the book have all been made in outline
8o as to assist tho pupil in making hia own.

But chemistry is much more than the making an«l recording of
experinents ; it has a iiin^t iiniioi t.iiit jdiil-.snphical sid.'. Oh.ser-

vation must bo f()ll(»wed by classification, and this involves that
all-important principle of comimrison. Heiice, as the study proceeds
there should In- constant reference to what n goi.o before and
likeaosses and unlikencsses carefully noted. I.i.Iat-l facts an;

not science. Moreover, it is not possible to grasp the l ull import
of many things whvn (iiNt m. t with; their meanings will develop
withoiirown mental advance

;
lifucc, the need for frc'iuent re-reading

of chapters that go before what at the mf)inent one may haj leu to

be studying. The listing and tabulating of information is a most
valuable exercise, as it presents in a striking way many things tliat

might otherwise be overlooked.

What might be called the human side of the subject has not

been di.sregarded. No one needs to remember who discovered each
element or compound, or the dates of all the imji irtant happenings.

But there should be in the mind of each pupil some sort of chrono-

l(^cal perspective and an appreciation of the fact that this science

is intimately connected with the history of the rt-ce and ib a part of

universal evolution.

It maybe well to defer the study of Chapter XV, on Organic
Chemistry, till all the inorganic has been gone over 5 but it was
thought best to place it where it apjiears in the book in order to

minimise the old and persistent idea that there is some real

and fundamental difference between these two great branches of

•hemistry.

Certain matters Avhich are perhaps somewhat too advanced,

or not of sufficient importance, for treatment in schools, but which
explain or round out that which is taught, have been introduced
in small typo. Tlie>e little paragraphs will elucidate some things

that might otherwise be obscure and may, i)erhaps, help in cul-

tivating a desire for more advanced study.

WHiile simple language has always heen tli • writer's aim, lie does

not think that the vocabulary of the High School pupil should

be considered as hardly more advanced than that of the infant class

;



a certain .uiiuIht of now words, exclusive of purely twhuiol teraw,
8ho..l.l 1.C' I..,iri.,.,l ir.Mii the riM-Iin^f of any l.ouk. S|.. , alloiition
should given tu tlio spelling of cheiui.';il nanuvs ui.d otli. r terms

Among the queationa given at the end of ea. h cha{.ter, suchM are prrfeetly o'.vio.is wi!! „ot be found, and a few are included
that might not be regarded hh quite fair in an eKaniinafio,, -themam object is to stimnlat-^ -

' ^j; vation and . ulnvate thoii-Ll.
Finally, the a.ul.or to place on record his sincere

appreciation of the h. q tioism r,f Dr. R. F. Kuttan, Director
of the Department of Ciic.astry, and that of other friends who are
teachers

; and to express the hope that those who use the book will
writ.. Inm in n^gard to any points wjurh ar.. olocuro or inaccurate.
He will be only too glad to reply to any such conuaunications.

McQiii University,

Montreal.
N.N. £.
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ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

KNOWLEDGE. SCIE.NVK. JIIK SCIENrKS. PHYSICS. rHEMISTKY.

What is Chemistry? Why should we study it? These
two questions naturally arise in the minds of those who are
just beginning the study of this subject, and a sort of half
answer will l)e given in this chapter ; a more satisfactory
explanation will slowly grow as we get to know more and
more about the subject.

Whenever we have a very large number of different objects,
it is necessary that they should be arranged according to
some definite system if they are to be of use ; and the larger
the number, the more iiidisj)ensable the system becomes.
A few books may be kept in almost any order on a shelf;
but, in a large library—say of 100,000 volumes—unless clas-
sification is strictly followed, it is impossible to find some
particular volume when wanted, and the library thus
becomes more or less useless.

Exactly the same thing is true of what we have in our
minds—our ideas. In the infancy of the race when ideas
were few, when knowledge was very limited, arrangement
was not very necessary

; but to-day, when the sum of all
human knowledge is vast beyond the imagination of any
one individual, classilication and arrangement l)ecome
absolutely essential. Knowledge, then, must be carefully

9



10 ELEMENTABY CHEMI8TRT

arranged and classified if it is to be of the highest value.

Many different systems have been tried and abandoned in
favor of better ones

;
and, to-day, knowledge arranged and

classified according to the best principles that have >et been
discovered, is what we call science. The distinguishing
quality of science, Lhen, is order; it differs from mere
knowledge in much the same way that a regiment differs

from a crowd, or a dissected picture, when the parts are
properly fitted together, from the same picture when its

parts are piled up pell-mell.

In principle, all knowledge may be organized into one
enormous whole—which is science in its broadest and most
inclusive sense. This science, however, would be so very
vast that no one could possibly master it

;
and, hence,

this total science has been sulxlivided, for purposes of

convenience, into many sections, each culled a science, and
dealing with a certain distinct portion of human knowledge.
One of the simplest and most useful of these subdivisions is

the following

:

Mathematics Biology
I'hysics Psycliology

Chemistry Sociology

Mathematics is the science of quantities
;

physics and
chemistry we shall examine more carefully a little later on

;

biology, including botany and zoology, is the science of
living things, plants and animals

; psychology is the study
of the mind and the processes and laws of thought ; while
sociology, the most intricate of all the sciences, is the study
of social relations.

Here we have the sections arranged in their logical order,
any one of them requiring a certain knowledge of those
going before for its mastery. Thu.s, one may study mathe-
matics successfully without knowing anything about physics

;
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but cannot study physics euccessfuUy without some know
leoH-p of mathematics

; and for a successful understanding
of chemistry we must know something of physics, and so on.
It must, of course, be remembered that this division is

purely one of conver^-'ence, and the different sciences men.
timed above are oft n found to overlap and run into one
another. Thus, there are many parts of phj jics that cannot
be properly under joC. without some knowledge of chemistry.

If. in working at a science, we are concerned simply in building up aknowledge as complete nnd accurate as possible of the facts and principles
concerned, without any regard to their application to useful enda. wo produce
what 18 called a pure Boience. If. on tl o other hand, our object i.s to discover
and classify factfl and principles in order to apply them to certain useful
jnds, then we arc v.orking at an applied or practical science. (Puresclenoamay bo retarded as water pumped into a reservoir, capable of doing useful
work If properly applied, and the cultivation of pure science is like puuiiiing
more water :;.to this reservoir for future use; while appUed solence may be
regarded as some of this water actuaUy running over a water-wheel and
thus driving machinery.) Chemistry may be studied boUi aa a pure and ao
an applied science.

In studying certai.. classes of actual phenomena, we often draw on reveral
sciences, the result being sometimes called a mixed science, which, in it* Uirn,may be either pure or applied. Thu» geology ia a mixed science, certain
porUc.18 of physios, chemistry and biology being employed to explain or
account for the structure of the earth as we kr. .w it to day. If the object of the
Rtudy be meroly to do this as completely as possible, the result is a pure (mixed)
i*;;ance: if.ontheother hand, the intention is to use the facts and principles
thus arrived at for certain useful eiids, as the location of coal deposits, the
brr-.«ng of :netaliiferous veins, &c., then we have an applied (mixed) science.
SimUar remarks apply to medicine and many other branches of learning.

When we look around • aitentivelv, i.e., observe, we
find the space abet us t .with i great many different
kinds of solids, liquids and gases, ^!iich we call collectively,
matter. Further, we notice that thfs matter is continually
undergoing change. All the matter in this world, for in-
stance, is moving—it is undergoing change in position as it

whirls round the axis of the earth and also round the sun.
It also undergoes changes in temperature, being sometimes
warmer and sometimes cooler. Then, we notice other kinds
of changes, such as the burning of wood, the rusting of iron,
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and the change which food undergoes in being built up into

the bodies of living plants and animals. Indeed, we know
of no matter that is not undergoing change of some sort or
oth(T. Now, in ciccordance with the '

' scientific method, '
' we

must observe and record all t ^ different kinds of changes that
we possibly can and then classify them somehow or other. A
great many different classifications have been tried, but the one
that, up to the ])res( nt time, has been found most useful,
starts by dividing all changes that matter undergoes into two
great classes, i.e., 'hose in which the matter itself remains the
same matter during the changes, and those in which the
matter itself is altered. Thus, if we move a piece of wood
from one place to another, the matter of the wood remains
the same, the position only being altered. If we warmer
cool the wood slightly, the matter still remains unchanged,
as it does if we cut the wood up into tiny pieces. If, on the
other hand, we heat the wood very highly, or bum it, then
we do not have wood left after the change

; the matter itself
has been altered and converted into something quite different
to what it was before. Changes of the first"kind form the
subject matter of physics, those of the second kind of
chemistry.

*

We have, therefore, the following definitions :

Matter is that which occupies space, i.e., takes up room. It
poaseasea weight.

/ Physical Changes are those in which the cmiposition of the
'matter concerned ia not altered.

Chemical Changes are those in which the ampositim of the
matter concerned is altered.

Chemistry the science ichich deals ivith maUer and thoae
changes tvhirh it vndergocs iu valdrnj alteration in composition. It
is sometimes called the science of the composition of things.
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In connection with rtcflnitions, it should be mulorstood that th« aotital form
of word-i UKod in not so very important. provMed that the deflniUon is definite
j.(

., l ontiunMull tliut it should and nothing that it should not, ezpresRed in rach
a way an to allow of no misconception. The pnpU, In teittinff » definition, and
aft. r >rein(f that it is complete, should ask himseK, not "can this be understood,"

• but •cm this be misuti<lcr8tood,"and then act accordingly.
While it is generally very easy to say to which class a certain change

belongs. %.e.. to say whether an alteraUon in lampositlon has taken place or not
there are cases In which it is difflculii-indeed Bciontiflc men arc still very
doubtful as to how they ehoald be classified. For instance, the ch;,, -.m of
water into steam and steam into water; or the changes of water into i, e ami
vine versa, are generally called physical cliantfes, as is also the dissolving of
sugar or salt in water, and so on. M„t many of the leadit^g chemists to day
think that these should bo da- i . ither as chemical than physical changes.
However, wo may remember that they arc still Kencrally spoken of as physical
and, until we have a good deal more knowledge of them, wo cannot uecide
dennitely.

We now have a preliminary idea as to what chemistry is.

An answer to the second question asked at the beginning of
this chapter, i.e., why should it be studied, has only been
hinted at but will hecome clearer as we go on. Let us keep
in mind, however, that the stud^ of any subject is valuable
in two distinct ways : first, for the actual facts and methods
which it teaches us

;
and, secondly, for th , mental gymnastics

—the training of the mind—which it provides. How much
of this latter good we get depends mainly on ourselves.
Just as in ordinary gymnastics, it is necessary to exercise
all parts of the body in proper proportion, even if what we
desire is spoci'l strength in one part; so, in our study, we
should exercise all our mental faculties and not, as is often
the case, train our memories at the expense of our reason.
It is an excellent thing to remember : it is a more excellent
thing to imderstand.

QUESTIONS

' To what class of changes does each of the following belong, and
wJiy (a) the converting of logs into hoards, (b) the burning of wood,
(c)the cookiiit,' of meat, (d) the grinding of a scythe?'

2. What are the principal ^^ure Kcieuces ? Briefly characteriae each.
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3. Define the terms ; matter, physical change, chemical change,

dwmistry.

4 Classify the followinjr changes : (1) Fresh warm milk is (a) cooled ;

(6) it ia then shipped to the city ; but, during the journey (c), it turns

sour. (2) A piece of steel (a) is magnetised ; {h) some of it is then filed

into » fine powder which (c) is placed in a glaaa of water, and (ci) ruste.

5. How are we to distinguish whether a < itain change is physical or

chemiciil 7 When the answer has been written, see whether it is possible

to misnnderstand it.

6. Diatingniah between science and knowledge.

7. Mention two reasons for studying chemistry.

8. Are chemical changes always accompanied by physical ohangeet
Are physical by chemical ?

9. Give some examples of the value of classification in connection

with the ordinary activities of life.

10. Mention three physical and two chemical change* tiiatyoa noticed

before arriving at school thii> morning.



CHAPTER II

HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY— COMBUSTION

ELEMENTS. COMPOUNDS. ANALYSIS. 8YOTHB8I8.

As we saw in Chapter I, C!hemi8try is the science that
makes a study of the composition of bodies and the changes
in composition which these bodies undergo. We shall learn
that it is a very large science. Now all the classified know-
ledge that we have to do with under this head did not
suddenly come into existence ready arranged : men have
been collecting the facts, little by little, for thousands of
years, often accidentally, sometimes intentionally, and care-
fully comparing them; and many different classifications of
these facts have been tried—much as the objects in a great
museum are slowly collected and then arranged and re-
arranged as the collection grows. The story of how all this
happened is the history of chemistry. It is a long story-
far too long to be told here ; but some of it is so interesting
that we must briefly refer to it.

The history of chemistry is generally divided into the foUowimr
periods

:

The Ancient period 200 A D
The Alchemistic period goo 1550 <«

The latro chemical period igfiQ 1650 ••

The Phlogistic period 1550 1775 «•

The Quantitative, or modern period . . 1775 «

Long, long ago, people began to take an interest in those
changes that to-day we caU chemical. Prom the very birth
of the race, fire seenu to have had a fascination for human

15
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beings; the sc.rin^ of unlk n
.

,1 the fermentation of sweetjuices were also known, as ..re eha, hrou.ht abouITnbakmg day, m burning lin., in cooking n.eat, in tanning
hides, n working metals, and Bo on. The Egyptian priest^-ac e h.rge „un.her. of experinlen^ and tly cheS
matters are ouche,! upon in our own I^il.Io. But for a verylong time all tliese things were known nn-rely as discon-
nected facts-they were not classiiled and no relationship
were studu d out, So they did not form a science.

^
But, hy degrees cc-rtain n,en he^an to makeaspecial studyof the metals, havu., a belief that it was possibleTo convert

those that were altered in the fire) into gold and silverthe noble ' n.etals (those that fire did not affect). Such acnange would not only bo interesting ia itself, but wouldmake the man t^uvt knew how to bring it about enormouslynch-and men have always had a strong desire to be rich!The men who believed that such a change could be brought
about, and who n.ado.experiments with this object in viewwere called alchennsts, and the change of oni metal ntoanother which they hoped to effect, was called transmuta-
tion.; Many of these alchemists were exceedingly } -,J.working men, and performed an enormous number of experi-ments

;
and. although they nev.T succeeded in making goldfrom anythmg else, they did discover a large numbefof

useful and interesting substances and processes.

woI^;;:^':"s:;:;°:^^;:^'•;;;:,^-;-«tatio„ was to brought ab„ut a
which WHS capub ^i, von

' * of

silver. They Lo bHi v ' u?o ZXT^ "'i^^'
^'""^

cine, called fhe ••elixiivjMifc "
v hinh w .

,
P'-^Paring a marvellous ,„e,li-

to prepare w.as the "mUvS LC„^. t i * /"^ ^^''^ """'^ f'""' ' '' 'l

everything: Just whaUhi^r.^^^^^^
Mol seem to have worried aboutf Many of - ' do
sincere in their work, but many others were diXn,. "f u"

f«"-'ecUy
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iMrooeiptefbr Unre ranui of mooqr to Umm wbo w«n gUlr •noash to \mm

^rfumUrtlobeltofa. or pretended beliefs, have perelntod to a owtoia ntmit
'^'^"^ ''"''^ " ^"'"«<1 «P MontreJwnopntfewed tobe In poHsesnion of n mothod for convoninj lea.l Into sold by

f ^"'^ powder, and ho gave a don.onstration of hlx process to whichhe admitted a few favored Kentlen.en on payment of a small f«e; but he didnot succood in interesting these capit«lisU any further, and he dlMPHMra^

IromleJ?
""^ Pl«ee of ««! gold wbtoh he profewed to haro imdnnki

Gradually, however, as years passed and failure followed
failure, belief in the possibility of transmutation became less
and less and the workers turned their attention to other
things. In particular, chemistry was looked on more and
more as a valuable aid to medical men in the preparation of
substances ..sed as medicines, especially as a theory had
grown up to the effect that all diseases were caused by wrong
proportions in the chemical substances that made up the
body; and so the doctors, who were perhaps the best
educated men of the time, worked at chemistry, to the great
advantage of the science.

1 ho medical chemistry of this period ia often apoken xA aa latRHdMBiatrf.

Little by little the explanation of what takes place when
things burn became the great problem of the chemists. Fire
has from time immemorial been used as a test for
many things, and a rough chwsification of substances
mto (a) those that were altered in the fire, and (6) those that
were not, had long been in use. Among the things that
were altered may be mentioned wood, grease, oils, and many
metals, such as iron, lead, magnesium ; and the great ques-
tion was

:
what is it that really happens to these things

when they are burned ? As long as chemists considered only
tne Ainds of matter involved in these olianges. no Batisfac.t/)rv

explanation was forthcoming : it was when they began to
consider the quantUiea used and produced that real progress
was made. Let us examine this a Uttle more closely.

2
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When wood tir other iiU'l is hunic*!, it ilisapjx'ars inortMir less

completely, nothing, or only a little tt.-h, being left behind.

It eeenis fronj this that burning consists in the breaking up

of the burning substance, part or all of it disappearing.

Experiment.—Pkuie a candle on one pnn of a bulmico and caicfuUy

balance it by means oi wcightH, Rhot, or Nutid on the other |>jin. Li^ht

the candle and allow it to hum for 8ome time. It will ho noticed that

the pan holding the candle gradually riaes, indicating loss in weight.

But let US examine eome other cases of things altered by
fire before making a final decision as to the true nature of

this c()ml)UHtion.

Some of you have seen a blacksmith at work, an;l have

noticed that after he has heated his iron very hot in the fire,

some bcaly material breaks off when he haunners it. If

this "hammer scalti" bt; carefully collected and put with

the rest of the iron, it will be found that the whole weighs

more than the original iron did. The same sort of thing

happens when other metals are burned.

Experiment. — Place a metal plate or miucer on one j»an of a balance

(separating it from the pan by three or four little pieces of brick or

stone, Ro that it \'ill not injure the pan when it becomes hot) ; place on

it about ii tablespooiif \1 of powdered magnesium metal in ;> conical pile,

and bakince it as was dona in a provioua experiment. Light the

magnesium by means of u m:.tch or burner-flame.

Experiment.— Meti-llv' lead or metallic tin may be highly heated for

some time in a poruebiiP crucible. If ttie crucible and contents be

weighad before heating ami again after heating and cooling, gain in

weight will be shown.

BftwoiTi Ihr yo:irs liiV) .md 17i;t Ik. liluMiomciia of roinbiHtion wore explained

by supposing tliat mH coiiihii-t iblc Fuh-taiirc-i \VMt! rnado up of a poculi'T sciih'-

thiiit;, a priiiciplu of cciiiibuslibilitv, callrd |.lilo^i .;o;-, i-oinbiiifd with tho a-Ii, if

any; and on burning, this iihliit:i-tc)ii was ajiposcd to escape. Uence the ash

would bo smaller than the original fiu!

:

Fuel - phlogiston 4 ash.

The same sort of explanation was employed in ronneotion with tho calcination

ofnicUls: Metal pblofjisioti .alx,

until it was observed that the calx wan heavier thau tho original metal. The
theory then became untenable.
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Ilorc tlK'ii is ;i ruriouL dtate of afTairs—wlion fut'ls bum,
tlirre H'fiiis to lu; loss in wc'i;,'lit

; |)ut when iiictals liuni,

tlicre is vt ry evidently gain in weight, and, thrn foiv, it d,«>s

not seem as thoupth the two proceases were similar and could
be explained in the name way.

lUit if wo i)ay a little closer attention to just what takes
place, \,e shall »ind that we have made < o^ our experi-
ments incompletely. You have often ikm. hat wlieu the
chimney is put on to a lighted kti iamp it becomes
dimmed, or "steamed," for a while, . careful experiment
shows th.it this is r. ally duo to tiny urops of water being
dcjHjsitcd on the cold glass.

ExFERiMENT.—Lighta candle uiid invert over it a dry, cmi)t\- plass
cylinder or bottle. Moisture will be deposited ou the inside of t he c> lindor.
It will soon disappear, owing to the wanning up of the cylinder.

Further, someone discovered that this steam was not the only
thi ig given of! from the flame, but there was also produced
a gas "lat would turn lime-water milky. This gas has been
named ci-rhon dioxide—we shall see why later.

Experiment.—If after performing the experiment just described
above, the cylinder be removed from the candle, some lime-water be
pouic l into it and it be quickly covered with the han'^, or otherwise,
and then shaken, the lime-water '.vill Itcci- milky.

Now, in our experiment of weighing the burning candle,
we did not catch the steam and carhon dioxide that were
produced and keep them on the balance—it was something
like trying to weigh a basket of kitter ... the kittens jump-
ing out one after the otlu r and rui; ofi -tunately, a
substance called caustic soda has h. \ d." ^<-u .. v,-\ -vhich has
the power of absorbing steam and ;,'

i di- v ... 'holdin?
the kittens)

;
so, if we repeat our • ,il tx^ -rv ,ent with

the candle, using caustic soda in U - -.rop^r we find
that there is a gain in weight during tu . K-a - ot a candle
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just as there was during the burning of a metal, the great

difference being that the products of the burning in the first

case, being gases, will escape unless prevented, while they

will not in the second , because they are solids.

Experiment.—An argand lamp chimney has a piece of wire gauze

fitted into it just above the constriction, ia filled with sticks of caustic

soda, and suspended from the

tup of the bow holding the

balance pan, as shown in the

figure. A little j^ece of ciindle

is placed under it. (It is well

to have a watch glass on the

pan to catcli the drippings

from the candle and cylinder.)

The whole is balanced by

means of weights, or other-

wise, and the candle is then

lighted.

A great many very

careful experiments have

been made to find out

whether matter really

alters in weight when undergoing physical and chemical

change, and all the results point to the fact that weight

remains the same. This is stated as follows

:

Law of Conservation of Matter.

—

Matter cannot be created

or destroyed; it can he changed from one form to another, but

its quantity and xceight rcmnin constant.

A more exact statement of this fundamentnl principle of physics and
chemistry is a.s follows : Law of Conaervation of Mass.— The 7«ass of a system ia

not affected by any physical or chemical change taking place within the system.

There is a similar law relating to the other factor of all physical and chemical
change, i.e., energy : Law Of Conservation of Energy.—KnertTV may be changed
from oneform to another, but it cannot be created or destroyed.

Now, if we keep this iavv in mind when thinking about

the gain in weight in the experiments just made, we are

Fio. 1.
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forced to the conclusion that at the end of the experiment we
are w.'ighing more matter than we did in the beginning :

that the water and carbon dioxide are the materials of the
candle pZwa something else, and that the white ash formed
when the magnesium bums, or the hammer scale formed on
the iron, is the magnesium or the iron plus something else :

Hammer scale = iron + something else.

We at once want to ask two questions about this some-
thing else: What is it? Where did it come from? The
second, being the easier, we will answer first.—It came from
the air. We have two reasons for believing this : it cannot
come from anywhere else

;
and, if we trv to perform the

experiment in a vessel from which all air has been pumped
out (of course, making special arrangements for trying to
light the candle or the magnesium), no chemical change
takes place, nor any change in weight. (CJompare, also,
Lavoisier's experiment described below.)

It was much more difficult to answer the question : What is
this something else? And for a long time it was very aggravat-
ing to think that water and carbon dioxide and magnesium-ash
and hammer scale and a great many other things had this
something locked up in them, but would not let the secret out I

An experiment has been defined as "a question put to
nature in a language which she understands and in which
she is capable of answering." And, at last, after someone
had found the proper language in which to ask the question
nature answered what the something was : the proper experi-
ment was hit upon, and it happened in this way. As we
have already seen, iron, when highly heated in the air, forms
a black calx, lead a brownish-yellow one, magnesium a white
one. and so on. Mercury, if heated to the right temperature,
very slowly forms a red calx (several days' heaUng is neces-
sary to produce a satisfactory result). Now, there was a
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Unitarian Tninister, nanit'd Joscjih Priostlcy. who was vory

fond of making ch(!niioal experiments in his spare time,

particularly with gases and things that would yield gases;

and someone, knowing his fondness for examining now
substances in this connection, sent him a sample of this red

calx of mercury, or red prccii)itate, as it was called. On the

1st of August, 1774, a very important date in the history of

chemistry, he heated some of it in a vial, and what was his

amazement to see little drops of more ry prodnci d fn\ the

sides of the vial just ahovf> the heated j)art and an iiivisilile

gas bubbling off from a tube lilted to the vial aad dipping

under water. He had broken the re*! precipitatv up into the

orighial mercury and the something else from the air which

it had combined with when " burned," and the most striking

property of the gas he found to be that it wouid cause a

glowing splinter of wood, when plunged into it, to burst into

flame and bum with great briUiancy.

ExpXBiMEKT.—In a hard-glass test-tube place a gram or two of mer-

curic oxide (red precipitate), and heat carefully. Note the appearance of

drops of mercury on tlio upper part of the walls of the tube where they

are not very hot. Introduce into the tube immediately after heating a

ijrlov. ing splinter (not flaming) of wood. What hai)pcii.s ? Is the gas

coming off combustible, or docs it support combustion ? How does it

compare with air in this regard ?

In accordance with a theory held at that time, Priestley

called the gas " dephlogisticated air," but it was afterwards

n; med oxygen by the great French chemist Lavoisier, who
also showed that the weiglii of the rod preci[)itate exactly

equalled that of the mercury plus that of the oxygen :

Calx of mercury = mercury + oxygen.

This same sort of thing has since been sliown to be true in

the cases of the other calces and water and carbon dioxide,

as we shall see later.
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Fig. 2.

Lavoisikr's Kxpekiment.—Apparatus was used like ihat iti tho ngiire.
The mciXMiry in the retort was heated for 12 days. duriiiK which time the air in
tho bcIl-jar was reduced from 50 cubic inclies to 42 cubic inclies. ir, gr.ui):^ of
rod i>n'-ipil;vlo (calx of mercury) was fonncd on tlie .surface of tho iiu iciiry

;

ami, when this was taken ont of the rotoi t. placed in a tube and heated, 8 cubic
inihes of f;as was olnaijic.I exactly the quantity which had been extracted
frnjn the air dnriiif; tljc i)re\ ions i

healinfj of tlic iniTciiry. This
proved very liclinitcly tliat tlio
" -oniethinf,' el^i;" cuncci ucd in

tlie calcination of metals is

derived from the air.

Thi- expcriirienl showed tliat

aboni onc tifi li (in tliiscase, one-
^ixtli, in otiier experiments a
little more) of the air is used
up when a metal burns in it.

I'riestley showed llial the same
thinfT is true when air is breathed.
Further, when fuels are burned
in the air, the result is the same.
Xot only does the same fraction
of air disappear when metals
nro calcined in it, fuel burned, or animals breathe, but the four-fifths left

in each case has the same properties—it will not support further burning
or respiration. Hence, calcination, burning and respiration must be similar
chemically.

By means of such experiments as those de-cril)cd above, es|)ecially by payinp
very clo-^.o attention to the i/ionilitirs of the substances used and i)roduccd,
Lavoisit- is able to overthrow the pliIoKistic hypothesis and introduce tho
new exjilanation of com))nslion, i.e.. coml)inalion with ox\>;en. Tlie tremen-
dous change in chemical opinions brought about by this work is often spoken of
as the "chemical revolution."

From a consid'^ration of the experiments described above,

we may formulate the following definition:

Comhusdon i-i an lid of chcmlad nnwn, ncrompankd hi/ the

prodiidion of hen t (oid offm of light. One of the uniting sub-
stances is visually oxy xi^i.

Red })recipitate having been broken up into two constitu-

ents, mercury and oxygen, such questions as : Can mercury
itself be broken up into two or more constituents? can oxygen
be decomposed?, naturally arose. All attempts to do this

have f!!ilr>:l :•.•.'.:'>. '.-.-^ A +V,nf iU.. .. , _..

undecomposable and we call them elements. Substances
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which can be decomposed are called compounds. We have
therefore the following definitions :

.
' An Element is a substance which cannot be broken up into tvoo
or more substances of unlike properties.

/ A Compound m a mbstaMc that can be broken up into two or
more substances of unlike properties.

Mfcfn!!,I!!r/™i*°'^"' phrase "of un-

2Sl«^M.^f' w** dCinition fro,^,ontly given for the termdement is a enbstonce that cannot be broken up.- Thi. in obviously incorrect

Sr„^™^? T"^ "Z^ I
^'--^ ^ ^-^^''y divided into

Sr«L^r^
or pieces, be broV»n up. The .ame is true of any other element.

^Si' " '"^'^ ^ the re^uirementa

Compounds must be carefully distinguished from mixtures.
A compound is a substance, a mixture is not a substance but
18 made up of two or more substances which still preserve
their identity, merely existing side by side, as in a ii: , xture of
grains of sugar and Rand. A compound may be built up
from two or more substances, as may also a mixture; but,
in the case of the compound, the original substances los^
their own properties, the compound having properties of its
own; while in the case of the mixture, the original substances
retain their own properties, those of the mixture being more
or less the sum of these.

EXPHUMSNT.-Mix two Or three grams of fine iron filings with about
twice Its weight of powdered sulphur. Examine a little of the mixture
carefully, drawing out some of the iron with a magnet. Place the rest
of the mixture in a test-tube and heat carefully, noticing what happens,
till the mixture is red hot. Cool, and examine the product. Find oat
whether it is magnetic.

A «nb,Hl°"'T """^ °' l^«\*"t«™ediate between mixtures and compound.,

it itrxt'' '^Tf'^'^r f*'^""'^'"'*
'^"d in this resembles a compound aSSnot a mixture; but a solution is variable in companion and in this way^sembles a mixture and not a compound. Solution.^y L. gaseous (airUtaiSd
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Classes of Chemical Action.-The breaking down of red
precipitate (mercuric oxide) into mercury and oxygen and
Its formation from these two elements, are examples of two
classes of chemical action which we shall often meet with- it
will be well therefore o give the names by which they kre
known, and define tbe terms

:

^ Analysis Is the breaking/ down of a ccmpound into two or more
substances of unlike properties.

Synthesis is the bu ilding vp of a compoundfrom two or more
substances of unlike properties.

There are two other classes of chemical action which we
shall come across and define later on. They are Replacement
(p. 42) and MetcUheais (p. 105).

QUESTIONS

1. Mention some of the chemical changes that were earUest o/tue to
the human race.

j

2. Wliat chemical changes do you think were earliest stvdied by man ?
3 What was the principal factor in bringing about the "chemioia

revolution towards the end of the eighteenth century ?

4. Why do you think that early investigators thought there was a
loss in weight during the burning of a candle or ordinary fuels 1

5 Criticise the following definitions, and correct them if necessary
ia) A compound is a substance that can be broken up into two or more
parts; 6) A compound is a substance that can be broken up into
different subsUnces. ^

6. Distinguish between compounds and elements
; between compoundsand mixtures. *^

7. A wax match is placed close to the wick of a small candle which isthen put into a large flask fitted with a stopper ; the whole is balancedon a scale-pan The: tho stopj>er is removed, the head of the match

The match ignites the candle which burns for some time -nd ^hr„ soea"Ut. Why does it go outr Why do the flask and contents show nochange in weight ?



CHAPTER III

OXYGEN— OZONE

When making a special study of a diemical clement, it is

customary to consider, among other things, the history of its

discovery, how it occurs in nature {i.e., where we can get

it), how it may be prepared (if it does not already occur

pure), what its properties are (both physical and chemical),

finally, what compounds it produces.

1. History 3. Preparation

2. Occurrence 4. Properti^

5. Compounds

Of course, it is not necessary to go into all these details in

the cat^e of every element, but it is well to keep the outline

in mind.

History.—Oxygen was discovered in 1774 by Dr. Joseph

Priestley, as has already been described.

Occurrence.—A care*-.- study of the various substances

that surround u*? m nat ; . hows that oxygen is very widely

distributed. .orms 'igbt, about one-fifth of the air,

eight-ninths of water, i . half of the solid crust of the earth.

It also occurs in most animal and vegetable substances.

F. W. Clarke haa calc-'lated that the composition of the earth's crust, as far

as it .s known, is about as follows

:

Oxygen . . . 49.96^ Calcium . . . 3.5i:.' Hydrogen. . .0.94%

Silicon . . . . 25.30 Magnesium . , 2.50 Titanium . . .0.30

Aluminium. . 7.26 Sodium . . . . 2.28 Carbon . . . .0 .21

Potasbium. . . Other elements . u.il

26
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Ii. the ;;ir, the oxygon is in the froc state, i.e., unconihint-d
;

in water, in the solid crust of the earth, and in animal
and vegetable substances it is in combination with other
tloinents.

Preparation. -To Priestley belongs not only the credit of

the discovery of this gas and a nuniher of others, but also

the working out of a method for collecting gases free from air

and other impurities, and thus enabling them to be studied
with nnu h greater accuraey than formerly, when they were
generally collected in bladders, if collected at all. He used
a tub, or other vessel capai)le of holding Avater, provided
with a shelf pierced with holes and placed below the surface
of the water. This arrangement is known as a pneumatic,
trough. By tilling bottles or other vessels with water in the
trough and tJieu inverting them under the '.-ater and standing
them on the shelf, over the holes, they may be very easily
filled with gases by bringing under them the end of the tube
<1 livering the gas, when this latter will bubble up through
the water into the bottle without any air getting in. This
is known as collecting gases over the pneumatic trough.
(Sometimes mercury is used instead of water in the trough,
which is then made small.

)

As has already been pointed out, oxygen was first prepared
pure by heating mercuric oxide (red precipitate).

.

HgO = Hg + O*

This method is not generally used in the laboratory, because
it is expensive and inconvenient. There are mat oth<-r

compounds which yield oxygen on heating, and the oest of
these is potassium chlorate.

KCIO3 = KCl + 30

* The meaning of these equations will be clear after studying
Cliup. VIII. They are introduced here because they will be of great
value when reviewing.
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It has further br-n found that if a little Mack powder called
manganese dioxiae be mixed with the potassium chlorate,
the oxygen is given off at a much lower temperature, though
the manganese dioxide is found after the reaction apparently
quite unchanged. Why this luippcns w(> do not know.
The mixture of potassium chlorate and manganese dioxide
is called oxygen mixture.

Tha action the manganese dloxulo is an exiitnple of what i-; known as
catalysis; the mere prosunce of a xuuiU iunonnt of tho <;il;ily-.. ] here, the
manganese dioxide-Hocminf to bo all that is nuco.ssary iii oidor to cxurt a most
marked influence on the speed of the reaction.

Experiment.—Fit a l,aia-gla>s tcst-tulie air tight with cork and
delivery tube, ua in the figure. Mix about 10 gr. of jiotassium chlorate
with about 6 gr. of manganese dioxide, both ijowdered. (As there are

Fk;. 3.

aiany black powders which form explosive mixtures with potassium
chlorate, it is well to place a pinch of the mixture just made in a test,
tube and heat it carefully to make sure tliat it is safe.) I'laee the mix-
ture in the hard-glass test-lube, which it should about half till. Arrange
the apparatus as in the figure ; fill a g.is-bottle or cyii.iJer to the bniii
with water, and, after having' rilled the pneumatif, trough with water to. •

a point about half an inch nbove the shelf, slide a piece of glass over the
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month of the bottle, ro that no air is included, and set the bottle and
{.lat... H

. ri,.,!, tlK- sliolf of the trough und dniw out the glan i^te
heing careful to keep the mouth of the bottle under the water all the
time. (If no proper trough is avaiUble, a basin or shallow box may be
used, w,th a.i inch or two of water in it, the delivery tui.e being thrust
under the mouth of the inverted bottle which is held in an inclined
{)OS.t.on for this purpose.) Gradually heat the oxygen mixture in the
test-tube ami collect two or f l.r.o l,ottl..s full of , ho gas. After a bottle
IS fil led w>th the gas, it may ho removeti from the trough, if the latter is
s...all, hysl,,,p,ng u glas.s plate under it. and placing it upright, still
covered, on the tulile. Unless the jrhiss plate and
bottle are ground so us to fit tightly, the gas must
be used almost immediately.
As .soon as all the gas rc(iuircd has been col-

lected, withdraw the delivery tuho from the wat«r
while still heai.ng tlio test-tube

; otherwise water
will bo sucked back and the tost tulio broken.

The fused ma.ss in the t«.-,t tube may, after cool-
injr, \>3 removed by filling the tube with water and
allowing it to stand for some time. The mixture
obtained in this way is filtered. This is done by
foMm- a . irrular piece of white blotting paper (fil-
ter paper) into quadrants and then opening it out
into a cone, with three thicknesses on one side and
one on the other. This couc is th.'n placed in a
glass funnel and moistened witli water. The licjuid
to be filtered is then carefully poured on to the
filter, as indicated 1,- the figure. The manganese dioxide will be found

froJ^wf. if 'T.
''"''"""•^ "Vstallised outfrom what runs through by slowly boiling it down in an evaporating dish.

It is, of course, very important to know not only that
potassunt, chlorate, on heating, yields oxygen and potassium
chloride (the snb.stance left behind in the test-tube with the
manganese dioxide), but also exactly how much potassium
ch ora e yields how much oxygen and how much potassium
chloride. Siich experiments are rather too complicated tobe attempted here, but they have been carried out over and
over again, and it has been found that the proportions of the
various substances are always exactly the same.

Fig. 4.
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Properties.

—

Physiml Properties.—If we examine the oxygen
thus produced, we st u tli.it it is a gas and eolorlfss. (When
just collected, it sonu tinies contains a small quantity of very

fine dust driven over from the test-tube ; but this will settle

out in a little while, leaving the gas perfectly transparent.)

W't' may take a little of it into tlie nose and into the mouth,
and (iiid that it is odorless and ta-tcless. These are all the

observations Ave can make with the unaided senses. By the

use of the balance we find that oxygr n is a little heavier than
air ; and by other experimf iits, that it is slightly soluble in

wr ter (about 3 volumes in 100, at ordinary temperatures).

1 litre of oxygen woighs L43 gr. It maj be condensed to a blniah li lid by
cold and pressure, and thia liquid bolls under atmospheric prcsKuro at - 182.5".

The specific gravity of tlie liquid is 1.13 (wat«r=l), and it is .-liulitly iiiit^'ru lio.

At a still lower temperature, the liquid freezes to a pale blue, snow-like --olid.

The properties )£ oxygen given above are called its physical

properties—they are tiie properties of the substance itself.

Chemical Properties.—The chemical properties of a substance

are those coik( -iicd with its behaviour towards other sub-

stances

—

i.e., how it combines with other substances to form

compounds, or how it breaks up into simpler substances.

This last, of course, oxygen cannot do, as it is an element.

As we have already seen, the air is partly oxygen, and it

does not react with most other sul)stanc"S to anv marked ex-

tent under ordinary conditions. Hence, oxygen is not a

very active substance under ordinary conditions. At high

temperatures, however, it is very active.

Experiment.—Light the end of a splinter of wood and blow out the

flame, loavini^ a spark on the wooii. (^liiickly remove the co\ or from the

first bottle of oxygen collected and *'>rust this glowing splinter into

it. Withdraw the splinter, blow out the flame, and again thrust it

"..1. t\ .-, \ ill, TV ;!I . .l-;, ,wi' ,.V-;-U _ Triiitu LiiU :;'.;t.Li"C I'lJ :::*'.;;.*;:; llliics, Iiyiili^ V.Tirio ni.pjiCuS, it

the sides of the bottle had become dry before the experiment was
performed, it will be noticed that they now bcr c steamed—water ia

one of the products of the combustion of wood, if a little lime-water be
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pourod into the bottlo immediately after the wood has burned in it, the
bottle iM) (-ovjicd with the hand and shaken, the lime-water will tarn
milky. We shall aee in a little while what this means.

The experiment just described ahowe, among other things,
that oxygen makes burning possible—that it supports com-

I
l)iisti()n

;
and also that the reaction goes on in the pure oxygen

iu a much more lively manner than it does in air—that it

enlivens combustion. These facts are illustrated still further
in the following experiments

:

ExPKniMKNT—Set fire to a little sulphur in a deflagrating spoon;
notice wliether it burns slowly or rapidly in the air. Introduce the
burning sulphur into one of the bottles of oxygen, keeping
tlie bottle coveicd a-i inuoh as possible. Notice what hap-
pens. When combustion becomes slow, remove the spoon,
pour 'J, little water into the bottlo, close the moutli with the
hand and shake. Is the gas i.roduced by the combustion
of the sulphur soluble in water? Why ( i you think so?
Test the water solution with blue litmus. What happens ?

Exi KKiMENT.—Lower a piece of glowing charcoal in a
detlagratiug spoon into a third bottle of oxygen. What
happens? Add a little water and shake as iDefore. Test
part of the water with blue litmus, and part with lime-
water. Charcoal is a form of the element carbon. What
do we now know of the composition of " the gas that turns
lime-water milky ?

"

Certain sub.^taiices that will not bum in air, of
their own accord, will burn in oxygen. Thus, if

a steel watch-spring be straightened out, tipped with sulphur,
the latter ignited and the spring lowered into a jar of oxygen
(some water being left in the bottom of the jar), the iron will
be seen to burn, throwing ofif brilliant sparks, and the molten
product drops into the water in the bottottt of the vessel.
If we carefully examine this product, we find it is <jur old
friend hammer scale ; so we have got at its composition.
Iron and oxygen are elements, so th. only reaction that can
take place between them is one of coi., 1)1nation,

3Fe-»-40 = Fe804
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Hence we havo prov,.,l th composition of hammer scale(calx o iron) by «ynthe«is, ^.e., hy buil.iin,, it no fronTTt!elements
:

t i« oxide of iron. (To n.ake th 'stu.ly coZ e

'

we should <l.t.nnine the relative quantities of thrr/on andoxygen. Tins has of course been done.)

An Oxide i, a compound of orygm and another element.
Oxidation i'^ the proem of comhmmgmth oxygen.

aJl^^e^ ^ ^

Oxygen combines with almost all the elements, formingoxiues of these elements.
*""uuig

The above e.xoeriments have shown us that althoughoxygen does not act on most substances at ordinal
tures, It does so at higher temperatures

; experience ab^

ent su.;tan:s t:::^^i^^^^r^:^^
vary very much fron. substance to .ubstanc^ . pho^>horu™needs to be merely warnu.!, iron n.ust be veVyLghly hea^'
The Temperature of Ignition or Kindling Point nt n^nc. ike U>.e.t i^peraiure at wMch it u-mVrTactkLj

^
In order ihat a substance may burn, then, two things arenecessary: F.rst, something to support the combuXn-

fherhi; -^e part ofthe substance must be at a temperature equd to, or aboveIts particular kindling tempeiuture. If the hea g nerated

supporter of combustion is available, burning will continue

this, or If the upporter of combustion be no longer present

the supply of burning substance is exhausted.

)
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A plow oxidation may go on at a temperature very much
below the kindlinR temperati'n—often at ordinary tetiipcrn-

tures—as when iron rusts in the air, or oils harden (in paint),

or wood decays. The slow oxidation of all these substances
produces heat whith, however, is generally dissipated as
fast :tH proflucfd. If, liowf'Vt r, it cannot get away—as, for
instance, inside a large pil.; of oily rags— th.; heat co'lects and
the material slowly gets hotttr and hotter till the tempera-
ture of ignition is reached and active burning begins. This
phf'noiiH.non is often spoken of as spontaneous combustion.
An action similar to the l)urning of wood goes on very

slowly in our own bodies: we inhale oxygen in the air we
breathe and exhale carbon dioxide (the gas that turns lime-
water milky) and water vapor (which condenses when we
Wreathe in very cold air). This oxidation is the source of our
hodiiy heat and of our power of doing work. Oxygen, there-
fore, supports respiration as well as combustion. The dis-
solved oxygen in water supports the respiration of fishes (and
is also of inestimable value in slowly burning up sewage and
other impurities that get into natural waters, thus purifying
them).

Oxygen cnlivons re-^pinition. iinrl lionce it i^ administered to people when
they lire very ill, and alno to persons who are called on to make intense physical
effort, as in allilet ics. In all these eases, great care Hhould be taken to have the
oxjcen free fnni all iajnrious iinimril ies ; that made from potassium chlorate
18 liable to contain a tiaee of ehlurine which has a %-ery bad effect on the 'iin^s.

It will doubtless have l)een noticed that the behaviour of
most substances when burning in oxygen is similar to their
behaviour when burning in air—only more energetic. More-
over, the products of combustion are the same in both cases
(wood gives water and carbon dioxide, etc.). Now, from
the experiments in oxygen, we know that the products
are oxides—they cannot be anything else ; we get tlie same
products, i.e., oxides, when the burning takes place in air:
hence, air must contain oxygen.

3
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Many '^ulistaiifc ^ will burn in clil, ! ino, a-, wo -h ill sec ; hence, wo cp.-.ioi: )v
that nn.Ti; suppor! iiiK of ooiubusticm proves Uk' iirc^i-nce ot oxygen, iho pro-
ducts of burning in cftlorino are not oxi<ics, or like thum.

The fact that combustible substances burn much more energetica;' ..• ii pure
ozygcn than in air is easily understood when it is remembered that ) w i.' only
one-flfth oxygen. Not only is It harder for the substJince to find the oxygen as
fast as it wants it, but the inert four-flfths of the air can y olFa groat deal of the
heat produced and thus keep the temperature from Bcttiiig very high. How-
ever, the <ofaJ amount of heat produced when a cort-ain quantity of any sub
stance burns is always the same, whether it burn fast and produce a high
temperature, or slowly and only a low temperature is attained on account of
the dissipation of the heat.

{'ortaiii method- of producing oxygen, other than those mentioned abo^e,
arc often used on tlio commercial scale. These may bo (summarized &h follows:

Decomposition of acidulated water by electric current (electrolysis)

U2O = 2H 4- O

Heating of barium dioxide (Brin's process)

BaOs = BaO + O

Intense heating of manganese dioxide

:!MnOo - Mn Ai f 20

The slow evaporation of li(|Miil air. most of the nitrogen and only a little
oxygen going olF during the <ii -t part of the evaporation, leaving most of the
oxygen and only a little of the nitrogen.

(In the leaves of green plants, under the influence of sunlight, COj is de-
composed, its oxygen being returned to the air, as we shall see when speaking
of starch.)

Ozone.—When electric sparks are passed through air or

oxygen, something with a peculiar odor is formed. The same
substance may be obtained a.s follows: In a glass jar, or
wide-mouthed l)ottle, jilaoo a clt-an piece of phosphorus
about the size of a marble and partly cover it with water.

(Cut the phosphorus under water and lift it with forceps, not
with the fingers. ) Place a piece of paper or card over the
mouth of the jar. After some minutes the gas in the jar

will be found to have a peculiar odor, and paper saturated

with a solution of starch and potassium iodide will be quickly
turned blue if placed in the jar. The substance produced
in this way is called ozone; it is a gas, colorless, with a
strong odor, and it has been shown tb.-it it is a peculiar form
of oxygen, more dense than the ordinary form.
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Its density is 48. while that of ordinary oxygren is 32 (H = 2X As we shaU see
later, the molecule of oxygen is composed of two atoms: that of ozone ia
composed of three atoms.

30.. 2O3

Ozone has chemical i)ro{M rties similar to those of oxygen,
but it is more active. It is reconverted into oxygen by
heating to 300°.

As we continue our study of chemistry, we shall find
several examples of element^ that exist, like oxygen, in two
or more very different fori ,d

;
hence, we have a term to

express this.

Allotropy is the jiropcrty exhibited by certain elements of
exMnri in tiro or more distinct forms. Such dements are said to

be allotropic.

QUESTIONS

1. Describe the preparation of oxygen, loith a sketch of the apparatus
employed.

2. Why does a sudden puff of fresh air put out the flame of a candle T

3. Why should oily waste be put into metal boxes and not turown
into corners ?

4. Give two reasons for the extinguishing of a fire when plenty of
water is poured on it.

5. When wc wish to light a hard-coal firo, wliy do we uso {a) jmper,
(6) kindling-wood (or charcoal) ? Why is it tliat the stove itself does
not take fire ?

6. Do we know of any examples of combustion that do nob produce
light? Any light not due to comLiustion ?

7. A little mercury is placed in a large flask which is then sealed up
and weighed. The whole is heated for some days till the mercury is
partly converted inco oxide, and then it is weighed again. No change
HI weight has taken place. How do you account for this ? The flask is
then carefully opened and again weighed, and a gain in weight is
observed. How do you acco iiit for it ?

8. Describe, with a figure, the method of collecting gases over the
pneumatip trouirh.

9. How might the experiment of preparing oxygen from potaariam
chlorate be carried out quantitotively ?
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10. List tho properties of oxygen, thus: A, Physical pro- rties,

1, 2, &c. B, Chemical pro[)ertics, 1, 2, &c.

1 1. Why should we expect to find oxygen colorless, odorless, tasteless ?

12. Taking several of the experiments in this chapter together, what
do thoy teach iis as to tho chemical composition of wood ?

13. Cite some examples of oxidation from the experiments in this

chapter.

14. Criticise the statement: Tho temperature of ignition (kindling
tcniijerature) is tlie tempernture at which a substance will burn.

15. Compare, in tabular form, the burning of sulphur, iron and carbon
in oxygen and also in air, with the products obtained. What does this

sugj^est as to tho chemical ci imposition of the air?

16. Why is it ^.Totl<,' to write KCIO3 = KCl -i- 0^?

17. In prcjmring oxygen from chlorate of potash, three bottles of the
gas are collected. Which bottle do you think contains the purest
oxygen, and why ?

18. The rusting of iron is really a case of combustion. Why does the
iron not get hot ?

10. When the rnd of a spliiUer of wood is liirlitod, why doc-- not the
whole .splinter burst into flame—why does the Hame creep slowly along
the wood ?

(TTie following ccdculations should be l> ft till after Cliapter VIII haa been

studied.

)

20. 36 grs. of mercuric oxide is heated. How much oxygen is given off ?

21. How much mercuric oxide must be heated in order to obtain
4 grs. of oxygen ?

22. With how much oxygen can 100 grs. of mercury combine to form
mercuric oxide ?

23. A gas holder has a capacity of 100 litres. How much chlorate
of potash must be heated in order to produce enough oxygen to fill it

under standard conditions ? At 740 mm. and 15° ?

24. 5 grs. of iron is burned in oxygen. What is the weight of the
iron oxide produced '.'

25. With what volume of oxygen can 12 grs. of carbon combine to
form COj? What will be the volume of the COa.

II pricu i;i j;wrr.,;s;;;u. cfiiorate IS 'ZOC. per kiio an<i that of
mercuric oxide $1.75, what will it cost to prepare 1,000 Utres of oxygen
from each ?



CHAPTER IV

HYDROGEN

History.—Long ago, chemists in their random mixing of

various solids and li(iuid3 had come acn^ss cases where gases

were produced, and sometimes they found that these gases

could be set on fire. Such a gas was obtained, for instance,

when oil of vitriol (sulphuric acid) was poured on to iron

—

and this gas w;i-'. called " inilammable air." Sir Henry
Cavendish, an Knglif-hman, made a special study of it in

17G(>, and later noticed, among other things, that water was

produced when it burned. Lavoisier studied this still

further and named the gas hydrogen, from two Greek words
meaning water generator.

Occurrence.—Ilydroge'^ does not occur free (uncombined)

to any important extent in nature, but in combination it

forms about one-ninth of water, so there is plenty of it to be

had. Further, as we shall see later, it occurs in combination

in all acids and in almost all animal and vegetable substances

as well as in some other things.

Preparation.—Hydrogen is prepared for experimeiital

purposes either from water or from acids :

From water : by action of metals

by action of electric currtnt

From acids : by action of metals

To prepare hydrogen from water, which is a compound

water that will take away the oxygen and leave the hydrogen

37
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by itself. Certoin md.ih have the necessary desire for
oxygen, some of them acting satisfactorily at ordinary
temperatures and others only at high temperatures. Thus,
if a piece of metalUc sodium about the size of a pea be
dropped on some water in a dish, it will be seen to move
about rapidly on the surface of the water, gas being given off
with eflfervescence

; if a lighted match or taper be touched to
the gas, the latter will take fire.

Na + H.p = NaOH + II

Certain other metals will decompose water at high tempera-
tures. Thus, if steam be driven into one end of an iron or
porcelain tube filled with tacks or iron shavings, and kept
at a high temperature, hydrogen may be collected at the
other end of the tube, while the iron becomes covered with
hammer scale.

3Fe + 4H,0 = Fefi^ + 8H
A similar action, rust being formed, takes place at ordinary

temperatures, only extremely

slowly.

If an electric current be
passed through water (con-

taining a little sulphuric
acid), hydrogen is given off at

one pole and oxygen at the
other. The apparatus em-
ployed may be of various

forms, one of the simplest pat-

terns being that illustrated in
the figure. The wires coming
from a battery of four or five

cells, arranged in series^ termi-
nate in pieces of platinum foil (which is not acted upon
during the experiment, as copper would be), and these pieces
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of foil are placed, as indicated, just in the openings of two

lulus filled with water containing about one-tenth of its

weiglit of sulphuric acid and inverted in a dish containing

more of the same solution. On turning on the cu'^rent,

bulibles of gas will collect on the electrodes (foil) and dreak

ay from them, rising into the tubes. It will be noticed

that half as ihiieh gas collects in one tube as in the other;

and, by appl}mg proper tests (such as introducing a glowing

wood splinter), the gas in siraller volume is found to be

oxygen. The other gas is hydroge.i.

The most convenient method of jireparing hydrogen for

laboratory purposes is by acting on an acid, such as sul-

phuric or hydrochloric, with a metal such as zinc or iron.

Zn + ILSO, - ZnSO, f- 2H

Hydrogen mixed with air explodes on ignition
;

therefore,

do not hriii'j ii Jlaiae near (niy nppdrntus generating hydrogen^

unless special precautions _^
have been taken. S/'

Experiment.—Fit up an

apparatus, such as is illus-

trated in the figure, being

very careful that the joints

are air-tight. Place in the

flask a small handful of granu-

lated zinc and jwur down tlie

thi.stle- funnel enouj^h dilute

sulphuric acid to cover it, tak-

iwr care tli;it tlio cnil of the

thistlf-funnel is covered also.

Allow the gas to come off un-

til the air has l)cen displaced

from the apparatus, and then

collect a test-tube full over

tho pneumatic trontrh, light it, and observe whether there is a slight

explosion or not. If there is none, collect two bottles full. The ZnSOt
(zinc sulphate) formed reov.iDs dissolved in the water.

Fio. 7.
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Properties

—

Phy.-<k<d Pi-oprrtlfs. if we examino the sub-
stance produced by the action of the zinc and sulphuric acid,
we observe first, that it is a gas, and tliat it is colorless!
Pre})ared from ordinary zinc, which is impure, it has a
sli-htly disagreeable odor, but hydrogen itself has no smell
or tat^te. (It is not poisonous, but of course a person could
not live in it for any length of time, as he needs oxygon.)
Hydrogen is the lightest substance known

; one litre of it,

at 0° and 760 mm. (see p. 45), weighs 0.09 gr. On this ac-
cotint it is sometimes used for inflating balloons, though the
cheaper coal-gas is generally employed.

ExPERiMENT.—If a glass tube about 10 cm. lon<;, and loosely filled
with cotton wool, be connected to the delivery tube of the generator
used iibove ,u,d a clay tobacco-pi i)e to this, soap bubbles may be blown
with the hydrogen, and they will float in the air.

Hydrogen ha.s been liquified and solidified. Its melting point 18 - 280* and It
bolls, under atmospheric pressure, at -252.5'.

Chemical Properties.—At ordinary temperatures, hydrogen
IS quite inactive. If, however, it be heated, it wiU bum in
air or in oxygen.

2H + = H20

ExPERiMEVT.- Remove one of the bottles full of hydrogen from the
trough (Exp. p. and, holding it upside down, thrust a lighted splinter
or taper up mto It. Does the taper continue to bum? Is it lighted again
as you withdraw it 7 Docs hydrogen support combustion ? Does it burn ?

Draw a glass tube out to a jet and substitute it for the delivery tube
of the generator. Having wrapped a towel round the generator, light
the gas escaping from the jet and note the color of the flame. Hold a
dry beaker over the flame. What happens ? What does this behaviour
mdicate T

Hydrogen does net support combustion, but it burns with
a pale blue, very hot flame, producing water. (The yellow
color of the flame burning at the jet in the experiment is
due to a trace of vapor of sodium from the heated glass.)
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In the experiments just described, the hydrogen gets its

n!T(>?!sary oxjg^n nlDwly
;

if, liowpvor, we mix the hydrofrfMi

witli oxygon (or air) tirst and then ignite, the combustion takes

place so exceedingly rapidly that an explosion is the result.

Ext'EiUMENT. —Fill ;i stroiif; jjlass cylinder two-thirds full of hydrogen

and thi ll pass in one tliinl of ox\ y;oii (or, u-e one volumo of hydroi^en to

two volumes of iiir). Moll :i towel round the cylinder (in case it should

hreiik) and then l)riiii; a light to the open end.

There are two priiii ii>iil kinds of explosions—those produced by the ignition

of :ui iiiliiiKito mixluru of a combnstiblo and a Mipporter of combuftion (hydro-

^:^'n ami air, i i)al iln-t and air, flour and air. Kunpowdury and Ihoso produced by

llif viiy sudden dicciiiii' -ition of cfitaiu compounds, sucli as nitro-glj'cerine.

In both cases, lart'c (luanlilies of gases at high temperatures, and therefore

enormously expanded, are produced.

If a flame of burning hydrogen be supplied with pure

oxygen, as in the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe (see figure), a very

high teiiipera-

tiu-e is {iroduced:

the flame will

melt platinum.

If such a flame

be directed against a piece of quick-lime, which is infusible,

the lime is so highly heated that it gives out a powerful

white light. This is known as the lime-light (calcium light,

Drummond light), and was formerly much used in theatres,

in magic lanterns, etc. It has been almost altogether super-

seded by the arc light.

The last two experiments show that hydrogen at a high

temperature combines eagerly with oxygen. Indeed, under

sueh conditions, its aOinity for nxyeen is so great that it can

extract it from many of its compounds. This reaction is

known us reduction.

Reduction w the net of ejiraciing oxi/(jcn jroia a coinpouiid that

contains it, and the substance that is capable of doing this is caU^d a

Reducing Agent.
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Experiment. - T'luce some cop,)er oxi.io in ii hard-glass tube and sup-
port it above a burner. Connect thi.s tube with a liydrogon goiiorator,
as in the figure, and heat the tube while the hydmjren is iiassinLr. (The
usual precautions against explosion must be taken.) Tlio coptK^r oxideOist rcduct.l to metal,

as can be seen by
t)io cliaiigo in color,

and water in pro-

duced at the same
time.

tff

Fio. 9.

CuO ^ JH^rH.p-t-Cu

liuve al-

ready noticed two

classes of chemi-

cal action, i.e.,

analysis and .syn-

thi'sis this chap-

ter furnishes us
with several examples of a.third class, i.e., replacement. In
the action of sodium on water, of zinc on sulphuric acid, of
hydrogen on copper oxide, this sort of reaction take-' place
and it may he defined as follows :

Replacement, ur tsuhditutiim, is the action that takes place
between a chemical compound and another substance, generally an
element, uhereliy thU other substance combines with a part of the

compound, libcratin;/ the n^; the other substance takes the
place of a portion of the compound.

QUESTIONS
1. What did the old chemists mean by "inflammable air?" Why

did they call it so ?

2. How would you explain the presence of some hydrogen in the
"air" obtained from the coils of a hot-water furnace?

3. Why must all the air be driven out of the hydrogen geiiemtor
before the issuing hydrogen is ignited ? Why do we wrap a towel round
the flask ? Is hydrogen itself explosive ?
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4. Would hydro^n make a good aabstitute for coal-gas (a) in an

nrdiniiry lightinp^ burner, (6) in a burner fitted with an Auer-light mantle,

(r) in a gas stove ? Why ?

5. Sometimen fearful explosions occur in flour mills ; .what do you

! Ill Ilk is ilio cause ? Might some of the explosions in coal mines be due

to a. similar cause ?

6. If your stock of metallic sodium took fire, would you use water or

sand to extinguish it ? Why 7

7. Wlien hydrogen in prepared bj- the action of zinc on sulphuric

acid, what else is formed ? What beer .es of it ?

8. Potassium (K) react« with water in the same way that sodium

does ; write the equation representing the reaction.

9. Compare oxygen and hydrogen as to (a) occurrence, {h) properties.

10. In the apparatus pictured in Fig. 7 why should the thistle tube

extend almost to the bottom of the flask f

11. How could yon distinguish a bottle of oxy^«n from one of

hydrogen ?

12. Compare oxidation and reduction. Is the one just the opposite

of the other ?

13. Why is hydrogen called a reducing agent? Iron? Examples.

{ The following calculatioiu thoxdd he left till ChapUr VIII kaa been

Hudkd.)

14. How much zinc and sulphuric acid must be used to produce

100 grs. of hydrogen? (Note: the two chemicals must be reported

separately.

)

15. What volume of hydrogen could be produced by acting on 23 grs.

of sodium with water ?

16. How much water could 92 grs. of sodium decompose ?

17. A balloon has a capacity of 1,009 litres. HOw much zinc and

sulphuric acid will be required to produce sufficient hydrogen to till it at

75U mm. and 18°? With zinc at 15c. per pound and iron at 4c., what

would be the coat of each metal for the above filling ?
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THE GAS LAWS AND THE MOLECULAR THEORY

It is not a very ea^y matter to weigh ga.se.s
;

lience, when
we wish to determine their (luantity, we generally do it by
measuring tlieir volumes. Tt needs only a little observation,
however, to show Uiat th.' volume of any partieular quantity
of gas does not always remain ih.; sanu—unless it is her-
metically sealed up— but that it varies with changes in
temperature and pressure. These changes in volume are
physical changes, and their study In longs to the scie nce of
physics; but a knowledge of them is of su. h great import-
ance to chemists that wi; must very brielly review them here,
though, for a detailed discussion of them, books on physics
must be consulted.

The pressure of gas is usually measured, for scientific
purposes, by means of a barome' -r and is expressed in milli-
meters of mercury, the average, or normal, pressure of the
atmosphere at sea level being equivalent to 760 mm. of
mercury and being called Standard Pressure (S.P.). If, now,
we measure the volume of a certain .piantitv of gas 'under
this pressure, then double the pressure and measure tlie
volume again, we find that the volume is half what it was
before

;
and this is true of all variations in pressure and

volume. Thus

:

p. V.
l!»<t nun. 4

S80 " 2
760 "

1

ir)2ii «'
^ i

3040 " '
J

44
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Ninv, wht n wt; di.scover some invariahio n lati-m, or mode

of Ix liavinur, in natun^ we exiiress it in tlit; form of a concise

stati iui'iit, which wo call a hav, ami the law coiu-crning the

Illation hctwocn the volume of a gas and thi; pressure upon

it was discovered by Robert Boyle in 1 660. Hence,

Boyle's Law.— The roluwr. of a gets is inversely proportional

!n ijir jtremire mtiJrr uhich it c.cl-<i-<.

r>v means of lliis law, we can find out l»y simple calculation

what the volume of a gas measured under one pressure would

become under any other pressure. For, if we multiply the

volume by the pressure under which it is measured, we find

\v!;:itit would be under 1 luin. pressun'; andtlifh, by dividing

till- volume by the new pressure, we obtain the new volume.

KxAMi'i-K.—A giis measures 25 cc. under a pressure of 7.>;j vci'.vi. What

would it be under a pressure of 760 mm.?

It the [iie-siito is itduci il to -
',

,
of wluit it was, i.e., to 1 mm., tlio

volume would become 7.>3 times as large, i.e., 25x753. If now the

pressure be increased 760 times, i.e., to 760 mm., the volume will become

tIj of what it was at 1 mm., i.e., '2'i x 753 x .Jj, or 25 x f gj.

We see, therefore, that in rcdueint^ the volume of a gas

from what it is umler one pressure to whai it would be undei

another, we mullii)ly by a fraction, the numerator of which

is the original pressure and the denominator the new.

Now let us see how the volume of a gas is affected by

changf! in temperature. It has been agreed among physicists

and chemists that (\ should be regarded as Standard Tem-

perature (S.T.) for these purposes, and careful measurements

have shown that if a gas at 0° be raised one degree in tem-

perature, its volume increases Trfy of what it was at zero (the

jiressure, of course, remaining constant). If it be heated

froiM 1' up to 2°, its volume again increases r-l j "/ what it was

at zero ; and the same sort of thing ha])pens if the gas at 0°

be cooled—it contracts in the same ratio. So we can i^ain

generalise, and thus obtain

—
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y Charles's Law nr the Law of Gay-Lussac-rA^ volume of
«^.tmTe«... (.r decrease.) oj its volume at zero for even,
degree rvte {orfall) in temperature.

(It must be carefully observed that it is ,f ^ of its volume

H \ . ; .

" ^^^^ 2r, it will notexpand of what its volume is at 20', but ot what itsvolume would Ih! at .)

w"»hih

Suppose now that we start with a crtain volume of p. ^ atand cooMt to-r, it will contract of its volume-
If we cool it to - 2* it will have contra, ted, in all,

2 f .1
of Its original volume. Finally, if we could

cool ,t to - 27;r it w.aild (theoretically) lose |ig
of Its original volume, i.e., its volume would
become 0. As its volume cannot become less
than 0, w.. argue that there is no temi^erature
below -27;rC'. This is absolute cold, and the
temperature is , aUcd Absolute Zcm. \ *her-
mometer-scale, with degrees the same size as
centigrade degrees and this point labelled zero.
IS called the Absolute ScaU. OT. becomes 273'
on th.! ahsolute scale and lOOX'., 373* absolute.

This m;iy he formulatrd as follows

Abs." = C.'' + 273' or C* = Abs.' - 273.'

Further, let us consider a volume of gaF which
for convenient: I calculation we chc-se as
273cc,atOT.,z..., 273-Ab8. If we raise the

temperature 1 ,
the volume will be 274 cc.. and so on; and

Fio. 10.

Vol. c. Abs.
276 cc. 3°

or/: 11
275°

274 " r 274"

273 0* 273*

11
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Wf st'f at nnco tliat the lunulicr of vc. of is tlic same as

till' 1 uiiilu r of <lt '^roisH on the absolute scale. Thus, we get

a now cnunciution for the

Law of Charles or of Gay-Lussac.— T/ic volume
<>J

n. tjn/i

varien direcih/ as its nhmhiie tempernture.

Now, if we want to find out what the vuhinio of a gas

measured at one temperature will become if the temperature

Ik' chanped, we proct'cd as follow^^ : First, pve that the tem-

prraturcs arc on tlif ai<.soluto scalt' (if cxpreKHcd in Ccntifrrado,

idd 27;) ); secondly, divide the volume of the gas by its

! i;j;inal temperature to find what it would be at 1* Abfl. and

then multiply this by the new temperature.

Example.—A gaa measures 31 cc. at 18°C.; what will be its volume

atOC?
IH (;. ^ 18" + 273° ==291° Abs. and (fC. =27;r Aks.

31 -r 291 is what the rolume will be at 1° Abs.

(31 X 291) X 273, or 31 x fif, is what it will be at 273* Abs. =0°C.

Thus we see, that to n duoo a volume from one pressure to

anotluT we multiply by a fraction made uj) of the old and

now pressures ; and for change in temperature, we use a

fraction made up of the old and new temperatures (on the

absolute scale). These corrections may be applied indepen-

dently or both together. In ap{>lying these fraction?, how-
t vor, we must do so thoughtfully and not mechnnijally.

Tims : A jras measures 927 cc. under a pressure of 775 mm.
and at a temperature of 18°C. What will be its volume
under standard conditions, at S.T.P. (i.e., 760 mm. and
n f'. )•> <uppose we are not sure of our equation anri cannot

renu mber whether we should multiply by j^^ or f S 9. Think

of it in this way : The pressure is to change from 775 to 760

mm., i.e., is to become less ; then the volume of the gas will

become greater ; so wo must multiply by a fraction that will

make it greater, i.c., Similarly with the temperature:
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from ]8 C. {i.e., IS + 273 = 291 Ahs.) to 0"C. (273 Abs.) is

a lowering of temperature, accompanit-d by a contraction of
the gas

;
therefore our fraction must be less than 1, i.e., |p.

The whole thing works out as follows :

^

Vol.=927.'"^ 27.-?

760 •_'itl

Where gases are coUccUhI over water, they alwaysconteinacertain quantity
of a.iueous va|,or, depending on the temperature; and the tension (pressure) of
this vapor, pins the actual pressure of the gas. is the pressure which we measure
(indirectly) by means of th.' barometer. In accurate work, the tension of
aqueous vapor (taken from a table) should be deduct<;(l from the barometric
pro-nre in order to obtain the correct pressure of the gas. Under laboratory
conditions, this will be only about %4 of the total pressure; hence, the error
introduced by neglecting the tension of aqueous vapor may be ignored In
ordinary work.

In addition to the two laws mentioned above, there is
another very striking fact connected with all gases. Suppose
we have a cylinder full of hydrogen and another full of air,

and place these mouth to mouth, the one full of the lighter
hydrogen being arbove, and. leave them like this for a little

while
;
then, if we examine the gas in each cylinder, we find

that the air and hydrogen have mixed completely, so that the
whole mass of gas is uniform througtiout, half of the lighter
hydrogen having passed into the lower cylinder, while half
the heavi.'r air has passed into the ".pper. This process, by-
virtue of which gases mix Avith one another, and pass spon-
taneously through small openings, is known as diffusi„a ofgases,
and it is found that the lighter a gas is, the faster it diffuses.
It is on account of this (in part) that the composition of the
atmosphere is kept so nearly uniform, as we shall sec later;
and also, this explains why it is so hard to keep any ))articu-
lar gas pure and free from oilier gases, esi>e( ially from air.

We have just been considering two very wnportant natural
laws eoncerning gases, one* dealing with the relation between
•.I.-, j-:r-.--,;:-- \ ! u. !i! ' ii,^; j^a.-, ana liif other with the
relation between the temperature and volume.
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A Natural Law may bo defined as a constant or uniform

rdntinmhip, or mode of bthdviour, observed in nature, and ex-

pressed in the form of a concine statement. It is a generalisation

of a very large number of facts.

It is very interesting to discover these Telationships, and
scientific men are constantly trying to detect more of them,
because they firmly believe that the whole of nature is most
intimately inter-related. A knowledge of facts and laws

alone, however, is not satisfying to the mind. It is very

interesting to know hmo things happen, bftt something in us
makes us constantly ask why they happen as they do. We
know hoxo gases behave with regard to pressure and tempera-
ture; but lohy should they do it? What is there in the

nature of all gases that seems to force them all to behave
alike with respect to these two conditions ?

Having failed to find any answer to this question by ex-
amining gases more closely, we imagine a cause—we set our
minds to work and produce a mental picture of the structure

of gases such that, if gases are really like it, then they mu«L
behave as they do. Such mental pictures, designed to explain

certain laws, are at first called Hypotheses ; and if, after being
carefully com^-nred with all the facts relating to them, they
still seem to be rational and useful, then we call them
Theories. (A theory is a hypothesis which has grown up and
passed its examinations I)

With regard to gases, then, people who have studied the
subject most carefully have put forward what is known as
the

Molecular Theory : AU yases are made up of separate parti-

^ cles, called molecules. These molecules are in a state of rapid
motion.

m

Although a bottle full of air or oxygen seems to be
perfectly uniform and quiet throughout, we must think of it
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as really made up of an enormous mimher of very small par-

ticles with, comparatively sprakiiiii;, very larp' spaces l)etween

them and these particles rushing and bounding and whirling

about all the time, bumping against one another and against

the walls of the vessel which contains them, tlius exerting

pressure upon it. This motion of tlie molfculfs is heat, and
is the cause of diffusion. In a liot body the motion is very

rapid, in a cool body it is less rapid, in a body at absolute

zero there is no motion at all—hence, nothing can be colder

(stiller) than absolute zero. The very essence! of the theory

is that matter has a sort of granular, or discontinuous

structure./A Molecule is the smallest quantity of a substance that can

exist by itself {i.e., in the free, or uncombined, state). The
word "molecule" is di rived from the Latin tiuiJcoihi, a little

heap, because a molecule is made; up of a little lu'ap of

atoms, as we shall see later on. M'e have molecules of

elements, in which the component atoms are all alike, and
molecules of compounds, in which tlie atoms are different

It shouM l)c observed that tlio smallest quaiUity of oxypen, for instance,

that ran exist by itself {i.e., in ii free slate), is two atoms, O-; whereas, the
smallest (inantity o{ oxygen that can exist in combination i» half of this, ie.,

one atom, (J.

The molecular theory is applied also to liquids and solids.

All the molecules of any one sort of substance must be

exactly alike, because any one si)rt of substance always has

the same i)roperties, and therefore, it cannot be molecularly

coarse-grained in one sami)le and fine-grained in another.

Although this molecular view of matter may not seem very

sensible just at first, the more we study the facts of nature

the more we are convinced that this picture is true.

In order to make the theory thoroughly satisfactory,

?*.«., have it explain the laws as completely as pos.o.ible, it

was necessary to make a little extension to it, and this is

known by the name of the Italian who first put it forward.
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Avogadro's Hypothesis.

—

Equal volumes of all gases, under

similar ntixJitinii.-i of (nuprrature and •pressure, contain equal

ni(nihrr.-< <f niohriilcs. That is, whon temperature and pres-

sure are alike, tliere is tlio same amount of crowding in all

gases. If one litre of hydrogen at a certain temperature and
l)ressure, contains x molecules, then one litre of oxygen, or
oi air, or of any other g;is, at the same temperature and
pressure, contains x molecules.

This is often spoken of as Avocradro's hi i'-. but it is not a law at all ; it is not
a ooM(ient.c<l statoniciit of facts that wo kiuiw ; it is a Kue--. an iinafjiiiary pic-
ture, as to what wo suppose. Further, although still spoken of as a hypothesis,
it lias long graduated to the rank of a theory.

Although it is impossible to find out the actual weights of

molecules by exjierinjcnt, we can determine their relative

weights by making use of Avogadro's hypothesis. A litre of

hydrogen weighs 0.09 gr., and a litre of oxygen weighs
1.43 gr., i.e., X molecules of oxygen weigh 16 times as much
as X molecules of hydrogen. Therefore, each molecule of

oxygen must weigh sixteen times as much as each molecule
of hydrogen. Hydrogen being the lightest substance known,
was chosen as thej|fcindard, and, for a reason that will appear
later, its molecule"^as said to weigh 2 ; then the molecule of

oxygen must weigh 16 x 2 - 32. (Some of the numbers used
here will not api>ear (luite correct ; this is because we do not
calculate out to many places of decimals. Thus, the weight
of a litre of hydrogen is really 0.089947 gr., and not 0.09 as
we have used it.

)

If 1 litre of hydrogen weighs 0.01) gr. and 1 litre of oxygen
weighs 1.43 gr., then 22.4 litres of each will weigh 2 gr. and
32 gr., respectively. But, as we have just seen, these
numbers reprc'^ciit the moleeuhir weights of hydrogen and
oxygen

; and what is true of tin ai in this respect is true of
-i-n gjisus. TiK-n-fore we iiuiy .say that iJie uiKj'ld in (jraim of

litres of any gas, tinder staiubtrd conditions, is numerically
equivalent to its molecular weight.
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OAS Wt. of 1
LiTRB

Wt. ok 22. i
Litres Moi- Wt.

17 er. 17

44 " 44
Carbon monoxide .... 1.2499 " 28 " 28

71 "
71

Hydrochloric acid, . . . 1.6275 " 36.5 36.5

2 " 2

28 " 28
Oxygen 1.428.5 " 32 " 32
Water (Steam) 0.8036 "

18 "
18

/The Gram-Molecular Volume (G.M.V.) is 22.4 lit rr.^, xo-calkd

because the weight in grama of this volume of any gas {under stan-

dard conditions) is numericaUy equivahnt to its molecular weight.

The molecular weight cf a gas, then, is ascertained by deter-

mining the weight in grams of 22.4 litres of it under standard
conditions of temperature and pressure (or under some other
conditions and then calculating to standard conditions).

There are many indirect methods of determining molecular weights, includ-
ing those of liquids and solids, but t! ->y cannot be discussed here.

The density of any gas compared with*air, may be deter-

mined by comparing the weight of 22.4 litres of that gas (its

molecular weight expressed in grams) with the weight of

22.4 litres of air, which is 28.8 grs. This number is often

very useful, as it dispenses with the necessity of committing
to memory a number of densities.

Hydrogen = 2 w.as the original standard for molecular vreights. For reasons
that cannot bo discussed In this place, oxygen = 32 is the one now generally
adopted. As, however, this makes a difference in any particular case, only in
decimals, it need not concern us here.

It is impossible to say when the molecular theory was first cnuiif i.ited. or by
whom. Certaia ancient Greek philosophers taught sometliiiit,' like it, using,
however, the term atom instead of molecule. The theory tht n went out of
existence for huni"; .ids of ycais, as far an nalurul sciern e was concerneil, but
was re-enunciated in an altered form about the beginning of the I'Jth century.
For a longtime there was great confusion between it and the atomic theory,
until finally the tangle was straightened out mainly through the teachin* of the
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Italian professor of chemistry, Cannizzaro. about 1860. It la interesting to note

that, Htartintr with the molecular hypothesis, Hoyle'a law, Charles a law and

Avogadro'a hypothesis may, by the principles of mechanics, be deduced aa

necessary consequences.

As this chapter has been rather a long one, and as its subject

ivatter is exceedingly important for our whole study of chem-

istry, it will be a good thing to draw up a logically arranged

outline, so that we may get a more or less complete mental

picture of it and, at the same time, get an elementary idea of

part of the scientific method. The details can, of course, be

filled in by referring back to what has already been said.

Observations: AH changes underj^ono by matter.

Clatisitication : Bringing together all changes in the volumes
of gases due to changea in pressure and
temperature.

Generalisations : Pressure—Boyle's law.

Temperature—Charles's law.

S{)eculation : Reasons for these laws—Molecular theory.

Avogadro's hypothesis.

Deduction : Method of determining molecular weights.

QUESTIONS

SoTK.—All tcmprratures are centigrade unless otheruHse stated.

1. What uniform methods of behavior are exhibited by all gases?

2. Define the term law, as used in science.

'3. What is meant by standard temperature, by standard pressure?

What does S.T.P. mean?
4. What is meant by the absolute scale of temperature ? What is

the equivalent of absolute zero on the centigrade scale and of 0* oenti-

{.'lade on tho absolute .scale ?

5. Reduce the following temperaturas to their equivalents on the

other scale: - 2.-)°C., ir,°C., Kwrc. ,
27° Abs. , .376° Aba. Are there any

mnius temjieratures on the absolute scale 7 Why?
6. Define the terms hypothesis and tl oi y us used in science.

7. Why is the volume 22.4 litres of so much importance in chemistry

!

What name is given to it?

8. What is the mc-iningf of G-M.V. ?

9. A steel cylinder has a capacity of 50 litres. It is filled with

oxygen under a pressure of 150 lbs. to the square inch (15 lbs. = 1 atmos*

phere). What weight of o> ygdu dees it contaiQ ?
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10. How is the molecular weight of a gas (k termine.l ? Upon what
hypothc is does this deterrniri.it ion dci)enil ?

11. Give an outline of part of the scientihc method.
12. What is meant hy the term diffusion of gases ?

13. Why docs hydrogen leak >o easily tlirough badly made joints?
14. AVhat surprising conception of mutter is introtluced l>y the

molecular theory?

15. Enunciate the niolet ular theorv.

Ifi. For what purpose was the molecular theory devised .'

17. A certain volume of air measures 1 litre under 738 mm. pressure.
What will bo its volume under 7ti9 mm. ?

18. A quant ity of hydrogen measures 320 cc. under 750 mm. pressure.
What would its volume be under normal pressure?

19. Reduce the following gas volumes to S.P.: (a)m cc. at 380mm
(6) 279 cc. at 1520 mm.

20. A certain quantity of oxygen measures 1 litre at standard pres-
sure. At what pressure will it,s volume be doubled V

21. Some air is measured in a tube under normal pressure; then a
total i)ressure of 5 atmospheres is put upon it. What relation does its
volume now bear to the original volume ?

22. A certain volume of air measures 1 litre at IT. What will be its
volume at 34° ?

23. A quantity of hydrogen measures 320 cc. at 20". What will be
its folume at standard temperature ?

24. Reduce the following gas volumes to S.T.: (a) 150 cc. at 18°
(6) 279 cc. at

25. A certain quantity of oxygen measures 1 litre at sUndard tem-
perature. At what temperature will its volume be halved ?

^26. A certain volume of air incisures 1 litre under 738 mm. aud at 17°.
What will bo its volume under TOO mm. and at 34° ?

27. A quantity of hydrogen measures 320 cc. under 750 mm. and at
20°. What will be its volume ;it S.T P. ?

28. Reduce the following gas volumes to S.T.P.: (a) l.'JO cc at
380 mm. and 18°; (/;) 279 cc. at 1.520 mm. and 300°.

20. A certain (piiuitity of o.vygen measures 1 litre under standard con-
ditions. What M

. . be its volume at 2u' and Ti,") nun. ?

30. 1 litre of oxygon under standard conditions wei:_rl,« L4;5 .^r
Wh.it will i,o the weight of 1 litro at 3.)" and 790 mm. ?

~

31. 1 litre of air under stan.lard ronditions weighs 1.29 grs. Under
what pressure will 1 litre weigh 3 gi . ?



rHAPTER Yl

COMPOUNDS OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN. WATER.
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

History.—Water has always been known to man and has

been a Hul)staiu'e of tlio very liighest importance to him.

Hence, pcoj^le who were giviu to .^peculating about things,

have devoted a good deal of their mental energies to the

subject of water, and many curious ideas have ret-ulted.

AccordiiiLT to the account given in Gmcsis, tlie IL .ut>ws

l>clicvcd that waU-v was one of the fn>t things created. In

ancient India and Egypt, it was held that water was the very

first thing created and that everything else had been made

from it, and certain of the Tire.^k philosophers were of the

same opinion. All through tlie Middle Ages, people : .
Iked

of '-the foin- elements of Aristotle," earth, air, fire, and

water, and up to (juite a late date, water was believed to be

undecomposable. Cavendish showed, in 1781, that water is

produced when hydrogen burns in oxygen; but he mixed

up with this fact a peculiar tlieory which he held, and it

remained for the great French cllt^mist, Lavoisier, to clearly

announce that water is nothing more or less than a com-

pound of oxygen and hydrogen.

Occurrence. --This substance, as we all know, occurs to an

enormous extent in nature, though never quite pure. It is

found as a solid, ice, at all times in the polar regions and on

the tops of high mountains, and during the winter in a great

many other places. As liquid, water, it forms oceans, lakt s,

rivera, streams, etc., and also a large part of plants and

55
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animals— the liuman body is about f water, and apples
about i ;

and it is present to a greater or less extent in all
soils and rocks. And a.s a gas, water-vapor, it is at all times
present in the atni().s])liere.

Preparation—Water may be prepared from its elements,
as when hydrogen bums in oxygen or in air

:

2H + = HgO,'

but this is done only in exceptional cases, such as we shall
meet with later in discussing its composition. It is usually

Pio. 11.

obtamed from natural sources, but as it is never found fr^e
from other substances, it must be purified. The impurities
which It contains are of two kinds : (a) those held in suspen-
sion, hke fine sand, clay, chips, etc., and (b) those held in
solution like salt, lime, etc. The former can be removed by
fiOratum, t.e., making the water pass through porous sub-
Stances such as blotting paper, porous stones, layers of sand
charcoal, etc., the pores of which are too small to aUow the
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little solid particles suspendt'd in the water to get llirough.

(Many bacteria are too small to be filtered out.) The dis-

Holved impurities (and suspended ones, too) can be removed

hy di-^till'tliiin, i.e., liy converting the water into steam (boil-

ing), allowing the steam to travel away from the impurities

and then condensing it into water again.

ExrERiMENT.—Ariiiiige nn apfjaratus as in the figure. A is the boiler,

B is the coiiden^tr, lunl C the receiver. Connect the opening, J>, by

means of a rubber tube, with u tup or otlier 8U[>ply of cold water, und K
with a sink or other receptucle for overflow. Fill tlio fla.sk A about one-

third full with dirty water (or water colored with ink or litmas) and boil

while a very slow stream of water runs through the condenser jacket.

Distilled water will be obtained in the receiver.

When distillation is very carefully carried out, with a

number of special precautions, pure water is the result

Properties.

—

Physical Properiiea. Pure water is a liquid at

ordinary temperatures, colorless in small quantities, but blue

when seen in very thick layers ; it i.-^ odorless and tasteless.

If slowly cooled from its bdiling-point, it contracts steadily

till 4° is reached, after which it ex])andd down to 0°, and

then expands still more on freezing. This peculiar behaviour

is of the utmost importance in nature, because if water

contracted steadily as it codled and also on solidifying, ice

would form at the bottoms of streams, ponds, etc. , and they

would freeze solid during our winters. Water freezes at 0*,

forming ice which, as has already been pointed out, is lighter

than water, and it boils at 100°,- fordaing steam. (A cubic

inch of water forms nearly a cubic foot of steam.) The
G.M.V. of steam (calculated, of course, to standard tempera-

ture and pressure) weighs 18 grams, therefore the molecular

weight of steam is 18.

Water is capable of dissolving a larger number of sub-

stances than any other liquid—it is the best solvent known.

The dissolved substances may be gases, such as oxygen

;
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liquids, such as alcohol; or solids, such as suit and sugar.
It is no wonder, then, that water is not found pure in nature.

Chemical Properties.—Water is a compound which is not
easily decomposed, or, as we say, it is very stulilc

; it

requires a very large quantity of heat, or some otli.'r foi-rn

of energy, to separate its oxygen and hydrogen—indeed,
the quantity of energy required to decompose a given
quantity of water is exactly the same as the quantity of
energy evolved (as heat) when enough oxygen and hydro-
gen combine to form this quantity of water. (This is true
of all chemical compounds.)

A great many substanoes when deposited from solution
in water, separate out in tho form of regular solids enlled
crystals, and the process of separation is called crystallisa-
tion from solution.

ExpiRiHKNT.—Half fill p i 'Ae (holding about .500 cc. ) with cold water.
Add powderexl alum in small quiititities and shako well afler each addition.
Continue, until no more alum will dissolve and a liitlo of the solid in

left in the bottom of the bottle. Allow to sUmd until the liquid clears,
and then carefully pour it off into a beaker. Heat almost to Itoiling and
Stir in more powdered alum until no more will dis.solve easily. Pour the
clear, hot solution into another beaker and allow it to cool slowly.

In the case of many of these substances, if the crystals
be removed from the solution, carefully dried with blot-
ting paper, and heated in a tube, they are found to give
off a definite proportion of water which was chei ; liy

combined in them. Such water, chemically combinea in
crystals, is called Water of Crystallisatioii.

ExPKRiMENT.—Dry some of the .small alum crysf^ls obtained in the
preceding experiment by pressing them between blotting papers, and
then place two or three grams of them in a dry test-tube. Hold the
tube in an inclined position ind heat just the bottom. What happens
to the alum ? What happen; to the upper part of the walk of the test-
tube ? How do you explain this ?

Repeat the experiment, using small crystals of copper sulphate (blue
vitriol, blue stone) instead of the alum.
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Some comp unds, siicli iis wasliing sodii, containing water

of crystallisatiou give it up simply on exposure to the air

at ordinary temperatures ; such sabstances are said to be

efflorescent. (It must be carefully noticed that, in order to

])e termed efflorescent, the substance jnust give off water

that has been in combination, i.e., that has been water of

crystallisation. The family washing, drying on the clothes-

line, is not efflorescent.) Certain other compounds, like

calcium chloride, are cai»able of absorbing moisture from

the air, and tlioy are termed deliquescent. (They do not

necessarily convert the moisture into water of crystallisa-

tion, so a deliquescent substance cannot be correctly defined

as "the opposite of an efflorescent substance.?) Deliques-

cent substances are often used for drying gases, and the

fact that they deliquesce in ail- proves that this gaseous

substance contains water.

Experiment.—Place a little dry calcium chloride in a watch-glass and

allow it to stand exposed to the air for some hours. V.';„a <ioes tlio

result teach with regard to calcium chloride ? With regard to the air ?

The calcium chloride may be dried by heating and used over again.

Compositiou of Water.—If we wish to find out the compo-

sition of any compound, there are two general methods of

attaining our end : we may start with the compound and

break it up into its ebments; or, wo may start with the

elements and build up the compound. Tliese two methods

>»re respectively analysis and synthesis, and these terms

have already been defined (p. 25). If we are to do this

work thoroughly, we must determine not only what ele-

ments go to make up the et inpound. l)ut also how much of

each. In other words—our experiments must be both

qualitative and quantitative.

To determine the composition of water analytically, we

make use of the experiment, already described, in whieh

the water is decomposed by electrolysis, i.e., by the help of
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an electric current (nee p. .'J8 \V, rrmy t tli
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if, howcv.T. whilt> it is iK'utt'd. hydrogen ho pas- d over it,

t he "sh.. king" action of t he heat aud the aflftnity of the hydro-

gen for the oxygen are together too much for the copper

oxiii" an(i ' gives up just enough oxygen to prodiin.- water

witli tho liydro^'tMi, hut no more (see expcrini-'nt, 42).

Hydrogen, th. i, is punlied ai ; .)!us.sed thi )Ugh a tube con-

taining a lit lorcelain boat liiled with copper oxide, and

kept hot. T products pass on through a tube contuin-

ng caU-ium ch.oride, a delitim o,< siil»stan'-'\ which ab-

>rbs tlie wator v;ipor for; . d. Ti ciiicium chloride tube

weighed bi i ore and at i r the » 'eriraent, the gain in

weight beii due to the water f< .rmeii. (This givesH + O.

)

The boat w. h its coppi-r oxide is al>o w i»hed before and

after th. ex] >-init'iit, tin' ln> , Ihuiil' due the oxygen that

combin< i he hydrogen i . form the water. (This gives

O.) Til reuee between the gain in weight of the

chloride * ''im and the loss in weight of the copper

oxide is th it of hydrogen in the water formed:

(H + 0)-0 = H

(The equation, as here written, is to be regarded mathe-

matieally ratlier tlmn cheniicaily.)

All the liest results that have been obtained by experi-

ments such as t hose described above luive been collected,

and we find that they agree wonderfully closely—they are

not all exactly alike, for no man can expect to get absolutely

con-eet results—ami, if ^\ <' take the average of them, the

eompositiou of water turns out to be

Oxygen

Hydrogen

Hv VOLC.MK Bv Wki

1 88.814

11.186

For our present pta'pose it wi be quite ueareuoi
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that water is made up of 2 parts of hydrojr.-ii to 1 part of
oxygen h^, volume

;
or 2 parts of hydrogen to 16 parts of

oxygen hy xmg]d. The former is spoken of as the volumeL-
W C -^'B 7 ^""iP<^^i'">n of wat.r and the latter as the gravimetric
i^-' (In mentioning quantities, it is rnn, wiporfaJif uTlt^e

whether they are volumes or weights; -nless this is done
weight IS understood. Hence, to say " Water is made up
ot . parts of hydro-en to 1 part of oxygen," is incorrect.)
Natural Waters.-Before leaving the sulgeet of water it

will be weU for us to take up a little applied chemistry, by
discussing natural waters very briefly.

As we have already learned from our experituen > pure
water is made up of oxygen and hydrogen in a certain
definite proportion and notliing else; hut the various kinds
of water that we find in nature always contain more or less
of something else, which is regarded as impurity. One of
the things that the old alchemists vainly strove to prepare
was "the universal solvent": that liquid which was to
dissolve everything (and was to be kept in—what •>) As is
so often the case, we think that that which is far off, or
rare, must be so much more important than that which is
c ose at hand and common ; and so, in this connection, the
alchemists ignored water, wlii.^i, will diss.,lve a greater
variety of things than anything else we know (and must
therefore be very carefully kept in something special if it
IS to remain pure). Hence, we should hardly expect to find
It pure m nature, where it comes into contact with such a
variety of materials.

The purest natural water is rain water, collected after it
has rained for some time and thus washed the air free
from dust

;
it has been distilled by nature and has had an

opportunity of absorbing impurit ies onlv from the air. As
soon as it gets iu ^rround. however, it finds manv
soluble substances, and these it dissolves somewhat and
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carries alonu' with it into springs, streams, rivers and finely

to the sea. Waters containing a good deal of such material

in solution are called mineral waters (sea water is really a

mineral water), while those containing only a very little

jii-e called fresh waters. The proportion of solid matters in

solution in a given water may be determined by carefully

evaporating to dryness a weighed quantity of the water

and weighing the residue.

Experiment.—Weigh carefully a cleiin, dry porcelain dish of about

rm cc. oai)acity and measure into it 300 cc. of some kind of mineral or

hard water. (»)<) cc. of water weighs 300 gr.) Place the dish on the

top of a beaker containing some water and boil this water. Gradually

the water in the dish will evaporate, without sputtering and loss of

material, and tlio 0{)eration is continued (putting more water into the

beaker, if necessary) till the contents of the dish are quit« dry. Weigh

the di^h and its contents, and calculate the number of parts of solid

mattt r {ler thousand of water.

The following table will give some idea of the quantities

we are dealing with here, the figures being averages of a

great many experiments such as the one just described.

Natural waters also contain gases in solution, principally

air and carbon dioxide, which separate out in the form of

little bubbles when the water is heated, "and before it boils.

As one of the principal uses of water is for drinking pur-

poses, it is often a matter of great importance to be able to

find out whether water from a certain source is wholesome

or not (potable, drinkable). This cannot generally be

Source of Water
Total Soudb in

1,000 Parts of thk
Water

Tvaiu Water .

Kivers and Lakes

Deep Wells . .

Mid Atlantic .

Dead Sea . . .

0.03

0.10

0.44

35.98

228.57
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accomplished by chemical means, though valuable hints can
often be obtained in this way. The dangerous impurities
in drinking water are disease germs which have generaUy
been introduced in sewage, and their presence (or absence)
should be determined by a proper bacteriological examin-
ation which is quite beyond the scope of chemistry In aU
cases where water may be infected with disease germs it
sliould be thorouglily boiled before being drunk—this kills
the germs (boiled eggs will not liatch). For city use, water
18 often filtered through sand-beds, whereby the suspended
matter is strained out, and many of the dangerous bacteria
are actuaUy eaten up by harmless bacteria that live in the
sand-beds. Water is often distilled for industrial purposes
large boilers being used and tlie steam being condensed in
spiral metal pipes, caUed worms, sometimes made of pure tin
and surrounded by a current of wate; to keep thera eooL
This of ronrse, removes all impurities. Hard waters, which
we shall consider later on. in connection with lime, arc very
troublesome for steam boilers and in washing. They are often
softened by adding certain chemicals in proper quantities.

Nature, if given time enough, will generally purify con-
taminated water herself, as far as suspended impurities,
including bacteria, are concerned. Sand, clay, etc., are
slowly deposited when the water ^ stiU enough for a suffi-
cient length of time; and the oxygen dissolved from the
air brings about a slow combustion (destruction) of the

^
bacteria, and otlier animal and vegetable iir-ourities.

fron. that ^hich existe in combination. M'e may p„ , of woS 1^^^",
nto the form of a box. by means of nails. VVhc-n tho h.. . flnlh,^w?^,'St

iS.o,«hfKl ^'"""^ "^'y "-^^ ""Pty of nails.

Ji?^ ' construction. It is only , Lone loose nails intte box-not in ite construotion-thatcaii be used for other our. sns. Di^aolred

h^-:„?f„f , f?*^"" I" " "^'•'l construction of thebox. and not useful for other purposes, except in very unusual cases.

"
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Hydrogen Peroxide.—As we have seen, water is made up

of hydrogen and oxygen combined in the proportions of

2 parts by weight of hydrogen to IG parts of oxygen. A
second compound of these two elements is known, hydro-

gen peroxide, or hydrogen dioxide, whicli contains 2 parts

by weight of hydrogen to 32 parts of oxygen. This com-

pound (which is prepared by treating a solid substance

called barium dioxide with sulphuric acid

:

BaOj + H.,SO, = BaSO, + H^)

is a colorless, odorless li(iuid, which breaks down very

easily into water and oxygen

:

H,0, =HP +

When the liydrogen peroxide is pure (i.e., not dissolved in

water), this decomposition is liable to take place so rapidly

as to cause an explosion. The hydrogen peroxide sold by

druggists is a water solution containing 3 ' of 11.^0.. It is

used in medicine as an antiseptic, its (^iipacity for killing

germs being due to the oxygen \vhi<ih it gives up so easily,

and which oxidises the germs, the oxygen being in the

nascent state (see p. 89). This solution is most valuable

in the household for cleaning out cuts, scrntches, etc, thus

preventing festering. It is also a valuablt Tiouth-wash.

Hydrogen peroxide, because it so easily gives up oxygen,

is also a vjduable bleaching agent, being used for bleaching

many delicate fabrics and also human hair, producing in

this last case a sort of straw color which is considered

fashionable by some persons.

If a little powih'rcd nianffanp'ic dioxide bo added to a solution of hydrosen

peroxiilc, all this last is iriirni >iialcly decomposed, the oxygen being given off.

1 Ids method is used in aiialy.-int; it, the oxygen being collected and measured.

This action of niantrancse dioxKlo is parlicuiariy inlercoLing, beCttUsO it id BO

very liWe the ctr. i t it has on fused potassium clilorate, makins it give up it«

oxygen. It is a catalytic agent.
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QUESTIONS

1. 15 cc. pure oxygen is added to 20 cc. pure hydrogen in a eudiom-
eter over mercury. A spark is passe(i tliiougli the mixture. Will
any gas bo left uncombined ? If so, what will it be, what will it mea-
sure T Why did it not all combine ?

2. How could you show that epring water is really a dilute solution
of some solid ?

3. What importance is to be attributed to the fact that the maximum
density of water is some degrees above its freezing point?

4. Does the fact that ice is less dense than water have any particular
significance in nature?

6. What is the source of t he moisture that collects on the chimney of
a newly lighted lamp ? Where does it go to

6. Make a diagram of the apparatus employed in distilling' water,
explaining the action of each part.

7. Into wiiat two classes can the methods for determining the com-
position of wat€r be divided ?

8. What is the difference .between qualitative and quantitative
analysis?

9. In determining the quantitative composition of water by passing
hydrogen over a heated oxide, could HgO be substituted for CuO?
Why?

la How might drinking water be obtained from sea water ?

11. Does hot water dissolve more than cold water {a) in the case of
gases

: (b) in the case of solids? Do you think that one of these princi-
ples has any bearing on the little bubbles that form when water is
slightly warmed, and on the fiat taste of water that has been boiled and
cooled ?

12. Which is the purer, filtered water or distilled water ? Why ?

13. How could one determine the proportion of solid matter dissolvedm spring water ? Describe in deUil the apparatus you would use and
the method of using it.

14. How might the proportion of water in an apple be determined ?

16. Give two reasons for using metal rather than glass tubes in dis-
tilling water on the large scale.
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16. In one of Duma's experiments to ascertain the compomtion of

water, by passing hydrogen over heated copper oxide, the following

results were obtained :

Wt. of cupric oxide and tube before experiment . . 334.598 gc
Wt. of cuprio oxide and tube after experiment . . 314.236 gr.

Wt. of drying tubes before experiment 426.3.'j8 gr.

Wt. of drying tubes after experiment 449.263 gr.'

Calculate from these the percentage composition of water.

17. What is the difference between filtration and distillation T

Describe each, mentioning the kinds of impurities sepirated.

1 S. When 2 gr. of hydrogen combine with 16 gr. of oxygen to form

18 gr. of water, a quantity of heat equivalent to 68,400 calories is given

off. How many calories would be required to decompose 18 gr. of

water ?

19. How much water is there in a ton of gypsum, CaS04.2H20 ?

20. Describe a eudiometer, with a figure. Describe one without

figure and ask yourself whether your descriptions could be muonder-

stood by a person who does not know what a eudiometer is.



CHAPTER YII

THE LAWS OF COMBINING PROPORTIONS ASD THE
ATOMIC THEORY

Thousands and thousands of determinations of the com-
position of water have been made by hundreds of different

chemists, and tlie results all go to show that the hydrogen
and oxygen that jrm the water are always combined in

exactly the same proportions. Precisely the same sort of
thing has always been found to be true in tlie case of every
other compound that has been examined. Hence, we may
formulate a general statement

:

/The Law of Definite Proportions.—(Sitfes^awcf^^ combine in

definite proportions to form compounds (or, a compound
always consists of the same elements combined in exactly

the same proportions).

Thus, in the ease of water, as has already been pointed
out, the proportion of oxygen to hydrogen is always
exactly the same, no matter where the water comes from or
how the determination is made.

But, although we find that hydrogen and oxygen always
combine in exactly the same proportions to form water,

i.e., 2 of hydrogen to 16 of oxygen, by weight, we have
seen that they combine in another proportion to form
hydrogen peroxide, i.p., 2 of hydrogen to 32 of oxygen.
This latter compound always contains the hydrogen and
oxygen in exactly these proportions, and thus it too comes
under the law of definite proportiijns. If we examine the

proportions in hydrogen peroxide and then the proportions
in water, we are at once struck by the fact that the 32 of

68
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oxygen which coralvr s with the 2 of hydrogen in one

case is exactly doub. . 16 that combines with the 2 in

the other case. He;c, i^-ain, a further study of a large

number of cases shows that we are dealing with one of tlie

great uniformities of nature, and we are again able to

enunciate a law.

Law of Multiple Proportions.— When two substances, A
/and B, combine to form more than one compound, then the

different quantities of B, that unite with any fixed quantity of

A, bear a venj simple ratio to one another, ».«., the ratio of

small whole numbers.

In the case of water and hydrogen peroxide, for instance,

we have

Watkr Hydrogen
Peboxidb

2 2

16 32

the ratio of the two quantities of B (oxygen) being 16 :32,

i.e., 1 : 2.

The two laws just enunciated are known as Laws of Com-

bining Proportions. The composition of every cheTnical

compound is an illustratica of the law of definite pro.por

tions, and we shall find many examples of the law of

multiple proportions as we proceed.

The general outline of part of the scientific method as

employed in the chapter on the molecular theoiy was

Observation : All Facts

Classification : Ciiiw4<se8 of Facts

Genemlimtion: L&wh

SpecuUtion Theory

Deduction : Molecular Weights

We are now considering the class of facts coucernii:g ihe
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proportions in whicli cliemical substances combine, and we
have discovered that all the relations uiay be grouped under
two great generalisations, or laws. Immediately the old

longing for a reason asserts itself. We have observed (from
the point of view of proportions) hnw things combine—now,
why do they do it? Here, again, comes in the scientific use of

the trained imaQnation. John Dalton, an English school-

inaster, who made a number of valual)le physical and chemi-
cal discoveries—among them being the Ic-v of multiple

proportions—propounded, in 1807, a theory to account for

these laws, which may be enunciated as follows

:

/ Atomic Theory.

—

The elements are made up of indivisible

particles, called atoms. It is between the^e atoms that chemical

eombinatioH takes place.

Let us consider these two statements a little more care-

fully. And first: the vt^ry kernel of this theory is the

indivisibility of the atoms, as we shall see in a moment.
The word itself should constantly remind us of this,

because it is derived from two Greek roots, a, un-, and torn,

cuttable, i.e., uncuttable. Furiher, the atoms must be
extremely small; and further still, as all samples of any
element, oxygen, for instance, always exhibit the same
properties (under the same conditions), we must conclude

that all the atoms of the same element are alike, par-

ticularly in weight.

Those who hftve followoi: «he work done in recent years In connection witii

radium, will know that man y physical chemists believe that they have evidence
there at thedisintegraticm of atoms, and that therefore tin atom not indivisible.

It should, however, be vemembered. that the atomic theory postulates indivigi-

bilityonlyas far as ordinary chemical roactioim are coiicertu'd- not in radio-

active changes. The atomic theory is still as " true " and useful to the chemist
asiteTorwM.

Secondly, ttese atoms are the things that are responsible

for chemical combination. Just as, when we read that in

a certain town four hundred people were married last year,
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we know it means that each one of two hundred women wa«

married to each one of two hundred men by an individual

ceremony, and not that a crowd of two hundred women

were married all at one time and collectively to two hun-

dred men, each woman being married to 5 of each man

;

80, in chemical combination, a large mass of one substance

does not combine bodily with a large mass of the other,

but the separate atoms of the one combine with the separate

atoms of the other. (Similarly, when men in a factory are

paid, each man receives his individual wage; and, when

marks are allotted in an examination, each candidate re-

ceives his own due—the aggregate of marks is not presented

to all the candidates in a mass.)

/ An Atom may be defined as the smallest quantity of an

element that can enter into clinnical combination. (There is,

of course, no such thing as the atom of a compound.)

In the simplest case of combination, one atom of one

substance will combine with one atom of the other to form

the smallest possible part, the molecule, of the compound.

Such is the case with the iron and sulphur of the experi-

ment on p. 24. One atom of iron unites with one atom of

sulphur to form one molecule of iron sulphide. / s iron

sulphide, to be iron sulphide, must contain both iron and

sulphur, this is the smallest possible quantity that can

exist, because we cannot cut an atom, and hence cannot get

less iron and less sulphur to form a ^Uer quantity.

The molecule of iron sulphide, then, consists of iron and

sulphur combined in the proportions of the weights of

their respective atoms, which, as we shall learn later, are

56 and 32. Any mass of iron sulphide is made up of such

molecules, and therefore in it the iron and the sulphur

must be present in the exact proportions in which they are

present in each molecule, i.e., 56 : 32. The same sort of
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thing would be true in the case of more complex molecules.
In water, for instance, one atom of oxygen, weighing 16, is

combiiiod with two atoms of hydrogen, each weighing 1,

to form tlie niok'ciilo of water, weighing 18; each moh-cule
coutiiins oxyi,'('n and hydrogen in the proportion of 1 : 2,

and any number of water molecules must contain them in
the same proportions; hence, water must always contain
oxygen and hydrogen in exactly these proportions. But
this is just the sort of tliinfj the law of definite proportions
says of all compounds. Therefore, the atomic theory ex-

PMnSj. or accounts for, the law of^deflnite proportions. Or,
to put it Jiffefendy7"iflEe atomic fiheory represents the
truth, then the law of definite proportions follows as a
necessary consequence.

We find, however, t hat although iron and sulphur always
combine in the same proportions to form iron sulphide,
there is another compound of these elements which contains
more sulphur than the one wc have already been discussing
(pyrite, FeS^). If, in accordance witli our theory, tlie first

compound contains one atom of sulphur to each atom of
iron, and we wish to prepare another compound with more
sulphur, we must add another whole atom (or two, or
three)

; and therefore tiie quantity of sulphur in the new
compound will bear a very simple ratio to the quantity in
the old, i.e., twice as much (or three, or four times as much).
This, however, is the law of multiple proportions, appearing
as another necessary eousequence of our atomic theory.
The water molecule contains 2 atoms of hydrogen combined
with 1 of oxygen ; the hydrogen peroxide molecule, 2 atoms
of hydrogen combined with 2 atoms of oxygen—another
example of this same law.

Inasmuch as the atomic theory considers that all chemical chanflres consist
In rearrangements of atoms, the weights of these suffering no alteration during
the changes. ( he tlieory explains the law of oonBervatton atman as wall aa tiw
laws of combining proportions.
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We have spoken above about the weights of atoms. These

particles are so extremely small that it is abmlutely impos-

sible to weigh one of them. (It has been calculated that

1 nydrojTcn atcra weighs 0.000, 000.000, 000,000,f){)0,000,

000,14 gr.) Jiut, as will ho shown, we can determine their

relative weiglits. We must then choose one as a standard

and refer all the others to it. The original choice was hydro-

gen =1, now it is oxygen = 16; the difference between the

two is, however, so very small (0 : H : : 16 : 1.008) that we

need not consider it bore, especially as we are not carrying

our discussion out to several places of decimals.

Let us suppose that we wish to determine the atomic

weight of oxygen (on the standard H = 1). We know of a

number of substances containing oxygen, whose molecular

weighta we can determine, i.e., we can find out the weights

of a number of different molecules containing oxygen ;
and,

by analysing the compounds, we can find out what propor-

tion of each one of these molecules is oxygen. Now, it is more

than likely, it is practically certain, that at least some of

these molecules will contain only one atom of oxygen.

Hence, if we choose the smallest quantity of oxygen ever

found in one molecule (of anything containing it), we may
be pretty certain that this is one atom.

SCBOTAKCB Weioht of 22.4

LITRB8, IN OKd.

1

Other
Elembntb

18 16 Hydrogen, 2

Carbon monoxide .... 28 16 Carbon, 12

32 32

Carbon dioxide .... 44 32 Carbon, 12

Sulphuric anhydride . . . 80 48 Sulphur, 32

None of these molecules contain less than 16 parts by

weight of oxygen, hence we assume this to be the weight of

one atom, ie., its atomic weight. We are supported in this
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by the fact that all the other quantities of oxygen oeeurring
in molecules, are whole -niunhcr multiples of 16, ie., the
other molecules contain 2, itoms of oxygen.

There are umiiy other, indirect, im inodx for determining atomic weigliu*. but
tlwjr oMuot b« iHtanned here.

yf The Atomic Weight of an dement is the smaUett weight of the

element everfound in a molecide.

In the tahle given ;il)ove, we notice one veiy striking thing,
that the molecular weight of oxygen ..self is twice its

atomic weight. Tiiere are other facts, fiuwever, which tend
to show that thia must be true. If we j . rforni the experiment
described on page 60, at a temperature above 100°, so that the
water produced will remain in the form of steam, we get the
following result :

—

1 vol. + 2 vols. H = 2 . oIb. steam.

If we apply Avi^adro's hyT&othesis, we get

X nK>l. O -f 2x mol. H » 2x mol. steam

and dividing through by x gives us

1 mol + 2 mols. H <- 2 mols. steam.

Now, each molecule of steam (water) must contain scone
oxygen. Hence, the molecule of oxygen that we started
with has been split into two i)art8, one bei g in each mole-
cule of the steam. Therefore, as an atom is indivisible, a
molecule of oxygen must contain at leat two atoms, so as
to be divisible into two parts. We have, up to the present
time, no reason for believing that it contains more than two
atoms

;
hence, we accept the result given in the table above,

ie., that two atoms are contained in the molecui- of ^ sygen.
(We may picture the thing to ourselves thus : oxygen aton^-
desire to combine

; if they can't get anything else to combine
with, they will form pairs with one another.) The same

*
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sort of thing >ias t)een found to he tnie of hydro "H, i.e., ita

molecule contiiins 2 atoms. Tnis is th.* rt ason why hydro-

gen -2 (not-1) is selected as the standard for molecular

weights.

(NoTK - The parUcloH posinlatad In the motocuUr theorj are He,Mirate. or

.liHcreto th..M: i-o8iuUt«d in the atomic theory are indivUiMt. Further, we

have atoni« or clcmenta only ; but molecnlen of both elemenU and oompoundfc)

A table of the elements with their symbols and atomic

weights will be found on page 263.

QUESTIONS

1. Mention thtee compounds that illustrate the taw of daflnite pco-

portiftnt. Teil why you think they illustrut* it.

2. Enunciate the law of multiple proportions. Show how water and

hydrogen i«roxide illustrate tiiis law. iwrtoiU uuimg tktir/ormiilaMm iftmr

anstotr, or making any rcfen nce to atoms.

3. For what pui,-o-. was the atomic theory formulated ?

4. Criticise tSt» i ing enunciation of the atomic theory: Sub-

Btanoea are ma'^o un o» infinitely small pwrttolea callei atoms, between

which <^n.. ' tion takes place.

5. Why do wo think that all the atoms if any one element are alike?

That they are ezte«mely emaU 7

8. r wh»> Hwi is the atomic theory baaed? and how doee it

account lor thes-j laws ?

7. Define the term atom and tell how atomic w«ghts are detemined.

8. Why do we think that the molecule of oxygen contains two atoms ?

9. Why was hydrogen chosen as unit .substance for atomic weightfl?

^Vould here be any objection to using O - 1 ?

,0. What surprising conception <rf mattw is introduced by the atomic

thewy ?

11. What's the difference between an atom and a molecule? Are the

two ever the same ? {See argon.

)

12. Can yon find any iaalt with Uie expreodon "Avogadro'e law"?

Why?
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SYMBOLS, FORMULAS, EQUATIONS, CALCULATIONS

Everyhddy knows that, iu writinrr, we constantly make
use of a laiiTO miiiibor of conti-actions ami signs, f ueli as
Mr. for Mister and St. for street, + for plus and $ for
dollars. In chemistry, too, it has been found that a great
deal of time can be saved and a g^reat many things more
clearly exi)rpssed })y ciiii^loying suitable symbols, etc.—

a

sort of chemical shorthand.

Instead of writing out the name of an element in full,

we make use of its initial letter, or letters (sometimes of its

Latin name), and tliis is called the symbol of the element.
Furthermore, it is ag:reed amonp: chemists that this symbol
shall represent a definite quantity of the element, i.e., one
atom. We thus have the following definition

:

/ A Symbol is a capital letter, or a pair of letters, one capital

and the other small, that stands for one atom {of an element).

Thus, stands for one atom of oxygen, H for one atom
of hydrogen, Fe for one atom of iron (ferrum), and so on.

A few of th.' commoner elements, witli tlu ir s;,-mbols and
atomic weights, are given in the following table :

HiDiiiiiio Br S<l Mercury '200

Ciilcium . . . C;i 40 : Nitrogen . . . N 14
Carbon .... C •2 "1 Oxygen. . . . O 16
Chlorine . . . CI sr> Ti

j
Phosphorus . . P 31

Fluorine . . F 19 ! Potassium . . . K ;i9

Hv(troi;en . . H 1 Silicon .... Si •28

Iixline .... I i-'T Solium .... Na 23
F.. ."I'i Sulphur • . . S S-2

MagnoHium •2t Zinc Zn 65
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The atomic weights given in the preceding table are, in

some cases, only approximate, but are quite near enough

for all ordinary purposes, including calculations. A more

extensive list of the elements will be found on page 263.

When atoms have combined to form molecules, we repre-

sent thi§ by writing the proper symbols side by side. This

we call a formula, which we may define thus :

—

A Formula is made up of symbols, icritUn aide by aide, and

Jatandajar me molecule {of an dement or ampound).

Thus, FeS is iron sulphide, HgO, water, etc. Small

numbers writt(;n a little below the line niultii.ly the symbol

immediately preceding and indicate conil>ination ; thus, H2O

means HHO, H.^SO^ means HHSOOOO. A number on the

line multiphes the symbol or whole group that follows, but

does not indicate combination
;
thus, 2II,,0 is the same as

2(H.,0), i.e., HHO + HIIO (not HHOHHO), that is, two

independent molecules of water, and SNgOg means NNOOO

+

NNOOO :- NNOOO. O is the sym.bol for oxygen, is its

formula, i.e., two atoms combined together, and is the

formula ior ozone.

Elements Atoms .... Symbols

Elements anc^ ComiJounds . . . Molecules . . . Formulas

It should be carefully remembered that symbols and

formulas have both qualitative and quantitative significance;

that is, they not only indicate certain kinds of matter, but

also definite quantities of these kinds.

The determination of the formula of a substance is an ex-

ceedin^'ly imjiortant thing in chemistry, because, as we shall

see as we proceed, the knowledge of a correct formula is use-

ful in a very large number of ways, and saves a great deal of

time and racntal energy. Let us suppose then, as an c xample,

tliat we wisli to determine the formula of water, i.e., the

expression which roi)resents one molecule of this substance.
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First, we determine by experiment what elements are

present—we analyse the sulBtance qualitatively
;
and, from

the lesult, the formula must be OH, or HO^ or OgH,, or

fiomctliinn; of that SDrt
;

bricjfly, H,()y

Second, we dcterniino tlii^ jiroportions in which the con-

stituents are present, we analyse the substance quantitatively,

and get

Hvdrofiron 11.2%

Oxyxcn SS.8%

Third, we reduce tlio jierccntape proportions to atomic-

weight proportions (sometimes called atomic ratio). We
think it out thus : the atomic weight of hydrogen being 1,

11.2 parts represents (mathematically) 11.2 atoms; and the

atomic weight of oxygen being 16, 88,8 parts represents

( ie /'
^'^ Hence, the ratio of the atoms of hydro-

gen to oxygen is 11.2 : 5.5. Now, atoms are indiviilble; we
cannot have fractions, so we must clio<»se whole numbers

—

and preferably siuull ones -that will repn s< nt the ratio thus

obtained. Evidently 2 : 1 will do. Heme the i'ormula of

water may be HjO. Of course, or HgOj will do just

as well as far as quantitative composition goes, but these

formulas presmt molecules of very tlifferent sizes—one
must be correct :iiid the others wnmn:. HeiK r, the wxf vt.

Fourth, we determine tlie moi' ( ul ir w - ight of the sub-

stance, i.e., we find out how much 22.4 litres (A it, in the

state of gas, would weigh in grams under standard conditions.

Of (u'irse, we cuiuio' H'tually wcitrii steam at zero, it would
eondeuoe , neitlier i.s it likely to Ite eoibvenieiit to weigh

exactly 22.4 litres. But we weigh ;t!iy known vi>jiirne, under
any krunon conditions and th. n, hi/ rdlcuiilinn, find out what
J'2. 1 litres (rf steam W()uid weigh i

' ^ stii!i'l.i;d rfHiditi^-ns

if it did not l- n-,'. This turns = '
> ''e ISjiratris.

Hence, IS is the im !• ilar weight of steam and our formula
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must represent this. H^O does, because 2 + 16 » 18 ; H^O,,

H,Oj, do not Hence, HjO represents the molecule of steam

and is therefore called the formula of water. It may of

course be 'vritten OH2 or HOH, if desired.

Outline of method for determining a formula

:

1. Qualitative analysis. 3. Atomic ratio.

2. QuaatitatiTe analjrus. 4. MolecaUr weight.

As has already been pointed out, we must not expect

absolute mathematical accuracy in the numbers obtained,

first, because our analyses, etc., can never be absolutely

correct, and, second, because we do not wish to complicate

matters here by carrying out calculations to a great many
decimal places.

Having once determined a formula, we file it away, as

we file away addresses in an address-book, and whenever

we want any of the numbers that went to produce it, we
can calculate them backwards fr(m the formula and so

reproduce them. A few formulas we commit to memory,
just as we remember a few ad(lress<^s that we neod to use

often. What a mental saving is effected in this way ! It

18 easy to commit to memory

HjO is water

H = l, = 16

from which we can very easily detiuce a number of other

qumtttks. How much more difficult it would be to try

to remember

is corapcMed of hydrogen and oxygen in

the proportion of 11.2 to 88, S. 22A litres at stand-

ard teni[i* ratun- and pressim^ weigh 18 grams, etc.

It must, however, always bi; remembered that facts are

the primary tiuugs, formulas only conveuieut records of

tmsU.
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The choice of a syinbol a purely . jitrary one; thus, for iron, v.'o might
choose I or Ir or Fo or F. An lof^ a.-i all (hcmi^ils agree, it docs not miitter

much which is chosen. Hut, as hoou ns ^yul^lo!^ liavo been decided upon, the
choice of forinuliLs is :iot at all arbitrary; an actual appeal to facts mtut be
made, and the results doterinino tlie formula absolutely.

Just as we cau reprtseut substances by symbols and
foraulas, so we can represent reactions by equations.

/ A Chemical Equation is an equation made up of symbols and

formulas and represents a chemical reaction, as determined by
experiment.

Thus, when mercury, Hg, is heated in air or oxygen, it

combines with oxygen to form tlie compound Tuerctiric

oxide
;
moreover, it has been foiiud by quantitative experi-

ment that 200 parts by weight of mercury combine with 16

parts by weight of oxygen. These happen to be the atomic

weights of the elements, therefore the reaction is represented

thus:
Hg + O = IlgO

When oxygen and hydrogen coinlune, the proportions by

weight are 16 : 2 ; to represent this by symbols we must use

2H, as each H weighs only 1 ;
therefore, we write

O + 2H = HjO

The meaning of the equations already given in the text

will now be clear.

It iniHt bt' carefully roniemhfred that equation.-* have boon

devised to represent reactions tiiat have been t^tudied out V)olh

<iualitatively and ciuantitatively : the reaction existed first

and the equation is meant to be a sort of picture or record of

it. Just because an equation is correct algebraically, is not

pff«of that it represents a real reaction. Thus, we might write

2KCIO3 - 2K t 2C10, I O,,

an ei|uation which "lialances'' all right
;
but, allhongh all

the formulas used in it represent real substances, no such
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reaction is known, and there are a great many reasons for

believing it impossible, ^\'hether an equation that balances

really represents an actual chemical change, or not, can be

determined only by experiment. Of course, if an equation

does not balance, it indicates creation or destruction of matter,

and therefore must be wrong.

Equations then are to be regarded as accurate records of

careful observation of reactions. As such they furnish valu-

able data for chemical calculations. In this connection, it

must be carefully kept in mind that the proportiona which they

directly represent are weights and not volumea. We should

. remember, however, that a quantity of any gas, equal to its

molecular weight expressed in grams, occupies 22.4 litres.

Hence, as Oj is the molecule of oxygen,

HgO = Hg +

216 200 16

216 grams of HgO produces 11.2 litres of O ; and

KClOs = KCl + 30
122.5 74 48

122.5 grams of KCIO3 produces 33.6 litres of 0. Further

2H + 0= 1.2O

2 16 18

22. 4 litres of 1 1 + 1 1 . 2 litres of O produce 22.4 litres of steam

;

; and
CO + = COj

22.4 litres of CO+ 11.2 litres of O produce 22.4 litres of CO,

Suppose, fur instance, that we wish to find out how much

oxygen can be obtained from 50() grs. of mercuric oxide. The

first question we would ask ourselves is : Do we know any

quantitative relation between mercuric oxide and oxygen T

Why, yes—there's that equation

:
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HgO = Hg +0
216 =200 + 16

which tells us, as indicated by the numbers, that 216 parte
of HgO give 16 of oxygen

;
hence,

1 part of HgO gives ^\olO;
hence, 500 gr. of HgO gives x 600 gr. O

If we want to know what the volume of this oxygen
is, we recollect that 32 gr. of oxygon measures 22.4 litres;

therefore, -^W x 500 gr. oxygen will measure x -"yyi x 22.4
litres.

Calculations involving weights only (no volumes) are
generally the simplest ; those involving volumes under stand-
ard conditions come next ; while those involving volumes
under other conditions are more complicated still. Hence,
if we get a calculation of the oecond or third kind, we first

convert it into one of the first, the general outline for all

such calculations being

:

(a) Reduce volumes to standard conditions.

(/') Reduce volumes at standard conditions to weights.

(o) Write equation representing the roaction involved.

(d) Put ia atomic and molecular weights needed.

{«) Carry out projOTrtion, or a[)ply the unitary method.

(/) Convert weights thus obtained to volumes under standard condi-
tions.

ig) Convert volumes under standard conditions to volumes under
ether conditions.

Of course some of the stops mentioned above an- unneces-
sary ii; m(,st examples. A couple of examples will make the
method clear.

1. How much mereuric oxide could be obtained from 500
litres of oxygen at 18° and 735 mm., sufficient mercury being
supplied ?
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(O) Vol. : .VKJ A ''•'x'-''^
* ' TOO -'91

- 4r);j.7 litres

(6) 4.).{ 7 \- X 32 = (348.2 gr.

(c) Hg + = HgO
(d) ll!«X)+ 16 = 216

648.2= -,'» >^64S.2gr.

= 8750 gr.

(/) Not needed here

{<j) Not needed here

2. What volume of oxygen at 15° and 740 mm. can be

obtained from 327 gr. of potassium chlorate ?

^""^ \ What weiL'lit of oxvijen .

{b) j

(fl

{b)

(c) KC103 = KC1 + 30

id) 122.5= 48

(e) 1 = 48

122.5

327= -i^x327
122.5

If) /-i'L.32:) ^
\ 122.5 / 32

^'
\ 122.5 / 32 740 273

QUEST iiX.^

1. Give .some examples, other thaii t.i»'--e mentioned m the text, of

aymbola used in everyday writing.

2. Is a symbol or ti formula ? What about 20, 0,, O3 ?

3. Civo the iiirm . .if l adi .syinlml an ! fiu ^ro in the following

expressions: 11, Na, 2flM), H^SO., Ca.SO, 2ll_,().

4. Caloultite the jx;rcciiUige coiniKj.sitiuii uf CO a ,i CU.^ l>-< you

think that the numbers thus obtained suggest the law of naultiple

proportions ?

5. Calculate the bimplest formula.-! for the compuunds which, on

analysis, yield the following percentage results: (a) Mercury. 92. i;
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Oxygen, 7. J. Culcium, 20.5
; sulphur, 2."?."); ox\ j,'cn, 47. (c) Car

bon, 82.1; hydrogen, I'.i.l ; oxygen, .S4.8. (It must lie remeinljered

that results will not come out exactly in whole nunibern, aa these per>

oentages are given to only one place of decimals.)

6. What is tlie symbol for oxyj^en ? What is its formula ?

7. What is the difference between the atom and the molecule of

oxygen ?

8. Define the chemical terms : symbol, formula, equation.

9. How is a symhdl determined ? What are the steps in determining

a formula? Illiistratu liy ;in exjimplc.

10. 2.3 litres of sttain A 113" and 77i» mm. weigh 1.33 gr. Calculate

the molecular weight of sti.tm.

11. Tell .'i'l that the expression H^O is meant to indicate.

12. Write two .tjuntions to represent t arh <if the following classes of

reactions: (a) analysis, {!>) synthesis, (t) metiithosis, (d) replacement.

Define bach oi thase terms.

13. Two compounds give on analysis the following: ((7)oxvf»en, 5.1.2.')%,

nitniL'-en, 4t;.7")%; ami cxyiron. (i'J. 10 \ ii'lmgen, .'$0.01%. Show that

these compoi: ids illustrate the law of multiple proportions.

SoTK.—Otfirr cnlculationx rcUl be found among the quest nis - t the end
of Chapters Jil and IV, and also in chuptem sncceeiling this oiic.



CHAPTER IX

CHLORINE AND ITS COMPOUNDS
BROMINE - IODINE - FLUORINE

Chlorine

History. K;irl Wilhelin Scheele, a vo.iJerfv. / high-
spiritod Swoilc. f^lmrcs witli Prirstlrv the honor of •.(i'«'-overin<'

oxygen; he made the discovt rv ii little l.efore Priestlev hut
did not publish it till afterwurds, and heiioe, according to

scientific usage, the priority goes to Priestley. Scheele,
however, does not need the credit of this discovery, as he
made so many others, amunt: then*, in 1771, hein,-; that of

chlorine, which lie called '•dei)hloi;isticated marine acid air."

For a lonp time dilorine was thought to be a comi)ound
(( niit iinini/ o.w'ren), but in ISIO the English chemist, Sir
Humphrey Davy, showed that it v.a.s an element.

Occurrence. -This substance does not occur free in nature.
When we come to study its properties and find out what an
active substance it is, we shall not be surprised thai, outside
the laboratory, it is always found in combination. Its
conunoiw-t

^ omiK.und, and the one from which it is alw^.^s
manufactuii d, i.s sodium chloriile, NaC'l, common pall

; and,
when we remember what an en<.rmous (juantiiy of ;..alt there
is in the oceans, in salt springs, and in the folid form of
rock salt, we see that chlorine, in cnmbinati<vi .< nr-; in
pretty hirvr,. .lu.uitities. ^mall quantities of it aiv found in
combination witi: elements other than sodium, such a.s potas-
sium, magnesium and silver.

85
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Preparation—As hna already beon indicated, the usual

i«ourco of all chlorine; is common salt, but there aro various

methods by which the eh inunt is ohtaintni in the free state

from this source. In one set of methods, the salt is treated

with sulphuric acid and the mixture heated, when the fol-

lowing reaction takes place

:

2NaCl + HgSO^ =» Na^SO^ + 2HC1

HCl is hydrochloric acid and this reaction is one of the steps

in i)rep:iring soda from salt by the Leblanc process (see p. 197),

the hydrochloric acid being a by-jtroduct. In order to

prepare chlorine f i HCl, i.e., in order to tear away the H,
we naturally cast about for some substance that the H would
rather have than CI, and we recollect its strong affinity for

oxygen. The laboratory method consists in bringing HCl
and MnOj, manganese dioxide, together and warming the

mixture.

MnO,+ 4HC1- MnClj + 2H2O + 2C1

Sometimes the MnOg and salt are mixed together and sul-

phuric acid added, when the following reactions take place

:

2NaCl + H,SO, =^ Na^SO^ + 2Ha
MuOa+ HaS04^MnS04 +H,0 +

^
2Ha+ 0=rH.,0 +2C1

2NaCl + MnOj + 2HaS04= NoaSO, + MnSO«+aHgO + 2C1

ExPKRiUKNT.—,4 i chlorine has a mry injurious effect on the throat and
lunrj^, experimeMB with it ahoiUd be carried on only where there i» a good
draught and care should be taken not to inhale the gas.

Fit up a flask as in the figure, beinp sure that the thistle-tube reaches
t .i ithi.i .111 eiehth of an iiu:h of the hnttnin of the flask. Put into tho
flask about jOgr. of manganese dioxide (preferably in lumps about the
size 01 v.ifl) and pour in enough concentrated hydrochloric acid to cover
it. Wa.in gently and chlorine will I'c evolved. The .Sjjeed with which
the gas is given off can be eonuolled by regulating the heating. As
chlorine is S( 'able in water it cannot be collected over the pneumatic
trough (it also attacks mercury} ; hence, as it is heavier than air, it t«
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introduocii into the ItotbomM of vessels in which it is desired to collect ib

and the nir is lifted out. Of course, there will be some diiTosion and the

chloiitie will iiiit Ito quito jiiiil'. This method is culled collecting by
doicnwaid diHjtfacenunt. (When water is poured into a pail, it is ool*

lected by downward displncement.

)

Colleot sevoi.il rvlitiders of the gas

and cover each with u [uece of gloss.

Properties. — f'hloriiu! is a

grec 1 1 ijLhiyelloaLai.s , the name
being derived from the Greek

chkroa, meaning greenish-

yellow. It has a peculiar

suffocatiiyi . .odor and, when
breathed pure, jiroduces a

violent efiect on the throat and
lungs and may cause doath

;

even in diluted form and in

small quantities it produces

effects very like a bad cold in

the head. It is about two and
Fio. IS.

one half tiines as licavy as air and 35.5 times as heavy as

hydrogen, the CJ.M. V. woinrliiT^g 71 ^rrs (What is tho weight

of the G.M. V. of aTr andof hydrogen?) It is soluble in

water, one volume of the latter, under ordinary conditions,

dissolving about three volumes of chlorine. Like all gases,

it may be H(iueficd by cold and pressure, and this is com-
paratively easily accomplislH'd in this case, only al>out six

atmospheres being required at ordinary temperatures.

The smallest quantity of chlorine ever found in the G.M.V.
of any gaseous compound containing it is 35.5 grams; hence,

its atomic; weidit is 35.5.

Chlorine does not combine with oxygen under any ordinary

conditions, but it has a strong affinity for hydrogen. A jet

of burning hydrogen will continue to bum if passed into ajar
of chlorine, hydrochloric acid, IlCi, being produced, the two
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gases combining in equal volumes. If a mixture of hydrogen
and chlorine be prepared, it nr.^y be kept indefinitely in the
dark

;
but combination takes place slowly in diffused day-

light, and with explosive violence in strong light such as
sunlight or that from burning magnesium (flash-light).
Indeed, so strong is tlie affinity of chlorine for hydrogen
that it will pxtract it from many of its compounds. Thus, if

turpentine, C^Jl^^, be introduced into chlorine, the chlorine
combines with the II and the C is set free in the form of soot,
carbon not combining with chlorine under these conditions.'

EXPERIMENT.-Iiito a cylinder of chlorine, introduce a strip of filter
paper that has hud a few drops of turpentine put on it. (The gas must
be fairly pure for this experiment.)

Introduce a hurninjr taper into another cylinder of the gas. Why
does it burn ? Why is the flume so smoky ?

Chlorine, in presence of water, has a powerful bleaching
and disinfecting action.

ExPBBiMENT.-Place a piece of moist Turkey-red cotton, or a
moistened colored flower in a cylinder of chlorine. If the experiment be
repeated without moistening the cotton an.l flower, a difference in the
action will be observed. What is it ? How do you explain it ?

Strips of colored cotton, or flowers, introduced dry into
chlorine are not much affected, but if moist they are rapidly
bleached. This is due to the fact that chlorine acts slowly
on water, combining with the hydrogen and setting free the
oxygen

:

H2O + 2CU2HCI + O,

and it is this oxygen that does the bleaching, converting the
colored compounds into colorless oxidist d products. It may
be asked, why should this oxygen do the bleaching when the
oxygen in the air did not destroy the color of the cotton or
flowers? It is known that in a great many cases elemenla
just set free from cmnUnatim exhibit an unusual degree of
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activity and therefore a name has been given to this con-
dition : it is c.iHfd the nn-vciU sl<tte, from a Lutiu Avord
ineaiung to bo l.orii. If luiiig the atomic find molecular
theories to bear on this pe> uliar phenomenon, they give us a
mental picture of what may be the actual state of things, that
is very useful. We know, from its molecular weight, that

1
oxygen atoms usually occur in couples forming molecules,

r Oo. When, ho\v(n'er, oxy^ien is just being liberated from
combination in II.p, for instance, it nmst appear as single

atoms, at least for an instant. If, before these single atoms
pair off, something is presented to them with which they can
combine, they are nmrh more likely to < .inbine with it then
than they would be after they themselves have combined
into pairs

;
because, in this latter case, the combination of

the oxygen with the other substance must be preceded by
the decomposition of the already-existing oxygen molecules.
The disinfecting action of chlorine is to be explained in a
similar way, the germs being really destroyed by oxygen
liberated from water present.

Even at ordinary temperatures, chlorine combines rapidly
with many substances—many of the metals, especially when
in a state of fine division, take fire spontaneously in chlorine,

their chlorides being produced. (Compare metals in oxygen
—oxides.)

Experiment.—Into one of the cylinders of chlorine prepared in the
preceding experiment, shake a little powdered antimony. What hap-
pens? What is foiinud ?

Commercial Methods of Preparing Chlorine As large

quantities of chlorine are used in the industries for bleaching
purposes (and for disinfecting), several methods have been
developed for producing it on the large scale as cheaply as
possible. In one of these, Wddnn's proress, a solution of

liydrochk)ric acid is run into sandstone boxes, called chlorine

stills, containing manganese dioxide ; steam is admitted to
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heat the mixture and the reaction takes })]aco according to

an equation already given. Manganese dioxide, however, is

an expensive substance, so, after the reaction is at an end,

the residue, consisting mainly of a solution of MnClo, is run
off into a special tank where it is treated with lime, and then

steam and air are blown through it. This converts the MnC\^
into a compound technically known as Weldon nuid and very

similar to MnO^ in its behaviour with HCl. It is run back
into the stills and used over again. (All the CI that was in

combination in the MnClo is lost, so that, even under
theoretically perfect conditions, this method yields only half

the CI originally present in the HCl.)

In Deacon' a process, gaseous HCl and air are passed through
large cast-iron cylinders filled with bits of brick that have
been saturated with a solution of copper chloride and dried.

The cylinders are heated from outside and about 80% of the

HCl is decomposed according to the equation :

2HC1 + O = H.O + 2C1

If there were no bricks and copper chloride in the cylinders,

this same reaction would take place, but extremely slowly

—

so slowly that the process would be of no practical value at

all. Just how the copper chloride hurries it up is not under-

stood, but that it really does is very well known. The copper
chloride acts here as a catalytic agent (see p. 28). Of late

years a number of electrolytic meOioda for the production of

chlorine have been introduced. In some of these a direct

current is passed through a solution of salt in water, in others

through fused salt. Chlorine is one of the products.

Chlorine for industrial purposes is sometimes supplied in

the liquid form in strong steel cylinders. It is usually,

however, driven into slaked lime, forming with it a com-
pound, ."chloride of lime," or bleaching powder, which is

easily handled and from which the chlorine (or part of it) is

easily liberated when wanted.
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Hydrochloric Acid

Historical.—The preparation of this compound waa de-

scribed hj the Grermaii chemist Glauber, in 1648 ; but it is

probable that it was known before his time. He called it

" spirit of salt. " Priestley studied it in 1772 and, because

he produced it from sea-salt, called it '• marine acid air "
;

to this day it is often called muriatic acid (Latin, muria, brine).

Occurrence.—It occurs in small proportions in the exhala-

tions of some volcanoes and in very minute quantities in the

gastric juice.

Preparation.—It may be prepared from its elements, as

indicated above, but in practice it is always made by treating

sodium chloride with sulphuric acid.

2NaCl + H2SO4 = NajSO^ + 2Ha
On the commercial scale this is carried out in great furnaces

(as part of the Leblanc soda process, see p. 197), but in the

laboratory it may be effected as follows :

Experiment.—Fit up an apparatus similar to tliat used in the pre-

paration of chlorine (Fig. 13, p. 87). Place in the flask about 15 gt. of

dry salt and cover this with strong sulphuric acid. Warm gent' and
collect the gas by down'^ard displacement in dry cylinders. Why is

this method of collecting used, and why is it possible? Test the gas in

one cylinder with a burning taper. Does it bum? Does it support

combustion? Invert another cylinder of the gas so that its mouth is

under the surface of some water in a dish. What happens? Why?
Does the cylinder fill with water completely ? Why ? Put some water
into a cylinder and place the delivery tube from which the hydrochloric

acid is issuinf^ jvst above the surface of the water. Why not below?
After some time, test a little of the water with blue litmus. What
happens? What does it mean? To some more add a few drops of

solution of silver nitrate. What happens ?

The method of preparing hydrochloric acid just described

is an example of a rather general method of preparing acids,

i.e.f by treating a salt of the acid {i.e., the acid in which
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hydrogen has been replaced hy a metal—see p. 106) with some
other acid whicli, under the conditions of the (>xiM riinfnt,
behaves as though it were ytron-. r than the acid in c.uul.iiia-
tion and robs it of its metal, driving the weaker a. id out.
The reaction is an ordinary metathetical one. (See p. 10').

)

Properties.—llyd roc, oric acid is a gas
, colorless, with a

euftocating odor and a stronoQur taHtc, slitrbtlv h.-avier than
air; the G.M.V. weighs 3G.o gr., hence ;j(i.r, is'the inolrcular
weight of the compound. It is extremely soluble in water,
1 volume of the latter dissolving about 500 volumes of the
gas under ordin: y conditi.nis. (It should be remcnil.ered
that the solubility oj <j(k-<cs incrcast^s with i)r('ssurc, but de-
creases with rise in teniperatuic.) It is this ' aqueous
solution that is sold as hydrochloric or muriatic acid.

Hydrochloric acid is a very stable compound (as we should
expect from t' - eagerness with which it is formed from its
elements)

;
it does not burn, nor do. s it support combustion.

In aqueous solution, it is one of the strongest acids known,
possessing all the properties characteristic of that class of
compounds. (Seep. 103.) Its salts are called chlorides, and
the solufans of all chlorides, huludinf^ bydro-<n chloride
itself (HCl) give a white precipitate with silver nitrate solution.

NaCl + VgNOa = NaNOg + AgCl

A metathetical reaction takes j.lace whereby two new sub-
stances are produced; one of these, silver Vbloride, is in-
soluble in water, and therefore si i)arates out in the solid
state. The separation of an insoluble substance from a solu-
tion is called pre&£itation, and the substance itself is called
a precipitate.

Composition of Hydrochloric Acid.—.Just as the composition
of water was determined in two general ways, i.e., hy analysis
and by synthesis, so the composition of hydnH-hloric acid
may be determined by breaking it down or by building it up.
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When an aqnoDus pohition of HC'l is electrolysed in an
appiintus ; iiiiil;ir to tliiit iiictun-il in Fi;:. (!, ]). ,'5,S, hydrogen is

giv( n otr at one poU; and chlorine at the other. At first the

chlorine dissolves in the water, but after the water is saturated,

and if very special precautions he taken, which need not be
desorihcd here, it is found th;it hydrogen and chlorine are

evolved in i(pial volumes. On the other hand, if equal
volumes of hydrogen and 'ddorine are brought together and
allowed to combine, it is found that none of either is left

over—and the volume of the hydrochloric acid gas formed is

oxnctly e(|ual to the sum of the volumes of the two original

gases, lleneo, we may write

1 vol. 11 + 1 vol. CI = 2 vols. HCl (experiment)

1 mol. H + 1 mol. CI = 2 mols. HCl (.Vvogadro)

and from this we see that the molecule of hydrogen and the

molecule of chlorine must each contain 2 atoms, as has
already been pointed out in the case of oxygen (p. 74). So
we may write

H., + Cl._, = 2HC1,

because wo know, from a careful study of the reacuon, that

this rej)resents facts (expressed, of course, in terms of the

molecular and atomic theories). Hydrochloric acid, then, is

composed of hydrogen and chlorine in the proportion of one
atom of th(> one to one atom of the other.

It is quite pcnuigsiblo to write

H + CI = HCl,

bccan.se there is very little doubt-on acconnr nf tlie fact that hydrogen and
chlorine do not combine in the dark, for iii-lanco -that the niolccuks of the
hydrofren and chlorine inu.st be deconiposed-^lij light, or heat, or othorwi.ie—
before the atoms can combine as hydrochloric acid. It is probable, therefore,
that the whole truth is.sonic thit ig like this

:

H-2 i Ch = 2H -r 2C1 =- 2HC1
Hence, the equation given a few lines above,

IIo + Clo = 2HC1.

rciiiiy rtiiruBCiiCa Uiu beginning of the reaction and the end, with the middle
left out.
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SlmUar conBldcrations expla:a why it is neceMary to apply heat to a mixture
of oxygen and hydrosen before the two elemenU wUl coi„: "ne. They are
aiready combined—each with itself-and it is necessary to desc ro this conibina-
Uon (in a portion of the mixture) by heat before the ne"' combinaUon can begin
to take place.

Valence.—If we consider the formulas for two compounds
that we have already studied, and two that wo shall come
across later on :

Hydrochloric acid. . CIH • Ammonia NHj
Water Methane CH4

we see that they record that it has been found that one atom
of CI, O, N, and C holds in combination 1, 2, 3, 4 at( ns,

respectively, of H. Apparently, then, an atom of carbon
has the power of holding on to a great more hydrogen
than an atom of chlorine has. Examples of this kind of

thing are met with very frequently
; and so, for convenience,

we give it a name :

Valence is that property by virtue of which an atom, or a group
' of atoma, in capable of holding in combination a definite number
of other atoms.

Atoms of difiFerent elemente vary in their valence (or

quantivalence, quantity of valence, as it is sometimes called),

and atoms of the same element, under different conditions,

sometimes exhibit different valences. However, there is

generally one particular valence that is more or less charac-
teristic of a certain element. Here, as elsewhere, if we wish
to express ourselves quantitatively, we must select a standard
and express other quantities in terms of this standard. The
atom of hydrogen has been chosen for this purpose, and its

valence is called one. Any atom that combines with (or

replaces) one atom of hydrogen is said to be monovalent, or
univalent, and is called a monad. The following table gives
the terms used in this connection

:
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No. OF H Atoms held
Adjkctives Nouns

1 Monovalent Monad
2 Divalent Diad
3 Trivalent Triad
4 Tetravaleut Tetrad
5 Pentavalent Pentad
6 Hexavalent Hexad

kc.

Unfortunately different authors have used different terms in
some cases

;
thus, univalent is often used for monovalent,

bivalent for divalent, etc., but these are easily understood!
To determine the valence of an atom (or group of atoms),

we find out how many atoms oi hydrogen it will hold in
combination. If, however, it does , Dt form a compound with
liydrogen, we may find out how many atoms of some other
monovalent element, euch as chlorine, it will combine with.
Thus, the chloride of zinc is found to be represented by the
formula ZnCl,

;
hence, zinc is a diad.

These relations are often represented graphically thus:
H - CI, H - O - H, the lines representing by their number the
valence of the element whose symbol they touch. Thus, H
and CI are monovalent and O is divalent. The atom of sul-
phur combines with 3 atoms of 0, each of which is a diad, to

form SOgj hence, its molecule may be represented q^S»0
and the molecule of H^SO^, derived from it, o^S(^ ~

^
These are called graphic formulas, but only a very careful
study of compounds enables us to write them correctly.

o^c»'n'?"n''"^^ and CI0O7 ; and four acid, oontaininiroxygen (aU acids must conuiu hydrog,,.,). i.e., JK IO. HdOo V HClof
?^^%f't^^^''''f'y«'^^^^^P^^ottUel^wotmn\twlo men J' n.^rTtt.

« * bearing very Bimplo relations to one another being in combinationwth a flxed^iuantity of HCL HCIO3, chloric acid, has aa one ofteS KCT^potassium chlorate, from which we prepared oxygen.
*^^*'»
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Chemical Nomenclature. I nfortiiM.it. ly for modem con-
venience, u great many cheniiral sul -taiiffrt were discovered
and named long before anything was known about their
conipositii and <.tht rs were named Avhen wrong views were
held nith r< <^ard to tlx ir coinpositioii -and many of these
old names are still in lis. . Tliis makes ehcniical nomencla-
ture rather confusing for the beginner. Still, there are a few
rules (with some exceiitions) that are useful. Some of these
may be well illustrated by the acids of chlorine and their
salts :

FoKMLM.A OK Acri) Xamkok Ann Namr of Salt

HCl J/i/droch\oric CliloriV/*'

HCIO //y/xjchloroMv //y/;oflilori<e

HCIO.. Chlorous (-'lilorfVe

HCIO^ Chlowc Chlom^e
HCIO4 PervhloTte PercMorate

When an acid contains no oxygen, its name begins with
hydro - and ends with - ic.

The termiiiation - ous, in the name of an acid, indicates less

oxygen than the termination -ic. The i)renx hypo- (used with
the termination - ous) indicates still less oxygen than - ous

;

and the prefix per- (used with the termination -ic) indi-

cates more oxygen than - ic.

In naming salts of acids, the salt of an acid containing no
oxygen has a name ending in -ide, the hydro- of the name
of the acid being dn)pi.ed. The termination - ide, therefore,

indicates absence of oxygen (except in the word oxide).

In naming the salts of oxygen acids, the - ous of the name
of the acid is changed into -ite, and the -ic into -ate. If

the acids have the prefix hypo - or per-, this is retained i&
the name of the salts.
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Classification of the Elements—A great many plcmentH are
known—they are given in the list on the inside of the hack
cover, and there are several other doubtful om i.e., Rub-
stancoa that chemists have not yet succeeded in decomposing,
but which Tuay turn out to bo compounds when further
worked with. If all theso eh inents were as different as
oxygen, hydrogen and chlorine are, their study would be
very complicated. Fortunately, however, this is not the case,
as we often find elements that resemble one another very
strongly. Various elassifications have been tried, none of
them perfect, so as to bring out as clearly as possible the rela-
tions of the elements, and one of tliese we shall consider now.

First, the elements are divided into two large classes—the
metals and the non-metals; the metals, combining with
oxygen and hydrogen to form bases (sec p. 104), are called
base-forming elements, and the non-metals, combining with
oxygen and hydrogen to form acids, are called acid-forming
elements. Further, it is found that the elements under these
two headings can be grouped into a number of families, the
members of each of which bear certain striking resemblances
to each other.

*

The acid-forming elements, or non-matals may be grouped
as follows

:

Chlorine
Family

Sulphur
Family

NlTKOOKM
Fa.mii.v

Cakhov
Fa Mil.V

Fluorine

Chlorine

Bromine

Iodine

Sul|)hur

Sele'iium

Tellurium

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Arsenic

Antimony

Carbon

Silicon

Titanium

These groups do not include quite all the non-metals. Hjl-
drogen seen^s to be^n_element by itseli—it has no near rela-
tions. Boron isjnpre^rjess^aione, though it somewhat
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resemblos silicon and titanium a sort of cousin, not a Urothor.

And then tlit ro arc fivi' extraordinary elinicnts, helium,

neon, argon, krypton and xenon, all pases, that are certainly

noTmetals, hut they are not acid-form in-,', aa they never form

anv conipounils at all -even tli-'ir moici ulfS consist of single

atoms, so aviTst,' are these jiarticies to any sort of t'ouil'ination.

A cltts-^illi iil ion of all the cli'liiciits liuu-li riiorc llioriiu«li ^roill^,' l tian the oiio

tndlcivU'd iil>o\o i-^ wdiit is t. riiii'cl llio I'ciioilii' Arrant-'fiPirn!. Allhcnmh nut

entlrclysali-faclory.il is liy far the lie--: i-la->ili. al inn i hat h i- hci'ii (Icm'IuiicmI

tip to llic pri -I'lil time. It is, hi)vvcvi-r, too I'Dnipli. .it, il for our iin-fiu purpoije

and thereforo larger liooks inu-t t)e cotisultcil by those who care to study it.

The Chlorine Family.—As we have just seen, then^ are

four elements, Uuorine, chlorine, hromine, iodine, which are

said to form a natural family of elements : that is, they ex-

hibit very strong resemblances to each other, mainly in their

chemical behaviour, although in their physical properties

also there are well-marked gradations. They are culled hali»-

gens (salt producers). None of them occur free in nature.

Kl.EME.NT AT.
\\T.

V.vi.-

K.NCK
St.\TE Color .\cnviTv ( OMl' D

wmi 11

Fluorine .

Chlorine .

Bromine .

Iodine . .

I'J

35.5

80

127

1

1

1

1

o'-'« .

gas

liqlUll

solid

Pale yellow

Yellowish-green

llfd l.rown

<;rayl>lack

enormous

preab

Tiot jrrcat

alight

11 F

IICI

IIBr

HI

Thg..jDnly other non-metal that has a valence of I is

hydrogen.

Bromine.—This element was discovered in 1S2G by a

Frenchman named Ballard, who obtained it from "bittern,"

the liquid left after common salt has crystallised out from

concentrated sea-water. This bittern contains bromides, and

bromine is obtained from them, as chlorine is obtained from

chlorides :

2KBr^-l- MnOs -l- 2H2SO4 = KjSO^ + MnSO^ + 2HaO -1- 2Br
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ExPKRiMrsT. PI loe a ..ttlo nmngSDM« .lioxi.l.- tho hottotn of a
test-tuhe aiKl with it a crystal of potaasimn bromide uboul l.alf the size
of a pea. Add a few drops of aulf^uric acid and wunn gently. Be
careful not to breathe much of the fumea.

If this reaction is ( :irri( (l o\it in a retort with the neck in-
serted in a fi.isk kept cnM l,y water i).)iiring over it, li(|uid

broniino is obtained. llroniino may also ),r oKtain.d In-

treating a bromide with chlorine, the latter drivin ' be
uiomine—a good example of replacement.

KBr + CI = KCl + Br

Bror>ii:ie under ordinary conditions is a heavy li(|uid (with
the exception of mercury, the only element liquid at ordinary
teiiipt ratures), of a dark reddish-brown color and having a
very pungent odor, wlien( e its name, from the Cu-eek bmmos,
a stench. It evaporates very easily, giving a vapor of Hghtor
shade than the liquid. It is less active than chlorine, but
combines slowly with hydrogen to form HBr, hydrobrimiic
acid, a gas very similar in properties to IICl. Thesalts of this
acid are calh-d bromides, thi; most nnportant being potassilun
bromide, KBr, used in photograi) and in medicine."

Iodine.—This also was disco^ sd by a Frenchman,
Courtcis, in 1812. He prepared it from "kelp," the ashes
of sea plants. It occurs to •> very small extent in sea-water,
whence the sea p . ^ extrac it. It is also .ound in small
quantities in Chili saltpetre (seep. 132), which is supposed to
have been derived from the decay of sea plants. K may be
prepared from iodides as bromine and chlorine are prepared
from bromides and chlorides.

2KI + MnOj + 2H2SO, = + MnSO^ + 2HjO + 21

ExpERiMrNT. -Proceed as in tho preceding experiment, substitntine
potassium iodide for the bromide, and keeping the upper part of the
test-tube from becoming heated. What vapois are formed? What
forms on the upper part of the tube ? How did it get there ?
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It is a graj-black, shiny solid which on heating gives a
beautiful purple vapor (Greek, ioeides, violet-like). It is

sirghtly soluble in water, like chlorine and bromine, and very

solul)le in alcohol, this solution being known as tincture of

iodine (it contains also a small quantity of potassium iodide).

Free iodine gives a blue color with solution of starch. Iodine

is less active than bromine and combines only extremely

slowly with hydrogen, and the compound is quite unstable
;

it is a gas, HI, hydriodic acid, and its physical and chemical

properties are very similar to those of hydrochloric and
hydrobromic acids. Its salts are called iodides, the most

iruportant being potassium iodide, KI, used in photography

and in medicine.

Fluorine.—Although compounds of fluorine have been

known for a very long time, all attempts to isolate the element

failed. Finally, Moissan, the great French ch< nist who died

only recently, succeeded in preparing free fluorine in 1891.

Fluorine occurs in na ture principally as fluor-spar (Derby-

shire spar, blue John), CaF^. This substance is called fluor-

spar (Latin, fluo, I flow) because it was used in metallurgical

operations to make slags flow well. Fluorine is also found in

combination in some other minerals, in bones (particularly

in the enamel of the teeth), and in minute traces in the blood

and in milk.

It is prepared from hydrofluoric acid by an electrical

method in platinum aj)paratus, everything being kept at a
very low temperature (about - 25°) so as to prevent the fluorine

from attacking the apparatus.

It is a gas, pale yellow in color, and is the most active

substance known, attacking almost everything at ordinary

temperatures.

Even solid fluorine at a temperature of -2S2°, if brought into contact with
liquid hydrc^en at the same temperature, produces a moat violent explosi«»
and the highly resistant platinum, of which the apparatus ia made In which
fluorine is prepared, is slowly attacked by it at - 25*. At ordinary temperataiw
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it attacks silicon, boron, lamp-black, etc., and almost all the metals, but underno conditions will it combi.ie with oxygen. It is a most dangerous substance,
to work with.

Hy^ttoric Acid (HF) is prepared by acting on powdered
fluor-spar with sulphuiic acid in a lead or platinum dish.
If a watch-glass be covered on the convex side with a layer
of paraffin or beeswax, some device or letters be scratched
through this with a pointed piece of wood, and the watch-
glass be laid, waxed side down, on the dish and left there for
some hours, on removing the wax the device or letters will
be found etched into the glass. Hj-drofluoric acid is a color-
less liquid that boils at 19° (about the temperature of an or-
dinary room)

; its vapor is extremely poisonous, and when
the acid or its solution is brought into contact with the flesh
it produces blisters and sores that are very hard to heal. It
is soluble in all proportions in water, and the commercial
article is about half water and half HF. The most interesting
and useful property of the acid is its power of attacking glass,
combining with the silicon in the glass to form gaseous

8A!ki!§:^F3ftjJaE^£^i^4> v-liich passes off, leaving the glass
^fchedr"~ t)n account of this property, the acid cannot be
kept in glass bottles, but is kept in bottles made of platinum,
gutta percha, or ceres^e. a sort of hard mineral wax. The
divisions on fine"Thermometer,s burettes, and other glass
measuring instruments, are made by a method similar to
that employed in the experiment given above.

QUESTIONS

1. Do you know of any cases of combustion in which oxygen is not
involved? Describe such a case, showing how it fulfils all the require-
ments of the definition of the term pomhustion,

2. Why would it not be a good method to prepare HCl from CI ?

3. Write the equation representing what would take place if sul-
phuric acid were allowed to act on potassium chloride.

4. Comjwre the elements tiuorine, chlorine, bromine, iodine, as to
(a) occurrence, (6) preparation, (c) properties, [d) compounds.
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5. Why do you think tlio elements fluorine, chlorine, bromine,
iodine, are classed together as forming a family of elements ?

6. Could hydrochloric acid be collected in the ordinary way over the
pneumatic trough ? Why ?

7. Mention a direct and an indirect way of preparing chlorine from
common salt.

8. List the properties of chlorine.

9. What is the valence of eacli element in the following compounds:
HaS, HaF, HBr, PoOj ; and of the groups enclosed in brackets in:
H(NO,), H,(PO«), Ha(SOj. IL^{P,0,) ?

10. How coulil you distinguish a chloride, a bromide and an iodide
from each other ?

11. What is an oxidising agent? Why is MnO, called an oxidising
agent ? Show how it acts as one in the production of chlorine.

12. What facts would lead us to think that elements just liberated
from combination are chemically more active than at other times ? How
do you explain this ? What name is given to an element in this condi-
tion ?

13. In preparing chlorine from HCl what oxidising agent is used in
Weldon's process ? In Deacon's process ? Which ixidising agent is the
cheaper? Which method is the more efficient? Can you think of
any reason why, pos.sibly, the Weldon process can compete with the
Deacon T

14. The word gas is derived from the same root as the word ghost.
Can you think of any reason why hydrochloric acid was called spirit of
salt?

15. Can you imagine a reason why hydrogen and chlorine will com-
bine in the light but not in the dark ?

IG. How much MnO.j is required to produce 1000 gr. of chlorine from
HCl ? What would be the volume of the gas at S. T. P. ?

17. Ordinary hydrochloric acid solution contains 40% HCl. How
much would bo required to produce 100 gr. ferrous chloride and what
volume of hydrogen at 740 mm. and 18° would bo produced at the same
time?

Fe + -iHC! = Fed, + 211

18. What volume of air oxygen) would l)e required to produce 1000
litres of chlorine by the Deacon pr.jcea9 ?



CHAPTER X

ACIDS. BASES. SALTS. NEUTRALISATION.
ELECTROLYTIC DISSOCIATION

We have already had a few instances of the value of

classification—we are to have another. The number of

chemical compounds known is very large, probably between
150,000 and 200,000. Hence, it is highly important that
we should be able to classify them in some way, if we ever
expect to be able to remember much about them. Various
classifications have been tried ; some have proved quite value-
less, others suitable for one purpose, still others for another.

There are three large classes of compounds which it will be
well for us to become acquainted with at once—we have had to

mention them already— e.
,
acids, bases and salts. Of course,

these three classes do not include anything like all compounds,
but, with anhydrides which we shall meet with later on,
they embrace most of the comi)ounds we shall study here.

In the work that we have done so far, we have studied
hydrochloric acid, a gas, and have used sulphuric acid, a
liciuid. Many of us know also citricjja^, tartaric acids, two
white solids sometimes used in making cheap "lemonade."
Acids then may be solids, liciuids, or gases—what Is it that
brings them all into one class ? There are four points which,
taken together, distinguish them from other compounds :

An Acid (1) is a compound containing hydrogen.

(2) Its hydrogen is easily replaced by a metal.

(3) Its solution has a so^iir toMe.

(4) Its soluttm tum^ blue litmtia red.

103
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_ Taking hydrochloric acid, HCl, as an example, we already
know (1) that it contains hydrogen. From its reaction with
zinc (p. 39), we have seen (2) that its hydrogen may be re-

l)laced by a metal. If we add a drop or two to a test-tube
full of water, .«tir well, and carefully place a drop on the
tongue, we shall iind (3) that its solution has a sour taste.

And, by putting a drop or two of blue litmus solution into
this dilute acid solution, we shall notice (4) that the litmus is

turned red. This lu.'^t is known as an acid reaction.

Now, the nicmbers of a second class of compounds, called
buses, are in a certain sense the opposite of acids :

A Base (1) is a compound containing hydroxyl, OH.

(2) Its hydrofi/l easily combines with the H of an acid

toform uater.

(3) Its solution has a soapy taste.

(4) Its solution turns red litmus blue.

Caustic soda, NaOH, is a typical base ; and we must for
the present take on trust the statements that (1) it contains
hydroxyl, and (2) this hydroxyl easily combines with the
hydrogen of an acid. But, if we dissolve a little piece about
the size of the head of a large pin in half a test-tube full of
water, we can then observe that (3) its solution has a soapy
taste

;
and, by just reddening some litmus solution with the

least possil)Ie (juantity of acid, and then dropping some of
this into tlic test-tube, we shall see that (4) the solution turns
the red litmus blue. This last is known as a basic or alkaline
reaction.

{Note.—All tasting experiments must be made with very great
caution. )

^
ExPERiMEXT.—Dissolve about 40 gr. of NaOII in a litre of water ; add

aboui iini ((•. of .strong' hyurochioric ncitl to another litre of water. Set
up two burettes in stands and fill oae with the soda solutioa and the
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other with the hydrochloric acid solution, hrin-in^' hoth to /, ru by
lettino; the excess run out into a beaker. Now run 20 cc. of the acid
solution into a clean flask and vld just enough litmus solution to give
it a distinct color. Into a second flask put 2() co. of the 1)asic solution
and add litmus as before. Fill eaci. o etto to the zero mark with its
proper solution and then slowly add ai . i from the burette to the base in
the flask, swirling coastantly, until the litmus is neither blue nor red
—called neutral. To the acid in the other flask,

add Ixise from the other burette until neutralised.
Note the volumes of solutions used. Repeat the
experiment, this time bejjinning by running oi-.t

30 cc. of acid and base resjjectively into the
flasks. Again note results and see how they
agree with the former. It takes a little practice
to get the color changes just right, but the
results obtained will be near enough to illu.strate

the general principle involved, i.e., that a definite
quantity of acid neutralises a uefir itc quantity
of base. Evaporate some of the neutral solution
to dryness and notice the salt obtained. The
reaction involved in the experiments ju:,t per-
formed is represented, qualitotively and quantita-
tively, by the equation :

HCl + NaOH = HOH + NaCl

The reaction between HCl and NaOH
is an example of sort of cheni'cal
change called a me^itheticai reaction, '

Fio. 14.

*

metathesis, or double '

•comtH)sitiop.

Metathesip is the reaction that takc^ place ivhcn two compounds
react with one nmther in such a way that part of one cmnhin vritu
pnrt of the ofhcr, and the red of the one vrith the r t qf th, sr.
(It may be grai)hically described as " change p.irtners."

,

^
Analysis, synthesis, substitution and metathesis, form the

four principal classes of chemical actions.
An acid owes its acid properties to the H which it contains,

and a base its basic properties to the OH. (Hydroxy! is not
kno'vn in the free state any more than atomic hydrogen is.)

J

/
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Neutralisation.— U^en an acid is (uhlnl to a hiixe, lioth in

aoluiion, the main thing that happens in that thi icid hydrogen

combines toith the basic hydroxyl to form water, which is neither

add nor basic, but neutral. The rest of the acid may then
combine with the rest of the base to form what is known as

a Halt, which may be defined in several ways, one of which is

:

A Salt may be regarded as an acid in which the acid jdrogen

haa been replaced by a metal (or metallic radical, see p. 203).

There are acid and normal salts ; these will be defined later

(p. 122). The salt is spoken of as a salt of the acid from
which it has been (th. Tetically) formed

; it is also said to be

a salt of the metal, or k ^e. Thus, sodiu. i chloride, NaCl,

is said to be a salt of hydrochloric acid and of sodium.

The theory cf electrolytic dissociation tells us that when an acid is diasolred
In wat«r its molecule is split up into the hydrogen atom (or atoms, each) with a
positive charge of electricity, and the rest of tho molecule, with a negative
charge (or as many negative charges as there have been hydrogen ions formed).
These cliarged particles are called ions and tho production of them ioiiisatioii.

The positively charged jflus are called tjg/inn.n aiid the iicjiativclj- charged ones
cnious. When a base i.s dissolved its molecule is dniilarly ioiiisi il, tliehj droxyU
Easing the negative ('liartro- a id buooiuiiif; auious, and the rest of tlio molecule,
generally the atom of a metal, taking a corresponding positive charge, or
charges, and forming tho kation.

IIC1 = H+ !cr
H2SO4 = H+ + + so* =

Na0H=Na+ + GH"
+

Ca(UU>j Ca+ + OH- + OH"

When the solution of tho acid comes into contact with the solution of the
base, he H"^ ions corabiiiowith thoOlI" ions to form HUH, the i)ositive electri-

city of the H ions iieutralisinR the negative electricity of the OH ions, leaving
the HOH uticharged. The anions i-f tho acid and the kations of ihe base gener-
ally remain unchanged in the solution.

H+ + Cr -I- Na+ +OH- - HOH i- CI' + Na+

If the water be evaporated off. however, they combine to form a salt and their
charges neutralise one another anil disappf.ir. Conversely, when a salt is

dissolved in water, its molecules arc split up into positively charged ions,

kations (metal) and negatively charged ions, anions (acid radical)^

NaCl = NH~ + Cl-
+

CuS04=Cu+ +SO« =
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According to thia theory, we may define the terms acid, base and lalt in a
very simple manner

:

An Add ia a compound that pires It ions on nohition in water.
ABaae is a compound that i/irra hydrojcyl ions on solution in water.
A Salt is a compound, .hat gives positive and negative ions other thanHand OH on solution in water.

There iiro a great many coriipouiids which are not ionised at aU on solution
in water, Kuch as si.gar, alcohol, glycerine. They are not acids, bases, or salts.

Solutions of acids, bases and salts {i.e., solutions which conduct electricity)
are called electrolutes. and the way in which they conduct the current may be
explained in terms of the theory of electrolytic dissociation as follows : Suppose
an apparatus Uke that pictured in Ag. 6, p. 38. je set up, the terminals of the
wires are called electrodes, that of the posit, v-e wire, the atiode and that of the
negative wire, the kathode (Greek, kata, away from, hodos, away)- then If
the electrolyte be a solution of HCl, .ho positively charged H ions arc at tracted
to the negatively chai-ged kathode, and the negatively charged (1 to the
pwitively charged anode. At the eloctrwles, the ions give up ti. .r charges,
using up (neutralising) in BO doing MM c(|uivalent .|uantity of negative and posi-
tive current which runs in from the bat»ery; the uncharged atoms then form
molecules and appear as ordinary hydrogen and chlorine on the kathode and
anode respectively. The original hydrochloric acid has thus been decomposed
mto hydrogen and chlorine. Such decomposition, brought about in an electro-
lyte by an electric current, is known as electrolysis.

It must be very carefullyhome inmind that the electric current has nothing to
do vnth the ProdUCUon of the ion -this is somehow caused hu the solvent (water)
alone—the current merely makes use of the ioni which Ufinds ready made.

In many eases of electrolysis, se.'ondary reactions occur. Thus, if a solution
of H..SO4 bu electrolysed (;is was done in the experiment on p. 38), hydrogen ia
liberated at the kathode and SO4 at thp anode ; but the uncharged SO4 cannot
exist alone and immediately reacts with water, thus

:

free oxygen appearing at the anode. Or, if a solution of .VaOH be electrolysed,we Btaoold have at the an"de tlie secondary reat tion

SO4 + lliO =-- U0.SO4 + O.

J anode. Or, if a solut
i the secondary reat tio

on + 011 11,0 + 0,
and at the kathode,

Xa + IIjO + = NaOlI + H
The final products would therefore be oxygen and hydrogen (really derived from
the water), the original quantity of NaOH being constantly reforned and re-
lonwed Oust as was the case with the H2SO4 in the previous experiment).

Pure water IS almost un-ionised (only extremely small quantities of OH an.lU ions are present in it) ; hence, pure water is practically a non conductor
_

Many salts, when fused, will conduct a current and may therefore be electro-
lysed. It is supposed that the main part of the fused mass acts as water doe-

as a solvent, and that the small remaiu.Ur of the salt is electrolytieally
dtesociated by It, existing as ions which conduct tlic cm reMt .u..,.. .-b.-i ..K". "

» .'^''f.?'".'*"'
^° ^"""""^ through f..sfd \aCl, common salt, sodium is ob-

tained at the kathode and chlorine at le anode. This process is used ou theoommerdal scale.
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Metal« arc often deposit c.l from solutions of their salts by meann of the
electric current, and Iliis sort of lIc i rolj is called clectroplatinK. Thus, if
a brasH object, su^h as a p.'ii. il bolder, bo niado tlio kathode in a solution con-
taining a salt of nickel, tlio ni. kel kations will bo attracted to this pencil-holder
kathwlc, then; dischaiKcd. and a coatiiiK of nickel deposited: the ohject is
nickel plated. In certain ca^es. metals are obtained from their ores by dis-
Holving them in suiuble Bolvents and then depo8itin« them in the metalUo state
electrolytically.

There is, as yet, no satisfactory theory as to why the water Ionises acids.
bases and salts on solution.

The theory of electrolytic dissoclaUon was enunciated by the great Swedisli
chemist, Arrhenins, in 1887, to account for a large number of phenomena both
chemical and electrical. It did this so satisfactorily that it brought about
almost as ffreat a chAnge in chemistry as the enunciation of the atomic theory
of Dalton did.

(.•UESTIONS

1. A solution of sodium hydroxide is prepared having 40 gr. of the
hydroxide in 1 litre of the solution, and a certain volume of this is found
to exactly neutralise an equal volume of a solution of hydrochloric acid.
How much HCl is there in 1 litre of the latter solution ?

2. 18 cc. of the solution of NaOH mentioned in the preceding question
neutralises 2.3 co. of a solution ot nitric acid. What is the strength of
the latter solution (i.e., how many gr. of HNO3 are there jjer litre) »

3. A solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH) is exactly neutralised
with sulphuric acid. The solution is then evaporated to dryness and
the residue is found to weigh 96 gr. How much potassium hydroxide
and how much sulphuric acid were used ?

4. Write equations representing the neutralisation of each of the
following babes by each of the acids :

KOH HCl
Ca(0H)2 HaSO«
Fe(OH), H3PO4

5. To explain what sort of facts do you think the theory of electro-
Ijrtic dissociation was formulated ?

6. Some ix)tassium hydroxide, KOH, is dissolved in water, and some
nitric acid, HXO3, in another portion of water ; ttie two .solutions are
then mixed in pmper pro|)ortions to iicutralibe each other. Explain, in
terms of the electrolytic dissooiatioii theory, what happens (a) when the
KOH is dissolved, (h) when the HNO, is dissolved, (c) when the two
solutions neutralise each other.

7. Describe how a clean iron article might be electroplated with
copper, explaining what takes phwje.



CHAPTER XI

SULPHUR AND ITS COMPOUNDS

History.

—

Ab sulphur occurs free in a good many parts of
the earth, and in considerable quantities, it has been known
from very early times

;
and, on account of its inflammability,

it has always aroused a good deal of curiosity and interest.

The alchemists believed that it was a constituent of all metals
(wliich of course it is not) and was the cause of their alter-

ability in the fire. On account of the fact that sulphurous
fun: 3 are given out from volcanoes and cracks in the rocks
in volcanic regions, vast deposits of ever-burning sulphur
were supposed to exist deep down in the earth, and have
played a considerable part in the superstitions of many races.

Occurrence.—The term native, as used in mineralogy, means
free or uncombined, and native sulphur, as has already been
said, is found in many parts of the world, particularly in Sicily

and Louisiana. Sulphur also occurs in combination with
many metals, forming sulphides, and some of these sulphides
are among the most valuable ores. Iron pyrites, or pyrite,
FeSg, sometimes called "fool's gold" on account of its

yellow color, is one such sulphide
; it is not much used as

an ore of iron, however, but as a source of sulphur compounds
as we shall see later. Chalcopyrite, or copper pyrites,
CuFeSj, is one of the most important ores of copper, and
giikna, PbS,.of lead. There are also a number of sulphatee
which occur in large quantities in nature, perhaps the most
important being gygsum, alabaster, CaSO,. 211,0- Sulphur
occurs also in small proportions in the protdds (protoplasm,

109
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albumen, etc., see p. 182) which form the basis of all living
matter, both vegetable and animal, and also in such sub-
8tan.-e8 as oil of mustard, oil of garlic, bile, hair and wool
Preparation—Most of the sulphur of commerce comea

from Sicily. Here the ore, which consists of sulphur mixed
with useless rock, is piled up in large kilns and set on fire •

by adnutting a limited supply of air, part of the sulphij
only 18 burned, but this produces sufficient heat to melt the
rest, which trickles out of the mass and is collected at the
lowest point of the kiln and run out This crude sulphur
18 then refined by heating it in a large iron retort and passing
the vapors into a brick chamber. At first, when the cham-
ber is cool the sulphur condenses on the sides in the form
of little yellow rosettes, called "flowers of sulphur when
those are scraped off, they fall to a fine yellow powder which
IS still called flowers (not flour) of sulphur. As the chamber
gets iiotter, the sulphur collects as a liquid on the floor
whence it is run off and cast in cylindrical wooden moulds'
formmg roll sulphur, or brimstone (German brenn-stein
burning stone). .'

^
Properties.-Sulphur is an allotropic element, being knownm the solid sta'. in three forms : rhombic sulphur, monoclinic

sulphur, andp.astic, or amorphous (non-crystalline) sulphur
These f.nns differ mainly in their physical properties and are
described below.

round certain l,na.i„ar. in.er.oo,^„Xroa7i;^ i^
in.«s.x sy.tc,„.s in accordance with the relative length, and portion. omS2

l.„^f^r-
"^'"^''^'^ -Three axes, all at right angles all eooal inlength. (I. onus cube and regular octahedron.)

"
T€traoo,itzi 6j/3fc»i.-Three axes, all at right angles, two aonaL thirfor ahorter. (Forms, sqnare prism and pyramid.)

^
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Orihor omhu- «tf«<«tn.-Three axes, all »t right anglM^ no two «|a«L (ForOM.
rortniiKuliir prism nml pyniinld.)

llexagonnt Kystcnx. Four axes, three In on* pUn«. all equal, and intonactinc
at anRlfs of m\ fourth axis porpondicular to th« plane of the other thno and of
any lenjrth. (Forms, hexagonal prism and pyramid.)

Jlfo»«J<aie •ygfem.—Three axea. two Intersecting at an acute anjile, thlrrf
perpendicular to both theM, all unoquaL (Forma. Inclined prism nnd pyramid.

)

Triclinie n/«<«m.-Threo axes, no rluht anglea, all nnequaL (Forma, donblr
Inclined priam and pyramid.)

Soltda that are not cryHtalllne are called amprphnux (Orcck. <i. without,!
vwrpKe, form), and are really anpercooled llquldw rather than true Holids.

(

RhombicSulphttr.—Native sulphur, and roll 8uli)hur pre-
pared from it as described above, are made up of aggregates
of rhombic crystals. This form of sulphur is a lemon-yellow
solid; specific gravity, 2.0(5 (water = 1) ;

melting point 114.5*.

It is almost insoluble in water, but easily soluble in a liquid
called carbon disulphide, CS^ If such a solution be pre-
pared and allowed to evaporate slowly, well-formed rhombic
crystals of sulphur are obtained. In roll sulphur the struc-
ture is rhombic, but the crystals have crowded together in
their growth (from the molten sulphur) so as to hide their
external forms.

Monofilinlc Sulphur.—If some sulphur be melted in a
crucible (which will hold at least 100 cc.) and allowed to
cool slowly, and if, as soon as a crust forms on the top, this
crust be punctured and the btill molten sulphur below be
poured or\ the crucible will be found to be lined with long
transparen needles which are crystals belonging to the mono-
clinic system. This form of sulphur, which is honey-yellow,
has a specific gravity of 1.06 and melts at 1 19°. Insoluble in
water, soluble in CSg. The crystals on standing at room
temperature slowly become lemon-yellow and are then found
to consist of an aggregate of mmute rhombic crystaH

Rhombic and monoclinio sulphur can exist together unchanged for any
length of time at a temperature of 1)5. 4 . Hulow this temperature, the mono-
cllnlc form slowly turns itito the rhonibic. as has been described above, whUe
ab---o this tempcmturc the rhombic form Blowly changes into the monocUnle.
Hence, thU is called the transiUon temperature of rhombio and monocluUe
sulphur.
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Plastic or Amorphoui Sulphur.—If either crystalUne form
of sulphur 1)0 in. Itr.l, !i thin pale-yellow liquid is obtained;
if this be heated it becoiuf .s dark bron n and ho thick that it
will hardly pour out of the vessel when inverted

; heat. d still
higher, it becomes less viscous, and boils at 445°. If this
hotter liquid bo poured into cold water, a gummy mass ic
formed, anmrplious sulphur, which slowly hardens, changing
into rhombic sulphur.

When any form of sulphur is heated su»'' ently, it will
burn in air or oxygen with a purple flame, forming the
dioxide SO, (with traces of the trioxidc, SO,,). Under certain
conditions, sulj-lnir will combine sluwlv" with livdrogen.
Even when cold, if rubbed together with 'nianv metals in a
finely divided state, it will slowly com bin., with them, forming
sulphides

;
wh. n heated, it combines rapidly and vigorously

with most metals (r.y.
. iron, copper). In these ways, sulphur

resembles oxygen in pro[i('rties.

Sulphur's used in making gunpowder, fireworks, matches,
and for ^jreparing its compounds SO^, H,SO„ CS^, etc.

Hydrosulphuric Acid, II,S, sulphuretted hydrogen. This
occurs in the gases issuing from some volcai oes and in solu-
tion in .he water of what are known as "sulphur springs."
It is also produced when organic nutter containing sulphur
decays, and it is to this compound that rotten eggs and de-
caying cabbage owe their odor, in part.

When hydrogen is passed throug>\ boiling sulphur or over-
heated sulphides, a small quantity of H,S is formed. This
is of interest, though not of any practical import . ce, on ac-
count of its likeness to the production of H2O from hydrogen
and oxygen, or hydrogen an^i oxides when heated, "sulphur
appearing in this and in other ways similar to oxygen which
belongs to the same family of elements. In the laboratory,
sulphuretted hydrogen is usually prepared by the action of
sulphuric or hydrochloric acid on iron sulphide, FeS (made
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by heating a iiiixtun- of iron and sulphur; pyrite, FeS„ if
useless for tho i>n [)aration of H.,S).

*

F.S + IL^SO, = II,s + FeSO,

ExPERiMKNT. -Set up n generator Himilur to that used in makinir
hydropon

J put into the fla,,k «omo pieoen of i..,,, „ulph,do and just cover
t'.oniw.th wator; u.|.l.l,h.to.suI,.hunc .toid and collect the gw •Tolv.d
ov«r water, usuiy ti.e same precautions against explosion as in the CM»
of the preparation of hydrogen. Test a bottle of the gas with a liKhtwi
taper an-I noti,.,. ,1.,, o„!or of tl,o fla.ne. the smell of burning .ulphur and
the deposition of sulphur in the bottle. How do you explain these
phenomena

r Bring a piece of f51ter.,m,K5r, moistened with a solution of
lead acetate nenr tho ,„o„th of tl,e delivery t,.l,o and notice the chaDMm color. How do you explain it ? Fill a small bottle half full of waterand ,«.ss the gas Into it for five minutes, with the mouth of the delivery
tube under tl,o .-..K , : witl.In.w ,!,o .lelivery tube, place the finger ot«

%l rr"* u
'"'^ ^^"^ ^'''^^ ""''fcion is Mcrted.What does thHi indicate? Test the solution with blue litmus. Whathappens? What does it mean ? I'lace a litUe eolation of each of the

following compounds in a sej^rate test-tube and add some of the solu-
tion of H.^: copper .alphate. eadminm sulphate, tartar emetic (acompound of antimony), .,.,„,- sulphate with excess of ammonia. What

^r:^LZr''''
Howdoyouexplaimtr Of what n.. oUght

Hydrosulphuric acid is a colorless gas with a powerful odor
smnlar to that of rotten eggs, and a peculiar sweetish taste.
V\ hen inhaled m large quantities it is poisonous. It is
heavier than air, the G. M. V. weighing 34 grs. It is solublem water, 1 volume of the latter slowly dissolving abcut 3volumes of the gas under ordinary conditions. Sulphuretted
hydrogen burn, in air or oxygen, H,0 and SO^ being formed
and .ome S usually escaping unhurned, owing to deficienc^
of oxygen. In solution, is slowly acted on by the dis-
solved oxygen from the air, the H being converted into H Oand the S separating out in a very fine state of di%asion mak-ing the water look milky. There is a fundamental difference
between this behaviour and that between chlorine and water
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In the case of H.S the water itself is not decomposed, only
dissolved oxygen reacting; chlorine, of course, decomposes
the water itself, combining with the hydrogen. Some metals
decompose H_,S slo-.v!y in the cold, combining with the S
and settmg free the H

;
thus, silver is blackened owing to the

production of Ag.S
; other metals react siniihirly when heatedm the gas. (Compare reactions of metals with llfi ) The

solution of H^S in water exhibits a feeble acid reaction with
htmus and will consequently n.-itralise bases. The acid is
much used as a reagent in chemical analysis, l)ecause it reacts
metathetically with the salts of many metals whose sulphides
are insoluble in water, pre, ipitating these sulphides, i.e., the
sulphides separate out in the solid state from the solution
and, as these sulphides often have characteristic colors, many
metals in solution can be recot^uiscHl in this way.
Sulphur Dioxide, SO2, sul].huro„s anhvdride.' This com-

pound issues from some volcanoes in large quantities.
A8 has already been said. HJS occurs in tlie same way. When the two easescome from the same volcano and .nect. the following r.LtlonZTplZl

2HsS + SO, - JH .O + as

Sulphur dioxide is formed when sulphur is burned in air
or oxygen. (See exp. p. 31.) It may also be prepared by
heatmg together some metal, such as copper, and strong sul-
phuric acid. The usual reaction between a metal and an
acid IS the replacement of the hydrogen by the metal; this
probably takes place here :

Cu + H^SO.^CuSO, + 2H
bui the h vdrogen reacts with the hot, concentrated sulphuric
acid, thus:

2H^H,SO. = 2H,O.SO,
(In preparing hydrogen from sulphuric acid and zinc, the
acid was used cold and dilute to prevent this second reaction.

)
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Another method of preparation is by the roasting of sul-phide ores Roastinff, in chemical and metallurgical sense

IS the ac t of highly heating something in a current of air Spurposes of oxidation. Most sulphide ores are thus roasted
o get rid of part or all of the sulphur before the smelting forthe metal is undertaken. ^

2FeS2 + 110 = FeA +
ZnS + 30 = Znb + SO^

Formerly, all the SO, produced in this ,yar w.s allowed toescape into the air and was thus not only lo.st, but did agn at deal of harm to vegetation in the neighborhood of the
smelters, ^o^y a great deal of it is converted into sulphuric
acid as wo shall see later. This is one of a great man v cases
of the economical use of substances that were formerly
looked U])on as waste i^roducts.

Suljjluir dioxide is a colorless gas with a pungent odor
(the od.H-of burning sulphur matches) and disagreeable taste.

Its boiling point under atmospheric nros-iiipo i« s' o„j j
ISB atmospheres, 20"

; on this ar,.,un ir ,

'
'f t.^ "i"^*""

* <>'

diainfecting and oth;r purposed
very easily Uquefled. and is sold for

bein,made%f ordinaS^ "Un"-^^^^ °' smaller one.

Sulphur dioxide does not bum, nor does it support com-hustion
;
under ordinary ..onditions it unites with extreme

slowness with oxygen to form SO3. It is a valuable bleaching
agent being used to bleach straw goods, paper and even cer

a much-used dismfectant, rooms in which cases of infectious
diseases have cx-curred, or whieh have become infested withbed-bugs or other vermin, being disinfeeted l.v burnhu. sul-phur m them or introducing SO, from a cylinder SO
dissolves in water, uniting with it to form an unstable 00m-pound, TI^S()3, sulphurous acid. A great many oxides

^ .-V. ,nK, ;vay ai.i U„ n- are o[i„,s uliich .•omhine withwater to form bases
; such oxides are caUed anhydrides.
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/ An Anhydride u aa o.dde irhieh will mmhiac with lontcr to

/ formanaad or to Jon,i a base; ihn.c fonnbu, an,U are caUed
acid anhydrides, those formiiuj bases, b<mc anh;/dride.s.

The salts of sulphurous acids are culled sulpliitcs. Wh.-i)
treated with a strongor acid, such as sulpliuric, hydro
chlonc, sulphurous arid is liheratcd and most of it hreaks
down into water and sulphur dioxide :

Na^SOg + H^RO, = Na,SO, + H^SOg

H2SO3 = H,0 + SO2

This, then, i„ a very easy M-ay of preparing SO., in the
laboratory.

SOj + 1120 = HjSO,
HsSOj =HjO + SO,

Pr.^in'^nodi" f"" ^^7"'^"/^^ f"'""--^ "^der to indicate that It wiUproceed in o.,e direoLiou or the other, accordhiK to circumstances

:

SOj +1UO ±5H,SOs
Other reversible reactions that we have already met with are

SOj i .'.'O3

3Fe + lH,0 ?::.Fea04+8H

HjO + 2CI 2HC1 + O
Suppose wo 00:, sM, ,- !l,e re-.rtioii SO..

: H.,() — tt ^o t .Hno. .

^ft to riU. at nr.t. a
,

.f. ju.t „. th- hv^uvnui^. there i.s »oH,SO, formed to

roweviro
^

<•"'>• -. ;... .,„ f,.„„. ,i^,l,t to l.a. A.S the flr.t reactio , Sei?

ti, n , , M 'V:
''-'f' the opposite direc!

rVdr,M -i fiK .

1"*ntitie8of S0» ami n.,() have he..,,

h
'•"

•
lb. the r.uc at .-hieh 11,80, molecules are .s„iiui„K un wi

com ,t,on .,f e u rm, .U equ.libnu.a. Suppose now that the vc.el in whi.-h thereaelK,n 1.S tak.njf place be opened-.somo of tho gascou.- SO., wi c ,0

'

immed,ately there will bo . hurrying up or tho .^a.-tion fr,,m r ,

'

ef' oprodu. e rnoro SO, in order to re-establish tho e.iuilibriun, w ieh h .disturbed: it tho o«cape of SO., he allowed to eon'
"

1

'"

eauUibrium wUl.oo„ untU alfthe H^SO^^^t^^.p;^: wb^roi'^i:::
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larger boo.s.ust boconsu^^JS^:^;- ^t^^lir^e ^

Sulphur Triozide, 803, sulphuric anhydride._As has
alryuly h. ..,, .aid, sulphur dioxide and oxygen will combine
to ionu sulphur tnoxide; but, under ordinary conditions,
and evx^i at h.^^li t.n.peratu.vs, this reaction is extremely
slow. There are certain substances, however, ^vhose mere
presence in the mixture of SO, and O hurries up the reaction
enonnously, .0 that it becomes almost instantaneous. The
').'s sul,stnr,ce for this purpose is very finely divided platinum,
phmuuni h ack (generally deposited on asbestos), though
certain metallic oxides, such as iron oxide, have also been
found cihcient Substances which act in the way just
clescrihech l>y hurryiug up a reaction that would, how-
ever go ot Us,.If, though much nH,ro slonlv, are called
ca a ysers, or c atalytic agents, and the action it'self is called
catalysis. {Tho products in the i)resence of the catal vser are
just the same as they would be ..v:*hout it-they are^ merelyformed more rapidly.) ^

/ A Catalyser is a substance which influences the velocity of a

We have already had an excellent example of a catalyser
ui the case o UnO,, which accelerates the decomposition ofKCIO3 and of HA to such a reuiarkable extent.

aeco„u,oseswithaverv o i. ,
"^'"r- ''J <"'>«^" Peroxide solution

IWe (OP certain Mh.A, , r^^^
v^'O" small quantity of acetani-

tur^of^ I'^^^'"^ ^i^-
ture of SO, and air (or oxygen) through a tube loosely packed
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with platinised asbestos, and kept at a temperature of about
400'. It is a colorless liquid which freezes at about 15° and
boilB at about 46°. It vaporises to a considerable extent at
ordinary t(>nij)eraturof^ and it fumes strongly in the air. It
combines with water niih liberation of so much lieat that a
hissing sound is produced and suli^huric acid is formed

;
SOg

is therefore sulphuric anhydride, the anhydride of srlphuric
acid.

If t).o ordinary sulphur trioxido be kept for some time at a temperaturebelow i,
,
especially if a trace of water be present, it slowly changes Into S3O,,which forms groups of silky noedlea looking like asbestos. If this form beheated to 00 , it is reconverted into ordinary SOj.

Sulphuric Acid, H,SO„ oil of vitriol.—This is ,e of the
most imjjortunt clieinicals manufactured, theru bei)^g but very
few trades tliat do not use it or some of its products.

Basil Valentine, a Benedictine monk of Southern Germany,
who lived in the second half of the fifteenth century, clearly
describes the preparation of the acid by distilling green
vitriol (iron sulphate), whence its name of oil of vitriol, and
it was probably known before his time. The manufacture of
the acid, by a different method, was introduced into England
about 1740 and has develope d to such an extent that over
one million tons are produced aniuuilly in Great Britain,
about the same amount in Germany and also in the United
States, and smaller quantities in other countries.

There are two processes by which sulphuric acid is manu-
factured commercially, the older, or chamber, process and
the more modern, contact process. In both processes, SO
is prepared by burning sulphur or by roasting sulphides, as
has already been described.

(1) ChamberProcess.—This was the method by which almost
all the sulphuric acid of commerce was made, from about 1750
to about 1900, since which date enormous quantities liave
also been made by the contact process. In the chamber
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process, 80„0 (from the air) and 11,0 (as steam) are intro-
duced into enormous lead-lintd chum!)ers, measuring often
100 X 40 X 20 feet

; and here they combine to form H SO
Unfortunately they will do this by themselves only with
extreme slowness, hence a catalytic agent Is used—an oxide
of nitrogen, obtained from nitric acid. There is still a good

'

deal of uncertainty among chemists as to y st wiiat takes
place in the chambers—probably different reactions take placem different parts where the temperatures are different. About
the simplest set of (Niuations that has been proposed to
represent the reactions are the following

:

2S0, + 211 XO3 + lip = 2Ilio, + N,03

280, + H2O + X.,03 + 20 = 2S( ) .(()1I;0X0

2S0.,(0H)0N0 + ir,0 ^ 2-0.(0ir)(0H) +
In actual practice the sulphur or the sulphide is burned

in burners and the gases produced, containing SO, and air,
v< ry hot, are made to take up vapor of nitric acid as they
pass along a channel. They are introduced into a tower

OWNERS

IT

Fio. 15.

called a Glover tower, where the above reactions take i)lace
in part, and then they go on to the lead chambers. Here themmn production of acid takes place, steam being introduced
and the reactions mentioned above being completed, dUute
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sulphuric acid, called chamher acid, collecting on the floors.The wasto gases, mainly atmospheric nitrogen with a little
JN,()3, then pass through another tower called the Gay-Lussac

3r, where most of the is , aught and returned to the

2

tower,

process.
_

(Theoretically, any sn.all ,,uantity of wouldbe sufficient to produce any large tjuantity of sulj^huric acid
It 18 continually being regenerated. In practice, however'

there are unavoidahle losses, so there must be a continual
though small addition of nitric aei.l. ) The chamher acid is

iUonteins
'"^ ''''''' ""^^^^ ^^^•'^

_
(2) Contact Process.-This M-as introduced ahout 1900 and

IS nuu h simpler in principle than the chamber process, onlytwo reactions being involved after the SO^ is produced :

SO,, + = SO3

SO3 + H2O = HjSO,

Great care however, is n.M.l.d in order that the processshould work successfully. The mixture of SO, and air irZ
the burners oi- rcKvsters must he tVecl fn.in cv.tv trace ofdust and other impurity

; it is then passed througl^iron tuhes
containing the cutalyser (platinum black, iron oxide, etc

)and kept at exactly the right temperature. The resultingbO, mixed with a great deal of nitrogen and some oxygen
18 absorbed m water (or better, in dilute sulphuric avery concentrated and pure acid isobt..:- 1 in vav
It IS impossible to say whether this p cess v -.Z'

all>'supersedetheoldclKUuhcrpn.ee..s,ornot. At pr.sent,bo"th
pr^.es.ses are being carried on sucessfully on the large ^cale.

Sulphuric acid is a colorless, .dorle.<.s, oily ]i,uid, nearlv
twice as heavy as water. It boils at about 330' Th;strong acid is an oxidising agent, breaking down into
fcO^, llfi and O, e.^pcaallv when tliere ;« nnvfl.;..., ...^ ,

Which will combine witii the O (see prep, of " SOrp." 114).
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In aqucoius solution it muUs with many of the metals
l.y.i-.,^.,,, i„,i„. ^jj ^ sulphate of the metal
bcnif,' furnifd :

Zn + HoSO, = 2H + ZnSO,
This is what might be called the typical reaction b,.tw.«en an
•>' "1 aii.l a in. tal. It also reacts metathcticaUy with salts of
otlier acids, liberating these acids :

2XaCl + H,SO, = Na,SO, + 2HC1
This is our of tlie (..nimonest methods of obtaining acids-
by arliiiir ,„i (i„.|,- salts with a "stronger" acid.
Coiuvntralcd sulpluiric acid has a xvrv stron- afTinitv for

water, and when the two arc niixr.l, inudi iR.at is p.udured •

mdeed, the heat is sometimes sufficient to cause the solution
to h.>,l and splash out of the vessel. Hence, great care should
betaken in l.nn.in;x thrse two snbstanr.s to^rether, ihe acid
lH'ii>g slowly a.lded t.) tin- water with constant stirrin-r and
not v,re verm. Strong sulphnric aci.l will often extract'vatcr
lion, substances which hold it in combination, charring them

<l" y oY^anu: Thus, if it be slowly poured into a
strong solution of su^ar, stirrin.i: lueanwliile, the mixture
hnally turns black from liberated carhon and swells un bo-
connng very hot from the chemical action. (Sugar is

^alts „f suliihurio acid are called sulphates.
It will he reni..n,here,l that, in the definition of an acid it

was stated that the hydrog..,! was n^placeahle. (Sornefinies
only part of it is replaceable.) In the case of hydrochloric
acid, which contains only one atom of hvdroiren in the mole-
cule, we nni.t replace all or none of the hydrogen-the only
sod.u.u salt possible (Xa havin.^ a valence of 1) being NaO^
In the mse of sulphuiic acid, however, we mi^dit have one

V jjll '''^T^
'''"^^'^^^

"^'^ t^vo Na, thus:
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y The Basicity of an Acid u the numlxr of replarmUe fujdrogm
aiom contained in (me of its moUseuUa. An acid containing one
atom of replaceable hydrogen in the moJecule ia called a
monobasic acid

;
one containing two, dibasic.; three, tribasic

;

four, tetrabasic, etc. It must be carefully noticed that it is

the number of replaceable hydrogen atom.H in one molecule
of the acid that determines its basicity : HCjHjOa is acetic
acid, the iu id of vinegar

; it is monobasic, because only
one of the hydrogen atoms is replaceable, the others are
not. Moreover, two molecules of HCl contain two re-
placeable hydrogen atoms, but this does not make the acid
dibasic.

A Normal S^t is one in which aU the replaceable hydrogen of
the acid (from which the salt is theoretically derived) haa been
replaced, such as NaQ, or Na^SO^.

/An Acid Salt is one in which only part of the replaceable hy-
drogen of the acid has been replaced, such as NaHSO^. Mono-
basic acids cannot, of course, produce acid salta.

Of the several million tons of sulphuric acid annuall a-
duced in the whole world, a large proportion is used in the
manufacture of soda (see Leblanc process, p. 197) ; enormous
quantities are employed in preparing fertilisers ("superphos-
phate")

;
in refining petroleum and ir "pickling" {i.e.,

cleaning) iron and steel before plating with tin, copper, or
nickel

;
and smaller quantities in the ma\-ifacture of other

acids and in various other industries.

ndosalptarlc Acid. H^SaO^- The Greek name for ;ulphur is thion; tfaio-
sulphuric acid. then, is sulphur-sulphuric acid, i.e.. sulphuric acid in which oneoxygen has been replaced by a sulphui. H2SSO3. It was formerly called hypo-
Bulphurous ucid, and its sodium salt, sodium hyposulphite, or "hypo" Thiacompound ia used in photogrraphy and a. an "antichlor" in bleaching, to pre-
vent the excess of chlorine doing the material itself any harm after the color
has been destroyed.

Selenium and teUnrlum are two rather rare elements, closely related to sul
phur. Selenium is of interest because its electric conductivity is affected by
light, and, on this aoooont, it is used in certain decteioal instruments.
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QUESTIONS

1. Define the term anhydride. How many classes of anhydrides are
tJieri! ? Mention two members of one of these classes and point oat why
they are called anhydrides.

2. Show how the two oxides of sulphur illustrate the law of multiplo
proportions.

3. Oxygen and sulphur belong to tlie .same f.imily of elements ; in
what ways are they similar? Are physical or chemical likenesses the
more important in classifying the elements ?

4. Wooden shelves on which bottles containing sulphuric acid are
Stood often become more or less burned in rings corresponding to the
bottoms of the bottles. Explain this.

5. Wliy are there no acid salts of monobasic acids ?

6. What catalyser is used in the chamber process for the manufacture
of sulphuric acid? What in the conUct process? Why are they
employed T

7. Can you suggest a method for distinguishing "fool's gold" from
real gold ?

8. Do you think that a mixture of H,S and air would be explosive?
Why ?

9. H,S is soluble in water, and yet we collect it over water in the
pneumatic trough. Explain,

10. Write an equation showing that sulphuric acid sometimes acta
as an oxidising agent.

11. Why are SO, and SO, called anhydrides? Why is SO- called
sulphurotM anhydride ?

12. A sulphuric acid plant is often connected with a copper smelter.
Why do you think this is so ?

13. Compare, in tabular form, the properties of rhombic and of mono-
clinic sulphur.

14. Wliat does 22.4 litres sulphurou.s anhydride weigh ? Why do yea
think so ? What is its density, comiwred with that of air ?

15. How much sulphuric acid can be obtained from a ton of pyrite »

16. 10 gr. of CuCla is dissolved in water. What quantity of sulphuric
acid a;v\ of ferrcu

^ :;ulphido is necessary to produce enough H«S to
precipitate the copper as CuS ?

CuCla + H,S = CuS + 2HC1
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NITROGEN. THE ATMOSPHERE
COMPOUNDS OF NITROGEN

Hl8tory.-Tho last quarter of tho oitrhteontl. c-inturv was
a most r..niarkaM,. ,.,.ri.Ml i„ tin- I.i>t.,ryof du-inistr;. Aswe have ahv.Hly s.. ,,, all thro.id. tin, jui.l.lle '.v^./urnuh
believed in " the f.u.r ..U.im.nt.s of A.i.^tutl,.," ,.uth air lire
and water. Earth was the finst of Ih, ^e ^^hu.r .Innvmary
nature was douhted

; and then, in 1774, Priesth v discovered
oxj;gen whirh turru-d out to he one c onstituent of air (which
could UaTciore no ]on,.r he look-,! ,„„.n an element)
and which helped to explain the nature of lire -

i,, 17S1
Cavendish showed the compound nature of .^nd
even ^-fore the., two discoveries, i.e., in 1772, tho Scoteh
botanist, Rutherford, show, ,! that air was ma.Ie up of two ormore gases, one of wluVh he isolated au.l si ,li, ,i -it i< the&S we now know as nitrogen. Earth, air, fire and water
the elementary nature of every one of them disproved • and'
in adchtion, a far-reaching theory concerning comhustion
(the phlogiston theory) overthrown and replaeed hy a new
and well-founded one: is it any wond.r that the jirofound
change in chemical ideas which took place at this perio.l is
<'ft(>n spoken of as " tlie Chemical Revolution"? What amodern thnig scicnlifie eheniistry n-illv '

Occurrence.-As has ahvady luvn iudieat.-], nit,o<.en
occurs m the air of whi.h it forms al.out four-llltl,. l.v
volume

;
it also occurs in comhination in nitre, or sMltp..ter

Ki\03, m ChiU nitre, NaNO,, and in tho living parts of all

124
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plants iiiid m.iniiils, it hciiiK un essential constituent of
I"Mtu,,las,„ (Mll..iMM'n, vU'.). It ocrurs in combination in
cyal, Icv.il V(-rt:.l.l., niatt. r, wlu. l, i. tl... principal conimer-
ciJil eourco of sonio of its compoun.is, as wo sliall see later.

Preparation.—For ordinary purposes, nitrogen can be
• •I'lani...! frotn tbe air by oMi n tinj? the oxygen. This may
I'e <lnne in Tnany w,-,ys, dilT. rin.ir ,„ainlv in convenionce •

plu.si.horus is the ji-. nt gen.Taliy cniplowd beean-.^ (1) it
cxtraetH tbo oxy-en very completely and (2) the oxide formed
IS rai.idly absorbed by water and removed from the nitrogen.

Em r.iuMKNT.-Tho cover of a porcelain crucible, or some other small
d.sl., ,,s place,! o„ a large flab cork and floated oa some water in a pan.A piece of plio>pliorus

*^
tlio size of a pea is (~)

placed in :he little dish

and is ign.ted iiy briti}^-

in<4 a hoc wire in con-
tact with it, ni, im-
mediately a bell jar or

inverted bottle is

placed over it. VVlmt
happens? What ex-

pel itiioiit taught us the

cr-mpofiition of the
whitesubstance formed ?

U li;;t takes place on
standing? What por-
tion of the original air
is left in the bell jar at
the close of the ex-

FiG. 16.

f-riment? How do we know (without further test) that it does not^urn or support combustion T Is it ver> soluble in water? How do we

The oxygen mnv alsr> 1... removed l>y passing the air over
"en liot eoniMT in !i tiilw. ,.o ;* i •,,

, ' , V. iiii tilt; l onper toform solid copper oxide, whii h remain.s in the tube wiiile
tlie nitrogen i)asses on.
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Tho Kas obuine.1 by iho inoil.ml. Kivcn above U often apoken of M "atma.Hph.Tu- mtro^en • an,l .s „o, ..uile p„r,.. «« the air contain. » UtUe orwixoiK .-s other han the nitroKe,,. «hich arc not removed with tb« oxygen. TheS,.n.He„ce in tho Bitrogra. however, doe. not mattw a. far a. we anTooiioinS
Am we shaU Jearn later, nltroge , not ohemioallr combined with anythingin the u.r. For cortain reuHon-. it i. wmeUme. interesting to get it fr

"!
HubHtHH,

. s i,. wh„ h it exist- In combination, and thla can be done in many

,

Sjoll^^uZ: ""^^ -compUeh^l by heaUng .V^uZZ

\ ^SnLT'"" 1'"^ >'«-'<l^ chemically pure nitrogen. Nitrogenobtained from compounds \» often gpoken of a. "chemical nitrogen."

Properties.—Like oxyp:cn and hydrogen, nitrogen i.s a gas
<^nl..rh ss, .Mlurkvss and tasteless. It is pHghtly lighter than
air, the G.M.V. wei-liii,<r 2S ^v. (d.M.V. of air = 2n S

)

It i.sonIy very sliglitly soluble in wat.T, HX) volumes of the
latter dissolving aljout 1.5 volumes of nitrogen.

Its Ix.ilin- point is -195' and its melting point -214°. As a
h<iuid it is eniorless

;
the f^olid is acolorless crystalUne mass.

The cbenncul properties of nitro-en arc mostly negative-
it does not burn or suppoit combustion or respiration It
18 not poisonous (we breathe it all tho time). At high temper-
atures it rombin. s with a few substances, t.g., magnesium,
with which it forms the nitride, MgjN,,

If the product of combustion in cxpeiimcnt (p. IS) b,- nioi-tmpH «^.!fi.water, the odor of ammonia will be noticed, a little mLn havingSn /orn li•long With the Mgo when the magnoeium burned in tie a^. compound 2decomposed by water, as follows :

*ni8 compound is

Mg«Na feHiO=2NH3 + 3Mg (OH)9

When electric sparks are passed through air, the following
combmatiou takes place just along their path, and exacUy
the same thmg happens in an electric arc in the air

:

N + 20 = N0j

V..^,^!

Atmosphere—As has already been intimated, a correct
" " chemistry of the atmosphere has been

obtained only at a comparatively recent date. One of the
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very first men to notice that air was not all one substanceMas In. S„„.h clx nust, Jos.ph Black, who (in 1755) pointed
<.nt, tint It contan.s a.smnll {.roporti.,n of "fixrd air" (carbon
(iu.xMr). llu.n iu 177-2, as v,v have alrra.iv L arn. ,!, Ruthor.
f(.rd. who was a ,n.,.il of Hhu k'n, discovcr.d it. nitro,..n •

ml,, 4 Priestley discovered oxygen and showed that it toowas a r,„.t.(u.nt of air. The pres^neo of water vaiK,r i'n th;
at.no.ph..rc had l.e. n kr>oun fur a ion,, thne, and minute
(luant.f .e« of a.iuuonia, ..itrio acid and some other BubstanceB
have o been recognised in it.

atmcphere would have been flnallv ,

'

\ ,

^ ^ compositi.;,, of the

however, wa, not the cl'ran',";
chemistry connected with this very Hubjoa

*"

bulb. h.. fo„,„l in s e";: ,tu thit'tLfw^.f^T";"
*

held (reduced to Htandard t^Srtu^^ ^rf nr f
'
" "uaiiuoru i^mperature and pressure) were as foUowH •

Atmoepherio nitrogen 2.310S gr. Chemical nitrogen 2.3001 gc
2.S100 " " n^aan '.

Z3102 " « ..

As the results for atr .spheric nitrogen agreed venr wll k— ,

^^r^t,:r,:;er';?;;:2irr^^^
;u.....aryto„nathe'::r^^^^^^^^^

i^/Vr^el^eoi-t^n^K^^
and Ramsay styled the di^overy " th.wXp?^thl^fa^^lS.^J*""

'

Composition Of the Atmo8phere.-The proportion of water
vapor in tlie air varies very muoh with time and place itsniaximum under ordinary conditions being about 1°/ by
weight and its minimum about 0.1%. The carbon dLide
varies from about 0.046% by weight in country air to double
t''='t ••UHonnt m city air, and up to as much as 0.767 incrowded audience rooms. It I'c r,,o.-+ — i ,1 , ,

higli i.roportion of carbon dioxide in air is in itself nuit«
harmless, but it is generaUy accompanied by other impuri-
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^es, proa.ut.s of respiration, wl.irh aro distinctly harmful
The atmosi,here as a wlmlo is, of cours.., onor.nous in
quantity, and the chanj^es in composition due to various

I'H al causes are quickly readjusted by dif-
fusion assisted i)y Avind.

Carbon dioxide i-^ co.istonlly hriuK „r..d,H.d in pro-
cesses of con.bustion, respiriitin,, and de.av. ...id fromvo canoes, goyscrs. ote. Hut at li.e Ham., tin'.o it is beingwUhdrawn by plants, for,ni„<? as it does tbo principal
article of their f,v„i. i„ ,„is uay. ,l,o proportion in the
atmospiiero as a wliolu r.-iuains stationary.

The relative (luantiti.s of oxygen and
nitrogen in air have been determined with
extreme accuracy, tlic .tr. nrra! principle of
Olio of til.- incllio.ls iM'iiiu' illustrated in the
experiment already deseril.c] of preparinir
nitrofrcn from air. If this experiment be
< arri. d out by passing a })iece of phosphorus
»ip into a ,<:radiiated tul>e full of air over
water, and tlie pli()S].horns he allowed to
combine very slowly with the oxv-. ii (with-

out actual quick burnin,ti), the result is of course more exact
than when the exp. rim nt is performed as described above
The -eneral n snlt> of the most accurate analyses performed

Fio. 17.

by this and other im thods are :

Vol.UMK Wkioht

Oxvf^en ....
Nitrogen ....

.

20.96%

79.04

22.92%

77.08

but with ])ositive evidence of very slight variations front time
to time and in difTeront places. 8o nearly constant is the
proporticm of oxygen to nitrogen in air, that the question
natura ly arises

: are we d. aling with a chemical compound
or with a gaseous solution ? There are many reasons for
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bdioving that air is not a compound, among them being the
following

:

V W -).;-.;,;n and niirogcn are l>r()Uj;ht together in the
pr

•! ort.ons in w>,ich they exist in air (a) there ^is no changem t- i ,;,crat'jre, no contnu tion, or other sign of chemical
'^'"^ the solution (mixture) has all the

essential jtropertics of pure air.

2. The relative quantiti.s of ,.xvi:en and nitro-en in air
are not absolutely constant, a.s would he the case if air were
a compound {cf. law of definite pr.)portions).

3 The ratio of oxygen to nitrogen bears no simple relation
to the ratio of their atomic weights.

we2h?o?9SI''!i^«l'! '.k'
'^"'ty well, but indicates a molecularweight of 908. whereas the weight of i lit rr. of air is about 28.8 pr.

4. A liquid Which i.s a definite che.ni. al compound has a
definite boiling point. As liquid air b.^il.., its temperature
slowly rises, most of the nitrogen boiling off first with only a
nttlooxvcren, h aving oxygen with only a little nitrogen. (Com-
pare separation of alcohol and water by distillation, p. 173.)

5. The i.roperti.s of air arv the means of those of its con-
stituents, proper regard being paid to their proportion.^.

Hence, air is to be regarded, not as a compound, but as a
(gaseous) solution. (It was formerly spoken of as a mixture,
but tins i.s now considered an incorrect use of the term

)
Properties.-As hn.s already been said, the properties of

air lie between those of its constituents, reuK.-nl.ering alwavs
that there IS about four times as much nitrogen present as
oxNgen. Thus: oxygen, nitrogen and air are gaseous, color-
|.'^s, odorless and tasteless; 22.4 litres of oxvgen weighs
o- gr., of nitrogen 28 gr. nr.] of air 28.8 gr. Nitrogen does
not support combustion at all, oxygen with great energj and
air with less energy. Most of the chemical prop..rties of air
are due to its content of oxygen • thus, it supports combus-
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tion the mrm products heiny formed as are produced when the
combustion takes place in oxyge^i. (This is one of the principal
proofs of tlie i).vs.nro of oxy-en in air, because gases other
than oxygen support con.l.nstion hut do not produ<.' oxides.
Ihe reasonnig may put in nmtlu'iuatU'al form, thus :

Substance + X ..xidc of substance.

Knowing two of the three terms of the e.,uation we can of
course find the third.) Air not only supi.orfs eond.ustion
(mcludmg many kinds of slow combustion, such as decay)
but It also supports respiration. The nitrogen in the air
serves to ddute the oxy.^en and thus moderate the processes
01 combustion and respiration

; it also is an important con-
stituent of the food of certain plants.

oft?l!^'fnTuK*"J"'''t''"''"^*°"''''^'"
"^'^ °f constituentOf their food, it has long been known tliut il,o leeumino--,. V,.lnv .,.

^'^'i-nt

etc.)coulddoBa It has been found that t!:;:
^'C o t o' J ^^er'tain microscopic bacteria livinj. in liolc nodules on he root

™
d?it^

atao seem to be able X. assin.ilate atn.o.pheric nitroget hoUh how theydo it 18 not understood. Most plants are incapable of doing it.

^"^^

The carbon dioxide in the air Is an essential food of plants-
and water vapor prevents evaporation going on too rapidly
from plants and animals, an.l also, on eond,.nsation. forms
mm, without which most vegetation w.nild i^erish and we
should have no streams.

The n.inute nuantil.e.s of amn.onia. nitric acid. etc. when washed into the

Besides the substances already mentioned, air contains
vapors of various kinds derived from factories, etc., and dust
from many sources. Th.> dust is irritating to the breathing
passages and is liable to contain disease germs and then be-
comes very dangerous.

^" «"«»^ered by Rayleigh and Ramsay in mi. " Atmosnheric

tm all the nitrogen had combined to form Mg.N,. and Ihc gas which wa. Irft
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nitroKon very do-cly in nhv-ir il n,„,„..f . . .
"^^n rcisembles

-.vith a„ythin(r r/nol, m, ,
'

, " ^'''"'"^'y «<> Power of com-

to. and xenon, tiu-ir nan.os being deriX frSn r^ ^ kryp-

discovered s,.cctroscopic-ally r„The
'

known on, his ear..., ill,../ The proSoluo" in « Im^in air are approximately as foIlo^v^:
"' fc'a«e.s are found

H. lhn,,
. 1

... w.ls. in i.m.fm vol.s. of air
• • I -' ' •• iw.m

AiKon. .1 • ..

Krypton ,1 ••
1.000,000

har.ony.vi,hthis.theirn.oiecuiesa,.ef:;:„:;;;:;::^,^2^^^

Compounds of Nitrogen. ^X,.a rly all a.mnal and a ™tmany ^^gotahle .ul.stancvs ....tuain ,„tto,e,t. Co.I Svegetable matter. If animal and vcgeiuMo matter he h at:here air .atu.ot get at it (destructively distilled), it isi-o,..pos.l an son. of it. nitrogen is giv'en off in th formof a.nn.o.ua, ML. A d.al c.f anntionia is produced inh s way at the gas work. Wlu., anin.al and vegeLhleub.tan<.es deeay, the changes tht.t take plac e are due mafnlvo heg,.,..,, of .lifTerent kinds of microscopic living tl ^

or no au, and the.i the nurogen i. .-otuvrted niainly intoammoma, as was the ea... during destructive disti lat o.f
om piles of ni^ en. lis strongly of nn.ntonia. ) If the decay takes place wherethere ,s pl.n, v of air. then o,h. kinds of ha<1ena convert

4^^^

pS';::h::^^7f '

^
n^^-

^^^^^
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Some plants {jiowiiig along the sea shore contain mainly soda in place of
the potash found in ordinary land plants, and when they decay under proper
conditions. XaNOj is formed. This la supposed to be the origin of the deposits
of Chili saltpeter, NaXOj, huge accumulations of sea weed having been lifted
out of the ocean by the rising of the western coast of South Am. i i. i, ^uid these
having decayed, the sodium nitrate was leached out of them ai.d deposited in
a valley.

AniTtioiiiii ami nitric; acid -.re tlu; two sources fn^m which
most of tlif other coiiijioini ls of iiitroL'-cn are iirodticeiL

Ammonia, NITj.— It is un exeeedingly tedious and expen-
sive process to prepare ammonia from its elements

;
but, as

has already heen said, it may be produced (along with a lot
of other sn1)staiiees) by siil .jectini: oruMiiic matter containing
nitrogen to destructive distilhition. In the c' ^ days tliev

used to distil the horns of a kind of deer, calli li ;i iiart, for

this purpose, and called the ammonia obtained "spirits of
hartshorn." Nearly all the ammonia of commerce is now ob-
tained as a by-product in the numufacture of cduI gas. When
the coal is distilled, agretitmany '<-olatiK> sub.stances :ire given
off, some of which condense (t;u) and some do not. The
ammonia is one of these latter and is separated from the coal
gas by j.assitiL' the whole through wat^ r, when the ammonia
is dissolved and tiie rest p.'ts.ses on. .Mneii „f thi.s dissolved
ammonia is then converted into iimmonium chloride or
ammonium sulphate by causing it to combine with hydro-
chloric or sulphuric acid. In the laboratory, ammonia is

))repared I»y bringing together ammonium chloride (sal-

ammoniac) and a strong base, siieh as sodium hydroxide
(caustic soda), the reaction Ix ing a niet;ahetical one.

Xir,( 1 + .\aOir Xa( 1 + NH,on

and then the X 11,01 1, b, in- a verv unstable compound,
breaks down

XII^OII = XII^ + 11,0

If quicklime be used instead of caustic soda, the reaction is

2NH,C1 + CaO = CaCl^ + 2NH3 + H,0
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EXPKKIMKVT.-Mix about 10 tr,. M ,„„,„o„ium chloride wieh an

tube fitted w.th a delivery tube, as i„ tho f!-^are HnM boHl« ^ !f
delivery tub« and heat the tcst.tu).o au.l its oout ^ T .«

'

that tho opening, of the tube is just above
the surface of the water. Why? Continue
heating. Test tho water wit'h red litmua
and also notice its odor. Is NH, .soluble in
water?

From the experiment described
alxn;.. we H O iliat ammonia is a gas,
(•ol(»rk'.s.s, witli a strong rharac-tcri.s- .

tic odor (and taste). 'J-],,, (j.^f y M-J
weighs 17 gr. (and i.s record.'d in
th.- formula NH3, 14 + 3 = 17); there-
fore the ga.s is al)out half as heavy
as air. Tt is easily condensed fo a
liquid, and is also very sr,lul)lo in
water, 1 volume of the latter di.s-

solving about l,fX)0 volumes of the

)t g(ne.a]ly buy as ammonia, is called a.jua ammonia or..uor ammoni.. Ammonia does not supjlort c.uZ^.:^

a fLIle
only with

.ulttan"'^/n""'^
for'various purposes. The liquefied^ub.tanc.0 ^X3latdlses very easily and all li.puds absorb muchhoatm so domg; hence, liquid anunonia is nu.eh us^d nfngeratmg machines. The gas is used in making soda by

^ u''d f l'""

"' P- 1»«>' the solution (Lmonia)I. used or e ..nung purposes in the household, as it removedgrease (tormmg with it a sort of soap).

Fro. 1&
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Ammonium Hydroxide, \H,OH.-When a.nmc.ia dis-
solves in wat.i- a solution is {.roduccd that has a strong basic
or alkalinr rc!i( tioii, i.r., funis u <{ litmus blue. Now, the
comiM,iuuls that d., this, hnsrs, contnin the group OH
hydroxyl (see j,. 104)

;
hen.v, some hydroxvl ccmpound

must have been produced by the reaetion between NH3 and
H,0. The simplest reaction that could have brought this
about is

NH,+ 1L() Nir.OII

and \v(! tall tlie substanee amiiK.niuiu li vdn.xidc With
acids, it reacts in just the same way that sodium hvdroxide
does (see p. 105).

NH.OH + HCl = NH.Cl + HOH
We see that the group Nil,, which is .alle.l anuuonium,
plays the same part as the metal Na does

; on this account it
IS called a rompound nuialllc rnilkn!. it has a valence of 1.We shall see later more of its res.mhlan.'c to a metal

Nitric Acid, HN(1,-Tbis substance was known' to the
alchemists and, on account of its great activitv, was called
by them aquafortis, powerful water, or li(iuid.

Potassium nitrate, KXO, O.itre, or saltpeter), and sodium
nitrate, XaNOa (^-'l"!' "itn^ or Chili saltpeter), are both found
in nature, and by acting on them with suli^huric acid, nitric
acid is obtained :

NaNOg + II.SO, = NaHSO, + HNO3
and NaNOg + NaHSO, = Na,SO, + HNO3

(One of the reasons for applying the term "acid salt" to
NallSO, is apparent from the above reactions—it acts like
anaeid.) 1

EvPKRiMKNT. Put ahout 20 gr. potassium nitrate into -i retort place
a Uu.Lle tube in the neck of the re.ort and pour in enough concentrated
8P *unc acid to cover the salt. (Do not allow auy acid to run down
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n« "fthe.iL"'°? \ '"V ^'^^ «^ '-''"^ over theneck of the retort a.ul set up the apparatus, clamped to the retort standneur the s.nk so that the rece.ving vessel is di.^.y under The ^.t^;tap Heat the retort with a small flange and keep the rJ^e^verTl

the nitric acid in the bottles The
brown vapor cn jlved in the distilling
tlusk is not the vapor of nitric acid.
What is it and what produced it?
(See below.)

Xitri(! add is prepared com-
iiiciciaJIy in enornious f|uanti-
ties and is ut^cd in the inami-
facture of explosives, dyes,
etc. '

'

Tt is a colorless li(juid, when
pure, Willi a peculiar ehokin^t?
odor. It boils at S(r (Sp. gr.,
l When exposed to sun-

Fio. 19.

^^"^ '^—^ -cording to

2HN03 = H20 + 2N02 +

?r,^^%"/!™^'"
peroxide, is a brownish gas which is

heirr, r"'^''*^*^'^ -hich has beenheated has a yel'owish or brownish color. The "concenrated ' commercial acid is 68% HNO and 32V JJ n a
boils at 120 (^n m- 1 A^ A ' ^ and
«•>, I *v , ' ^ ' account of the ease withnhich the acid breaks up, vielding oxygen, and also beclus^easily gives up half its oxygen if thire is anWMn T
A point glowing charcoal introduced into puru (water-Tree)nunc acid will continue to burn

^
Nitric acid is a strong acid as well as a powerful oxidising
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agent. Most ni. tMls rract vigorously with it, the corres-
ponding nitrates inir formed.

Cu + 2IL\0;j = ('u( X(X)_, + 2H
Gold and plutinuin aiv not attark.Ml, and tin and antimony
are converU-d into insoluble hydrated oxides, not soluble
nitrates. Under ordinary conditions, no hydrogen is liber-
ated in those r.'actiuns; this is because of the strong oxidising
action of the nitric acid, the hydrogen being oxidised to
water, the reaction generally l)cing tlu; following:

HXOa + 3II = 2ILO + NO
If we combine this equation with, for instance, the one just
given for the reaction for cupper, we get

3Cu + 8IIN0
, :]Cu(^0^, + 4H.fi + 2X0

If nitric and hydrochloric acids be mixed, the nitric acid
oxidises the hydrogen of the hydrochloric acid to water,
some of the chlorine being liberated and the rest combining
with NO from the nitric acid :

HNO3 + 3HC1 = 2H„0 + 2C1 + NOCl
Now, free chlorine will attack gold and platinum, producing
chlorides which are soluble. Hence, if a mixture of nitric
and hydrochloric acids be poured on gold or platinum, the
metal is slowly dissolved. Gold used to be called rex, the
king of metals

;
and this mixture of acids was called \iqua

recjia, royal water or liquid, because it would dissolve rex
the king of metals.

'

Nitric acid acts violently on the flesh and on clothing;
therefore great care must be taken in handling it.

Nitrons Aci<L-Nitrate..; undergo dero,n,,o,itio„ when heated, different de-srees of breakiM? down t-iLinir .,i .i:.r. ^ ,, ,. ,^ .

carefully healed, the foUowing^euak..; takes place
^

XaNOs = NaNOj + O
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'^^o:;T:u^:Te.^^^^^^^^ -."-^'o .... .
breaking down eanily into it. anhydride''^(t a,J ^^Ur"

Oxides Of Nitrogen.- Nitrogen eoinhines with oxygen in
five different proportions, to form five different oxides.

^ Nitrous oxide
(X,0,)N'0 .... Nitric oxide

^•^3 • Nitrous anhydride
(N,,()J.NOj .... Nitrogen peroxide
^2^8 Nitric anhydride

Wo may use this series of oxides to show in a £ -iW
mamier the u.se of theories in saving mental labor. If we
analyse these oxides we g. t tiioir composition as follows •

XtTROOKN OXTOKN

Nitrous oxide . .

Nitric oxide . .

Nitrous aiiliydride . .

Nitrogen peroxide . .

Nitric anhydride .

40.75

.36.91

30.51

25.1)9

36.29%

53.25

63.09

69.49

74.01

- ~— ^.uiuinii ail inese numberso .nomory. On the other hand how easy it is to remember

tttt'li . n T remembering
hat N= 14 and 0=16, how simple to calcuhue the propor

wanl the™'
compounds when we

Moreover, the list of percentages does not exhibit anystnking relationships among the compounds, as the formulas

rmilfii ^ V"^*
°* ^"^^'^ the law of

muIt^Pleproportionsfromthecomposition of these compounds

mt as"r<f:: ^""""'T-
^^^^ expressed in for-

rLTt'rn. f ti^^^e oxidesof mtrogen form one of the best iUustrations which we
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have (.f tho law of multiple proportions, because {ititing
the J\>r)„,dns „s „,> ,n,l h, mnnnr'/) parts by w«Mf,'ht
of nitrogen conihiiu s n siRctiv. I y with IC, :V2, iS. (54, SO
parts by weight of oxygen, and th. ^e niinihcrs, 10, .'52,' 48,
64, 80 bear very simple ratios to each other i.e., 1:2:3:'4:5.
We must n'ln.'Tiihcr, in this connection, that the law 'of
niultii)le proportions preceded tlu" atomic tlieorv and it. the
law, has nothing to say about atoms. Hence," it would be
incorrect to state that these oxides of nitrogen illustrate the
law because 1, 2, 3, etc., atoms of oxygen are respectively
combined with 2 nhnns „f nitrogen. \Ve must confine our-
selves to qiuintilirs, or pnrt^ /.,/ >n njht. wlicii discussing the law
and the compounds that illustrate it. W e must also keep in
mind that the oxides of nitrogen do not have certain com-
positions because- such and such are their formulas ; but
hese are their forn.nlas because the oxides have been found
to have certain compositions. This, however, being thoroughly
understood, we may commit the fornudas or tlw compositions
to memory, whichever we find the easier, knowing that we
can calculate the other one when we want it.

Nitrous oxide, X,0, laughing gas.—This gas was one of
Priestley's mnnen.u- disc.veries, and it is prepared by care-
fully heating ammonium nitrate and collecting the gas over
hot water

:

NH.XO,, = 2H,0 + \,0

It is a colorless gas with a slight pleasant odor and sweetish
taste. It is comparatively easily liciuetied by pressure and is
sold in this condition in steel cylinders. It is moderatelv
soluble in cold wat: r, but, like all gases, less so in hot water.
If substances which burn in oxygen be bighly lujated and
introduced into nitrous oxide, it supports combustion as well
as oxygen does, oxides being formed and nitrogen set free.
When breathed in diluted form it causes a sort of intoxication
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accon.panH.cl hy hystcn.n! lai..,ht.>r -^}„.„.v its cmunon
name

;
^..en inhnl.d pun- it , :iiis,..s iiiscnsihility and on this

a.Tount is used in surfjical operations, particularly in ti.e
.xtn.rtion of trrth. ((in .f ran. niuM Im- used in seeing that
til." gas contauis n.. iKirmfnl impuriti.- if it 1.,. l.rcuthr.l.)
It will not support respiration, socontimied breathing of it, to
the exclusion of air, would produce death.

Nitric oxide, NO, is prepared hy hri.iging together nitric
acid of ordinary strength (68%) and copper :

Smo, + 3Cu = 4H,0 + SCufXOj, + 2SO
It is a colorless gas, only very slightlv s..lui.ie in uat. r It
does not bum or support combustion. When brouglit into
f .mtaot with oxygen it unites with it at once, forming reddish-
brown nitrogen peroxide, which is readily soluble in water.

x\0 + O = NO,,

Nitrous anhydriue. X.^, h, as its name indicates, the an-
hydride of nitrous acid,

H.,0 + N,03 = 2HN0,
Nitrogen peroxide, X0„ is fnrrned fn.n. nitric oxide and

oxygen, as indicated above. It is also slowl v produced when
electric sparJts are passed througli a niixtuiv of oxy-r.-n an.l
nitrogen. It is a reddish-brown gas of disagreeable'odor and
18 poisonous when inhaled in any quantity. It dissolves
<
asilv m water, with which it reacts, forming nitrous and

nitric acids :

2XO, + Up = JIXO. + HXO,

Of i.?foo?T;"I',
™'"P«""1« a>. essential constituent

poor h, ;
.

that cultivated soil becomes
^^l'

"' r '^MHM.si vo to replm e. Hence the economic ma„„f:„., , >r .

™
.L....„ei u.at, .omains tlie.-,e compounds is an excce.lintriv iiiii„.,t ,„tP'oblern, and is rapidly Lecoming more and more pre sW ti,sou.-. es of such compounds are strictly Umit^d OMato v^lr^

i..ve heen made to prepare nitrogen cL^mL l^^^l^^^Z^a^^:^^
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" '

«-VO, +2Ca(0H), =Ca(NO,),, +r,i<NO,), , m^it

Nitric anhydride, Nj),, may I,, pr. .,,r. .! (,v ^^xtracting
water from nitric acid hy means of p-.w, . fuJ at-hx .IratiuK
agents :

^

2H.\03 - H,0 = NA
This.c fion ,..,„ hp reversed, the anhydride combining with
water to form acid.

QUESTIONS
I. Why do you think we si^tk of the "Chemic.il Revolution " of the

eighteenth century ?

2 Some author ha« u.se<l the phrase " Xo l„e .vahcut nitrogen."

3. Can ammonia he collects over the pneun.atu: trough in the or-

?; '^:'-L ^y';
'fc >"o<'i'i«ition wguW render this method of collection

possible? W ould this uo,k u, f!,.. ,.ase .,f ch!„ri„e?

4 How could you prove that air conUiius (a) oxygen, (A) nitroeen
(c) carbon dioKide, (d) water vajwr T

^ ' .
I ;

nitrogen,

5 How ,loe. a ohe.niral .-onipound, e.,,., of nitrogen and oxygen,
differ from a (gaseous) .solutMm , f the- e two v..„r:UK c. ?

6. What chemical act.ou do you think might uike place in air duringa ttiundt^r storm ': °

7. Why does the composition of the air remain so nearly run-fant?
8. Several gases besides oxygen support combustion. How . weknow that the air contains oxygen ?

.IL. , ,^^]vu'*'^'°"
^'' '^ i« sometimes called the volatilealkah ? \\ hy, spirits of liai ( >horii ?

r.rnLf^"'" 'T l^^' mulMule
proportions. How are their formulas to be used in thi. connection ?

"

11. How may nitrous oxide be distinguished from oxygen?
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„.

^''^j^^'^^",^"™""""""'"- nitrous aoJ. an.l .....utCM formed

l.i. Why t o lixa, ,„„ • euuHing to combine) of atmosphericnitrogen an im{K)rt!int J.I ol.lein ?

""tuspneno

l» \VlK.n„v ,.,,,1 nurogon ar« mixed, no hmt i. procJuced.W hat do we iiir< • ti ..tn 1 1 , -
^

l.->. Can you M.KKcM a ,.utho.i 1„. ihe determination of the promrtionof w.Uer vu|Kjr in air ?

•

l,.lk tlu , ^o'.
^ ^'""'onia has no effect on dvy litmus. VVhy do you

17. What weiKl.t.sot sodium nitratouud of sulphuric acid are necee-
VI,

\
I j,i t-piiro one litre ot riommercial nitric acid ?

In. W'rito llic cijii it m t!

when ji -olulioii ot uiuiii

acid ?

I". n. u.r„.,nerhen.omi. weight of nitrogen from the following data
L'lvi iL,' nj.iMHi.s lor yuu! procedure :

rfprcsfuts tho react ioti that take.<t place
h\ dioxide is noutruhsed with sulphuric

1 Wt. ok
22.1 LiTKis

'\'T. OK Nl I U<«iK\
IN 2i4 Litres

Nitrous oxide .

i
Nitiogeii. . . .

Nitiic oxide

Nitropt-n peroxide , , .

44 gr.

28 "

."iO
"

4f) "

63 '•

28 gr.

28

14 "

14 "

14 "

•in. .V ,w fi on,
- ; . ..nuT. quote ! ahove that nitric oxide and nitroeen

lK.'n.xi,(, should .iot '.e written X,. and X,(>, rts{K.T'ti ve!y.

•21. \y„at v-oh.,neofa.r i. necessary for tho complete' combustion of
<" ton (K.lh kilos) 01 anthracite coal, containing 88% carbon (the rest
t>eiiig considered as incombus.tible ash)? c . 20 = COj.



CHAPTER XIII

PHOSPHORUS. ARSENIC. ANTIMONY. BISMUTH

The elements treated in this chapter are members of the

nitrogen family and, as we study them, nitrogen should be
kept in mind and the properties of tlie other elements com-
pared with those of nitrogen as well as with one another.

Phosphorus.—Up to about 1670 all substances that emitted

light when cold (like our modern luminous paint) were
called phosphorus, the light carrier. (Notice that the noun
does not end in -(his.) About the date mentioned, a Ger-

man named Brand discovered the substance which we call

phosphorus to-day and exhibited it, but would not tell how
he had prepared it. Several people set to work to find out
how it was made and two or three succeedbd, one of them
being Robert Boyle. One of the others wrote a pamphlet
about it with a striking title, such as they were fond of in

those days :

'

' An open description of Phosphor mirabili and
its light-giving wonder-pills."

This element is not found free in nature—when we see
how active it is, we are not surprised that it occurs only in

combination. Several compounds contain it, such as phos-
phorite, calcium phosphate, Ca3(POj2, which occurs not only
in a large number of rocks (generally as a closely related but
more complex mineral, apatite), but also as the mineral por-
tion of l)ones (bone ash). All fertile soils contain it (derived

from the rocks), as it, or some other compound of phosphorus,
is a necessary constituent of the food of plants. Protoplasm,
the basis of all plant and animal life, also contains it

142
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.

Phosphorus is generally prepared to-day in the electric
furnace, a mixture of calcium phosphate, sand and carbon
(coke) being slowly and continuously fed in and raised to a
very hi^h tenipenvture. (In this connection it should be
noticed that sand, 8iO,, is an acid anhytlride, SSiOj being
able to replace P..0., another acid anhydride.)

CaglPOj, + 3Si(X = 3CaSi03 + P2O5

P,0, + r)C = SCO + 2P

At the temperature of the furnace, calcium silicate is a licjuid
and is tai)ped off from time to time, and the CO and P are
both gases and are conducted under water where the phos-
phorus condenses, the CO passing oflE uncondensed. The
phosphorus is remelted, ])urified and cast into sticks.

Phosj)horus is an allotn.pic element, being known in at
least two forms : yellow (white) and red phosphorus.

Yellow phospfumia, obtained when phosphorus vapor is
condensed, as in the preparation described above, is a pale
yellow, translucent, crystalline solid, of a waxv consistency
at ordmary temperatu es ; it can be rut with a knife, and this
should always be done under water. It melts at 44' to a yellow
liquid and boils at 269'. Its density i. 1.9 (water = 1) and it is
msolu!)le in water. (Soluble in carbon disulphide and in some
oils.) Yellow phosphorus combines with oxvgen slowly at
ordinary temperatures and is very ap: m so doing to become
sufficiently warm to burst into flame, its kindling temperature
bemg 40°. Hence, it is kept under water and extreme card
must be used in handling it, as it is so liable to take fire, and
burns produced by it are gen..rally very painful and difficult
to heal. When it burns it produces P.,b,. It is very poison-
ous, even the breathing of its vapor producing an extremely
serious disease of the bones (necrosis), generally starting at
the jaw and kn^u-n popularly as "phossy ja;v." It is usedm rat poisons and in the manufacture of ordinary matches.
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Red phosphorus.—Yellow phosphorus changes spontane-

ously into red phosphorus. This takes place with extreme

slowness in the dark at ordinary temperatures, light hastens

it, and between 250° and 300° it goes very rapidly even in

complete darkness (of course, air must be excluded). Red
phosphorus is brownish-red in color, minutely crystalline,

odorless and tasteless. Jtg density is 2. 11 and it is insoluble

in water, carbon disulplude and oils. It vaporises without

melting (400°?). It is unaffected by air art ordinary tempera-

tures, but ignites at 260°. It is not poisonous, and is used

in the manufacture of safety 'matches. It is often very in-

structive to put information into tabulated form—let us do

this with s jme of the properties of yellow and red phosphorus,

ae sitDilarities and differences will then appear very strikingly.

Ykllow
Pnoai'iioKua PHO.M'llORL'S

Cjlor

Specific gravity ....
Melting point

Temp, of ignition . . .

In carbon disulpliido

Physiological effect . . .

Light yellow

1.9

44°

269°

40°

Soluble

Poisonous

Brownish-red

2.11

400°(?)

260°

Insolu))le

Not {wisonous

Man is dlsUngnished from all other animals by the fact that he n.scs fire, and
this he has done from time immemorial. In very oai ly timet! flro was exceed-

ingly difficult to produce iiiul was tlierefore carried long distuuc!.-! and carefully

preserved. The oUie-t way of making lire was by the friction of two pieces of

wood. This was followed by striking iron or steel against pyrito or flint, the

sparks produced being caught on carefully dried tinder. In 18'27 the first luciter

matches were introduced ; they consisted of wooden splints the ends of whi< h,

after having been dipp( (l in sulphur, were tijiped with a niixtiiM' of potassium
chlorate and sugar. They were ignited by dipping them into a bottle [lacked

with asbestos moistened with fuming sulphuric acid. In Ihc same year, John
Walker, of Stockton, Kngland, invented fri<'tion niiif ches : wooden splints, with
endsdipped in molten sulphur, were tipped witha mixture'of anliinotiy sulphide,

potassium chlorate and gum; they were igDited by drawing \Ynn\ between two
pieces of sand-paper. Yellow phosphorus soon took the place of the antimony
sulphide, potassium nitrate that of the potassium chlorate, as the ignition is then
less explosive, and wax or paraiBn that of the sulphur, as the odor is leM
disacreeable..
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Modem mateJm are wood splints, having ends soaked in
sulphur or paraffin and tipped with a mixture of potassium
chlorate, or nitrate, yellow phosphorus and glue. The heat
necessary for ignition is obtained by friction of the head on
almost any dry surface. As much disease is caused by the
yellow phosphorus during manufacture of the matches (t^ud
as they are very poisonous to children and others who suck
them), attempts have been male to replace the yellow by the
non-poisonous red phosphorus. It was found best to make
the head of the match of a mixture of antimony sulphide and
oxidising agents (potassium chlorate, potassium bichromate
and red lead), and put the red phosphorus with antimony
sulphide and gritty material (powdered glass, etc.) on the
rubber, or striking surfoce. L .ch matches are called safety
matches and are supposed to light only on the prepared surface
on the box

; but they may generally, with difficulty, be ignited
by drawing them rapidly across a piece of glass or smooth
paper. Many coimtrios have forbidden the useof yellow phos-
phorus altogether for match-manufacturing purposes; and, in
order to produce a match that will light on any dry surface-
though not as easily as the old phosphorus match-phos-
phorus sos(i^nsulphide, P^Sj, is now used. It is said to be
harmless to th(> workers in the match factories and non-
poisonous. To prevent the smouldering of the burnt match
after it is blown out, the splints are sometimes soaked in dilute
solutions of certain substances, such as magnesium sulphate,
an.l dried before the heads are put on ; this is an exceedingly
important precaution and should be insisted on by law as
numberiess fires are caused by matches that are supposed to
be out but which still carry a spark when thrown away^'

Compounds of p^iospAonw.—Phosphorus is a mem^ of
the nitrogen family and this fact should be kept in mind,
especially in studying its compounds. Although these ue
very numerous, but few of them need concern us here.
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Phosphine, Pllg, giiseous i)liiisphurettod hydrogen, is analo-

gous to ammonia, NHg.

It may be prepared by liual iiig yellow plio>phorus with a strong solution of
potashitiru hydroxide. Tlio gas obtained in tlud way is spontaneously inflam-
mablo on account of the prusenco in it of small quantities of another compound
of pho.sphorus and hydrotfcn. Phosphine has a very unpleasant odor, said to
resemble that of rotten li-li. Although it does not dissolve in water as ammonia
does, it will combine with acids to form salts, e.g., PH4CI, similar to the
ammonium salts. On this account P^^8 called phosphonium.

Phosphorus fcntoxide, PoOj.—Phospliorus docs not form as

many oxides as nitrogen—two are wt'll known and some
chemists claim to liavc prepared a third. Only'one of them
really cont'cnis us here.

Phosphorus trioxide, PgOs, or phosphorous anhydride, and its -lerivative
phosphorous acid, Hal'Oj, need bo nienlioned (in'.j on account of the spelling
and pronunciation. The noun, phos'-phorus, does not end in -ous, but the
a4jectiTe, phos-phor'-ous, does end in -ous and is accented on the second syllable.

Phosphorus pentoxide is produced when phosphorus hums
in air or oxygen. It is a white, vohmiinous solid, and its

most iin])ortuiit ]>roiierty is its intense anhiity for \:;\\r\\ with

which it conibines to form IT J't)^, j.hospliorio aeid. It is

the most jiowerful desiccating (drying) agent we have.

Phosphoric add, HgPO^.—There are several acids of phos-

phorus, hut only one of them will ho considered here. Ortho-

phospliori*'. or ordinary, ])])(>s[)li( irii; aeid occurs in l ture in

the form of several of its salts, tlio most iui|>ortant one being

Ca3(PO^)2. The acid may be pri>puicd by hringing together

phosphorus pentoxide and Avater, as has already l>cen said, hut
it is generally prepared by treating phosphorite with sulphuric

^^^^
= Ca3(PO,)2 + 3H,S0, = aCaSO^ + 2H3PO^

The CaSO^ is insoluble and may be filtered off. Pho.sphoric acid

is a tribasic acid and can therefore produce a variety of salts

:

NaH^PO^ . . . Sodium dihydrogon phosiibato (aeid salt)

Na^HPO^ . . . Disodinm hydrogen ])Iios|)lia! • (acid salt)

NagPO^ . . . rVonual sodium phosphate (normal salt)
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The s(Mon(l is the compound sold under the name of sodium
pliosjihiitc

These salt-; nrc soinctimos called primary, secondary and tertiary Bodium
ptiD-phatc. i i -pect i \ 1 ly.

It is not iiocossai > that the same base should replace the different hydrogen
atones in a polybasic ac id ; this. Na(NH4)HPO« is a well known compound,
call, d inicrocosniic salt, prepared from urine.

If we ronsidor a double molecule of phosphoric acid. H.H.H.fPO*),. and
(mofrine the pairs of hydrogen atoms replaced sucxiessively by calcium atoms
(diads) we get

CaHi(P04)a

Ca,(PO«),

Th.^ last is the insoluble calcium phosphate found in tiaturo and the first ia the
principal coii.-tituent of -superphosphate," an artificially prepared fertiliser.
It 18 an acid salt, soluble in water.

Fertilisers.—In the natural course of events, plants die
wiuTc tlicy -ivw aii.l return to the nnl they took from it

plus Avliiit they K'»t from the air. Under cultivation, however,
crops are removed from the soil and the latter is therehy
continually impoverished of certain of its valuable constitu-
ents. Some of these constituents of plant food exist only in
piuall proportions in most soils and, unless special precautions
are taken, their quantities eventually beeomo so cveeedingly
small that satisfactory croi)s can no longer ha grown. This
is particularly the case with tlie compounds of nitrogen,
I'liosphorus and potash. As lias already been pointed out'
nitrogen eonipouiids are replaced by adding ammonium
salts, or nitrates. The ].hosphorus compfHinds are replaced
by adding i)hosi)nates. Generally si)eakiug, these must be
soluble. Cay(P0^)2 is insoluble, but in years it is slowly
converted into soluhh? eompound^ in ihv. soil (value of bone-
meal); but if we do not want to wait for years, a soiul)lc

compound is manufaetured and employed, i.e., Call (PO )
.,

"s!iperpho^=phate," or piimury calcium piiu.>phaie' We
shall see later how potash is replaced. Barnyard manure is
perhaps the best of all fertilisers, as it contains practically all
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the soil constituents necessary for |>]nnt rrrowth, including
compounds of N, P and K. It cannot, however, be obtained
in suflii ictit quantity to incot nicxh^-n demands, and hence
artificial fertilisers must l)e eniploved more and more.

Anenlc.—This element occurs in nature in the native state

and also in combination with other elements such as sulphur
and the metals.

Realgar, AsSi, orpiment, AstSt, araenopyrite, FeAaS, are its most impor*
tantorcs.

It is a steel pray solid with a metallic lustre. It is quite
brittle and when heated volatilises easily; if air is present,

it oxidises, fornung As,03, arscnious oxide.

Ar.tiiie, Asllg, eorresijonding to anunonia and j^liosphine,

is a gas with a peeuliar odor and is extremely poisonous.

Arsenioua oxide, As^.Og, occurs as a mineral and is also pre-

pared artificially. It is known as white arsenic (or often,

Just arsenic) and is very poisonous, being used for killing

rats and other vermin and also in minute doses in niodieino.

Arsenic compounds are used in the manufacture of certain

pigments : Paris green is h, compound of copper, arsenic and
oxygen, and it is used not onjy as a pigment but also as an
insecticide. All these arsenical jiigments are poisonous.
Free arsenic is used in small quantities with lead in the
making of shot.

Antimony.—This occurs in nature chiefly as stibnite,

Shop.,. Its Latin name is Mibhnn, from which its symbol is

derived. It is still more metallic than arsenic, though brittle

and very hard. It expands on solidifying and lience is used
in making certain alloys where very sharp castings are re-

quired : type-metal is antimony, tin and lead.

Stihine, SbIT.„ rr?emblt>s arsine very closely.

Arsenic and antimony are just on the dividing line between
metals and non-metals ; iic-e anlhuony i« metalUc in almost
all its properties, but in its compoundH it resembles phos-
phorus in many ways.
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Bismuth.—This is a metal in almost all its properties, but
belongs to the nitrogen family

;
an.l, as there is very Uttle to

be said about it, we may consich r it lu re.

It is somewhat rare and is a heavy, crystalline, brittle
metal with a very low melting point, 270°. Many of its
alloys melt at nmeh lower temperatures, and, on this account,
bismuth IS of great value in preparing easily fusil.lo allovs •

thus. Wood's metal, which consists of l.isuuitli, h a.l tin and
cadmium, melts at 60.5°. It is employed for making fusible
plugs for automatic sprinkler heads, fusible Unks for fire
doors, etc.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the meaoing of the word phosphorus ? Has it always been
used to designate only the substance we know by that name to-day ?

2. Why is there a movement towards making it illegal to use "white"
phosphorus in the manafacture of matches ?

3. Calculate the percentage composition of phosphoric acid and ofnormal calcium phosphate. Which is richer i.. phosphorus ?

4. In what ways are nitw^n and phosphorus similar

6. Some years ago the farmers in a certain pirb of Canada used to
clean up their farm-yards in the winter and dump all the manure on the
ice of a near-by river. Criticise this practice, giving reasons.

6. What are the similarities and the diffensnces between ordinary and
safety matches ?

j

7. Why is bone-meal valuable as a fertiliser? Why is "superphos-phate more valuable T

8. What is the difTerence between phosphorous and phosphorus?
9. Inlightingamatch. how is the phosphorus raised to its temr>cra.



CHAPTER XIV

CARBON. OXIDES OF CARBON. CARBON DISDLPHIDE.
CARBIDES

In many ways, carbon is the most rcnuukable of all the
cheniical elements and it is crHainly o.ic of tlif most useful.
As we phall see later on, it forms our iirincipal furls, pro-
ducing heat for warming us in winter and for cooking our
food, and energy for running our locomotives, steamships
and otli.T machinery. Furthermore, hy its means, most of
the useful luctals are produced, as are also dass, china, hricks,
lime, cement and a host of other eonnnodities ahsohUelv es-
sential to civilised life. Moreover, the bodies of plants and
animals, being largely made up of carbon comix)unds, their
food must contain materials to produce these; and our
clothing is veiy similar eliemically.

This element and its com])ounds, as we should expect from
what has been said al)ove, occur in enormous quantities in
nature. Coal, which is an impure form of carbon and which
is found in a great many parts of the woi-ld, is at present
being mined at the rate of something like 000 milUon tons
per annum, and at this rate the dejxjsits now known are ex-
pected to last for from two to three hundred years—(F.
Fischer). Graphite and di:nnon<l, which are pure forms of
carbon, also occur in many lociditics Knormous quantities
of carbon, far exceeding that in conl, occur in eomliination
in su(!h rocks as limestone, magnesite, etc., forming huge
luount.-lin v.u^^.. and underlying vast continental areas.
Petroleum is made up of carbon compounds, as are also a

150
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lar<ic luirt of tlu' luxlics of ijltuits nnd aniiiuils. (I'.'ttctikofcr

calculates that the hody of a man weighing 70 kilos cojitains
12 kilip-; of carhon.)

CiiImmi is nil :ill(iti(.|.ic clciiu'iit ; two crystalline forms are
known, diamond and graphite, and there are several amor-
|)hous varieties.

Diamond—Diamonds have been known from very early
times and, on account of tlieir extreme hardness and bril-
liancv, have iilways attracted more or less attention. The
great mallieniatician, physicist and philosopher, 8ir Isaac
Newton, conjectured that diamond was related to oils (com-
pounds of carbon) on account of its optical projierties

; but
It was U ft for Lavoisier and others working with him to show
tliat, wle n higldy heated in air or oxygen, diamonds burned
to ("0. and must therefore he carhon.

Diamonds are found principally in South Africa, Brazil
ai.d the East Indies. Minute ones have also been discovered
in meteorites.

Several diamonds have been discovered in tho Tnitcd States south of the
Great Lakes, among rocky material tliat is known to have been transported from
Canada -probably north of Lake Huron-by the huge continental! ice sheet
during the glacial period; it is highly probable, therefore, that diamonds wiU
some day be discovered in our own coaotty.

As they occur in nature, diamonds are usually covered with
a rouLrli coatinji; wliich imjjairs their brilliancy and which is

removed during the process of cutting. (It should he re-

menibercd that the shapes of cut diamonds are purely arti-

iicial and have nothing to do with the natural crystalline
form.

)

The diamond crystalli-es in tho regular system and is found
colorless and trans])arent, and also of various shades of blue,
yellow, brown, etc. Black and opatjue diamonds are also
f. nind and .>. re Irn: >..vn n'^ carbonado or bort. The diamond is
tlie hnnlest sul)stance known and is quit© brittle. It has a
specific gravity of 3.5.
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The finest diamonds are cut and used as gvim (the largest
ever found, the "Cullinan," weighed 621 gr. uncut, about
U pomids avoirdupois)

; and tho ixM.tvr ones, including
bortand the chips of finer ones. :trc used !"..r jrlass-cuttiag, in
drills and in tlie jiowdc red furni for cutting ( /.,., jrrindinp)
and polishing high-grado diamonds and other very hard sub-
stances, siK h ;is rnliies, etc.

Diamond, when hi-ldy heated in air or oxygen, pnxhiccs
CO2 and nothing' else, and is therefore pure earl.on. It is

attacked by almost no cliemieals, l)ut will dissolve in molten
iron.

Diamonds haro been prepored artificially by Moissnn by su,i,ic„Iy cou\iuK
intenwlj hot molten iron saturated witl. ni> l.„„. Th,. .lia.no.ui.s olituincl in t his

1-!L!IT». „ f
"'^^'•i^'c^ ot tbo natural o.ics but were very «nmll. thelargMt oclnK as mm. in diameter.

Graphite is found in large quantities in many places, par-
ticularly in Siberia, Ceylon, tlie United States and Canada.
It IS also prepared artificially. It has a jjrevish-black color
and a metallic lustre, a little like lead, Avhen, > f ^oldername
of black-lead or plumbago (Latin, plumbum, k.ad). It cry-
stallises in hexagonal plates and is very soft, for a mineral,
leaving a mark when drawn across j.aper

; on this account
It was called graphite ((ireek, f/raphein, to write) and is usedm the manufacture of so-ealied lead pencils. It is also used
as a stove-polish and a lubricant. Its density is about 2.3
and, like diamond, wii, n highly heated in air or oxvgen
produces CO, and nothing else. It is unaltered by \nost
chemical reagents, thoii-h not as resistant as diamond, and
18 soluble in molten iion.

Amorphous Carbon.—Various forms of uncrystallised, or
amorphous, carbon are known, both natural and artificial,
the prin( i})al ones being eharcoal, coke, lamp-bkck and coah
None of these are pure earl.on anl ^me of them contain higl»
percentages of intermixed impurities.
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Charaud is ))rc|.iir« (l l.y hciitiii-,' wood in iron retorts out of
contact with the air, or l.y huniiiiLT it in a very limited sui)ply
of air. In the latter {.roccss, wood is arranged in a lew
Homewhat loose pile and this is Uivcred over with sods and
cu th to exchulo the air, a few oi)eninf,'8 being left round the
hottoin. Sometimes the ].ilc is more or less completely en-
closed in masonry, fornjing what is known iisaehareoal kiln.
The pile of wcMjd is lighted at the bottom and a smouldering
fire maintained for some days, great cans being taken to fill

up any cracks which may form in tli^ o^vering. After a
time all openings are completely closed and then the burning
stops for lack of air, and the heap is allowed to cool.

Charcoal is a black, softish solid, very porous; when
heat.d in air it takes fire easily. It was formerly used a
great deal as a fuel in chemical and metallurgical operations,
as it produces a very hot, clean fire

;
hut, on account of the

growing scarcity of wood, it is rarely used in this way at the
present time. Like other forms of carbon, it is very resistant
to the attacks of vaiious chemicals (hence the occasional
practice of charrin<r thos(> portions of fence-posts which are
to he buried in the ground).

Cbfe.—This is produced by heating soft coal in retorts (in

the making of coal gas) or coke ovens, out of contact with
the air. It is very tup, h harder than charcoal and is used
as a fuel, particularly lu metallurgical operations. It con-
tains all the ash of tln' oriirinal coal.

Lamp-black is a form of (imi)urej arbon deposited from
tl: - noky flames of burning coal, oil, etc. It is used in
the manufacture of printers' ink and ^ ints.

Bonc-Iddck, r animal charcoal, is obtained by heating
bones out of contact with the air. It contains a •.ry high
proportion of mineral matter (phosphate of lime) and is much
used as a filtering agent for extracting the coloring matter
from solutions of sugar in the process of refining.
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particularly inten stin ^ I i.,- one o i. • ^ s to be
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such as wKiiuni
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11- lily prepared

Carbon dioxide k prod iced wli

tn pour, da) burns in an excess of

'*cd by treating almost any t ..

iri aate (washing soda) or calciui

ri.ie) with an aci<] ; in the la! ^rat.

the aetijn of hydrochloric acid ou marble. An ordinary
nietathetical reaction takes place :

Ca( 'O,, + 21ICI = CaCl, + Rj 'O.^

I'ut the HjCOj, c£.; i> aic acid, is very unsuble and most of
it decomposes :

HjC0g = H20 + C0a

ExPERiMKNT.—Fit up an Bp()aratu8 as represented in the figure,
and put some marble ch'xw into f> fl:mk. Rm. Mute hvdmohloric
acid in throu^'h tl»e thistle tabe, and collect a cyl ..aer of the gas pro-
duced, by downward displacement. Is the gas heavier or lighter than
air? Why do you think BO T Teet the gas with a burning tapes. Does
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it barn ? Dom it support combustion ? Collect a second cylinder of

the Kas and pour ib over the flame of a burning candle (the wick
should be very short and the flame very small unless a very large

quantity of the gas is used). What happens ? What does it show with
regard to §oum physical and some chemical properties of the gas?

Collect a third cylinder of the pas and

introduce into it a burning piece of

magnesium. What happens ? Observe

the oxide of magnesium formed. How
do we already know the compositio."

of this substance? What does its

formation here prove concerning the

gas ? Dissolve the oxide by means of

some dilute hydrochloric acid. Notice

the black carbon which is left. Where
did it come from ? What does it prove

with regard to the gas? What does

this experiment prove as to the

qualitative composition of the gas?

Puss a little of the gas into lime-water.

^ Blow through a tube into another

portion of lime-water. What happens
in each case ? How do you expUin it ? (See below.)

C^tfbon dioxide is a gas, oolorless, odorless and heavier

than air, the G.M.V. weighing 44 gr.

COa may be liquefied by pressure at ordinary temperatures, about 800 lbs. to
the square inch being required ; tho liquid is sold in (-tool cylinders, which must of
course be able to withstand this pressure. (" Sparklet " bulbs contain liquid CO2.)
If this liquid be allowed to run out into some sort of loose bag, the intense cold
caused by the rapid evaporation of soma of tho liquid causes tho rest to solidify
to a white, Know-like maaa, tho temperature of which is about -65° and can be
reduced to about -110' under tlie receiver of a good air pump.

For commercial purposes, carbon dioxide Is often prepared by beatinc
moffnesite, a conunouly ooeiuring mineral,

MgC0(-M80->-C0i

Under ordinary conditions, water dissolves its own volume
of COj, and the S9lu})ility increases directly with the

pressure (general law for all gases) ; water saturated with

COg under a pressure of three or four atmospheres is what
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is known as soda-water (tiie COj for this purpose having

been formerly prepared from sodium carbonate, or soda,

ht'iiic the name).

From the fact that carhoii dioxide is jn-oduced by burning

carbon, we should expect to find it incombustible—which it

is. Further, it will not support ordinary combustion. For

this reason it is often made use of for putting out firea

—

many firc-cxtinguishors contain a .solution

of a ciirbonatc, such as baking soda, and

a bottle of sulphuric acid
; when the ex-

tinguisher is set in action, e.g., by turning

it upside down, the acid' acts on the car-

bonate and an effervescent solution of CO^
is j)roduccd which is sfjuirted on to the

•re, putting it out. A few substances, such

as burning magnesium, are capable of rob-

I'iiiL,' CO, of its oxygen and will, therefore,

burn in it.

Carbonic Acid, ILCO3. —Carbon dioxide

dissolves in water, as has already been

stated, combining with it to form carbonic

acid. Hence, CO2 is an acid anhydride,

carboni(i anliydrido. Carbonic acid is very

unstable, breaking down easily into CO^ and H.,0. It is a
dibasic acid and many of its salts, the carbonates, are very
important, as we shall see later.

Carbon dioxi le and carbonic acid are recognised by their

lK)wcr of turning lime-water milky. The reactions involved

are the following : the CO,, reacts with HjO to form carbonic

CO, + H2O = H.COj,

and then this and reacts with the slaked lime in solution, a
base, to produce water ami calcium carbonate :

HjCO, + Ca(OH)j = 2H,0 + CaCX)„
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and, as the CaCOg is insoluble in water, it is precipitated

(separates out as a finely divided solid), imparting a milky

ai)i)Oii ranee to the liquid. The same thing happens when
air from the lungs is passed into-lime water.

When carbon dioxide and water meet in the green leaves of plants, certain
very complex reactions take place, under the influence of sunlight, whereby
starch, CsHjoOs, is prodaced and oxy^n liberated. These reactions maybe
summarised as follows

:

•tCOa +5HaO»C«HioOs +eO|

A large quantity of energy, famished by the sunlight, is used up in this
reaction, and exactly ttie same quantity of energy would be re-obtained, as
beat, if the starch wero burned in oxygen, ie., the above reaction reversed.
This, then, shows that solar energy is the source of the heat wo get tiuux fuel,

it having been stored up in the vegetable matter from which the fuel is

produced.

Carbon monoxide^ CO.—This compound does not occur in

nature, but it is formed when carbon (or a substance contain-

ing it) is burned in a limited supply of air or oxygen :

c+o=co
It is also produced when COg is passed over highly-heated

carbon :

C0, + (.'-2C0

In this way it is forinod in ordinary stove or grate fires. The
oxygen (or air) entering at the bottom combines with carbon

of the fuel to form COj, the air being in excess, and this COj,

risincT through further layers of very hot fuel, is reduced to CO,
carbon bi'iiiij; in exi ,

s.<, and the CO burns at the top of the

coal, provided that it is hot enough and that there is a

sufficient supply of oxygon (fresh air). Should it escape

un})urned into tbi^ air of the room, it is exceedingly dangerous.

Ciirbon monoxide is formed along with hydrogen when
steam is passed over very higlily-heated carbon

C + HjjO = CO + I^H

and the gas thus obtained is known as "water gas." It is a
valuable fuel, but, although the flame is very hot, it is pale
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and gives almost no light. As water gas—on account of its

content of CO—is very poisonous, and has but little odor, its

use is attcnided with considerable danger, and is not permitted

in certain countries.

Carbon monoxide is a gas, colorless, tasteless and with a
slight peculiar odor. The G.M.V. weighs 28 gr. (same as

nitrogen). It is insoluble in water and will not support

combustion, "Exit it buriis with a pale blue flame, forming
CO ,. niid is an excell(>nt reducing agejit. Thus, when passed

over heated copper oxide, metallic copper is obtained :

CuO + CO = CO.. + Cu

Carbon monoxide is extremely poisonous, even small
(piantitit^s proving fatal when inhaled.

Carbon disulphide, CP^.—As has already hvvn si en. oxygen
and suli)liur are similar in many ways ; and just as oxygen
at a high temperature combines with carbon to form carbon
dioxide, .10 sulphur combines with carbon to form carbon

di>ulphide. This latter compound is a heavy, colorless

liipiid, generally possessing a disgusting smell, though the

pertectly pure substance is said to have a pleasant aromatic

odor. It boils at a low temperature and its vapor is very

inflammable. It is used for dissolving rubber, sulphur, etc*

Just as there is the acid, HjCOn, corresponding to C0», so there is an acid,
HjCS,, corresponding to CvS.,, another resemblance between oxygen and
-ulphur.

Hydrocyanic acidL IICX, prussic acid. This is a weak, very volatile acid
with iin oilor resembling bitter almonds. It is soluble in water and ia extremely
poisonous, one or two drops of the solution sometimes proving fatal. Its
salts are called cyanides.

Carbides.—Many metals can be made to combine with
carbon, the products being called carbides. The most
important of lliese is calcium carldde, CaC^, which, when
brought int<) contact with water, gives acetylene, C.H.^

:

CaC8 + 2HaO = C.,Ha + Ca(OH), ^1
-
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QUESTIOXS

1. How do we know that the different allotropic forms of carbon are
really forms of one ami tho same element?

2. Why is carbon called a reducing atrmt ?

3. Can j'ou imagine any cause for the difference between diamond
ai.d graphite? (Cf. oxygen and ozone.)

4. Why does.soda-WHtcr effervesro when the bottle is uncorked ?

5. What is the action on a fire of the liquid from a fire-extinguisher?

6. How may (a) CO and 00^ and {h) CO and Hg be distinguished in

the laboratory ?

7. It is sometimes paid that certain gases may be recognised by their
poisonous properties. Would you care to recognise gases yourself by
this test ? Do you, then, consider it a good test to quote ?

8. Two persons are found early in the morning, after a very cold
night, asphyxiated in a small House; What cause would you suspect?

9. How does the use of stove-polish prevent rusting ?

10. How do wo know that coal is not pure carbon ?

11. A certain volume of carbon monoxide is burned. What volume
of carbon dioxide will be produced ?

12. How many molecules of carbon dioxide does one molecule of carbon
monoxide produce when it burns ? How many molecules of oxygen does
it use up in so doing ?

13. A mixture of equal volumes of carbon monoxide and oxygen are
explode<l iti a eudiometer. What volume of gas will be left in the tube
after the experiment, and what will be its composition ?

14. What elements so far studied exhibit allotropy ?

15. What chemical reactions go on in an ordinary hard-coal or
charcoal fire?

16. Why is a pan of smouldering charcoal dangerous in a room ?

17. What gases are found in solution ii! most natural waters? Mention
another gas found in solution in some springs.

18. How can you account for the very slight sour taste which soda-
water has ?

19. Why do you think meat and vegetables turn black when "burned"!
20. How might it be fihown that carbon dioxide is contained in the

air breathed out from the lungs f

21. What is the objection to the use of "water-gas" as a domesUofo^t



CHAPTER XV

OTHER COMPOUNDS OF CARBON. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

About wo hundred and fifty years ago, chemical com-
pounds we.e divided into two large classes : organic and in-
organic. The former were those found in organisms, i.e., in
plants and animals; and the latter, those found in the
nuneral kingdom. It was long believed that, while inorganic
compounds could be prepared in the laboratory, organic
compounds could not : that they were produced only in Kv-
ing plants or animals under the influence of a peculiar force,
till- life force, vis viiali^, and could not be made artificially

from dead matter. However, in 1828 Wohler, a German
chemist, prepared a typical compound, urea, in the labora-
tory, from an ordinary inorganit compound. Since that
time, an enormous number of other so-called organic com-
pounds have been built up from their elements (synthesised)
in tlie laboratory—including for instance, grape-sugar (glu-
cose)—and this, of course, has made it necessary to give up
the old idea connected with the life force. However, on
account cf the very great variety of tliese carbon compounds—
;>l)out one hundred thousand of them being well known

—

and their more or less intimate relations, one to another,
they are classed together for convenience of study, and the
l)ranch cf chemistry dealing with them is still called organic
ch. inistry. Nevertheless, it must be carefully kept in mind
tlnit the division of compounds into orranie and inorganic is

not a necessary one, depending on fundamental differences,
but only a useful one designed for certain practical purposes.

161
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As can be easily understood, nothing but the most limited

references to a very few of these substances can be made in

this place. But, on account of the supreme importance of

many of them in everyday life, it would be unwise to ov(>ilook

them altogether, in spite of the complexity of their thorough

treatment. Fortunately their study is much simplified by the

possibility of arranging them in a conii^aratively small number
of groups, a condensed classification being here appended.

Htdbocabboks :

ParafSns—Methane,

Petroleum.

Acetylene.

Illuminating gas. Flame.

Davy lamp.

Derivatives of paraffins :

Halogen—Chloroform.

Hydroxyl— Methyl alcohol

;

Distillation of wood. Ethyl

alcohol; Fermentation. Gly-

cerine; Nitro-glycerine.

Oxides—Ether.
Salts—Etherial salts.

Acids—Fatty acids. Vinegar.

Soap. (Other acids.

)

Aromatic compounds,

BensoL

(Phenol, di-hydroxy deriva-

tives, aniline.)

Carbohydrates :

Glucose.

Saccharose. Manufacture of su-

gar.

LActose.

Cellulose—Cotton, linen, wood,

pa|)er, gun-cotton, celluloid.

Starch—Vegetable food.

Proteids :

Gluten—Flour, bread - making.

Meat.

Albumen.

Legumin.

Casein—Milk.

Alkaix>ii>8.

The proportion of carbon and hydrogen in organic com-
pounds is determined by burning known weights of the com-
pounds in oxygen (combustion) and collecting and weighing

the COg and the HjO produced ; the proportions of other

elements, if present, are determined by suitalile tests ; and
then the i)roportion of oxygen, if present, is determined by

difference, no really satisfactory method of determining it

directly having yet been devised. The formulas are worked
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out from the analytical results and the molecular weights in
the usual way (p. 77).

Hydrocarbons.—A large number of compounds of carbon
and hydrogen are known, and these are ca^' ' hydrocarbons.
(Do not confuse this term with carbohy. ;—these latter
contain oxygen, as is indicated by the terrju ion -ate.)

Puaffins. ^M>l/,a,ie, CH,.—This is the only hydrocarbon
containing one atom uf carbon in the molecule. It is the prin-
cipal constituent of natural gas, and also forms a large pro-
portion of coal gas. Further, it is found, along with other
pases, in the bubbles risir.g from swamps, and hence it is often
called marsh-gas

; it also issues from the ipasses of coal in coal
mines, where it is known as fire-damp.

The natural ?aa from a gas woll at Baku, near the Caspian Sea, la burning
Igmlted possibly by lightning, and is known as the "Holy Fire of Baku," beins
held as verj- Hacred by the flre-worshippers.

Methane is easily prepared in the laboratory and is a gas,
colorless, odorless and tasteless, and burns with a pale blue
flame. If plenty of air or oxygen be present, the products
of the combustion are H,0 and CO,, but if insufficient
oxygen be present, CO is formed as well.

Any combustible substance (solid, liquid or gas) if inti-
mately mixed with air or oxygen (the solid must be very finely
pulverised and the liquid vaporised or "atomised"), gives a
mixture which will explode on ignition: the heat produced
causes such an expansion of the gases resulting from the
combustion that they tend to break down all barriers—and
of course there is grave danger to human life in such a
happening. In the case of a fire-damp or coal-dust explosion
in a mine, there is also further danger : tlio oxygen of the air
is used up, producing CO

, which will not support respiration
and therefore induces suttocation, or CO, which fe actively
poisonous. The CO.^ produced in such an explosion is called
after-damp or choke-damp by the miners.
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Marsh ^^aa is the first of a series of hydrocarbons, called

paraffins, each member of which diflfers from the next by CH^.

Such a series is called a homologous series.

Paraffins

CH^. . . .

c,,n« . . CgH,4 . . .

Most of the members of this series are known up to about

CgoHj22 j lower ones are gases, followed by liquids with

rising boiling points, and these by solids with rising melting

points.

The general formi'laof this scries is C,iHin+2- Another srries, the ethylene
Herics, i.4 ('„H..„; the acetyk-iK', C„U2n-.!; and there are otlier tiurles of hydro-
carbons, the most important of these being the aromatic or benzene seriea,

CnHin-e. The hydrocarbons form very striking examples of the law of multiple
proportions, though the "small whole numbers" here may rinup to 100 or more.

Petroleum is mainly a solution of hydrocarbons of this

series, paratiins, the gaseous and solid ones being dissolved

in the liquid ones. On careful heating, the gases come off

first, then the low-boiling lifjuids and then the high-boiling

ones. By collecting the different portions separately (and
redistilling), various products are obtained which are not

definite chemical compounds, but solutions of compounds
having boiling points lying very close to one another. The
products are often freed from impurities by washing with
s huric acid, witli an alkali and with water.

Some of the commercial products, with their approximate compositionB and
boilinc points, are as follows

:

Cymogene mainly C,H, ,,

Rhigolene " C^H, . .

Gasoline " t <(IIi4 . .

Naphtha " C7H,, .

Benzine ...... " C«Hii

r
38*

71"

98*

12**

Kerosene " Ci sHsg to Ci «Ht4 2M*

Lubricating oils . . .

Vaseline " CsjII,, toCjsH*,
Paraffin wax .... " Cs«H«« toCt«fi««
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Of course these productH vary a urcat deal ac( itnliiij; to t ins way in whidi the
fractional diatUlstion in carried out, hence it in often netessary to have tlieiii

tested by trained chenilstn (e.g., kerosene, for it« flaxhiug-poiut, ie., the tempera*
tore at which it givcH off sufflcient vapov to take fire).

Acetylene, CjH^ ia a, liydrocarbon belonging to another series.

It is prepared by bringing calcium carbide and water together:

CaCj + 2H2O = C^Hj + Ca(0H)3

It is a gas with a disagreeable smell (most of the odor of

commercial acetylene, ho\Vfv<T, is due to iinj)urities, largely

PHy) and burns ordinarily with a smoky ilaiue. If a sp ecial

form of burner bo used, so that the flame is very thin and
therefore gets a large proportion of oxygen, no smoke is given

off and a very brilliant light is produced. This is used for

illuininating purposes where coal gas or electric light cannot
l)e obtained. It is very dangerous to store acetylene alone

under pressure, as it is liable to decompose spontaneously

with explosive violence. It may, however, be stored in solu-

tion (in acetone or some other solvent) under pressure and
then there is no danger of explosion. In this form it is used
in railway cars, in automobiles, etc.

Methane, acetylene and some other hydroonrbon^i aro more orlcs.-! dcrompoHed
with separation of free caibcii wiieii heated out of <;(intai:t with the air. This
ban au important bearing on the luminosity of tlamcs, a-s we shall see presently.

Coal gns is prepared by heating soft coal in retorts, cooling

the gases given off to separate the tar, passing them through
water to extract the ammonia and then freeing them from
disagreeable sulphur compounds. Coke is left behind in the

retorts. The gas thus obtained contains almost 50% of hy-
drogen, about 35% of methane, about 5% of compounds that

burn with luminous flames (acetylene, ethylene, benzene, etc.),

and other constituents.

Trater gas, which bums with a pale blue flame, is often " enriched " byaddinc
to it gases produced by dropping petroleum On to white hot bricks, these gasea
'•".ri-i-ii; with :Uiiiii;oaK fiamci; ; further, t ho enrlcbingimparte a etroilg disagree-
able odor to the gas which renders it-s use much less daDfrerons (on accountof it*
poisonous nature) than if it were odorless.

Oil (7(is (Pintsch gas, Ulaugas) is prepared by dropping petroleum into awhite
hot tube (which decomposes, " cracks " it) and colleclLng the i-esuiting gaaeo.
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Flnmc.—The tenn combuHtion hus already been defined as
signifying an act of chemical combination acvonipanied by
the production of heat and, generally, li-lit. If one of the
substances undergoing coml.u.'-tion is a solid, and the product
is a solid at the temperature of the reaction, no flame will be
produced. This was the case with the burning iron, as
deserilx'd on p .'.l. If, lu.wever, the suljstances con-
cerned are gases (or vapors; at the teiup. rature of the reaction,

then a flame is produced. We have therefore the following
definition: Aflameisacurrentofhurnlnf/yns. This is ob-

vious enough in the case of burning hydrogen,
coal gas, ae> tylene ; hut how is it with kerosene,
caiulies, wood, etc.? In the case of a kerosene
lamp the oil is drawn up, by the capillary action
of the wick, into the flame and there it is boiled
and convert( d into vapor by the hef»t, thus sup-
plying the llanie with a current of inflammable
gas. In tho case of a burning candle, the heat
of the flame melts the grea-se at the top of the
candle, the wick thus rising from a saucer-shaped
dei)re3si()n filled with oil, and this oil is drawn
up by the >\ ick into the flame and there vaporised
exactly as in the case of an oil lamp, as just

described. A lamp or candle, then, is a minia-
ture gas factory. In the case of wood, the heat

of the flame decon)})oses the wood—subjects it to destruc-
tive distillation—some of the products Ix ing inflammable
gases. If a candle flame be examined, it will be seen to
consist of at least three conical portions, one inside the
other (Fig. 22), the innermost appearing dark in color, the
next one bright and yellowish, and the outer one pale blue.
The inner one, which is called the area of vnn.co^nb'i'^fion

consists of the current of inflammable gas already mentioned^
rising from the wick. This may be ishown by carefully

Fin. •>>.
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inserting the end of a thin glass tube, about 8 mm. *'n diameter
iinil .'5 cm. lonj^ into the niiddlf of this cone jufi above the

wick, !uid holding tlie tul»e nearly vertical. In a minute or

two vapors will be seen rising from the top of the tube and
may be ignited. The same thing may be shown by blowing

out the flame of a candle having a long wick, when a little

stream of whitish vapor will be seen rising from the hot wick
for a ftjw seconds

;
by holding a lighted match in this about

llin I - juarters of an inch from the wick, a tiny flame will be

seen to run down it to the wick. (The reason why a cold

candle wick does not take fire instantly on touching it with a
match, as the hot wick just mentioned would do, or as a cur-

rent of gas will, is that sufBcient time must be allowed for

the heat from the match (1) to melt the grease in the wick
and (2) to volatilise some of the oil thus produced, as well as

(3) to raise the vapor to lis temperature of ignition.) That no
coinbustion takes place in the inner cone and that it is cool

( tnpared with the next one can be shown by quickly moving
a piece of paper horizontally into the flame, as indicated by
the dotted line in the figure, holding it there a second or two
and rapidly withdrawing it. The paper will be singed in a
ring and n"c singed in the centre. In the second, or lumi-

nous area, burning is going on, some air having become
mixed with the inflammable gas, though the latter is in ex-

cess, and the temperature is quite high. Here some of the

hydrocarb s of tlbe gas are decomposed by the heat, a little

free carhoi. • the form of lamp-black being liberated, some
such reaction as the following taking place :

2C2H2 = CH^ + 3C

This carbon is in the solid state and is intensely hot and

of the li'minosity of all ordinary fiam.es is ike

pre-ience in them of incandescent solid mutter. The presence of

the free carbon (lamp-black) in this part of the flame may be
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provcil liy lHililin<r in it .-onif cold solid ()])j(( t such as a
pi'tTf'lain dish, wlu n a hlack di po-it will Ito ohiaincd. In
tiiis i)art of the 11. line, as has already been said, coinhustion
is going on, the hydrogen and carbon being oxidised, at least

in i)art ;
lience, this is called the area of partml comhudvm.

Heine of the conihu-^tion, however, takes ])la( hi yond where
any solid carlxm exists, i.e., after all earhon ha- l.een con-

verted into CO
;
and the burnin, of this (with some hydrogen,

too) produces the outside, pale blue cone, the area of ccm-
j)l(te cninhiiMioa (>unu>tiuies (died the mantle). The pro-

ducts of complete coinhustion are CO., and 11,0. If

insutlicieut oxygen be jm seiit, as in the case of a kerosene

lamp turned too high, or a candle witii a v.ick that iiaa

become too long, only partial combustion takes place, the flame
"smoking," i.e., some of the free carbon escaping along witli

some C and other products.

If the inflammable gas in an ordinary flame be diluted

with sufficient air before it is ignited, the separation of free

carbon is prevented and the result is

what is called a m n-luininous flam

the areas of ji irti.u and of complete

combustion lieconiinj.' one. 1 his is

the principle of the bunsen burner
(invented by tiie German chemist
Bunsen), the ndlammable gas being

practically never in excess of the air

—air being fcui)plied from within as

]^
well as from outside the flame. Modi-
fied forms of this burner are used in

cor 'ction with Auer litrht mantles

and also in gas stoves, blue-flame oil

28- stoves, etc. The bunsen burner is

constructed as in the figure, the gas issuing from the jet A,
drawing some air through the holes B, B, and the mixture
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rising through the tube C to burn at ti e top -where more air

is olitii Mjlilc. If t(>i» iiiiich iiir be ndraitted through the
lioic s ;lI tlio bottuiii, tile l! line In .'Di Hoisv, <i\vin>? to a
siux'c'ssiou of niinutu < xplo.sioii.-, ami :iy tnivrl hack d. . vvn

the tul)0 C, the gaa then burning (iino.nphjtt l y) ut tlio jet A.

This is dangerous in two ways : the lump gets sw hot that

scMM' of its joint.s may come apart, or ilie rublwr tube by
V.

.

II li it is coniH'cti il to th(^ gas sup|ily may melted off
;

an 1 tlie combustion will be incomplete, certain verj objec-

tionable j)roJucts, such as CjHj and CO being given off into

the air.

In experimeiitiiif; with hiiuseii htirm r, it will be observed
that the iiii 'V ;iir Milmittcd at tiie Ikim-, the .-up|)ly of ^iis

being kepi uiiilurm, the smalU'r is the tlame. Tiio i^mull

flame is hotter than the largo one because the same quantity

of gas is being h-.irncil in a small sjia t; and hence the heat
is mure coiireii! rated. It must he carefully kept in mind
that the tutd'. :i'i'iatitij t.f /tent pnxluccd hij burning a certain

tfinntity <<: n ph-i.ij'ud (solid, liipiid or gas) id aludt/n the name,

no matter lio' the burning is carried on. provided, of course,

tliat combi n -omplete, i.e., tliat ali the fuel is really

'""•'led. .
• •iiat the iiuaiitity ^ a u 'ce.-^sary for the

complete CDiiibu^tion of this file! ' • ,, 'r'ely lixed (law of

constant proportions) and, thereto: ' .ai, the introduction

of more air than is necessary for tins complete combustion
is wasteful, as thi« extra air j t carried away heat without
helj .ii?^ to pro--- any. Hei ad' •rtis. inents of stnves,

etc., that ••hui.i 'ii.j.e air than any other
'"

are to bo regarded
with suspicion.

The free carbon in a kerosene, gas or other flame is an
agent for converting so i. i.t the heat into liirht, but it is a
rather u;,i:t-- r;i;:>StarieC....

will turn a larger proportion of the beat into light. The most
efficient material for this purpose yet found is u=ied in mftlring
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Auer light mantles (see p. 248). Such a mantle consists of an
opt'ii-work conn iikuIc of a luixturo of the oxides of the rare
metals thorium and ct riiiin and, when properly suspended
in a non-luminous l)unsen flame, converts about five times
as much heat into light as the carbon would do.

There is one other point in connection with flames that
should be noticed, and that is that an inflauiniable substance,
in order to l)urn, must not only be supplied with sutlieient

oxygen (air), but nmst also be at a teiuperature ecpial to or
above its temperature of ignition. The reason why a candle
flame deposits soot on a cold object introduced into it is

because the object cools the carbon that touches it below its

tenii)erature of ignition and keeps it there
; then it cannot

burn, no matter how much oxygen may be i>resent. If one
end of a piece of copper wire (a good conductor of heat) be
held in a flame, the wire extracts heat from the flame and
gets hot for some distance from the ciu\ and the flame, as it

passes the wire, must be correspondingly cooled. If many
wires be introduced into the llame, the gases, as they pns's

them, may become cooled below their temix rature of ignition
and then will not bum beyond the wires.

ExpEKiMKNT. Light a bunsen burner and turn off the supply of air
at the base

; then holding,' a piece of tine w iiu f,Muzo hoiizotitully, lu iii;.,'

it down slowly till it is about an inch above the burner. Notice that
the flame does not jiiiss thruugh it. To show that the gas is passing
through, bring a liglitcd ni:it( !i abov,. the <:.iuzo, wlit u tho v.ih will bo
ignited. Turn out tl.o burner

; then, Mill hul.lmg .he gauze about un
inch above the opening, turn on tlio gas iiiid light it above the gauze.
The flame does not puss downwards t!irou;_'-li the pm/e C-.m/e made of
copper wire is best for these ex(H.i in-ents, butauso copper is such a good
conductor of heat. Very open gauze made of fine wire, like mosquito
nettinir, will not do, as there is not enough metal in it to carry off the
heat ((uickly enough.

A ilauie tiien can ]»asH only with great dillicultv through
metal gauze. This is the principle of the s;dety lamp
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invented by Sir Humphrey Davy (l.Slo). In its original
form, this was a small oil lamp having a sort of chimney
about 2 inches in diameter and 8 inches high, made of wire
gauze. In accordance with the princii)le just enunciated and
illustrated, no flame could pass through the gauze to the air

outside even if this latter contained suiricieut fire-damp
(methane) to be explosive

;
however, some of this mixture

could pass inside the gauze, making its presence known by
tiny explosions there, or an alteration in the

character of the lamp flame and thus warning
the miner of his danger. Since Davy's time
the lamp has been much improved, the lower
part of the gauze cylinder being replaced

l>y heavy glass, automatic lighters being

introduced, etc.

Derivatives of ParaflBns.—If we imagine one
(if the hydrogen atoms in the molecule of a
hydrocarbon taken away, and its ])lace taken
hy some other rmivalent element (sudi as CI

or Br) or group (such as OH or NO3), the

resulting compound is called a substitution

product, or deri vative, of the hydrocarbon.
We also obtain such products by the replaee-

nient of two or more hydrogens, and, accord-

ing to the nature of the substituting elements,

or groups, we obtain different classes of derivatives : halogen
ilerivaliv(>s, hydroxyl derivatives, oxides, acids, salts.

Halogen Derivatives of Paraffins.— Starting with methane,
Cll^, we can imagine one, two, three, or four hydrogens
replaced by a corresponding number of CI atoms, giving us
CHsCl, CHjCl,, CHClg, CC\^, mono-chlormethane, di-chlor-

methane, tri-chlormethane, tetra-chlormethane or carbon
tetrachloride. All these compounds are known

; mono-
chlorniethane, or methyl chloride, is used for freezing the

Fio. 24,
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flesh ill surgical operations ; tri-chlormethane is chloroform,
a colorless liquid used as an aiuu.sth. tic ; and carbon tetra-

chloride is a li(iuid which will dissolve fats and oils, as

gasoline does, but w hich is non-inflannnable. The iodine

compound that corresponds to chloroform, i. e.
, tri-lodome-

thane, CHI3, is iodoform, a yellow solid, and is much used
as an antiseptic in the dressing of wounds.^

Hydroxy! Derivatives.—The hydroxy! derivatives of the
paralhns, obtained i)y replacing one or more II atoms by a
corresponding number of hydroxyl groups, are what are

known as alcohols
;
thus, methyl alcohol is CH3OH (derived

from CITJ and ethyl alcohol is C^H^H (from C,II,.). (These
compounds resemble bases in their action towards acids.)

Methijl alcohol, CII/)1I, wood alcohol, wood spirit, is

one of the products of the destructive distillation of wood.
When wood is heated in closed retorts and the vapors given
off are condensed, a large number of products are obtained,

the two most important being methyl alccjhol and acetic acid

(pyroligneous acid). The various })roducts are separated by
suitable processes. Methyl alcohol is a colorless liquid with
a characteristic odor; it is lighter than water (Sp. gr. 0.8)
and boils at 67°. It mixes in all i)roportions with water.

Like ordinary alcohol, it burns with a tlame thnt is almo.st

colorless and hence is used on the small scale as a fuel

(alcohol lamps, etc.). It is also used as a solvent for

gums, etc. (shellac). It is poisonous, and the < .utinued

breathing of air containing its vapor (as in varnish works)
is said to produce blindness.

Fomuililrhutle, IK UK. i- , , iriipniiiiiU compouna preparoU from ni*i..yi
alcohol. 1( is a g:is wii h

I
idwitIuI .ml usept ic aud disinfecting pro|H3rLies. AVi%

solution ill watiT i- known .tr. formalin.

Ethijl idrohol, ('
< i.niDion alctwiul -|.irits cf m.'.

This compound i.- pnxluerd i.y tlie f. i m. utitlinn (,f i/hi. ose,

which occurs in fruits, and which is easily produced hum
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ordinary sugar or starch (also from wood). Yeast, which is

a microscopic plant, will grow in a solution of glucose (best

at 30°), and the glucose is broken down into alcohol and

carbon dioxide

:

CgHiA = aCjHsOH + 2C0j

If the fermented liquid be heated in a vessel connected with

a CDiidenser, alcohol, which boils at 78', distils over first with

a very little water ; as the distillation po«'S on, less and less

alcohol and more and more water come over. By catching

the distillate in separate portions and redistilling them in the

way already dcscrilted, a further separaticn of the alcohol

and water can be effected, until tlie alcohol is obtained almost

jiure (about 98%). The process thus outlined is called frac-

tional distillation and is carried on automatically on the

large scale.

ExFBBlMBMT.—Fit a 600 cc. flank with a tightlj fitting cork through

wliich runs a gluss tuhc l>enb twice ut right angles so as to extend alnuM^

to the bottom of u .small heukor. Measure

out 350 cc. of a 20% solution of glucose

:;n(l i)l.ioe it in the Hask. Cut up half a

yeast {akf, place the pieces in a test-tube

and si ike with water until tliey are

thoroug iy broken up aiul add the mix-

ture to the soluti i in tli'- tlask. Half

till the i>eaker with time-water niul, to

prevent diffusion into it of CO.^ frnni the

air, cover with a p ece of paper pierced

a hole } -.'t large enou;.''h tc ailiiiit

Fio. 26.
•he [)assage or ti;e tube in-ui the tlask,

:inti {X)ui a little kerosene on to the lime-

wat r t the appiiratfiM a.side for a few days and note what haf^iens.

V\'hat eviilenee is theie of the evolution of CO., ?

F'astcn he fla.«k containing the solution <>Ti a retort ^tand and attach
i' throiiLrh rectifier '•> a < ondfuscr (F _'(;!. Then gradually warm
'he solution 'it hotl.-. The vapor evolved at first will consist mainly

>f alcohol. VN ,
' Will it contain any water ? Why? Collect the first

" " drops of Uie diist.'llaid in an evapcHrating dish aad igoite them.
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Ethyl alcohol is a colorless li(iuid with a pleasant odor
; it

is light<T than water (Sp. gr. 0.78) and boils at 78'. 'it
mixes with water in all proportions and bums with a blue
flame

;
hence, it is us<d as a pource of heat in .-^ ill stoves,

etc. When taken into the system in comparatively small
quantities it produces intoxication

; in very large quantities
It IS poisonous. It is a valuable solvent for many substances,
the alcoliolic solutions being called tinctures.

(porter, stout) is produced hy allov.-incr barlev to sprout
whereby its starch is conv.irt.Ml into a compound very Uke
glucose; the sprouting is stopped at the right time by
heating and the product is known as malt. This malt is put
into wat.T. y.i-^t and hops an- achh-d, and, after fermentation
has gone on for a c-rtuin length of lime, the product is
strained and put in l.arrels or bottles. Further fermentation
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takes i»Iaco and the CO^ produced, being unable to escape,

dissolves and causes the licjuid to eflfervesce when poured out.

Wines are made by fermenting grape juice (cider is similarly

made by fonnontiiiijj a[)ple juice, perry from pears and mead
from honey). Whiskey, brandy, gin, rum, etc. (known as

sjiirits), are made by distilling fermented liquids obtained from
grains, potatoes, fruits, molasses, etc. (that is, substances

that contain glucose). Beer contains 2-7% alcohol
;
wines,

7 - liOV
; and distiUed lirjuors Cspirits) about 50%.

Alcohol is being used more and more as a fuel, and ethyl

alcohol is cheaper to produce tlian metliyl.

The production of clicap alcoliol for fui'l and other industrial I'lu posos is an
exceedingly important iiroblein t-i a.i,\ . especially as t he price of Kasoline is rising
so much. Ethyl alcohol < ari now lie proclnecl more cheaply than methyl—
probably at abo.it i:> IS cnil ~ per \i-Mm\ ) but as t he Koverninent inijwsesan
exci-cdiity of sonietbiiif; lil.<; two dollars a pillion, it becomes far Xjoo expensive
to he used as fuel, except on the very small scale. If. however, it be rendered
uiiilrinkable, by the addition of methyl al'-ohol (forminR methylated spirit**) or
-oinc oilu r ilisat'rccable or poi^^onous liiiuid, it is then known technically as dc-
n itun d alcohol anil is exempt from this high tax while still about as valuable
as a fm 1 and fur various other industrial purposes. Alcohol for these porposcs
< an be made fioni rotten potatoes, mu.sty ^ain and other materials of small
value

; and recent experiments in making it from sawdust appear to have been
moderately successful. As these processes arc studied and developed, the manu-
facture of alcohol from a very large number of cheap sources will become more
and more economical, with t he result that a most valuable fuel for internal com-
bust ion engines and other purposes will be obtainable at reasonable rates. They
have already made great strides In these directions in Germany and some other
countries.

Gli/cerin<', C3H5(OH)3.~Tlie third nieml)er of the [ .-affin

series is propane, CgH^. If we imagine three of thj hydro-
gens in this molecule replaced by three hydro.xyls, we have
-.'lyeeriiK'. This compound is prejjared in the manufacture
of .«oap (see p. ITS) and is a colorless, odorless, svrupy lit|uid,

with a sweet taste. When treated with very strong nitric

acid, water and a nitrate called glyceryl trinitrate are formed

:

Cy r.jOH)
. + XO^^ = CJIfNO^),, .f 3H.,0

Thi.s glyceryl trinitrate, m- nilro-glycerine, is a colorless, oily
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liquid, insoluble in water. If quickly lioated, or if subjected
to shock, it explodes (decomposes) with great violence.
Dynamite is produced by absorbing tbis nitro-glycerine in
infusorial eartb, wood pulp, or some otber porous substance

;

it is much less dangerous to handle and transport than tbe
pure nitro-glycerine and is very extensively used as an
explosive.

Oxides. Ethers.—When we come to study tbe metals we
shall find that two very important classes of their compounds
are the oxides and tbe hydroxides derived from tlieni (just as
we have oxides, anhydrides, of the non-metals and the acids
derived from them). The hydroxides of the metals are bases
and, in some respects, the alcohols, which are also hydroxides,
resemble them (r.//., in tbeir reactions with arhh). The
ethers are compounds which correspond to tlie oxides—they
are oxides of those organic radicals (groui)s) of which the
alcohols are the hydroxides. Thus, we have

NaOH sodium hydroxide C JI OH alcohol

Na._.0 sodium oxide (

(

' , 1 1
. ) ,0 ether

Ethyl ether, (aHj.O, ordinary etber, sulpburic ether, is

made by extracting H^O from alcohol by means of strong
sulphuric acid:

2C2H50H = (C2H.),0 + H,0

Ether is a colorless liquid with a strong odor. It boils at
about 35° and evajx>rates rapidly at ordinary temperatures
(producing much cold). It is very inflammable, hence mix-
tures of its vapor and air are explosive. It is a valuable
anaesthetic.

Fatty Acids.—Corresponding to the members of the paraffin
series, the alcohols and the ethers, we have a series of mono-
basic acids wtiicli are known a.-^ tbe fatty acids because some
of the higher members of the series occur in fats.
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I'AltAKI'INS Ale i I'llDtS 1' M-i V Aims

CH3H CH/)H CH.,Oa or HCHO,,
CjHgH CjHjOH C.jH,0, or HC^HaOj
C,If,H C.H.OFr l< tf:U) Caff,/), or HC.H.Oj

1

tl'ill,,)..0 C^HgOa or HC\H,0,,

The general formula for the series is CnHmOj. The lower members are
liquids with puncreiit o<lors. sm-ccedod by mombers with unpleasant odors like
r:iiu'i(l butter, and the liif;li( r uu iiih. r ; .iro Kolids with little odor.

Formic aritf, IICIKX. This is found in red ants (Latin,

fiirmicd, an ant), iu stinging nettles, in the poison of the bee's

sting, etc.

Acetic add, HCjHgOo.—This is the acid present in vin^;ar

(3 - 6%). It is produced by the partial oxidation of alcohol in

dilute solutinn (wine, cider) due to the growth of a ferment
known aa " mother of vinegar'" {,ni^roderiua aceti),

CJLOII ^20 IK ir,0,^H.,0

(This change cannot be brought about by oxygen alone.)

Acetic acid is also one of the products of the destructive dis-

tillation of wood, whence the name, pyroligneous acid. It is

a colorless liquid with a pleasant, i)enetrating odor and
Rour taste. The pure acid blisters the skin, causing much
pain. It is a typical acid, neutralising bases with the

formation of water and salts calfed acetates.

Propionic acid. HC,HsOj. liutyrie acid, Hr«HT0|.—The latt«r oconn in
combination with glycerine in butter and free (to a very small extent) in p«r-
spiration. It is a liquid of extremely unpleasant odor, Homething between aart;
of porspirntioii and of r.incid butter.

When organic acids react with organic bases (alcohols), salt?

etherial (known as esters), are produced. Many of these esters

are the flavoring principles of fruits.

The flavor of pineapples is liuc(>],v ilue to ethyl butyrate, C,H,.r4HrO» ; oO
of wintturreeii is methyl salicylate, < 'lIj.C- HsOj.

Palmitic acid, IIC^.HajO^, and Slearic acid, HC^^U^O.^.-—
Most animal and vegetable fats and oils, such as suet, tallow,
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palm oil, olive oil, are made up almost entirely of the
glyceryl salts of these two acids, with the corresponding salts

of oleic acid (which belongs to another series). These salts

have been given special names : palmitin, CyH^(C„;H3,0.,).„

stearin, C3H,(C„H3.,0,)3 and oloin, C,^,((^JlJ),C' WhVn
these compounds are heated with a solution of sodium
or pota«sium hydroxide, a metathetical reaction takes place,

the corresponding salts of sodium or potassium being formed,
together with glycerine. For example,

C3H5(C,8H3,02)3 + 3NaOH = 3Na.C,,n^0., + C,Hj(OH),

The sodium salts are hard soap and the potassium salts

soft soap, and they are soluble in water. By adding .silt, the
soap separates out, as it is not soluble iu brine, and the
glycerine can be recovered from the remaining liquid by a
special process of distillation.

ExPERiMKN'T.—Roil 60 cc. of olive oil (not cotton-seed oil) with 10 gr.
caustic soda and 100 cc. water until, on cooliiiL'. .i caUe of po ip forms on
the surface. If it is desired to separate all the soap frum the liquid,
add 100 gr. common salt while the solution is .still hoiling, stir well and
allow to cool. The glycerine remains behind in the brine.

There are of course a great many othdr organic acids besides those mentioned
above, for instance

;

Oxalieaeid, HtCtO*, oocurs in sorrel, rhubarb, etc., lus the acid pot.msium
salt, KHCs0«.

Laetie acid, KCiUtOa, formed by a nncntaH<ii. I'f siiir ir, iiuil found in
sour milk.

Tartaric acid, HsCiH^Oj, occurs in jfrapes. poiuincs, cucumberH, etc.
atriearid. IIjCeHtOr. occurs in many fruits. enpeciaUy lemons, from which

it Is manufaclured.
Malieacid, H«CtHtO», occurs in maii\ fruit8,*e8peciAlly in apples.

Aromatic Compounds.—Dung the distillation of soft coal
in the manufacture of coal--:.-, lar^re (juantities of tar are

produced. From this tir, w nich used to be considered a
rather useless by-product, an etiormous number of products
have, of late years, been obtain.-d, among others a number
of hydrocarbons belonLMii{: 'o wliat is called the aromatic
series, the first member of wiiich is benzol.
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Benzol, C,ir,„ l)P!izone.-(.V,,tio._' the spelling; benzine is
another substaiicr; hut, uufortuuiitcly, writfrs are not careful
enough in the spelling of tlu se two terms and often mix them
up.) Benzol is a colorless liquid with a peculiar odor. It
i)ums with a luminous flame, and is used as a solvent for
many .sul.stances, c.gf., sulphur, rubber.

Phenol. C.II.OH. carbolic add—This is benxol in which o,,.- II has been
replaced by OH. It is a weak acid in character and is a valuable antlsoplio.
but, when pure, exerts a strongly oorrosive action on the flesh. It U vww
poisonous. '

There are threedi-hydroxy.bonzoU.C«H4(()H),. rcsorri.,, pyro,.at. , l,i„ and
hydroqulnono

;
they are all used as developers in photo^'raphy. l'yr.)Kallio

acid, another dereloper. is a tri hydroxy benzol, C« H,,(i til),.
It will be noticed that there are three co-ipounds all lir.ving the same

formula -the di-hydroxy benzols. The diir. n ,u:c,, .n the cmpoaiMls are duo to
dilferent arrangements of atoms in the molecule. Such compounds, huvi.ig theunr lormula but dliTerent properties, are caUed laomeric, or are eaid to exhibit
:

' .lin.'! i- III.

l..'V"i'. ''JI-.N-ri,. i. preparcl from h;w.<>\. and is a colorless oily liquid.
darkrmnKintheair. It is used in t he manufact ure oi aniline dyes.

Carbohydrates.—This is an extromely imi)ortant class of
compounds, forming a very large part of our food. They pro-
duce fat and are the source of our bodily ht at and energy. The
compounds contain carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, the last
Luoiii the same proportion a.s they exi.st in water, i.e., two
atoni.s of hydrogen to one of oxygen. (These compounds
must not be confounded with the hydrocarbons, which
contain no oxygen.)

ninrnsc, C,,ni.,0,„ dextrose, grape sugar, occurs in sweet
inutsan.l in honey. Large quantities .if it are manufac-
tured by heating starch witii dihite Hulplmric acid :

the acid actin- as a catalytic iv^,'n\. (' .tie su-ar and cellulose
(cotton, linen, wood) al.so yield gluco.se when tretited in the
same way. It is a white, crystalline substance, ea.<i ly soluble
in water, and possessing a sweet taste, though not as sweet
as sugar. Yeast causes it to undergo alcoholic fermentation.

m
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It is used iva an adulterant of syrups and honey, in beer and
wino-making, and as a Hubetitute for sugar in the preserving
of fruits.

Cane xiujar, CiJIgjOi,, occurs in tlie t^^> of plants, e.g.,

BUgar-cane, 1m ( t, i.saple. In the manufacture of cane sugar,
the juice of the cane i'^ scjueezed out hy means of powerful
rolls and aftt r impurities have been removed by various
processes, the solution is evaporated down in vacuum pans,
i.e.y closed vessels from which the vapors are removed by
powerful pumps, thus causing the boiling to take place at a
low. r temperature than it would Otherwise, and iireventing
the darki niiifr ,,f the sugar. The sugar crystallises out from
the conientratfd .solution. Cane sugar is u wliite, crystalline
solid (transparent in large crystals), easily soluble in water
and posst ssiug ;i v. i v sweet taste. If heated carefully, it

melts and slowly turns Itn.wn, a subst • known as caramel
being formed. Cane sugar will ik.i fcrnn nt, but yeast slowly
converts it into glucose which will ferment.

Milk jar, C. JI .O,,, lactose, occurs in milk of which it

forms 3-")%. In the manufacture of chee.se, the part of the
milk left after the cheese has been removed is called whey

;

if this whey be evaporated down, milk sugar crystallises out.
It is not as sweet as cane sugar, and is used in making the
gl(.l)ulrs u'^.'.l 1a- h,)iu.e()pathists and for other purposes. Its

solution easily undergoes a peculiar fermentation by which
it is converted into lactic acid, and this is the cause of the
souring of milk. There are a large number of other sugars.

Cellulose, C^HjuOj, forms tlie walls of plant cells, linen,
cotton, etc. It is insoluble in water, but boiling with dilute
acids slowly converts it into glucose. Paper consists mainly
of cellulose and is made from rajrs, etc. Wood-pulp is made
either by grinding the weed up by means of grindstones
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(mechanical pulp), or by diH^olviiig out the material (lignin)

that cements the cella U^ether, by means of hot solutions of

caustic soda < r acid calcium sulphite, under pressure (chemical

pulp). Hy tlui action of nitric acid on ctHuloso, one,

two, or tliP'o OH group.s are replaced by NO., groups.

Di-nitro-cellulose, C^IIg(N03)^03, dissolved in alcohol and
ether, is called collodion ; dissolved in camphor, it forms

celluloid. Tri-nitro-cellulose, C,.,II;(NO.,)302 is gun-cotton,

an extremely explosive solid, used in torpedoes, in blasting

and in the manufacture of smokeless powder^

Starch, C^HjyOj, is found in the cells of plants, especially

in the seeds, where it is the food stored up for the

future use of the baby plant, and in tubors (potatoes) and
roots (carrots). Most of our vegetable food consists of this

material. The starch occurs in granules in the plants, the

shape of the granules being characteristic for each plant
;
hence,

it is often possible to determine the source of vegetable matter

by examining the starch grains under the microscope (ex-

auiination of adulterated pepper, etc.). Starch is a white

solid, insoluble in cold water, but rendered soluble by a

compound (ptyalin) contained in saliva (hence the need of

chewing food and mixing it well with saliva). By boiling

with water the granules art; burst open and partially dissolved.

Hy heating with dilute acids, starch is converted into glucose.

During the germination of seeds, insoluble starch is con-

verted into a soluble sugar ; this is what takes place, for

instance, in malting grain. In the making of bread, the

starch of the flour is partly converted into glucose by the

yeast aud this glucose then ferments, forming alcohol and
CO^ the latter puffing up the dough. During the baking,

most of the alcohol is expelled, and the porous dough is

rendered harder. If starch be kept at 180-200° for some
time it is converted into dextrin (British gum) which is

used on the back of postage stumps aud for other purposes.
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Proteids.—There ;ire some very import;iut compounds,
such as those lliat Imild up our fiesh, which are made up
of C, H, «

>,
X, 8 and P, in alx.ut the following proportions:

C 52-54 % X 14-18 %
H 7-8 S 1-2

O 20-25 P small quant.

The phenomena of life seem to bo very intimately con-
nected with these substances : indeed, those parts of plants
aud animals that do not contain them are really dead
matter. Their chemistry is excecdint'ly complicated, and
it is only quite recently that any exact ideas concerning
them have been obtained. It is extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to be sure that we can obtain them pure, and
no formulas have as yet been assigned them. They are
the flesh-producing constituents of our food.

Gluten.—It a little ball of dough made from Avheat flour
be covered with a thickness of cheese-cloth and be theu
carefully squeezed aud kneaded with the fingers under
water in a basin, the starcli of the flour will pass through
the cloth into the water and will settle to tlie bottom after
a time. If the kneading be carried on until no more starch
passes out, and the cloth be then opened, a j ellowish, gummy
mass will be found within, which is mainly gluten. It is

not soluble in water. (Fibrin, a constituent of blood, and
myosin, one of the constituents of muscle, meat, are similar
compounds.)

Legumin is a proteid that occurs in large proportion in
peas, beaus, lentils, etc. It is on this account that these
vegetables form such a good substitute for meat, which is

mainly made up of protends, while ordinary vegetables are
mainly starch (and water).

Alhiimens, which occur in the white of egg, in meat
and also in the blood and in milk, are soluble in water, but
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are rendered insoluble—coagulated—by heating to 70".

Tliis is the principal change that occurs in cooking eggs
and meat, and is the cause of the formation of the " skin "

when milk is heated. Protoplasm, the living part of
animal and veg('tal)le cells, is very similar to albumen.
(The substances of skin, hair, horns and hoofs are closely

allied to the albumens.)

Oi-ic'in occurs in solution in milk. It is not coagulated
V»y boiling, but is by acids (the lactic acid of sour milk, for

instance) and by rennet, an extract of the stomach of the
calf. It is by this latter method that casein is separated

from the whey in the nuiking of cheese, which consists

almost entirely of this proteid.

Milk has an average composition of

Water 87.2 % Casein 2.5 %
Milk sugar 5.15 Albumen 0.7

Butter fat 3.75 Ash 0.7

As most of the constituents, except the water, generally

vary in quantity as the butter fat does, a determination of
this last-mentioned substance is usually sufficient to indicate

the value of tlie milk.

The proteids are the most important constituents of our
food foi tissue-building, while the carbohydrates form fat

and supply heat and other forms of energy. The value of

a food, however, does not depend solely on its content of
proteids and carbohydrates; their digestibility, which
depends largely on proper cooking, is a very important
factor; moreover, it has been found that the pleasure

which attends eating has much to do with the proper
digesting of the food.

Alkaloids.—These are vegetable bases made up ot C, H, N, and sometimes O.
They are very aeti ve when taketi intcrii'iUy, being generally poisonous, though
in small quantities they are most valuable medicinidly.
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M«)<iJi€, C,oH,4No,ocouroasthema!io acid siilt in tobacco leaves. (Thebrown liquid which condoiiM-s i„ tl„. <(,Tns of tobac. o pipes and whi. h is Bome-
tlmes spoken of as nii otiiie contains little or nouo of this substance ; it is mainly
water and tarry aiattur.)

Morphine, C, 7H, bXO,. is the principal alkaloid of opium, the resinous juice
Of aoertain kind of poppy. It is very valuable in allaying puin.

9«im«f.C,,H,.N,O...W...O.i. derived from th,-l,.uk „f . . rtain I>ornvian
trees. Its sulphate and chloride are very extensively used in the treatment of
fevers.

Cocaine, C
, 7 11 2 , NO4 , occurs in coca leaves ; its hydrochloride is nsed to a

large extent as a local ansesthetic. t

Caffein, or Thein, CsHi V^Oj, occurs in (;otreo and tea.

Strychnine, C, ,H-. .jNjOa, occurs in nux vomica and is used as a hearttUDaUnt in medicine.

QUESTIONS

1. What yrAfi the original distinction between organic and inorganic
chemistry » Does it still hold ? Why ?

2. How are the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen in ordinary organic
compounds determined T

3. The percentage composition of a compound is : C, 52. 18 ; H, 13.04

;

0,34.78. Calculate the formula.

4. The percentage composition of acetio acid is: carbon, 40;
hydrogen, 6.7; oxygen, 53.3, and the G.M.V. (vapor) weighs 60 gr.'
Calculate the formula.

5. The composition of acetylene is : carbon, 92.3% ; hydrogen, 7.7%.
The G.M.y. weighs 26 gr. Calculate the formula.

6. The composition of benzol is: carbon, 92.3%; hydrogen, 7.7%.
The G.M.V. (vapor) vei-hs 78 £,'r. Calculate the formula. (Cf. quest. &')

7. What aro hydrocurboiis
; Cdrbohydrate.s ?

8. Whab are the chief sources of danger to human life in the case of
an explosion of fire-damp in a coal mine ?

9. What is a homologous series? Write the formulas of the first
five members of the paraflin series and name one of them.

10. What do you know of the chemical composition of petroleum?
Is it a definite chemical compound ?

11. Name three of the important petroleum products. By what
general method are they obtained from the petroleum ?

12. Would ;t. ho. .T, w;ao ihm^ to look for the leak in an acetylene
generator with a lighted lantern T Why ?
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13. Compressed acetylene is exceedingly (laiiirornns \Vli\ ? And
yet we see railway carriages lighted with acetylene coming from strong

storage tanks suspended under the cars. Explain.

14. Give iin outline of the preparation of coal ga.i. Mention three
important by-products.

15. What is e flame? How do you account for the flame in the case

of Imrniiig candle-grease ?

16. Describe a candle flame, telling what goes on in each of the princi-

pal parts.

17. Describe an experiment to prove each of the following statements

:

(a) The inner area of a camlle flame consists of a current of inflammable
gas ; {!)) in which little or no combustion takes place ; (c) the luminous
area contains particles of solid carbon, and (d) burning is going on in it.

H, What is the cause of the luminosity of ordinary flames? Why is

the bunsen flame non-luminous ?

19. As more and more air is udmitted at the base of a bunsen burner,

the flame be<>omes hotter and hotter. What other changes in the flame
are connected with this, and how ave both related to the total heat
produced ?

20. Make a drawing of the burner of a blue-flame oil stove and show
how it embodies the principle of the bunsen burner.

21. What is the function of the Auer light mantle ? What performed
this function before the invention of the mantle?

22. Certain blue-flame kerosene lam{», fitted with Auer-light mantles,
are on the market. From a given quantity of kerosene, would you expect
these to produce more or less light than is given by an ordinary form of

lamp ? Why ?

23. What substances and what conditions are needed for ordinary

combustion ? Explain in this connection, the production of smoko.

24. How much air (1/5 oxygen) would be required for the combustion
of UK)i;i. kerosene (considered to be CnH^u) ? Would "burning" more air

increase the total heat produced ? Would it alter the temperature of

the flame ? Why ? What would be the result of supplying less air T

2.5. Carbon dioxide and water vapor are products of the combustion
of alcohol. How could you show this ? What does it prove as to the
chemical composition of alcohol 7

26. Why do you think a blacksmith's fire is hotter when the bellows

are in use?
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27. What are the factors that make the lighting of a cttndle u slower
opei'iitiou than the lighting of kerosene and still slower than the lighting

of gas ?

28. If a very hot porcelain dish were held in a candle flame, would
soot be deposited on it ? Why ?

29. Describe the original form of the Da\ safety lamp. On what
principle dees its safety depend ? Describe expuriments illustrating this

principle.

30. Is it po8si1)le to manufacture either wood spirit or spirits of wine
from wood ? Give a brief outline of each process.

31. Methyl alcohol is more expensive to manufacture than ethyl al-

cohol, and yet a mixture of the two, v ethylated spirit, can be bought
much more cheaply than the pure ethyl alcohol. Why is this ?

32. What is the commercial source of glycerine ? How is it prepared?

33. To what class of organic compounds does ether belong ?

34. Why do we call the fatty acids monobasic—they contain more
th&n one atom of hydrogen in the molecule ?

35. What is the chemical compo.sition of fat ? How is soap nuuie from
it 7 What sort of chemical action is involved ?

36. From what sources may glucose be derived, directly or indirectly ?

37. Give an outline of the preparation of sugar (o) from sugar-cane,
(b) from the maple.

38. How may starch be obtained from wheat ? How do you think it

might be made from potatoes ?

39. An average man breathes out about 4(5.') litres of carbon dioxide
daily. How much starch could a green plant prepare from this ?

40. What are protelCds? Name several of thsm, mentioning the
P iurces from which they are derived.

41. What substances form the principal portions of our food and
clothing? To what class of compounds docs each belong?

42. Why are beans such a valuable article of diet?

43. Tell what you know of tho composition of milk.

44. As a constituent of food, what is the special value of (a) water,

(6) carbohydrates, (c) protelds ?

46. Why is cooking a very important art ?

46. Why was Wohler's artificial preparation of urea of great import-
ance?— the substance itself is not of much value.



CHAPTER XVI

SILICON. BORON

Silicon and boron while not, strictly speaking, belonging

to the same family, are similar in some of their properties,

though the fonner is tetravalant in all its compounds, being

like carbon in this respect, while the latter, boron, is uni-

formly trivalent.

Silicon occurs in nature in enormous quantities though,

unlike carbon, never in the free state. In combination it

constitutes about one quarter of the crust of the earth, occur-

ring as the oxide in eand, flint, etc., and in combination with

oxygen and many metals in an enormous number of minerals,

the silicates (felspar, mica, clay, etc. ). It seems to play much
the same part in inorganic nature that carbon does in organic.

Most plants and animals contain small quantities of silicon.

Silicon in the free state is difficult to prepare and, unlike

carbon, is not of much importance. It is interesting to notice,

however, that, like carbon, it is an allotropic substance,

being known in the crystalline and amorphous forms.

SUkon dioxide, SiOg, silica.—This, the only oxide of silicon,

occurs in nature in enormous quantities and in a great variety

of forms. It is called quartz by the mineralogist, and, in the

pure state, is colorless and transparent, forming beautiful six-

sided prisms terminated by six-sided pyramids (rock crystal).

Other varieties, more or less colored by impurities, are agate,

amethyst, blood-stone, cairngorm, carnelian, chalcedony,

smoky quartz. Opal is an impure form containing some

187
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water. Many of these stones have been known and prized
from very early times ; some of them are mentioned in the
Bible. Curious beliefs are coimected with a few of them

:

for instance, it was held by the ancient Greeks that wine,
drunk from an amethyst cup, would not produce intoxication
(Greek a, un-

;
methj.sifi, intoxication, i.e., unintoxicating).

Silica is hard enough to scratch glass and i unaltered by
water and acids (except HF), It is an acir hydride, but
its combination with water must be brougb out indirectly.

If it is fused with an alkali (NaOH or KOII) or an alkaline
carbonate (NaaCO, or KjCOg), the corresponding silicate is

formed

:

NajCO, + SiOj = NaaSiOa + CO.,

(Notice the very similar parts played by COg and Si02, bow
acid anhydrides.) The compound is a salt of HjSiOg, silicic

acid, corresponding to carbonic acid. There are a great
many other (hypothetical) silicic acids of which the very
numerous silicates found in nature are to be regarded as
salts. It is very doubtful whether any silicic acid has ever
yet been prepared in the pure state.

Many silicates or mixtures of silicates, artificially produced,
are of great practical importance

; such are glass, porcelain,

earthenware, brick, Portland cement. They will be spoken
of later on.

Silicon carbide, SiC, carborundum.—A mixture of sand
(SiOg) and coke is raised to a very high temperature in the
electric furnace, when the following reaction takes place

:

si(\, + a(; = 2C0 + sic

The slightly impure carborundum thus obtained is brown or

black (often exhibiting beautiful iridescent colors) and is very
hard, only diamond and one or two other substances surpassing

it in this respect. On this account, it is used for grinding

and polishing, in the form of powder, wheels, whetstones, etc.
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Boron.—Like silicon, boron is never found free in nature
;

it occurs as boric acid, HgBOg, borax, NajB^O^. lOHjO, and
some other compounds.

Boric acid, H3BO3, boracic acid, occurs in solution in hot
springs and natural stoam jots in Tuscany and other places.

It is a pearly white solid, only slightly soluble in water (4

parts in 100 of water at ordinary temperatures). It is a very

weak acid, but has valuable antiseptic properties. On this

account its solution is used for bathing wounds, sore eyes,

etc., and it causes little or no smarting ; it is also employed
as a preservative for milk, tinned meats, etc.

Borax, NajB^O^. lOHgO, is found in certain very dry
countries, as Thibet and Southern California. ' It is a white,

crystalline solid and is used us a flux in soldering bee use it

has the power, when fused, of dissolving metallic oxidi ' and
thus producing a clean surface ; it is also employed as a pre-

servative for meats.

QUESTIONS

1. In wi: it reBpeots does ailioon roMmble carbon f

2. Why is silicon called an allotropic element ?

3. Ii i . 'ew of the forms in which silicon occars in utara.
Descrilx ) which you have seen.

4. Wu. c^c' difference between silicon and silica ?

5. W.iac i. the 'neaning of the word amethjrst ? Why was the name
applied to this form of silica ?

6. To what class of reactions does the one between sodium carbonate

and silica belong?

7. Why might SiOj be called silicic anhydride 1

8. What substances of commercial importance are composed, in part

at least, of silica ?

9. Why is it a good thing to have a little box of boric acid in the
house ?

10. Potassium, magnesium and iron (ferric) have valences of 1, 2 and
3 respectively. Write the formulas of their (normal) nitrates, sniphatea

and borates.



CHAPTER XVII

THE METALS

As has already been seen, the elements are divided into
two large groups, metals and non-metals.

Some of the metals liav(> liccn known from V(;ry early
times: gold, silver, copper, iron, tin and lead arc
mentioned in the Old Testament and also in the works of the
early Greek writers. IMercury is first nipntioned about 350
B.C.

These seven metals were named l>y tin; alchemists after

the seven members of the solar system which were known to
them :

Gold Sun

Silver Moon
Copper Venus

Iron Mars
Tin Jupiter

Lead Saturn
Mercury Mercury

and they were represented by the corresponding astronomical
symbols.

Gold and silver were called noble metals, because they
were not altered in the fire, i.e., were not oxidised, while the
other metals were called base. Malleability was looked upon
as the distinguishing characteristic of metals and hence, for

a long time, there was some hesitation in admitting mercury
to this class of substances. The brittle metals, antimony,
bismuth and zinc, when discovered, were classed as semi-
metals on account of their small malleal)ility.

Most people to-day have a hazy idea as to what a metal is,

but, if asked to pre it into words, would not find it a simple
task. A careful consideration of the question, however,
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enables \i3 to innku tho following statements with regard to

this class of siiiiiilo substancos :

1. With tho Lxccption of mercury, they are all tiolitl at

ordinary temperatures.

2. They all exhibit a peculiar appearance, known as

metallic lustre, which is duo to tho two facts ('() thai they are

very opaque, ami (h) that they rotloct light strongly.

3. They can generally be hammered or rolled out into

sheets, and be drawn out into wire ; that is, they are

malleable and ductile.

4. They are tlio best conductors of heat and of electricity.

5. Their oxides are busic anhydrides, and their hydroxides^

bases.

The characteristics mentioned under 1, 2, 3 and 4 are

physical, that given under 6 i^ chemical and, therefore, is

perhaps the raos< important of them all to the chemist;

hence, we may state as a definition :

Metals are base-forming elements.

When the hydroxide of a metal is dissolved in water, it ia electrolytically

diHsociated in such a wa> an to yield hydroxyl anions—these are the cause of

what is known as basic reaction—whilo the metal part forms kations. Honoe,

a metal may be defined as an element capable ot focmins liiBple kations.

It must be carefully remembered that the distinction

between the metals and the non-metals is by no means sharp
;

certain ele!nents form compounds with hydrogen and oxygen

tliat sometimes behave like acids and sometimes like bases,

depending on the nature of the other substance or substances

present (just as certain people are liberals or conservatiyes

according to the company in which they find themselves).

("ei'tain molecules can break up in such u way a? to yield hydrogen ions—

u>., behave like acids), and also in another way so as to yield hydroxyl ions

t'.r., behave like bases). As an example, may be mentioned HtAaO*, or

AoiOH)3, which can dissocialu cicctrolyticuUy into

+
_ +

3H+ + As0r=, or As* +30H"
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Occurrence of the metnh.— Naturally oci urring substances

may be classified into three great K^'-niw, often called

kingdoms, /.( ., animal, vegi tahk; and mineral. All natural
sul)stanc(S that arc nut animal ami vcLr('tal)l(', then, are

Mineral) hence, water, limestone, diamond, flint, air, etc., and
all other inorganic substances found in natun;, aro minerals

;

and those minerals, a {)ortion of which is useful and can be
extracted, aro called Ores of these useful things.

\ iniiicra! i - ii -int,'!' . Iinniical nuhmiiiK c. cleniciitary <ir <'oni|)oiiii<l ; n rock
inay lie iiiiidc up of a. miiikIo iiiin"ial (iiiurble), or of ti iiilxturo of minerala
(gronlte: qnarU, feUpar iind mica).

The metals sometimes occur in the free state (uncombined),
f)r ''native," as tin! mineralogists (-ay. Thug free gold,

free copper arr fuiuid in nature
;
they arc therefore minerals,

and we speak of native gold, native eoi)|)er, etc.

The metals are also found in nature as oxides and as salts

—

the sihcates, carbonates, sulphides and sulphates being the
commonest salts.

Metallurgy.—A study of those methods liy means of

which the metals are commercially extracted from their ores,

forms the very important science known as metallurgy. This
is a practical, or ai)j)lied, science ; and it is really a l)raneh

of chemistry. It is, however, a complex study in itself and
hence only a very few of its methods will be referred to in

what follows.

More than sixty metallic elements are known and they are

generally ( lassified a(>('ording to what is called the periodic

system—somethin<,' too CiMnplicated for us to go into here.

Only a few of these luetals, however, are of prime impor-

tance and they may be classified for our present purpose as

follows

:

1. Those which are useful chiefly in the form of compounds

:

The metals of the alkalis : Sodium, potassium.

The metals of the alkaline earths : Calcium, magnesium.
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2. Those which. are useful ns compoundH mid ul.so i.i the free ^tate :

Iron, silver, copper, mercury, zinc, atominiutn, tin, lead.

3. Those which are useful chiefly in the free state

:

€k>ld, platinum.

QUESTIONS

1. What is a metal T

2. Into wiiat two cla^^es did the alchemistH divide the metals?

Chiiructerise each class. tVhat did they ooasider to be the most
itnportunt characteristic of all metals T

3. What lire the principal physical characteristics of the metala 1

What the chemical?

4. What is meant by luetollic lustre, malleability, ductility ?

5. Why are telegraph wires made of metal and not of rope ?

6. What uro minerals t What are ores? Are all minerals ores?

Are all ores miiieralN?

7. Would a Canadian call free gold found in California native gold?

Why?

H. VV'rite a note on metallurgy.

9. Contrast the characteristics of the metals with those of sulphur.

Id. To what kingdom does each of the following belong : 'leat,

granite, snow, starch, air, water, horn ?

11. Name five minerals that you are acquainted with.

12. Into what classes may the more common metallic clc^nents be

divided ? Mention a few in each class.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE METALS OF THE ALKALIS: SODIUM,
POTASSIUM (AMMONIUM)

Tho liydroxiilcs of the iiicluls cf this fumily are very
soluble in water and arc the .stronge.-^t ba.ses that we know.
These hydroxides have been long known as the alkalis

;

hence the metals themselves are called the metals of the
alkalis. The elements have a vahuiec of one.

Sodium.—Althougli conijwunds of this clement have been
known and used from time immemorial, the metal sodium
was obtained in the free state first in 1807 by the English
chemist, Sir Humphrey Davy.
Podium oecnirs in nature jn-incipally as the chloride, NaCl,

common salt, and it is mainly from this source that it and
its compounds are prepared.

The metal is obtained by decomposing fused sodium
chloride (or sodium hydroxide) by means of the electric

current, and is silvery-wlute, as soft as wax and slightly

lighter than \\ater. (Density = 0.97.) It tarnishes very
rapidly in the air, a thin film of Na.,0 and then Na.cds
being formed, and it decomposes water with great energy,

Na + H20 = NaOH +H
On these accounts, metallic sodium is generally preserved

under kerosene or gasoline, liquids that contain no oxygen.

Sodium forms two oxide-. N'a/), sodium (j\i.lr. aiid .\a..O,:. sodium peroxide.
The latter is a i)OWti fill oxidising ugenl .-md, whoii treated with water or acids,
gives hydrogen peroxide.

Na,Oj + 2HaO = 2NaOH + H.Og

194
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Sodium hijdroxide, NaOlI, caustic yoda, "concentrated lye,"

may be prepared by treating a dilute solution of sodium
carbonate with milk of lime (calcium hydroxide, which iis

only very slightly soluble, suspended in water):

NagCOa + Ca(0H)2 = 2NaOH + CaCOj

The calcium carbonate, which is insoluble in water, is

precipitated, and the solution of sodium hydroxide is filtered

off and evaporated to a pasty condition ; it is then run into

cylindrical moulds, the sodium hydroxide being obtained in

the form of sticks.

There are several processes now employed In which sodium hydroxide ia

obtained by moana of the electric current direct from sodium chloride.

Sodium hydroxide is a white crystalline solid. It is very

deliquescent and also absorbs carbon dioxide from the air,

forming sodium carbonate

:

2NaOH + COg = Na,C03 + 11,0

It has a powerful corrosive action on many animal and vege-

table substances, whence its name, caustic soda. It is very

soluble in water and is a very powerful base, reacting with

all acids and decomposing a great many salts, uniting with

their acid radicals :

2XaOn + CuSO, = Cu(Oir),, + Xa,,S04

On this account it is used in a great many chemical indus-

tries
;
and, because it reacts yd\h grease to produce soluble

soap, it is often used in the household for cleaning purposes.

Sodium chloriilf, XaCl, common salt.—This occurs in nature

in enormous quantities both in the solid state, as rock salt,

and in solution in salt springs, salt lakes and the sea. Rock
salt is mined. In some warm countries, salt is obtained by
constructing shallow basins along the marcrin of the sea and
allowing the water to flow into them at high tide ; the heat
of the sun slowly evaporates the water and, alter a time^
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crj'stala of salt separate out. These are raked out and piled

up to dry in the sun. In some countries, weak brines from
pult springs are pumped up and allowt «1 to trickle down over

huge stacks of brush wood j this process is known as grada-

tion, or graduation, and in this way a very large surface of

liquid is exposed to the sun and warm winds and the solu-

tion becomes concentrated enough to allow of its being further
evaporated (>eonomieally by means of heat from fuel. Strong
brines are evaporated in i)ans directly over fires. Crystals of

salt are very liable to contain little cavities filled with the
solutioTi from which they have separated out (mother-liquor)
and this is the cause of the snapping (decrepitation) which
takes place when salt is heated.

Pure salt is a white crystalline solid, and is not deliquescent.

The uncomfortable habit which table-salt has of getting sticky

in moist weather is due to the jiresence in it of deliquescent
impurities, mainly chlorides of calcium and magnesium.

Salt, as has already been said, is the raw material from
which most sodium and chlorine compounds are prepared; it

is also an essential constituent of the food of man and ani-
mals, and is used in i)reserving meats, fish, butter, etc.

Sodium carhuniitc, NaXO^, soda, soda-ash.—This compound
has for centuries been of very great importance to the human
race, as it is emi)loyed in the manufacture of hard soap, glass

and other extremelj useful products. It was formerly ob-
tained from the ashes of certain plants growing on the sea-

shore (as potassium carbonate is obtained from the ashes of

ordinary land plants) and from certain natural deposits in
Egypt and elsewhere. At the time of the French Revolution
the French ports were blockaded and it was impossible for
France tot.Iitain fnun abroad the necessary quantity of this

much-needed substance
;
benco, the Government called upon

all those who had processes for the manufacture of soda from
common salt to report to the Commission "so as to render
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vain the efforts and hatred of despots." The Commission

reported in favor of the process of an apothecary, Nicholas

Loblanc, which thus became public property ; and this pro-

cess with no material aUerations in in use to-day. Poor

Leblanc, however, died in a French asylum for paupers.

1. The Leblanc process involves the following processes

:

a. The salt-cake process, in which salt is treated with

su]])}iuric acid, sodium sulphate (salt cake) and hydrochloric

acid being produced

:

2NaCl + H2SO4 = Na2S04 + 2HC1

The gaseous hydrochloric acid is led off and absorbed in

water.

b. The black-a^^h proccs.s, in which the salt-cake is heated

with carbon (powdered coal), whereby it is reduced to sodium

sulphide
j^^^ + IC = Xa,S + 4C0,

and this sulphide is heated with calcium carbonate (chalk, or

marble), a metatlietical reaction taking place :

Na,S + Ca(^(), = Xa,CO, + CaS

The two reactions just referred to are carried on togetlier, the

mixture of salt-cake, coal and chalk being put into a large

furnace and stirred. As there is always an excess of coal,

tlie resulting material is dark in color, and hence is called

black-ash.

r. The lixiviation ])rocess, or separation of tlie (Soluble

sodium carbonate from the insoluble calcium sulpiiide.

This is elTected by placing the black-ash in tanks and treating

it with water. The solution of sodium carbonate is run off

from the insoluble calcium sulphide (tank-waste), evaporated

to dryness and highly heated, tbe product being Na ,CO,^,

soda-Ubh, which is used to an enormous extent in tiie manu-

facture of soap, glass, etc.
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If soda-ash be dissolved iu water and the solution allowed
to crystallise, mda cr>/4als, washing soda, or sal aoda, is

obtained, Na,,C03. lOII.O.

2. 77ie Solvay or Ammonia-Soda Process.—Of late years, a
large proportion of the soda of commerce has been made by
this process, as the product is purer and cheaper than that
made by the Leblanc process.

A very strong solution of salt is treated with ammonia and
then with carbon dioxide. These combine with each other
and with water thus :

NH3 + CO, + H,0 = NH4HCO3
and the acid ammonium carbonate thus produced reacts
metathetically with the sodium chloride

:

NaCl + NH.HCOa = NaHCOs + NH.Cl

The sodium bicarbonate, being only sparingly soluble in cold
water, is precipitated in the form of minute crystals and is
sejiarated from the solution of ammonium chloride by
filtration. When it is heated it breaks up as follows :

2NaHC03 = NaXOa + H.O + CO,

As has already been said, sodium carbonate can be pro-
duced from salt better and more cheaply by the Solvay
process than by the Leblanc. Why is it then that the
Leblanc process has not long ago b.rn abandoned? It is

because it produces hydrochloric acid as a by-product, and
hydrochloric acid is very much in demand for the manufac-
ture of chlorine and for other purposes. In the superintendence
of modern manufacturing plants, a great deal of attention is
paid to the working up into valuable by-products of what
would otherwise be waste material, and tliese by-products in
many instances are now the chief support of the process, as
has just been pointed out in the case of the hydrochloric
acid of the I-«blanc soda process.
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Sodium bicarbonate, NaHCOg, baking soda, "saleratus," is

manufactured from salt, as already described, by the Solvay

j)rocess. It is used in the manufacture of baking powders by

mixing it dry with a solid acid, or an acid salt such an cream

of tartar (acid potassium tartrate). When water is aod'^d,

the two compounds react thus :

NaHCOg + KH(C4H,0e) - KNa(C4Hp8) + HjjCOj

H2C03 = H20 + COa

Sodium nitrate, NaNOg, Chili saltpeter, Chili nitre.—This

compound, wliich is very easily soluMe in water, is found in

nature j^rincipally in a desert in Chili ; smaller deposits of it

exist in a few other arid regions. It is separated from the

earth and stones accompanying it by dissolving it out in water

and evaporating tlie solution to crystallisation. As it is some-

what delicjuescent, it cannot be used in making gunpowder,

though much cheaper than potassium nitrate ; but it is the

source of almost all the nitnc acid of commerce and is used

very extensively as a fertiliser.

Sodium sulphate, N'ajSOi, is mnnufnctiired in the Leblanc process, and is

used in glass making. When crystallised from solution, Na3SO4.10HaO, it ia

called Glauber's salt after its discoverer, and is used in medicine.

Sodium pyroborate, Xa3B4O7.10HsO, borax, has already beun mentioned.

Sodium silicate, NaaSiOn, is called water-glass on account of itfl ''.olubllity.

It is used in making artificial stone and for other purposes.

Sodium sulphite, NaaSOj.THjO, ia used as a disinfectant, nn a preservatire
and in photography.

Sodium thioHulpKate, NaiStOs.SHiG, " hypo," is used as a " fixer " in photo-
graphy and also as an "antichlor" to destroy the excess of chlorine after

fabrics have boon bleached with tliis last-named substance.

Sodium hypochlorite, N'aClO, is prepared along with sodium chloride, by
passing chlorine into a dilute solution of sodium hydroxide

:

2VaOn -i- 2C1 = NaClO + XaCl -t- H.^O

A similar solution is obtained by mixing sdiutions of sodium carbonate and
bleaching powder

:

NajCOs Can.on f'a''''\, t- Xano ~ Xa*""!

The CaCOi being insoluble separates out and the solution left is known as
" eau ide Javelle," or Javella water, and is used for bleovbing and cleaning.
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Sodium chlorate, NaClO,. may bo prepared by passinfr chlorine into a hot.
trons solution of sodium hydroxide

:

RN'a( )IH nn rA'iiCl + XaClOj + 3HjO
Sodium chlorate and .sodium hypochlorite are now manufactured largely by
elMtrioal metboda > ' '

Sodium and its compounds when introduced into a non-
luminous flame, such as tliat of a bunsen burner, impart to
it a strong yellow color. In this way the presence of sodium
may often be recognised.

Experiment.—Heat the end of a piece of platinum wire in the bunsen
flame until the flame is no longer colored by any small quantity of im-
purities adhering to the wire ; then dip it into a solution of common salt
and heat again. The flame is tinged 3 ellow.

Potassiliin occurs as the chloride and sul])liate in enormous
deposits at Stassfurt in Germany, this being, at present, the
principal commercial source of potassium compounds. There
are somewhat similar deposits, though very much smaller,
in some other localities. Furtlier, orthoclase felspar'
KAlSigOg, is a constituent of granite and many other volcanic
rocks, and when these rocks are disintegrated by the weather
the potassium passes in a soluble condition into the soil.

V
^«P'?'»<'ipal reaction in this decnmposition of felspar may be representedby the followincr equation :

f»o«jih«u

2KAlSi,08 + 2H20 + CO, = KjCO, + Al5Si,Or,2H,0 + 48iO,
x.iohydratcd aluminium silicate formed is kaolin, china clay; ordinary claysare this substance mixed with varying proporUons of other substances such as
sUica, iron oxide, etc.

All fertile soils coiitr'n potassium compounds and this
element is an essential constituent of the food of almost all
higher plants. When these plants are burned, the potassium
remains behind as K,,C03 in the ashes and may be leached
out with water in whic h it i,s very soluble. When this solu-
tion is evaporated down to dryness in a pot, the crude
potassium carbonate remains and is known as pot-a^h,
potash, and potassium is simply a latinised form of this
word (hence, only one t in potassium).
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B)ta8sium is prepared by methods similar to those used in

preparing Podium, and the properties of the two metals are

much alike. (Density = 0.87.

)

The compounds of potassium resemble t'uose of sodium
very closely.

Potassium hydroxide, KOH, caustic potash, is very similar

• sodium hydroxide in its properties and is prepared by
similar methods.

Potassium chloride, KCl, as has already been said, oc curs

in nature at Stassfurt and elsewhere and is now the source

of most other potassium compounds. It is also used as a
fertiliser.

Potassium bromide, KBr, is used largely in medicine and in pliotozraphr,
as is also

Potassium iodide, KI.

Potassium chlorate. KCIO3, may be prepared in thcRamc manner as sodium
chlorate. It is used in the preparation of oxygen, in madi ,ino and in the mana-
factore of matolies, flreworlu and ezploslTeB.

Potassium carbonate, KqCOg, potash, as has already beon
said, is obtained by lixiviating wdod ashes and evaporating

the solution. If the crude i)otash thus obtained be redis-

solved, the solution filtered and again evaporated, a product

called pearl ash, a less impure form of potassium carbonate,

is obtained. Potassium carbonate i 3 also manufactured from
l»otassium chloride by the Leblanc process. It is very

valua'^e as a fertiliser and in the manufacture of soft soap
and other potassium salts.

Potaamm nitrate, KNO3, nitre, saltpeter (Bengal saltpeter),

unlike sodium nitrate, is not deliquescent and its chief use
is in the manufacture of gunpowder, which is a very

intimate mixture of saltpeter, carbon (charcoal) and sulphur.

The principal reaction that takes place when gunpowder
explodes is

:

2KN0j + 3C + S = K2S + 8CO2 + N,

I

ft,!.,
-ft S

"
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The gases produced occupy (when cooUd) al)out 2S0 times
the volume of the original powder

; the potassium sulphide
is a solid and is the principal cause of the smoke produced
and the fouling of the gun-barrels.

Hultpptcr is formed when animal matters such as manure decay In presence
of air and Kubstanccs (Much as wood ashes) containing potassium. The potassiam
nitrate formed can be extracted by water. Formerly large quantities of It
wer e made In this way. Now, however, it ia prepared by mixing hot. strong
solutions of sodium nitrate and potassium chloride; the reaction which talces
place is

XaXOs + KCl = XaCl + KNO,
and the KN'O,, is isolated Ijy suitable processes.

Potaxnium sulphate, KjSOi, is found in large quantities at Stassfttrt and
is used as a fertiliser.

Potassium cyanide, KCS, Is used very extensively in the "cyanide" prooesa
of extracting gold from its ores. It Is extremely poisonous.

Potassium and its compounds tinge the non-luminous
flame pale violet. If a very small quantity of sodium
compound be present at the .«ame time, however, the
strong yellow flame due to tlu; i.resence of this element
entirely obscures the pale violet light due to the potassium.
If the flame be examined through a cobalt-blue glass, how-
ever, the yellow rays cannot reach the eye and the violet
color may then be seen.

Experiment.—Clean a piece of platinum wire by holding it in a bun-
sen flame and then dip it into a solution of potassium chloride and hold
ifc in the flame again. Add a drop or two of a solution of sodium chloride
to several cubic centimetres of a solution of potassium chloride and ex-
amine with the naked eye the coloration of the flame produced ; then
examine the flame through a piece of cobalt-blue glass.

A better method of analysing the colors of the flame is by means of an
instrument called a sprctrosropc. essential part of which is a glass prism.When Imht is allowed to pass thronjrh such a prism, In the proper way. It Is
broken up into al. its constituent colors, which are arranged In the order inwinch they occur in the ordi.iary spectrum. In this way the sodium light and
the potassium light would fall in two different places and therefore would not
interfere with each other. By means of this Instrument it has hflen possible to
discover many of the elements that occur In the sun and n the fixed stars. For
further information on the sul^ect, however, a text-book on physics must be
consulted.
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Ammonium.—When ammonium liydroxide (p. 134) is

neutralised with various acids, salts are formed which

resemble very closely the corresponding potassium salts

obtained by neutralising potassium hydroxide with the

same acids. When analysed they are found to contain NH^
in the place of K

;
thus, we have

KOH
KCl

KNO,

etc.

NH^OH
NH,a
NH^NO,

(NHJjSO,

etc.'

The group NH4, then plays the part of a metal in all these

compounds ; it is called a metallic radical and is named
ammonium. It has a valence of one, like potassium and
sodium.

All eflortp to prepare the compound radical by itself have

failed so far, a mixture, or rather a gaseous solution, of NH,
and H being obtained.

Ammonium hydroxide, NH4OH, has already been described.

Ammonium chloride, NH^Cl, sal-ammoniac, is obtained by
driving the ammonia obtained from gas liquor into a solution

of hydrochloric acid

:

NH3 + HCl = NH,a

It is purified by heating it in an iron pot, when it vaporises

without melting and recondenses on the inside of the cover.

This vaporisation, of a solid, without melting, and the

recondensation of the vapor directly to a solid, is called

subli.nation. Iodine is purified in this way. Ammonium
chloride is a white solid, used largely in batteries, in solder-

ing and as a reagent in the laboratory.
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Ammmium sulphate (NHJ,SO, is obtained by absorbing
the ammonia from gas liquor in sulphuric acid :

2NH, + H^0,-(NH,)aS0,
It is used largely as a fertiliser.

All ammonium salts give off NH, when treated with
slaked lime and warmed :

(NH,),SO, + Ca(OH), » CaSO^ + 2NH3 + 2H,0

QUESTIONS

1. What are the metals of the alkalis T Why are they so called ? Inwhat respects do these metals resemble each other?

2. How does sodium occur in nature ? How may it be obtained from
uiiB source?

3. What does sodium look liko?

4. Why do we call sodium a metal ? (Compare it as far as you can
with the characteristics of metalu given in the preceding chapter.

)

6. Mention all the chemical steps by which sodium hydroxide is
obtained from common salt

6. Why is sodium preserved under kerosene or gasoline? Can yoo
suggest any other way of keeping it ?

7. Whftt happens to sodium hydrox^e when it is left exposed to the
air? How should a knowle.lgo of the., facts influence us in keeping
concentrated lye in the kitche.i ?

8. Mention four methods of obtaining salt from natural sources.Which do you think they probably do not employ at Goderich, Ontario?

1 ®" decrepitate when heated ? Salt may l,e fused and
tl nsohdifiod again. Do you think such salt would decrepit^ite ? Why?

10. The term mother-liquor is employed in connection with many
other substances than salt : how would you define it ?

11. You have doubtless observed that table salt gets sticky on expo-
sure to moist air

;
and, yet. '< the book says " that sodium chloride is not

deliquescent. How do you harmonise this fact and this statement 1
!2. Mention some of the impoUauL uses to which salt is put
13. Mention as many substances already studied as you can that an

prepMred directly or indirectly from common salt
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14. Can you think of any influence that the French Revolution had on
chemistry T

1." Whnt aro t'lo (lifToront .lorondiiry processes that make up the

Leiilanc eodu procci • ? Kopresont each by an equation or equations,

where possible.

16. How are salt-cake and hydrochloric add separated in the Leblauc
process ?

17. Assuming that hydrochloric acid (in solution) is worth three cent!

a kilogram, what is the value of the acid obtained daring the convenioa
if I, 'XX) kilos of salt into soda-ash? How mooh soda^tah should \m
ubuiiiied ?

18. If a soap maker needs 100 tons of sodinm carbonate, would it be
cheaper to transport it to him as soda-ash or as oda-crystala ?

10. It i-i stated that soda can he manufactured more cheaply, and
purer, by the Solvay process than by the Leblanc process ; and yet, the

latter is still carried on as well as the former. How do yoo aooonnt for

this?

20. What is the general composition of baking powders? How do
they act ?

21. Why is baking powder used in cookery? Is it used in making
bread ? Why ? (If you cannot answer these questions, consult a cook.)

22. An English king once shouted to his soldiers: "Fear the Lord
and keep your powder dry ! " Could this advice have been followed if

sodium nitrate hud been used instead of potassium nitrate in the manu-
tacture of the powder 1 Why ?

23. Water-glasa is sometimes used • housewives. Try to find out
for what purpose.

24. What is Javelle water ? What is it used for ? (Ask your mother.)

25. How would you preserve a specimen of metallic potassium ?

26. Why do you think potassium chlorate is used in the heads of some
matches?

27. What is the difTereiioe between pota-^h and pearl ash? Why do
you think Canada produces less of these substances than formerly ?

28. Mention an important difference between the ashes of (some)

piant i growing on the sea-.shoro and those growing inland.

20. What in the difference between Chili saltpeter and Bengal (ordin-

ary) saltpeter?
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3a Why are wood Mhm valiuble as fertiliwn?

."il. Ciiii you tliink of a method for analysini; ganpowdor ?

32. As it is tho NO., tliiit is tlio useful jwrtion of one of the con-
BtituenU of guni>owder, why will not NuNO, do just as well as KNO,?

33. What is the valence of sodium, of potaaaiom, of amotoniuffl?
How do you know ?

.34. Whut, is iiinnioniuni, iiminonin?

35. Why is amnioniuni culled a metallic radical? How tn&y it be
prepared in the free atate?

.3*5. How could you nhow tliiit .siil-iimmoniao contains ammonia?

37. How could you distinguish between sodium chloride and am-
monium chloride ?

38. How could you distinguish between sodium nitrateand ammonium
nitrate?

39. What substances, alreotly studied, are prepared from ammonium
chloride, ammonium nitrate ?

40. What is the difference between sublimation and distillation? The
process by which "flowers of sulphur" is produced is often sjjoken of a.s

sublimation. Doyou consider this to be a correct use of the term ? Why ?



CHAPTKH XJX

THE METALS OF THE ALKAUNE EARTHS
CALCIUM. MAGNESIUM

Tlie alchemists 8|H)ko somewhat vaguely of a class of

substances which they called the "earths," and which
were supposed to he elements. Tliese were non-motallic,

insoluhhi in water (or nearly so) luul tinalteral)le in tlu; fire;

some of them exhihite(* an alkalini", or hasic, rcactif)n when
treated with water and litmus and, hence, were known as

the " alkaline earths." In 1807 Davy showed that these

alkaline earths \v(>re not elem<'nts, but oxides of the metals
barium, strontium, calcium and magnesium.

Theseclements, hariunj, strontium, caleiumand magnesium,
occur largely as carl)onates and sulphates and are bivalent.

The metals themselves are not cf very <:reat importance, b i*,

some of their compounds are absolutely necessary to our
modern civilization.

A'.l tho mntals of this group, like those of the preceding family, are prepared
by tho olectroljTHis of the fused chlorides.

Calcium.—This clement occurs to an enormous extent in

lahirc, the principal comjwunds being the carbonate and
sulphate.

Tho metal, which i^ prcpiirod Dy 'hv electrolysis of the fii-^od chloride, is

-ilveiy white and himier th.in soiiiuiii. It ^rtorisity is l.ol. It dccomposos water,
foriiiirig Ca(OH)2 ; in dry air, it is alino.-t unaltered, but, when heated, combinea
with the oxygen to form CaO, and with t?.e nitr<^n to form CaiNg, caloiam
nitride.

Calcium oxide, CaO, lime, quicklime,—Lime is "burned"
by heating calcium carbonate (limestone, marble) to a high

207
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temperature, under circumstances which allow of the easy

escnpe of the carbon dioxide formed. This is carried out in

liiiu! kihis:, wliich are of various kinds. Tlie simplfst are

made by constructing a cylindrical or barrel-.shaped furnace

in the side of a hill, building an arch of limestone a little

above the floor and filling in above it witli more liine>t(HiL'

;

a fire is tlien built under the arch and the following reaction

slowly goes on
: CaC03 = CaO + CO,

When the reaction is complete, the fire is allowed to go out,

and the lime is removed from the kiln when it has cooled

down sufficiently for a man to go in and take i* out. Such

a kiln is known as an "intermittent" kihi. Other and

larger kilns are "continuous," i.e., work without interrup-

tion. They are more or less cylindrical, with several fire-

places built round the sides near the bottom in such a way
that the lime can work down the main shaft without falling

into them ; or they are simple cylinders, the limestone and

fuel (generally coke) being fed in together at the top while

the lime and ashes are withdrawn at the bottom.

ExPKRiMENT.—Place a piece of calcium carbonate (limestone, marble)

on a piece of moist red litmus paper and notice what happens. Bend

the end of a piece of platinum wire round a piece of calcium carbonate

and, by this means, hold the latter in the flame of the bunsen burner

for .a minute or two When the splinter has cooled, lay it on a piece of

moist red litmus paj)er and iiotioo what hapj)ens. Exphiiii.

Turo lime is a white solid whicli can be melted only in the

intensest heat of the electric furnace. In tbe flame of the

oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, it is quite infuisiblc and non-volatile.

It reacts energetically with water, combining Avith it to form

the hydroxide
: CaO + H.p = Ca(0H).3

This proc<>ss is known as slaking (or slackmg; and produces

so much heat that, if oufy a little more water ia used than
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is necessary to combine with the lime, the water will boil.

Tiime will absorb inoi.stiire from the nir, undergoing exactly

tlio f^arnc cliiingc as in slaking, and it will also absorb carbon

dioxide, thus :

CaO + C02 = CaC03

On account of these two reactions, lime exposed to the air

gradually crumbles and is found to be converted into a

mixture of the hydroxide and the carbonate. Such lime is

said to he>. air-slaked.

Qilcvnn hi/(Jrnxi(Je, Ca(OIT)._„ slaked lime.—This b pre-

pared, as ah-eady indicated, by treating quicklime with

water. Mlien pure, it is a wliite powder. It is somewhat

soluble in water, about 1 part in 600 atordinary temperatures,

and less at high temperatures. (Most other solids are more

sohible in hot than in ct)ld water.) The solution is known

as lime-water and is used in the laboratory {e.g., as a test for

carbon dioxide) and in medicine on account of its mildly

basic properties. Slaked lime suspended in water (stirred up

with water) is called "milk of lime." Chemically, calcium

hyvlroxide is a base, though not so strong as sodium

hydroxide ; it is, however, very mucli cheaper and hence is

used in many industries where a base is required. Both

when solid and in solution it reacts with carbon dioxide as

follows

:

Ca(OH)a + COj = CaCOg + HjO

Em'Ei.iment. -Place ;i {licoo of frosh quioklimo about the size of a

walnut in an evajjorating dish and add about an equal bulk of water.

Allow to stand and notice what happens. After all action has ceased,

i insc tliO contents of tlic di-h into a lartro bottle, nearly fill ^vith water,

~liake well and allow to stand until the liquid becomes quite clear.

Carefully pour off this lime-water into another bottle and cork up. The

liist bottle m:\y tlieii be filled up again Mrith water, shaken, and a freah

aupply of lime-water thus prepared.

Taste the lime-water. Teat it with red litauia.
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Pour some lime-water into a disli and allow to stand exposed to the
air for a few hours. Explain the result.

By means of a glass tube, blow through some lime-water.

Mortar is prepared by slaking lime with a slight excess of

water and mixing sand with the product. Its hardening
take.-' place in two s^tages : first, the mechanically mixed
water dries out, and secondly, carlKjn dioxide from the air

brings about the reaction just mentioned above. This
naturally takes place very slowly, ab the supply of carl)on

dioxide is small. Sometimes we see coke fires built in fire-

baskets in ''•eshly plastered hor -s, the heat from them
hastening the drying of the mortar and tlie carbon dioxide

they supply accelerating the conversion of the calcium
hydroxide to calcium carbonate. The sand in the mortar
serves to keep it porous, so that the carbon dioxide can
penetrate it, and it a'ro prevents excessive shrinkage on
drying and hardening.

Certain limestones contain a rcnsiderablo proportion of ellica, and then
when burned give " liyilr.i.jlic" lini' that will set under watei. This will be,
considered further on, under Portlai.d oement.

C(ilfi)nn carbonate, CaC03.—This occurs in enormous (pumti-

ties in nature. As limestone, marble and chalk, it forms
mountain ranges and underlies great stretches of country ; of

course, thes( icks often contain lar>r'! proportions of impuri-
ties. Shells, chalk, coral, stalactites a; 1 stalagmites are other

forms of calcium carbonate. The .rally occurring pure
compound is called calcite by mineralogists. Iceland spar is

a transparent variety. (The so-called challc used to-day for

black-board crayons is fre(iuently not calcium carbonate at

all, but some otlier white soft substance.)

Calcium bicarbanate, CaIl.j^{CO.^)... - As ha.'-- already been
said, carbon dioxide is. produced during decomposition anc|

decay of vegetable matter, and also in many places is given
off from fissures in the earth. Hence, a great many natural
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waters contain this substance in solution—or rather in com-
bination, as carbonic acid, H2CO3.

H2O + CO2-H2CO3

When such water comes into contact with any form of

calcium (larbonate, such as limestone, the following reaction

very slowly takes place :

H2CO3 + CaCOg = CaH2(C03)2

The calcium bicarbonate formed is the acid calcium salt of

carbonic acid, and is (jiiite soluble in water, while the nor-

mal carbonalo is not. Tlie reactions given above are reversible,

that is, tliey can take j-lace also in the other direction, and
this happens whenev-^r the carbon dioxide which is then

produced :an escape ; it is moreover hastened very much by
heatinji; the solution. In many places, waters containing this

*

calcium bicarbonate in solution drip slowly from the roofs of

caves. As each drop hangs, before falling, a little carbon

dioxide goes ofF into the air and a corresponding tiny quantity

of CaCO.j S(>paratcs out and sticks to t-i point from which the

drop is about to fall. In this way loi.i,' icicle-like pendants

of calcium carl)onate are gradually formed, and the re

called stalactites. Often a similar sort of action goes on
at the floor of the cave where the drops fall, a conical body,

called a stalagmite, being slowly built up. In time, the

stalactite and the stalagmite may meet and form a natural

pillar. We often read of caves containing numbers of these

beautiful structures. Sometimes tiny stalactites are seen

hanging from the under side of stone bridges.

ExPERiHBNT.—Place some lime-water in a beaker and bubble carbon
dioxide tlirnui^h it slowly for several liours. Notice the precipitate

lormed at first and that it afterwards redissolves (at least partially).

Explain this. Pour off acme of the clear part and boil in a beaker. A
precijiitute of (•aU'iuin carbonate is formed. Explain this. Try making
a lather with soap in the rest of the clear .solution.
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Caldum sulphate, CaB04.2H20, gypsum, alabaster.—This is

a white crystalline solid and occurs abundantly iwnature. It

is slightly soluble in water. It is often used in the powdered
form as a fertiliser. When very carefully heated (to about
115°) it loses three-quarters of its water of erystallisation :

2(CaS( ),.2H,( )) II ,< ). 2CaS( + .'JIl/)

The product is very easily powdered and is known as jilaster

of Paris, When it is moistened with water, the reaction

just given is reversed, and the mass soon becomes very hard,

gyi^sum being formed. Plaster of Paris is extensively used
for making casts of statuary, etc., for hard-finishing plastered

walls, as a cement, etc.

Exi'KKiMENT. —Shake up some finely divided gypsum it> a large bottle
with about a quart of water. After shaking a good many times and
allowinij to stand, pour off the solution. Boil a little of it, and wash
the hands with soap in the rest.

Hard water.—^Many natural waters will not make a lather

with a small quantity of soap, and they are then called hard
waters. The cause of the hardness is generally the presence in

these waters, in solution, of calcium bicarbonate, or calcium
sulphate, or both. (Certain other salts have similar effects.

)

The reason why these waters behave as they do towards soap,

is as f< ^ows: As has already been pointed out, ordinary
soaps are sodium or potassium salts of certain fatty acids, and
are soluble in water. The calciimi salts of these acids, how-
ever, are insoluble; hence, when soap is a<Idedto a hard Avater,

such a metathetical reaction as the following takes j)lace :

2NaC',,;H,,0o + C'air,(("( ).,),, = Ca(C,,H3,(),) , + 2XnHrO,

The insoluble lime soap separates out as a sticky curd which
adheres to the hands or anything else that is being washed
and, of course, very much interferes with the cleansing pro-

cess. Moreover, the withdrawal of soap from solution in this

way prevents the water from forming .'. lather till a quantity
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of soup ill excess of tlic lime salts in solution has been added.

Indeed, the degree of hardness of a water is generally deter-

mined by finding out how much of a solution of soap of

.-taiulard strength is required to just produce a lather with a

certain volume of tlu; water under examination.

As has been explained above, calcium bicarbonate in solu-

Hon is rapidly decomposed when the solution is boiled
;

Inure, a hard water, whose hardness is due to calcium bi-

("irlionate, would be rendi/red soft by bfiiling, the calcium

separating out as insoluble calcium carbonate and thus in a

condition in which it does not react with the soap. Such a

water, whose hardness is removed by boiling, is said to be

temporarily hard (or to possess temporary hardness). On
the other hand, calcium sulphate is not affected by boiling

its solution, and hence water whose hardness is due to the

presence of this compound is called permanently hard (or

possesses permanent hardness).

As hardii(>ss iu water i- ery troublesome in a great many
processes, it is frecjuently necessary to soften hard water by
chemical means l)efore it is used. Temporary hardness may
be removed by the action of slaked lime, thus :

CaH2(C03)2 + Ca(0H)2 = 2CaC03 + 2H2O

while permanent hardness may be removed by the addition

of sodium carbonate :

CaSO^ + NaaCOg = CaCOs + NaaSO^

In both cases the calcium is precipitated as insoluble calcium

carbonate, which may be; removed by settling or filtration

;

the sodium sulphate produced in the second reaction remains

\a solution but its presence is generally not ol)jectionable.

W ater is often softened in these ways on the large scale for

industrial purposes, huge "softeners" working continuously

and in some cases treating as much as 2,500 gallons per

minute, being en^^loyed.
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When temporarily hard Av.i'rr is boiled -iw in steam boilers

or kcttUs—the calcium carbonate generally separates out,
mixed witli otlier ii-ipuriti' s, :is a more or less adherent coat-
in<,' ("ill- d boiler-seale (or " fur").

Calrixni silicrtc—As was nieiitionrd undi r silicon, tin re are
a great many silicic acids (HoSiOg is the simplest) and hence
there may be ;i <,'reut many calcium silicates. While none of

these are of any iuiportanct! alone, they form very important
constituents of gla;-s aiid Portland oenient.

G'Zrtss has been known from very early times. Flinders
Petrie has discovered remains of glass-furnaces and work-
shops at Tf'l-el-Araarnes in Egypt, which date back to
1400 B.C. (ilass is not a definite eliernieal compound, but
is to be regarded as a solid solution of various compounds
in one another. Ordinary transparent, colorless glass is

made by fusing together sand, lime and soda (carbonate or
sulphate) in special furnaces. The resulting material has
a compositioti whicli is represented approximately by the
formula Xa.O.CaO.GSiO,, though, as already stated, it is

not one compound. After having been thoroughly fused,
the glass is blown, moulded, or east into the articles de-
sired. To V)l()\v a l)ottle, for instance, a certain quantity of
the sticky fused gla^^s is collected on one end of an iron
pipe

;
this lump is inserted into a mould the shape of the .

outside of the bottle desired and the air blown through the
iron j)ii)e so as to expand the glass till it fits the moul''^

tightly, when the pipe is l)roken away. The mould is the.,

opened and the hot but moderately hard bottle removed and
the top of the neck finished otf. The bottle i.s now exceed-
ingly brittle and must be annealed. For this purpose, it is

placed in a large furnace and healr-d up to a t inperature
n,,..*- ..1. i .-O _ • T .1 . , . .

JU-: owUeiiWij^ aUi! linii (ouifd I'CI'I/ sioVViV. lu
this way the glass is rendered very mucn less brittle.

Ordinary window glass is made by blowing long hollow
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cylinaers (without using any moulds), cutting oft the ends,

slitting the <)[>('u cylinders lengthwise (longitudinally),

softening the slit cylinders in a furnace, opening them out

lint and annealing the sheets thus ])roduced. Imitation cut

glass bowls, etc., are moulded or pressed without being

blown. A proper quantity of hot glass is dropped into the

mould representing the outside of the bowl, and then the

mould for tlie inside is inserted by a machine and consider-

able i)ressure exerted so that the glass is squeezed into

shape. It is then annealed. Plate glass is cast in flat

slabs by pouring molten glass on to a suitable table with

a raised edge and running a heavy roller over it. It is

then annealed and both surfaces are ground and polished.

By introducing substances other than lime, soda and

silica, different sorts o^ glass are produced which may be

transparent or opaque and of almost any color desired.

Portland cement—A great many different kinds of cements

liave for centuries been used for structural purposes, but

by far the most important to-day is Portland cement. (It

got its name on account of its resemblance, when set, to

stone quarried at Portland, England.) It is manofactured

by grinding limestone and dried clay to very fine powders,

mixing these in just the right proportions, "burning" this

mixture till it is partly fused, and grinding the " clinker"

'hus obtained to a very fine powder. The material thus

-roduced has the property, when mixed with water, of

irranning with it and setting to a very hard mass, and

this it will do even when under water, which of course

mortar will net.

There ha.-; been, and still i.-j, a groat deal of discussion as to the real chemical
nature of cement aiid itn sell ins. The most recent (the simplest) view fccni.s to

be th.'it the insDort^'iut constituent of the cement i.s i\ culcium ailicatfi having ths

foriimla C'a jSiOi, and th.it the scttinj^ is due to water rcactlnff with this to pro-

duce a compound containiiiK water of erystiiUisation, thus :

2CaaSi04 + 7H2O = 2CaSiU».5U.20 + 2Ca(OH)j
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Cement is used to an enonnons extent to-day as a
substitute for ordinary mortar, even in places that are not
wet, in all sorts of hydraulic construction and in the
making of artificial stone and concrete.

Caleivm chloride, CaCb, is obtiiincd ,v-i u by-product In many technical
Indnttrlea. It la an extremely ileliqncfcnt substaiico and, on this acnonnt, in
much used ou the wmall hc.iIc a-i a .ksucatintc aBcnt. for extracting moisture
from gases. It is interesting in that it is a by i)r()duct for which, although It Is
produced In enormous quantities almost no use has been found, though a very
great deal of time and ii oublo ha . e been spent in trying to find ua«8 for It

Blcnchina powder. CaOCU. chloride of lime.—This compound is prepared by
passing chlorine over slaked lime. Ca(0H), +2Cl=CaOCl« +H90. It is snp-
posed to be a double salt formed, theoretically, from a molecule of HCl and a
molecule of HCTO by replacing the two H's with an atom of the divalent
caloinm:

HCl p CI
HCIO CIO

When treated with an acid, CI is evolved :

CaOCl, + HaSO* = CaS04 + H2O + Cla

Kven the carbon dioxide of the air brings about a similar reaction

:

CaOCls ^ rOj = CaCOa +C1,

Bleaching powder, as its name implies, is used in bleaching and also in dis-
infecting.

Calcium phosphate. Ca,(P04 )i, occurs in nature as the mineral phosphorite
and is the principal constituent of bones. It, ai \ the acid salt, CaH,(P04 h, have
already been spoken of under fertilisers.

Calcium carbide, CaCg.—This compound is prepared by heating a mixture of
ilme and ooke to an exceedingly high temperature in the electric furnace

:

CaO + 3C CaCj-f CO

It Is used in the production of acetylene, water reacting with it as follows

:

CaC, + H«0 = CaO + CaH»
Of course the CaO produced in this reaction is slaked by more of the water
present

Compounds of calcium, if at all volatUe, color the non-
lominous flame brick red.

ExPKKiMXNT.—aeau a piece of platinum wire in the flame, dip it into
a solution of calcium chloride and heat again. Observe the brick red
color of the flame. Hold a piece of quicklime iu the flame by twisting
the end of the platinum wire round it. The flame will not be colored,
because the lime is not volatile—the chloride is.
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Magnesium.—This element occnrs to an enormoas extent

ill nature, as the carbonate, magnesite, and with oaloium

carbonate as dolomite, CaCO^. MgCO,.
The metal may be prepared by electrolysis of the fused

chloride, a-> has been the case with all the metals so far

discussed (though in this case camallite, KCLMgCl^.GHp,
is generally the starting point). Magnesium is a silver-

hite metal, not quite twice as heavy as water (density

it is attacked by air only very slowly, the oxide,

MgO, being formed. When highly heated, it burns in air

with the production of an intense white light, much used
in photography. ("Plash lights" are mixtures of powdered
magnesium with oxygen-producing substances such as

potassium chlorate.)

Magnesium oxide, MgO, moKnesia, reoctublcs lime In many ways, though It

is still more difficult to fuse. It is practically unaffected in the air.

Magneaium hydroxide, MK(OH)g, ia formed very slowly by the action of
water on magnesia. It iii only very slightly soluble in water, but its golntlon
has Ikalina reaction.

Hum chloride, MgCls.—This compound exists in sea water and other
nat \ter8. On boiling its solution, a reaction called hydrolysis, the oppo-
site (J neutralisation, takes place to a slight extent, whereby magnesium
hydroxide is precipitated and hydrochloric acid liberated :

Mk-Clj + 2H,0 = Mg(OH)j + 2HC1

If this occurs In boilers, the magnesium hydroxide forms a very objectionable,
tightly adhering scale, and the free hydrochloric acid attacks the metal of the
boilers and corrodes it. Mngncfiium chloride is even more deliquescent than
calcium chloride, and it is the presence of minute quantities of these two com
pounds that makes ordinary table salt deliquescent.

Magneaium sulphnte, I^Ii^'SOi.TIIjO, occurs in solution in many mineral
springs, especially that at Epsom in Knt^land, whence its name of Epsom salt.

It is used in medicine and in several of the iiulu.suies.

Magnesium .silir<tt: .-i. -Many of these are kuown, such as serpentine, soap-
-tonc, itsbestus, iiK-ersenaiini. etc.

Magne.siiini nitritir, AIiTaXo, is formed by heating magnesium in nitrogen.
On addition of water it reacts thus :

Magnesium and its compounds impart no characteristic

color to the nou-iuminous flame.
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Barium ami Strontium resi'iiii)i<> calcluiii cloHely and M«iiefcTery common
clemeiitH. Hiiriiini milphiiti', which occurn in naiuro hh baritc, or houvy
Mpar, and i« also prepared artificially, in used an a white pigment and for
"wuiBhtlng" paper. Strontium hydroTido U iigod in connection with the
reflninR of sugar. Compounds of barium tingo the flamo green and those of
atrontlum crimaon; on thla Moount they are often uMd in the making of fire-

worin,«to.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the alkaline earths ?

2. Why was lime classed iis an alkaline earth ?

3. Write equatidns representing the reactions that take place between
oaloium and air, and calcium and water.

4. Describe two forms of continuoaa kiln. What do you think ie the
advantage or disadvantage of each ?

6. Occasionally a tramp, who has slept beside a lime-kiln, is foand
dead there in the morning. What do joii supiwso killed him?

6. What is the difference bfctweea an intermittent and a continuous
kiln ? Describe an example of each.

7. Mention one of the uses of lime de{)en(ling on its infusibilitj.

8. Some lime has been stored for several months in a shed. Do you
think it will be good ? Why ?

9. To what class of compounds does calcium oxide belong 7 CUcinm
hydroxide, calcium carbonate ?

10. Mention a solid that is more soluble in cold than in hot water.

Is this phouomenon common T

11. Lime-water is often given to babies and invalids who would be
injured by any free acid in the stomach.' Can you suggest the reason

for this ?

12. What is the difference between lime-water and milk of lime ? Why
do you think thi. latter is so called ?

13. Why do freshly-plastered walls give out water for such a long
time?

14. What is the difference between the action of carbon dioxide on
quicklime and of carbon dioxide on slaked lime ?

15. What is the diCFerence between ordinary lime and hydraulic lime?

16. Carbon dioxide is liulMcd through lime-water for a long time.

The soiutiof' first turns milky, but afterwards becomes dear again.

On boiling the clear solution, it again becomes milky. Explain these

chani , giving equations for the reaction-i involved.

17- Show by means of formulivs why c.-iiriv.rn bicurbonat-e is said t-o be

the acid calcium salt of carbonic acid.
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18. Explain the foniMtion of little atalaotitee on the under mde of

fitoiio hriilfjcs. Cati vuii tliink of any kind of stone bridge where it

would bo quito useless to look for Huch structurot': ?

19. What is meant by a tcveraible reaction T Mention two nxich ro-

actions, and point out why each sometimes proceeds in one direction and

suinetimos in another.

20. How much water must be mixed with one pound of plaster of

Paris in order to set it? With one [lound of lime to slake it?

21. How is hard water formed in nnture (two methods) ?

22. What is temporary hardness and what is permanent hardnees in

water T

23. A certain water exhibits both temporary and permanent hard-

ness. Can you think of a method by which the d^^ of each might

bo determined?

24. Mention two methods by which temporary hardness may be re-

moved, and one by which pernianont hardness may.

25. What is meant by aunealing in glass manufacture, and why is

it done?

26. What are the principal steps in the manufacture of Portland

cement 7

27. It has been said that the setting of mortar and the settinif of

cement are opposite chemical actions. Can you explain what is mea it?

28. In what way is the setting of cement sim ur to that of plaster of

Paris ?

29. What is concrete? What is reinforced concrete? (Ask an en-

gineer.)

30. Why does bleaching powder generally smell slightly of chlorine?

31. Why do you think the lime-light is not red ?

32. By consulting tho text, arrange the following metals in the order

of their densities : calcium, potassium, sodium, magnesium.

33. What is hydrolysis ? Give an example.

34. Mention two reasons why you think sea-water unsuitable for use

m steam boilers.

35. By what general method are sodium, potassium, calcium and

magnesium prepared? What is the action of each (a) on air, (6) on

water ?

36. A little pile of magnesium powder is ignited. After all action

has ceased and it has cooled, the resulting material is thrown into

watur. Tho odor of ammonia is perceived. Account for this. What
does it teach wiUi regard to the composition of the air ?



CHAPTER XX

IRON. NICKEL. COBALT

Iron is the most important of all tlio motals and its use

by man extends far back into iiiiti(iuity. It was probably

obtained from its ores first in India, and both the Assyrians

and Egyptians used iron tools hundreds of years before the

beginning of the Christian era. Furnaces for smelting it

are mentioned in the Pentateuch, and Homer speaks of iron.

It does not occur native on this earth, except in very

minute quantities ; but many meteorites are made up

largely of it, always associated with nickel and cobalt.

The principal ores of iron are haniatite, or specular

iron, Fe^Oaj bog iron, or limouite, 2Fe ,0 j.l>IL(); magnetite,

FogO^; and siderite, or spathic iron, Fe('03. Iron ])yrites,

pyrite, FeS.^ (fool's gold), although occurring in largo qaui:-

titles, is used more as an ore of sulphur in the sulphuric

acid manufacture, than as an ore of iron.

The smelting of iron is the most important of all ni''ta'-

lurgical operations. It is carried on on uu enormous scale

in huge furnaces, called blast furnaces, usually about 80

feet high, though larger and smaller ones are also employed.

The general consiruction of such a furnace is seen in the

sketch. The walls are gt^nenilly made of stc 1 plates and

the whole is lined with the best quality of fire-bi'ick. The
top is closed by a *' cup and cone (A), the latter being

movable, and there are openings at the sides (B) connected

"with a large pipe for earrj^ing oS the furnace gases. Near

220
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tlio bottom aro opomngs (( ') culled tuyors, through which

the blast is foroed and two other openings (D) and (E),

through which the molten slag

ill 1(1 molten metal run, respeo>

lively.

Three things are introduced

through the cup and cone : ore,

fuel and flux. First, the ores

whicli have Ix-cn roasted, i.r

,

liifjfhly heali'd iu a current of air

and gases from burning fuel, to

rid them of any water, carbf

dioxide, etc., whicli they

CI HI lain, are the .sulistanccs i.om

which the metal is produced;

secondly, the fuel which is gener-

ally cokt' {i.e., impure carbon)

serves a double purpose : {(t) it

burns fiercely, produiiing intense heat and forming carbon

monoxide ; ard then {b) more of the fuel as well as the carbon

monoxide act as reducing agents, taking up the oxygen of

the ores:
Ye.p, + 'SG =2Pe + 3CO

FeoOg + 3C0 - 2Fe + 3C0j

;

and tliirdly, the flux is added to combine with the im-

purities in the ore and fuel to produce an easily fusible,

glassy substance called slag. Near the bottom of the fur-

nace, a fourth thing is introduced, the blast, and this is air,

gt'uerally highly heated, to make the fuel burn rapidly and

prt»duce a high temperature.

Three things are withdrawn from the furnace: the furnace

gases from near the top, consisting mainly of carbon mon-

oviflfi. fiirho!! dioxide and iiitro£?en : and two thiiifrs froiri

the bottom : the slag already referred to and the metal. This

Pio. 27.
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last is run out and cast into bars called pigs, ttie metal

itself being known as pig iron. The furnace gases contain

a sufficient proportion of carbon monoxide to burn and are

used for ln-ating tlie blast, in gas ^igines, etc.

There ai'i- three different forms In whieh iron comes on

to tlie marliet : cast iron, wrouglit iron and steel; and the

differences are due to the jjresenco of several impurities in

the iron in varying amounts.

Cdst iron is tlie ])roi]iu't of the Vilast furnace and it is hard

and lirittle. It cannot be welded, nor can it be bent to any
extent without breaking. It contains from 92 to 94^ ^ of iron,

the rest being mainly carbon and silicon. It is easily melted

and is lased for making castings. Spiegel iron is a sort of

east iron containing a great deal of manganese (iron ores

eoiitainiiig maufranese are used in its production) and a high

percentage of carbon.

Wrought iron is made by the puddling i^rocess, which con-

sists in burninjj: tlie impurities out of cast iron as completely

as possible, the oxides of carbon going off in the form of

gas and the
^^^^/r//^,,:^^//.Y////,,///y/^v^ oxides of the

rT\
. r>^^^ other impuri-

^ t'.es forming a

slag. Tlie pro-

Fk;. :>8. cess is carried

out in a re-
verlx'ratory furiuice— a sort of saucer-shaped bed over
which flames ironi a lire sweep (Fig. 28). The bed is lined
^\ith oxide of iron, whieh gives up its oxygen to the
imparities. The cast iron is melted in this furnace and the
oxidation is hastened by stii riiig up the molten charge
with ii-ou rods (puddling). As the iron becomes purer it

gets stift'.'r. l)eeause wroufrht iron melts at a much higher
temperature than cast iron. Finally, when the carbon
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content has been reduced to 0.15/;, or less, the iron is

withdrawn in great lumps and freed from slag by means
of the steam hammer or by rolling. Wrought iron is very
t()u<rli, lias a very liij^'h raeltin£r point and can be welded,
i.e., two pieces can be softeu ' la Uio die and then joined
by hammering or squeezing.

Steel is chemically interm "Mate betw< en cast iron and
wr()n<rbt iron, and is prepareu in h€v< ral diflferent ways,
lu Mie Sieinf7h'<-M,ir(in. or opni hearth process, pig iron is

melted in a furnace very similar

to the puddling furnace described

above, except that no iron oxide

is used in the bed
; scrap iron is

added to the char^'e and the whole
melted down. The carbon and
other impurities are slowly burned
out by the excess of air in the

flame, but the process is not
I'arried as far as in the case of

wrought iron, r.bout 0.2 to 0.6%
of carbon being left. The charge, NjuUUU
which remains molten, is then

Fio. 29.

tapped off. Another method of arriving at the same result
is the Bc>isem(r -proccsti. Hfre the molten pig iron is run
into a pear-shaped vessel, called a converter (Fig. 29), and
air is blown through it. The carbon, silicon, etc., are
burned out practically completely, and then a certain
iiuantity of Spiegel iron is run in which, being very rich
in carbon, brings this constituent up to the desired pro-
portion in the whole mass. The converter is then tipped
up and the charge poured out. The finest quality of steel,

that used for tools, razors, cutlery, etc., is made by the
rcmentdtinn prnre.sK. Bars of the purest wrought iroia are
packed into huge fire-clay boxes along with chwcoal in
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little pieces. These boxes are closed and then heated for

several days, the carbon slowly combining with the iron.

The bars are tlicii taken out, broken uj) and melted in*

crncibles, the ri'sult lii intr <'niciblt'. or oa.st, strol.

From what has been said, it will l)e seen thai; ihe three

different varieties of iron owe their differences mainly to

the presence of varying proportions of carbon
;
wrought

iron is nearly pure iron, its carbon content ])eini,' Ifss than
0.15"'; steel contains carbnn ratitrin<r from 0.2 to 1.5%;
and cast iron, still more. However, the ditlFerent varieties

shade into one another, and are not in any sense to be

re<rarded as allotropic forms of the element.

A few typical analyses, from Thorpe's '"Dictionary of

Applied Chemistry. ' will serv(^ to illustrate the composi-

tion of the various forms of ii-on :

I'k;

lUUN-
1
Wi<()cc;in

i

Ikon
SIK.MF.N'S
iSTEKL

Tool,

!):{.46 8(1.71 !»'.'. -Jit !»S.40

3.14 ri.ai (MO 0.58 1.15

Silicon 2.16 0.41 0.13 0.23 0.17

M.iiijLriuH^i' . . . o.no 7. "'7 (I.OS 0.04 0.10

Phos[iliorus . . O.f,;! • 1. 10 0.03

Sulphur .... 0.!1 O.OS 1 0.0.5 0.03

If steel be suddenly cooleil Ijy dipping it when red-hot

into water, for instance, it is rendered hard enough to

scratch glass, but is very brittle. This is called hardening.

If this very hard stcl be then carefully reliented to a

certain temperature (dependini^ on the hardness desired)

and again quenched, its hardness may be reduced to any
desired extent and its toughness correspondingly increased.

This is called tempering.

Pure iron is almost silvtM- Avhite iti color and has a

specifie irravity of 7.S ( water - 1 It is very ductile and

malleable and is niugnetic. When exposed to moist air, or
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to water containing air, iron rust is formed, 2Fe203.Fe(OH)2.

When highly heated i .i air or in steam, Fe304, the magnetic
oxide, or hainmor scale is formed. Iron is soluble in most
aeids, ferrons salts bfiiitjf formed.

Oxides of iron.—Ivon foms several oxides. Ferrous
oxide, FeO, is not of much importance. Ferric oxide,

FegOg, is found in nature as the mineral haematite, one of
the principal ores of iron. When prepared artifioially (from
ochres, etc.), it is red and is used as a pigment (often

in painting bridges, etc.). Magnetite, or magnetic oxide,

Fe304, may be regarded as a compound of the other two
oxides ; it is attracted by the magnet, whereas the other
two are not. It occni-s in large quantities in nature and
is occasionally found magnetised—it is then called lode-

stone (leading-stone) because, if suspended, it will act as a
compass. It is also formed artificially as hammer-scale.

Iron forms two distinet series of salts corresponding to

ferrous and ferric oxides, those in which the iron atom has
a valence of two, called Jtn-ous salts, and those in which
the iron atom has a valence of three, called ferric salts.

FeO ferrous oxide Fe^O^ ferric oxide
FeClj ferrous chloride FeClg ferric chloride

FeSO^ ferrous sulphate, etc. Fe2(S04)3 ferric sulphate, etc

Ferrous snlphirlr. FoS, is forn'.id liy fusing together iron and sulphur. Itia
usediu tho preparation of sulpluiri-tl nl liydrDKoii.

Ferroini milphnfr, Fc.'"0 , .711 •_( ). frnvri vili inl, rnpiiprafi. i-) prepared on a
larpc scale ami is used in dyuiny. It is also used in the manufacture of ordinary
V ritirig ink which «reneraUy contains ferrous sulphate, tincture of galls, gum
ii ahic and water.

Frrrichyflroxide. FrtOFDa, is ob! ained .is a lulky reddish-brown precipitate
!/y adding aninioninni hydroxide tn sobiiiun of any ferric salt.

Nickel and Cobalt ar(> two cicinents t!i,u resemble iron oloBeljr in properUea
They ocenr only in small ciuanl i! ii.'s in iiatui r.

XicM takes a hitrh polish and is acicil on by moist air only very slowly,
and henco is used for iilatin^ other metals such as iron. It is also used in alloys.
Xiekel roins eoMt.dn :i parts of -:o!!!>' r :t!..d 1 of nickel; Gorman silver contains
2 parts of copper, 1 of zinc and i of nickel.

Cobalt compounds are used in the manufacture of "smalt," a blue pismant
and blue glass.
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QUESTIONS

' culafco tho percentage of iron in each of the principal ores.

2. W hat is the composition of pyrites? Aa an ore of what substance

is it principally used ?

3. Describe tho blast-furnace, with a sketch. State in tabular form

what substances are put in at the top and what near the bottom, with

the purposes of each ; also, what substances are taken out at the bottom

and what at the to^ with tho use of each, as far as possible.

4. What are the principal chemical reactions involved in iron smelt-

ing? Give equations where jKJssible.

6. Mention one of the by-products of the blast-furnace process that

was originally wasted, but is now utilised.

6. What effect do you think heating the blast has?

7. What are the principal impurities in cast-iron? What becomes

of each during tho puddling process ?

8. What do you think becomes of the iron from the oxide of iron in

the bed of a puddling furnace ?

9. Compare the puddling process and furnace with the open-hearth

process and 'umace. Can you think of any reasons for the differences

!

10. A Bessemer converter after the "blow" contains ten tons of pure

iron. How much Spiegel, containing six per cent, of carbon, must be

added to produce a ste*)l containing 0. 4% of carbon 1

11. What is meant (a) by hardening and {b) by tempering of steel?

(If possible, get a blacksmith to show you the process.)

12. How is magnetic oxide of iron produced artificially? What is its

common name when so produced ?

1.3. How do you account for tho fact that iron forms two series of

salts? Write the formulas of ferrous and fcnic hydroxides.

14. For what purjxjse have we already employed ferrous sulphide?

How may it be prepared ?

15. What is tho com[)osition of ordinary writing ink? W^hat is

the pigment used in printer's ink? (Ask a printer what else is in

his ink.)

16. Would United States nickuis (iive-oent pi>)ce») give a fairly pure

olution of ni<;kel nitrate when dissolved in nitric acid ? Why ?

17. Mention any uses for cobalt or its comi^ounds that you know of.
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SILVER. COPPER. MERCURY

The three metals dealt with in this chapter are not very

closely related, but have a few characteristics in common.
They all occur free, or native, and also in the form of sul-

phides; they are all ve/y useful both as metals and in the

form of compounds; and they all exhibit a valence of one

in compounds; copper aud mercury also exhibit a valence

of two in other compounds.

Silver is one of the metals that has been known from

earliest times, as it ocours native, aud is easily wo^-ked.

The alchemists called silver Luna, the moon, on account of

its color, and often represented it by the symbol of the

crescent.

Besides being found native, silver occurs in the form of

various compounds, especially tlie sulpliide, Ag.,S, argentite.

Most lead ores contain silver, as do also many copper ores.

The metallurgy of silver is complicated and need not

concern ns here.

Silver is pure white in tlie massive condition, >)ut when

very finely divided is nearly black ; it can be higlily polished.

Its density is 10.5; it is very duc'^ile aud malleable aud is

the best conductor of heat and electricity known. It is un-

acted on by air, or water, or both, even at high temperatures

acids do not affect it in the cold, but it is easily soluble in

nitric acid even at ordinary temperatures.

227
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Pure silver is too soft to l>e usi tl for coinage, hence it is

alloyed witli a littlf copper wlueli makes it much harder.

So-called sterling s:I\er in the British Empire is 92.5%

silver and 7.5% copper (in other countries it is 90% silver).

Silver ornaments often contain only 80% silver. So-call<'d

oxidised silver is silver with a film of black silver sulphide,

Ag.^S, on it.

Mirrors are now made by flowing a solution containing silver nitrate with

Bomo reducing agent, such as glucose, on a clean surface ot glass, when metaUlo

silver is slowly deposited as a bright film adhering strongly to the glass.

Metallic articles may bo electroplated with silver by hanging them in a

solution of silver and connecting them to the negat* ve polo of a battery, while a

plato of pure silver connected to the positive pole dips into the same solution.

Silver nitrate, AjrNO,, is obtained by dissolving silver in

nitric acid: , irv, > \ vn n

(the hydrogen enters into farther reactions with more of the

nitric acid present, as is explained under rali-ic acid). The

compound is very soluble in water, and, as black, finely

divided metallic silver is very easily obtained from it by the

action of reducing agents such as organic matter, it is often

used in the preparation of marking inks. Cast into sticks,

it is called "lunar caustii/ '—luuur, from the old name for

silver
;
caustic, on account of its destructive action on flesh,

etc. (In contact with organic matter, it practically gives

up nitric acid, which attacks the orgatic matter.)

Experiment.—Place a five-cent piece in ;i test-tube and add about one

cubic centimeter of nitric acid. Tlie coin will be dissolved. The pale

blue color of the solution produced is due to the copper in the coin. Some-

times little specks of black in.i'erial ; re seen floating in the solution, and

these may be finely divided gold, it being almost impossible to separate

the last traces of this metal from silver on the commercial scale.

Silver chloride, AgCl, silver bromide, AgBr, silver iodide, Agl,

are all formed as curdy precipitates when a solution of

silver nitrate is treated vith a solution of a chloride, a
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bromide, or an iodide. These compounds, which are in-

soluble in water, are all very sensitive to light, suffering

some decomposition which is not very well understood.

Experiment.—Place a little of the solution of silver nitrate obtained

in the last experiment in each of three test-tubes ; to the first uAd a few

drops of potassium (orsoiUum) chloride solution ; to the second, potassium

l-romide: and to the third, ;iotussium iodide. Expose part of each pre-

cipitate to the sunlight or to diffused daylight. To the other part of

each add a strong solution of sodium thiosulphate.

Photography.—The art of photography is based mainly on

the sensitiveness to light of the three compounds of silver just

mentioned, the bromide bein-i the one must frecjuently em-

ployed. Aglass I'latc. oraci'lluloid iilm, is coated with a layer

of gelatine eoiitaining .silver bromide, all the work being done

in the dark or in a very weak red light. The image formed

by the lens of the camera is then allowed to fall on the silver

bromide, generally only for a fraction of a seeond. Exactly

what happens to tlie bromide is unknown, but A\lieri the

developer

—

i.e., a solution capable of extracting bromine

—

is subsequently poured over the plate, the silver bromide is

reduced to finely divided metallic silver (i.e., gives up its

bromine) fastest where it was most highly illumin;ited, and

with less speed where the illumination was less. When the

reduction (development) has gone sulliciently far, the plate

is washed and fixed, i.e., immersed in a solution of sodium

thiosulphate ("hyposulphite of soda," "hypo") which

dissolves away what unchantred liromide of silver is left, but

does not attack the metallic silver. The result is a negative,

i.e., a picture in which the original bright i)arts are dark, and

vice versa. To obtain a print from this, a similar gelatine

bromide emulsion (generally supi>orted on paper) is pressed

auaUi^L tiie negative anu ii^nu aii>r>vr(i to r-iiiiic on to it

through the latter ; when this is developed and fixed, we

have a negative of the negative, i.e., a positive. Of course
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most of the processes mentioned almve must l>e carried on in

the (lark or iti very weak red light which has almost no
effect on .silver hromide.

The reaction bet wv. silver bromide and sodium thiOHulphate U

L'.\a,.'^,0,, f AtfHr N'a.i Ar'S,( )3 )a + NaBr,

both the reHuItinK conipoundn beintf soluble in wali'r.

Copper.—In Ro.^coi- and Sfhorieninier'.s "Treatise on
Chemistry," we read : "Copper oi' all the nietaLs is the one
which was first employed by man. This is explained by the

fact that copper occurs in the native condition, and thus re-

quires no metiJiur.L'ical treatment. Copper was considered to

be the met^il specially suered to Venus and in the writings of

the alchemists is generally known by the name of this

goddess. '

'

Copper is found in nature both free and in coml)ination.

Native copper occurs in enormous masses near T.ake Superior,

and also in other localities ; and other ores of copper, such
as chalcocite, Cu^S, and chalcopyrite, CuFeS.,, occur in many
places.

Tliere are a great tnany complicated ))rocesses of copper
smelting, only one of wliich will he outlined her(>. Ores

containing sulphur and iron are charged, with fuel and flux,

into a special blast furnace, the products of which are slag

and matte, which latter is a compound of copper, iron

and suljjhur. This matte is then run into a special form of

bessemer converter
; the air oxidises the sulphur to sulphur

dioxide which passes off, the iron to ferrous oxide which
combines with silica from the lining of the converter to form
an ei'sily fusible slag of iron silicate, and metallic copper is

left. This copper is quite impure and is nowadays gerarally

refined by an electrolytic process. The impure c ^^per is

cast into slabs which are hung in a bath of copper sulphate

solution and connected to the positive pole of a battery
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(dynamo), while thin plates of pure copper connected to the

negative pole are hung in the same hath. The process is

c-ie of copper-plating, pure copper being plated on to the

1 are (v)pp('r plates while the copper of the impure slabs

dissolves at the same rate. The impurities do not dissolve,

hut fall to the bottom of the bath as a slime which is after-

wards worked up for the gold and silver which it contains.

Copper is a metal of astri^cingred color, having a density of

ahout 9 and being an excellent conductor of heat and elec-

tricity. Its power of conducting is very much diminished

by the presence of very small quantities of impurities, hence

the need for a very perfect process of refining such as the

electrolytic method just described. In dry air, copper is

unattacked, but moist air slowly converts the surface into a

greenish substance (a basic carbonate
;
verdigris is a hasic

acetate). It is easily dissolved by nitric acid, even when

dilute ; hut most other dilute acids have little or no effect on

it, unless air is jiresent. It is impoitant to remember this,

because copper is used so much for cooking utensils. Food

may contain small quantities of organic acids, but these will

do copper vessels no harm if cooking be carried on with the

lids on, because then the air is displaced by the steam. If,

however, the cooking be carried on in open copper vessels,

there is great likelihood of
'

' metal being attacked.

The hydrogen of the acid does not suum to like to give up its hold on the rest

of the acid unless it can getKOrnething in exch.mge. If oxygen be present, the

hydrogen can then combine with it to form water, and la not left alone in the

free state.

Copper is used a great deal in the construction of electrical

apparatus, for roofing and for sheathing ships. In the form

of alloys it is used for many other purposes. The most

important of these alloys are given below, with their average

compositions. It must be remembered that many of them vary

very much according to the ideas of those who make them.
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Bronws—CoinR 9/5% copper, 4% tin, 1% zinc

Medals <:{
;^
ropixT, 7 ' till

Gun metal. . . . 90% coiiper, 10% tin

Bell metal.... 78% copixjr, 25% tin

Brass (JO'
^ coi>i>or, 34% ziiio (vi'iy variable)

Gorman silver 50% copper, 2o% zinc, 2o% nickel

Nickel coins 75% copper, 25% nickel

British gold coins 8.3% copjior, 91.7% gold

British sterling silver . . . 7 5% copjxjr, 92.5% silver

Copper forms two gerics of couipouiid.s, cuprous in which the atom hu a
valence of one. ami cuprii- in which the atom has a valence of two; the latter

are by fur tlio inuvf ( Diiiniiin.

Cu-pric sulphide, C'iiSC),.51I._,0, bluu vitriol, hlue-t^tone, may
be made by dissolving copper in hot sulphuric acid and is

obtained ;is a by-product in many industrial protr.-^^t s. It

is used in clectroplatinu, i.e., covrrinir surfaces with a layer

of copper by means of the elei tric current, and in solution

as the liquid in many batteries.

If a solution of sor, "opper salt such as the sulphate be

prepared and a ])ie. e iron dipped into it, the iron becomes
plated with copper, the following reaction taking place :

CuSO, + Fe = FePO, -I- Cu

If the iron were left in th" solution long enough it would be

completely replaced by plH-r, and when this takes place

extremely slowly (i.e., v.ien the copper solution is extremely

dilute) the resulting copper retains the form of the original

object and is quite hard. Iron tools left for years in copper

mines whore the mine waters contain a little copper sulphate

in solution have thus been turned into copper tools. These

changes were eagerly studied by the alchemists who believed

that iron had actually been converted, transmuted, into

copper
; and if this were the case, why should not lead be

turned iiilu gold"? It was Ro])ert Boyle, about 1075, wiio

proved that the copj)er (existed in the solution first and that

it and the iron merely changed places.
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Copper chloride tinges the non-luminouB flame a fine blue
;

most other copp«^r compounds tinge the flame green.

Mercury.—Thin nu tal does not seem to have been known

to the nmicnts, \mi is mentioned )••• TheophrastuH, a Oeek

writer, about the year .)IX) B.C. It wa.s of extreme interest

to the alchenusts who had strange ideas about its being one

of the constituents of all other metals, and during the

medical-chemical (iatro-eherni( al) jx riod it and its com-

])ounds were Tuiieli studied and iisid as medicines. It iS

often called quicksilver on account of the mobility of its

drops (quick means alive -rf. "the quick and the dead").

Its Latin name, hydrargyrum, means water-silver.

It occurs both native and as the sulphide, HgS, cinnabar.

Mercury is silvery white in color and is the only metal

that is liquid at ordinary temperatures ; it freezes at -39.5'

and boils at 357". It is about 13. 5 times as heavy as water.

It alloys with a great many of the metals, and alloys contain-

ing mercury are called amalgams ; some of these are solid

and some liquid.

Certain amalgams seem to be definite chemical ton )ounda, but most of

them, like most alloys, are probably solutloDS (thus brass is a solid solution of

copper amd zinc).

Copper amalgams become quite plastic when warmed and do not harden

again for several hours after cooling; on this account they are often used for

fUUng teeth.

Merer-y is used to a very great extent in physical and

chemical apparatus such as baromettjrs, thermometers, tem-

porary electrical^ connections, etc. For these and other

purposes it is generally purified by distillation.

It is unaffected by air and water at ordinary temperatures

and behaves towards acids much as copper does ;
dilute

acids, with the exception of nitric, do not attack it. It

forms two oxides and two series of salts, the mercurous in

which the atom has a valence of one, and the mercuric in

which the atom has a valence of two.
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Mercttric oxide, HgO, reci procipitutt!, wb'ch played such
an imiwrtant part in tho history of chemistry, may be
proparrd hy hcitini^ mercury in tlu; :iir for ;i Ion:,' tiiix! to a

tcinpcnitun' ju-t hclow its Itoilirif^ point. When tluioxidt;

itself iri luatiid to a Konu w hat higlior tenipt-ralure it id de-

composed, as we have already swn.

Mercuric chlorulr, IljiCl,^, corrosive suhliinate, is a white

crystalline solid which is solulile in watiT. It is cxtreinely

jjoisouous hut forms an insoluhle compound with alhumen.

Hence, when it has heen tiiken internally, white of egg

should be given at once in largo quantity. Corrosive subli-

mate, in dilute solution, is much user in surgery as an

antisej)tic, i.e., to destroy disease-producing bacteria (low

forms of living things).

Marcurous chhride, HgCl, calomel, is a white solid, insol-

uble in water. It is not poisonous and is used considerably

in medicine.

Calomel is slowly deoompoaod l>y lif^^hi, thun

:

2HgC;i = Ug + UgClj.

and the corrosive sublimate produced ia a violent poison, as has already been
mentioned. Hence, great caro should be tukcii that calomel that in to be ait

ministered ad a uiedicinu Hliould be protected from the light, and itKliould not
bo too old. Very serious cases of poisoning have resulted from disregarding
these facts.

QUESTIONS

1. It is stated that silver has been known from earliest tinses : why
do you think this was tlio case? Can you imajjine any reason why
metallic sodium has not been known as long—its compounds are Jiudt
more abundant than those of silver?

2. From the ores of what otlier metals is silver often obtained b8 a
by-product? Would you consider it a valuable by product?

3. Why do silver coms become black when carried in the same pookefc

as ordinary matches ? Why are silver spoons blackened by eggs ? Ordin-
ary rubber band.s blacken silver : —hat elemosit in their composition would
this suggest ?

4. Nitric acid is used in medicine as a cautery and so is tSlftx

nitrate—why are their actions somewhat similar ?
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5. Whftt ia th* oAuae of the bUok stein prodnowl by • Mlatimi of

silver nitrate (marliin^ ink) wiien i^Mod on cotton

6. Why do you think hIIv ur bromide i» usod in plio. ii^rtiphy ?

7. Photogriipiiicully siHjukiug, what is a tieveloiwr, iixer?

8. Giro an oatline of the process of making a photographic native,

telliii(j;, us far iih l>ossi^lle, w imt ciiomicul reactions take [ilui i*.

9. What do you think would happen to a negative if the fixing wure

omitted ?

10. Give an outline of a method of copper smelting.

11. What in copper matte, and what is meant by " beasemerising

cupper matte " T

12. Why do bronze statues turn a more nr less ^rreenish color as time

goes on ?

13. After the electrolytic purification of copper, yold and silver are

found in the slimes obteined. Do you think thnt cojiper has been trans-

muted into these metala? If ii k in'io Cid tl.i y odiuc irom?

14. Does the composition of vuriou.s samples of bra-ss Ik 'he law

of definite proportions? Do we, then, assume tl»at brass is i. .v • iound?

Do we assume tiatt the law is useless ?

1 5. Mention some of Uie impcrtent alloys of copper, with their quan-

titative compositions.

16. Write the formulas of cuprous awl cupric oxides, and cuprous

and cupric chlorides.

17. Im ordinary copper sulphate a cuprous or cupric connKJund? Why?

18. How do you explain what was formerly thou^'ht to be the trans-

mutetion of iron into copper?

19. If a bunsen burrur becomes very dirty, the llamo sometimes

exhibits blue or green streaks. How do you account for this?

20. Why did the earlier chemists somewhat doubt the metallic

character of mercury ?

21. What are amalgams ? Are they a
'
leys ?

22. Write the formulas of mercurous and mercuric oxides, and mer-

cnrop > sod mercuric nitrates.

23. CyC. irast calomel and corrosive sublimate as to (a) formula,

(6) solubility, (c) poisooonaneas.

24 Explain why the use of old calomel us a medicine is ri.sky.

25. What is tliere to recommend the use of silver for telegraph wiree?

What is there against it ?



CHAPTER XXII

ZmC. ALUMINIUM. TIN. LEAD

With the exception of tin and lead, these metals are not

specially related to one another. None of them are found

native to any important extent (aluminium never, and zinc

very doubtfully), but they are all wry useful both in the

metallic state and in the form of compounds. Zinc has a

valence of two, aluminium of three, and tin and lead of two

and four each.

Zinc was not recognised as a metal by itself until about

1700 A.D., although brass, obtained by smelting mixed ores

of copper and zinc, had been known certainly as far back as

the time of Aristotle. Zinc seems to have been prepared on

the large scale first in England, about 1743.

In many respects zinc resembles magnesium. Thus, it is

a dyad, its principal occurrence is as the carbonate, ZtiCOj

(calamine, smithsonite, or zinc spar) ; it also occurs largely

as sulphide (ZnS, zinc blende) as so many of the metals do.

The ores are first roasted, i.e., heated with free access of

air, whereby the zinc compounds are converted into the

oxide, ZnO, and then this is very iiighly heated with coal

dust in a sort of lire-clay retort, when the zinc distils over

and is condensed.

The metal is whitish with a bluish tinge, crystalline and

somewhat hard and brittle. Its density is about 7 and it is

soluble in most acids.

Between 100' and ISO' it can be rolled into platea or drawn into wire, bat at

SOS* tt Isn brittle that itoan be powdered in a mortar.

236
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Zinc is hardly affected at all by air ivnd water
;
hence, it

is used in the form of sheets for lining vessels intended to

hold water, and as a thin film on iron, obtained by dipping

the cleaned iron into melted zinc, to protect the iron from

rusting. Such zinc-covered iron is called galvanised iron.

Zinc is employed in the form of rods and plates in batteries.

It is also used in many alloys such as brass, German silver,

etc., which have already been mentioned.

Zinc oridr, ZnO, .ucncrally made by burning the metal, is

ust-d as a pigment under the name of zinc white, or Chinese

white. It is not discolored by sulphur compounds, as white

lead is, because zinc sulphide is white.

Zinc hydroxide, Zn(OH)„ or HsZnOs, acta as a base toward* adda:

Zn(On)j f 2Hn =ZnCl,+2H»0.

but as an acid towards strong bases

:

2NaOH+ HaZnOa = NasZnO, +aHtO

Hence, zinc is both a base-forming and an acid-forminB element: but it is man
of the former than the latter.

Cadmium is a. metal which is very similar in its properties and oompooods

to zinc, with which it is almost always jissociatod in nature.

Aluminium.-—It was long recognised that alum, clay and

certain other sub.^tances must contain an undiscovered metal,

but it was not till 1827 that it was prepared by Wohler.

Aluminium is found in enormous quantities in nature, but

always in combination. It occurs as the oxide (corundum)

a.s a form of the hydroxide, AipCOH)^ (bauxite), in a large

number of silicates such as orthoclase, KAlSijOj and in clay,

Al,Si20,.2H20.

It is prepared from bauxite, Al20(OH)4, by an electrical

process.

Aluminium iS tin-white in color and very light for a metal,

its density being only 2,6. Only iron and copper exceed it

in hardness and strength. It can be rolled into sheets and

drawn into wire, but it is very difficult to work in the lathe

because it sticks to the tools. No satisfactory method of
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soldering it is known. It is a good conductor of electricity

(weight for weight, better than copper, though in wires of
the same diameter, copi)er is superior). It tarnishes only
slightly in air, and pure water has no effect on it ; but water
containing salts in solution corrodes it rapidly. Aluminium
has a valence of three.

On account of its lightness and strength, it finds many uses
in the construction of comparatively small apparatus. It is

not very suitable for cooking utensils on account of the action
of salt solutions on and the difficulty of making repairs.

At high temperatures, aluminium has an intense affinity for oxygen, in a
rery powerful reducing agent. A mixture of finely divided aluminium with
Iron oxide, called thermite, when ignited, undergoes a change which is approxi-
mately

2Al+FoaO, = Al,Cj+2Fe

and the reaction is so energetic that a temperature of something like 3,O0O" is
attained, the alomina, which is generally considered infusible, flowing like
water. The tremendously high temperature of the products is made use of In
welding steel rails, repairing broken iron shafts, castings, etc. By replacing
the iron oxide in the mixture with other oxides, difficultly reduciblo metals,
such as chromium, are easily obtained.

Aluminium oxide, A\.f>.^, alumina.—This occurs in nature
as the mineral corundum. Tran.«parent, colored varieties are

ruby and sapphire, a common variety is emery, and alundum
is an artificially prepared form. The compound is very hard
and is therefore largely used as an abrasive, t.«., for grinding
and polishing.

Aluminium sulphate, A]^{i^O^)^, is prepared by treating

bauxite or pure china clay with sulphuric acid (the process is

somewhat complicated). It combines with many other sul-

phates to form alums. The best known of these is ordinary
alum, KAl(S04)^.12HaO.

Alum li used as a substitute for an acid in some baking powders because its
carbonate reacts with water (is hydrolysed) giving the hydroxide and carbonic
acid:

2KAl(S04)j +eNaHC0s = SNajSO* + KiSO« +2AI(HCOt)s
2AKHCOa), +6n5C = 2AI(0n)3 +6ntCO,

HsCOs = U,0 + CO,
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Aluminvum gUicates.—As already mentioned, clay is a sili-

cate of aluminium, and felspar, mica, garnet and many other

minerals are double silicates of aluminium and other metals.

On account of their plasticity when moist and their con-

version into a hard, stone-like substance, unaffected by water,

when highly heated, clays of various kinds are used in what

are known as the ceramic industries, i.e., the manufacture of

bricks, tiles, pottery and porci'lain. These products are made

by mixing suitable clays while moist with proper proportions

of other materials, such as sand, burned clay, etc., moulding

the articles, drying them and then burning them. Glazing is

effected by covering the surface with some suitable fusible

mixture, either before the first baking or afterwards, and then

baking again. Various decorations can be painted on with

suitable pigments and then burned in by a subsequent firing.

Xin.—Up to about the year 700 there seems to have been

a good deal of confusion b( tween the metals tin and lead,

many of the alchemists regarding them simply as differently

colored varieties of one and the same metal (they called them

plumbum candidum and plumbum nigrum). Tin was often

called Hermes by the early Greek alchemists, but later it was

called Zeus or Jupiter.

The most important ore of tin is the dioxide, SnOj, called

cassiterite by the mineralogists.

The principal procefss in the smelting of tin from this ore

consists in heating it with i)()\v(lered anthracite (carbon)

when the following reaction takes place :

SnOa + 2C = Sn-i-2CO

Of course ores are never pure, hence small quantities of

metals other than the one sought are smelted too
;
and, on

this account, tbe first prodiu t obtained must generally be

retined or purifi(>d. This is tlie case with tin, but we need

not give the details of how this is done.
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Tin is a white lustrous metal somewhat harder than lead
;

it can be easily rolled into thin sheets called tin foil. It is

unaflfected by dry or moist air or by water ; hence it is often

used for covering iron, copper, or brass by dipping articles

made of these metals, and which have been carefully cleaned,

into melted tin. The so-called
'

' tin
'

' of which tin plate,

tin cans, etc. , are made, is sheet iron or steel tinned in the
way just described. Tin is also used in making many
alloys, such as bronze, which is an alloy of tin and copper,

and soft solder and pewter, which are alloys of tin and lead.

Bearing, or anti-friction, metals are mainly alloys of antimony,
tin and copper; their composition varies enormously, but
antimony 10%, tin 85%, copper 5%, may be regarded as a
sort of average. (Other metals su(>h as zinc and iron are
introduced into the cheaper or harder grades.

)

Lead is mentioned in the book of Job and also in Numbers.
As has already been said, tin and lead were not distinguished

for many centuries, and even then, for a long time, were
considered to be diflferent varieties of the same metal. By
the alchemists, "dull, heavy lead was apportioned to

Saturn."

The most important ore of lead is the sulphide, galena,

PbS, which is found in a great many parts of the world
; it

almost invariably contains some silver and occasionally a
little gold.

The smelting of lead is a complicated process and will not
be described in detail ; this much may be said, however

:

lead sulphide is roasted in a current of air, vvhereby some of

it is converted into oxide and .«ome into sulphate, part of

the sulphur going off as the dioxide, tlius :

PbS + ;50 = PbO + SOj

PbS + 40-PbSO,

Then a reaction takes place between thesa oxidised products
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and more of the lead sulphide, whereby all the rest of the

sulphur goes off as the dioxide and the lead is liberated :

PbS + 2PbO =3Pb + S02

PbS + PbS04 = 2Pb + 2SO,

The lead thus obtained must be refined, but this process

does not remove the silver and gold. To extract these two

metals, some zinc is added to the melted lead (about 2%)

and after thorough stirring the whole is allowed to stand

quietly ; the zinc rises to the surface, just as oil would on

water, and brings practically all the gold and silver with it

;

this alloy is then skimmed off and subjected to distillation,

the zinc going off and the gold and silver remaining behind.

Lead is a whito metal with a bluish-gray tint ; it is soft

enough to be easily cut with a knife and to leave a mark

when drawn across paper, but is fairly tough ; it can be rolled

into sheets but cannot be drawn into fine wire. It has a

density of about 11.3. Freshly cut surfaces are bright, but

they soon become dull and darker in color owing to superficial

oxidation caused by the air. Pure water acting on clean lead

produce s Pb(0H)2 which is slightly soluble, but ordinary

water which contains carbonic acid produces a film of basic

carbonate which is insoluble and protects the lead from

further action. Water from swampy ground often contains

tracet of organic acids and these may dissolve some of the lead.

As lead compounds are very poisonous, these facts should be

kept in mind on account of the common use of lead pipes for

water service. Lead is almost luiacted on by sulphuric and

hydrochloric acids ; other acids attack it rather easily.

Lead is used very Kirgely for \vat» r pipes and in sheets for

lining sulphuric acid cliambers ; it is also employed to a large

extent in storage batteries. Lead containing a little arsenic is

used in making shot, and an alloy of lead, antimony and tin Is

type metal. Solder, lead and tin, has already been mentioned.
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Lead forms several oxides (one of which is red lead) and

a number of other compoimds that are of importance in the

arts ; but only two of these latter need be lentioned h( -e.

Lead acetate, Vh{C.,H.jD.,).,, nugar of lead, is made by aetiiig

on lead with acetic acid. It is soluble in water and the

eolution has a sweet taste ; it is used in medicine for reducing

swellings, etc.

Bubic lead carbonate, 2P1)C03. Pb(OH)., wliite lead.—This

is one of the most important of all pignients, and is made by

several processes, the old Dutch process being still the

principal one employed. Earthenware pots, glazed inside,

about eight inches deep and five inches high, and with a little

shelf about a quarter of tho way up. are used. Dilute aeetic

acid (often vinegar) is put in the bottom, and on the shelf is

placed a spiral, or '

' buckle,
'

' made by rolling up a strip of

sheet lead. A number of these pots are then placed on a

layer of tan-bark and manure in a brick building, boards

are placed on tlieni and on top of this another layer of tan-

bark and manure and then more pots and so on until the

building is full. " For a stack 20 by 12 by 18 feet in size,

40 or 50 tons of lead are required, about 3 tons of lead and

200 gallons of acid being used in each layer of pots."—
(Thorp). The staek is allowed to stand for two or three

months. The vapors of acetic acid and water attack some

of the lead, forming basic lead acetate, and then the carbon

dioxide produced by the fermentation (rotting) of the tan-

bark and manure, reacts Avith this, converting it into basic

lead carbonate and acetic acid, which latter attacks more of

the lead, and so the action goes on until all the lead is

"corroded."

The reactions which appear to be rather complex are about as follows :—

Pb + 2HCsH»0a = H» +Pb(CaH30,(,

.iPb(r,.H50.,)2 4 2n.,o - 2Pb(r,TT305),,.pb(nTn, ^ ^m•.}^r,o„

3Pb(CaH30a).8Pb(On)o +2C()a + 2II2O - 2PbC03.Pb(OH)2 + IHCaHjO.,
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The white lead formed in this way is carefully separated

from any unaltered metallic lead and is then finely ground.

It is the most important of all wliitc pigments, but is liiil»le

to darken in time on account of t!ic trace of sulphur com-

pounds in the air which form black lead sulphide, PbS.

It may often be bleached ag;;iu l>y the action of hydrogen

peroxide which converts the black PbS into white PbSO^.

Titaniam, Zirconium, Cerium, nioriiUB are related lo I in and lead. The

last two are of interest bcciuso Auer light mantles (invented by the Austrian

professor, Dr. Aucr vou Welsbach) conr.i>t of the oxidcsof thcs-e two metals,

C0O2, ceria, and ThOj, thoria, mixed in the proportion of l%of the former to

96% of the latter. Curiously enough, no other proportions give anything like as

good a result. The reason for this is at present entirely unknown.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the higher valeneo of tin and lo.'ul ? What non-metallic

elements exhibit this valence ? Write the formulas of the higher oxides

of these four elements.

2. In what way does zinc resemble magnesium ?

3. Write the equation representing the reaction that takes {dace

when zinc sulphide in roasted.

4. Do you think that moltea zinc can be made to boil? Why?

5. Mention some uses of zinc.

6. Why is zinc white not discolored by sulphur compounds?

7. Are tlio met.ils elements or compounds? How about bras.s

?

8. By corsulting the text, tabulate the ordinary metals in order of

their densities, and write in the densities. (By means of this table toy

to remember the relative densities in a general way.)

!). What, chemically, are ruby, diamond, .sapphire, carnelian?

10. Mention some things that you have seen that are made of

aluminium. What is there for and against its use for cooking utensils T

11 What i.s thermite, and for what is it used? (A great deal was

used liy the Rus.sian fleet during the Russo-Japan 'se war.)

12. What are emery and alundum, and for what are they used ?

13. What is the composition of ordinary baking powders? ^Vhy is it

possi' lc to use alum as a substitute for ono of the constituents in such

powdery ?
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14. What are the ceramic industries? What is the princifwl raw

material used in them? Why?

15. Ruaii ttit> jiM i. lc pottery in t<iiiiv '.rood encycioptedia, make an

abstract of it, uiid thou toll some uno about it.

16. What observation made almost every day would lead you to think

that tin is malleable ?

17. Wliat i.s the " tin " of whicli tin cans are nijidc?

18. Mention some important alloys of tin, and state what other metals

they contain and what they are used for.

19. By what steps are the lead and sulphur of galena separated 7

20. How !irc gold and silvi r separated from lend ?

21. Packages of chocolates and cigarettes, and (lackagos of tea, are

often wrapped in metal foil, but the foil looks very different in the two

cases. What do you think it is in each case?

22. W'hat proi)crties of lead should be kept in mind when selecting

pipes for water service ?

23. Write the equation representing the dissolving of lead in acetic

acid. Would load taps be <jood on vinegar barrels?

24. What white pigment would you choose for use in a chemical

laboratory, and why ?

26. Tell what you know about Auer light mantles.



CHAPTER XXIII

GOLD. PLATIITOM

Tlio^c two metals are found almosl exclusively in the na-

tive Ptate, and are used mainly in the metallic condition.

They form compounds (oxides and Baits), but these are notof

prime importance.

Gold.—On account of its occurrence in the native state in a

groat manv parts of the world, its brilliant yellow color and

the ease with which it is worked, gold was probably the first

of all metallic substances to attract the attention of man. It

is mentioned in the Old Tesbnnent and in Homer, and there

are pictures on ancient Egyptian tombs showing men en-

gaged in melting and weighing it. The alchemists called it

Sol the sun, the greatest and most perfect of all the metalfl

;

it was also called rex, the king of metals. For centuries the

most laborious and persistent efforts were made to discover

some method of transmuting the base metals into the noble

metal gold, not only on account of its money value but

because it was supposed to possess marvellous properties,

medicinal and otherwise.
.

Gold occurs almost always in the native state, containing

more or le^^s t^ilver—sometimes enough to make it quite pale

in color. Compounds of gold are very rare. Native gold

occurs either in dtu, in quartz veins, or reefs, and other rocks;

or it is found in the sands, gravels and clays formea by ,
he

disintegration of th(;se rocks and transported by rivers and

streams to the places where we now find them deposited.

245
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Suoli alluvial gold-boarin^ (Ifjio.-^ii:^ arc callcil p^(rrr,>\ When
in recfH, the rock is niint d and tlii'ii i)ul\eris"(l by means of

stamp mills and the whole, mixed with water, run over

amalgamated copper plates, i.e., copper plates the surface of

which has boen coated with incn urv Tho vr"ld sticks to

and partially disi^olvcB in thf iiu n ury, wliilc ( vcrything else is

carried on by the water. From time to time the gold amalgam

is scraped off the plates, the mercury distilled off, and the

residual gold melted down and n fincd. In the case of placer

gold, the gold and gravel, sand, or elay, are separated by

currents of water in suitable apparatus ("washing"), the

lighter worthless material being washed away and the heavier

gold caught in suitable grooves.

Of lato years a procew known as eyanidinfi lias hoin introduced and is

worked on an enormous scale In the case of low grade ores. Gold is attacked by

a weak solution of potaaslum cyanide in presence of air according to the foUow-

ing equation: _ _
2Au + 4KCN + O + HjO = 2KAu(CN), +2KOH

The potassium auncyanide produced is soluble in the water present and la

thus separated from the rest of the rock. The ROld is separated from the soln-

tiori thus obtaini-'d either by precipitation by metallic zinc (much ns copper ia

precipitated from its solutions by metallic iron) or by an elcctrieal process.

Gold obtained by the methods mentioned above always

contains silver and generally other metals and must therefore

be refini 1. There are several methods for doing this.

Gold exhibits a bright yellow color hy reflected light, quite

unlike tliat of any other metal
;
by transmitted light,

i.e., when thin films are looked through, it is green. Its

density is 19.3. It is the most malleable and ductile of all

the metals. To give some idea of the extent to which these

processes may be carried, the following figures are quoted :

100 square feet of gold leaf weigh one ounce and the leaves

are so thin that 280,000 of them, placed one on the other,

would measure one inch in thickness. Two miles of fine

silver wire can be gilt w'itb one grain of gold and the thickness

of the deposit is about 0.000,002 mm. (Such wire is used
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ill the maiuifaiturt' of gold lace.) Gold is extremely ductile

and wire can be drawn so fine that 3,400 metraB weigh only

one gram.

I'll I t' ^'old is very soft and articles made of it wear away

fast if usul ;
hen<'e, to inaki^ it harder for use in coinage and

jewellery, it is alloyed with copper, or silver, or both ;
copper

makes it reddish, silver makes it pale, while the two in

proper proportions change its color only very little. The

fineness of gold is generally express.^d in carats, 24 carats

being pure. English gold coins are 22-carat tine, i.e., U of

the coin is gold, while gold chains, etc. , are generally IS-carat

The word gold is supposed to bo derived from an ol.l root that mo.-vns to

riltter. It l8 well to remember, however, thill " uU in not Kold that ghtt<.-rs.

Ignorant people are continually ImaBinintt that they have disoov. r. d Kold in

rock or Band because they have found Hoiucthlng that is yellow and shiny, ir

they would remember that, when tried with a penknife, gold cuts I'ko loiid.

while these other yellow minerals either are too hard to be n.arked wuh the

knife (pyritc) or else cut to a powder, as slate would (copper pyrites. yeUow

mica, etc.), they would bo saved from much disappointment

Gold is not affected l^v oxygen at any temperature, or by

',\ater, or by sulphur, or by any single acid (except the

very rare acid, selenic). Hence, it is a "noble" m< tal in

the extreme sense of the term. It is, however, attacked by

chlorine, and therefo^e by nqua rer/m, a mi.Kture of hydro-

chloric and nitric acids, soluble auric chloride, AuClj, being

formed.

Platinum—This metal is found free in nature, but nothing

much was known about it till about 1750, when it was dis-

covered by the Spaniards in America. The name comes

from the Spanish ylaliiKi, the di'^iuutive of plata, silver. The

most important deposits kno» are in the Ural mountains.

(Small quantities have been found in British Coluniiiia.)

IMaUnum is grayi -h-white iii color, fairly luti.l, .uui has a

density of 2 !.•')—about the heaviest substance known. It is

very malleable and duecile anc' melts at about 1775', and
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hence is infusible in al' inlinary flamoH and furnaces, 1 ut

can be melted fairly eas- y ii he tlanu; of tlu; oxy-liydrogen

blowpipe and in the el»'< trie mc. At a n-d heat it is easily

welded. It is a good conductor of heat and electricity. It

is unafTectt'd by air or water at any triiiji' ature and is un-

attacked by any sin^li) aei<l,
'

<t : gold is. hut (Kjiia rrtjia

converts it into soluble plantiiii jhi- ride, I'lCl^. It is some-

what attacked by fused alkaKs.

Platiniun is » Terjr valoable cataly »( >'•.- m a lar«e nnmi ' i of chemind
i«Mtlou,a8p«cialIy wheninaflnjHt.< 1 of !ivi .U i tr.g., ronU< 1 1., hod forthe
manafactare of fittlphuric acid). Thi ^dctior^ - >hh to b< >nni • ( i .1 wim the
power It poBsessert of abHorbin? . Pa! adjom, a ii il o-. / alh'd to

platinum, is capable of absorbing MX) t imes itx own voiuuio of Itydixigen ^ader
flwtain conditions.

Platinum, in spite of the fact tb it it costs m. re than gold,

is uj't-d in th^ making of chetnical app.' itu.s 'hat munt
resist high teujperatures aii'l th(! a( uon of long ; ids ; i' is

used in stills for evaporating .sulphuric acid, for cr . i ics,

dishes, forceps, spatulas, electrodes, etc. , in the laboratory,

and for that portion of the wire in incandescent e' 'ctric

light bulbs that is sealed through th- gla^a— the \» - >!'

inside the bulb i.s uarbon, or tungsten, the lau, r a rare .uetai

which is also called wolfram.

Irldlim occurs with platinum and resembles it somewhat in propertMss, but
ia rerymnch harder. It i» often alloyed with platinum to increase t no hardness
of tbs latter. This alloy is frequently used for pointins gold pons.

QUESTIONS

1. Why has gold attranted the attention of man as it has doue?

2. H'.A- IS gold ohtnineii from gold quartz?

2. What j>ro{)ertj' of gold ia made use of in washing" g' i-bearing

Hutds and gravels ?

5. Gold letters on shop windows look yellow when lookdd aJ, but

gr««i when looked throtigh. What statements in the text ai in aceord-

•noe with theee factm 1
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6. Huw nil -h^ mucoid id hIIvc- n n allt o( > .6M two metal-s b*

•eparated ?

7. What por^ tfo i if jiur> L'old «m t her • in a 20.oarat wedding ring,

and in an IH-cai. ai ohuiii '

S. T)es- i))o , j)Ir tt «.i * lotor -i ' Ser yellow {Kirt ieloH fou. 'd

in 11 p"'k lo j^oi or luh I >as I r^it drass is not brittle lenea
tlu' v:lluu of this Li >t /

9. Flow <;i. ill J
' diHt ii ;;ui.sh a i iss pold brick ' from a lump of

^-nnoine goW ?

lU. Why h fi iwl. of -»reg; It.

11, How 1 ftqi/ft age nanv . i ,>abte of dissolving

gold'

12. T sv couhl \ 1 lingui fiwi. ealgold?

I". A Ih uld 11 nil p hat would fill an
ordinary i ^ .( 4 uu ll ?

14. Wou I th r s li; ~ . .s a 1 ! or base

metal, had tl y ate.' ' Why .

l.*). Woul 'uciii; .^iid 1 lu. lemically active or inactive?

Why ?

16. vVhat ii..*'"! i
- t il iLs a metal for coinage? Would

Ciilciutr. iia gou> "
t-z-'l

i 111 . u'ljii ';

17. li " m.!'' ' uin hp ii_'ui.sl 'd from silver?

18. ^ '1 ' rojit-: '<< 'I lira d' ) its action as a catiilyst seem
' that exhibits this proiierty to an

-ixtraoi lii- degree.

'9 '-'hy platinui ' i in tlic making of chemical appa-

it- - ? Vhy 1- not iiary cuokiiig utensil- ?

you k >. rea.-ion why so few experiments are given

'1 V thtJh' letals? (Is there a blast-furnace in your

il ways ill which chemistry has been of use (a) to

I r-- 1
1 m -f^wife, (c) to the business m.'a.

.-it .It lioiiK', and notice how lu.my objects

ther. .-i' t ti- !} of u hii li \ou know Hoinething.

23. Whni ,0 ynii ' of iog;irdin>i' earth, air, fire, and water, as the

fou fundamentul Ml '-lance- or elements? Would yon blame a young

ohiid because he did not, know all of chemistry ?
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24. Are we to consider that all the chemical views held at the present

time are correct? Why, then, should wc hold them at all? Is your

penknife perfect? Why, then, not throw it away? How long do yon

intend to keep it? What is it, connected with your penknife, that

makes you wish to keep it ?

25. You will be told that / (some old man) got along very well with-

out any knowledp;e of chemistry. Can you think of any other things he

got along very well without, but which we like to have ? Some folks do

not use soap and cannot read. Are these people competent jadges of

the value of soap and of the ability to read ?
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Ethers 176
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Hardening of steel 224
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Hypothesis 49
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T.iegum{n 182
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Magnesium nitride 217
Magnesium oxide 217
Magnesium sillcatca 217
Magnesium sulphate 217
Magnnsium, burning of 18,217
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Malic acid 173
Mult 171
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Marine ncid air 91
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Matter 11. 12
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Mead 175
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Mercuric compounds 233
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Mercurous chloride 234
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Mirrors 228
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Molecular theory M, 48
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51
Moleonle jo
Monad g$
Monobasic acids. 122
Monoclinio sulphur m
Monoclinio system m
Morphine 194
Mortar 210
Mother of vinegar. 177
Multiple proportions. Law of 60
Muriatic acid 91
Myosin ]g2

Naphtha ig|
Nascent state gO
Native

109b 19S
Native metals m
Natural gas igg
Natural law 19
Natural waters
Necrosis 143
Negative, photographic. 328
Neon 131
Neutralisation 105, 106, 107
New ton, Sir Isaac 151
Nickel 225
Nickel coins 225, 232
Nicotliie iM
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KItraUJf

Nitre

Nitric acid 131, Til

Nitric anhydride Ill"

Nltrio oxide I'Si

NitroffOD l-'»

Nitrogen, oxides of 137

Nitroflren family 97

Nitrogen peroxide 139

Nitro-glyoerlne 175

Nitroiuadd 13B

Nitiooaanhydride 139

Nitrons oxide 138

Noble metals 16, 190

Nomenclature, chemical 96

Non-luminous flames 168

Non-metals 97

Normal pressure U
Normal salts lii

Nonnal temperature 45

Oil giks 1(1.1

Oil of vitriol US
Oils 177

Oleic acid 178

Olein 178

OUveoil 17H

Onyx H7

Opal 187

Open-hearth procotts 223

Opium 181
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Organic chemistry 161

Orpiment 148

Orthoclase felspar 200

Orthorhombic syatcni Ill

-ous, termination !»i

Oxalic .acid 178
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Oxide 32

Oxidised Kilvc i- 228

Oxidising RKoiit . 32

Oxygen 22,26

Oxygen mixture 28

Oxy-hydrogen blowpipe II

Otone :ii

Pyiadium 218

PlOmoil 178

Pafanltio acid 177

T-AOB

I'almitin 178

Pai.cr ISO

I'aradln scries 161

I'aralUn wax 164

I'arafflns 163

Parallins, derivatives of 171

I'arls green 1 18

I'earl ash , 201

I'eas 182

Peat 154

Pentad »S

Per-, prefix 96

Periodiodassiflcation 96

Poimanent hardness 213

Peroxide of hydrogen 65

Perry 175

Petroleuni 164

Pewter 210

Phenol 179

Philosopher's slone 16

i'hlogislic period l'. 17, 19

I'hloglston 18

Phosphjno 116

Phosphoniumcorapoiuuls 116

Phasphorettcd hydrogen 116

Phosphoric add 118

Phosphorite 112

I'hosphorous acid 146

Phosphorous anhydride 146

Phosphorus US
Phosphorus, red lU
Phospbonii, yellow IIS

Phosphorus pentoxido 148

Phossyjaw 143

Photography 829

I'hysical change IS

Physical properties 30

Physics 12

Pig iron 222

Pino apple 177

Pintsch giis 165

P'"crs 246

"i.. r of Paris 212

-LiC sulphur 112

Piatiiiio chloride .' 248

I'huiniini 247

I 'iui'iLfti(^\t isi

Pneumatic trough S7

Porcelain 239

Porter 174
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PACE

Portl'iiid cement 315

Positive, phologT'iphic 229

Potable water
Potash 200, 201

Potassium .

Potassium bromide '-01

Potaasium carbonate -"l

Potassium chlorate 2()l

Potassiam chloride '^il

Potassium cyanide 2ini

Potassium hydroxide <W1

Potassium iodide 201

Potassium nitrate 2U1

PoUissiiiDi sulphate 202

Pottery 23»

Precipitate .
92

Precipitate, red

i'recipitalioii

Pres!iuie, stanilanUi'iruial) 4t

Priestley, Joseph 23, 26. 91, 138

Print, photographic 229

Properties, physical and chemical .
30

Propionic acid 177

Proteids 18*-'

Protoplasm 1*^

Pmssioacid 158

Psychology 10

Paddling 222

Pulp, wood 180

Pyrit© 106.230

Pyrocatechin 179

PyroUgneous acid 172. m
Qt3ttnUtati% o period 15,19

Quantivalence 9*

Quarts 187

Qimn/ilo 187

Quiclilime 207

Quiclcsilvcr 2:b

Quiaiiie 1*^'

Radical, cfiinpot ud 134

Radical, iiietaliic 20:j

Radio-active cliatiEOS 70

Radium 70

Ramsay, Sir William 127

Rayleigh, Lord l^
Realgar 1«
Redlead SO
R«d|dMMpboma

PAOB

Red precipitate 22, Ml
lieduciiiK aRcnt 41. 1S4

Reduction *1

RcKular system HO
Rennet US
Replacement *2

Resorcin 179

Respiration 23, 33, 154

Revcil)cratory furnace 881

Reversible reactions lU
Revolution, clieiiiical 28, 18*

Revolution, French 198

RUgolene !•*

Rhombic sulphur HI

Roasting 11»

Rock crystal 187

Rock salt 18»

Roll sulphur 110

Rose-quarti! 187

Ruby 8»
Rum 17S

Rust 225

Rutherford 124.137

Safety lamp 171

Safety matches 1**

Sal-ammoniao 8W
Saleiatua 1*
Sal-soda 188

Salt, common. . . .
18*

Salt^e 197

Saltpeter 201

Salts 106, 107

Salts, acid 188

Salts, naming of 88

Salts, normal 188

Sand 187

Sandstone IW
Sapphire 238

Scheele, Karl Wiihelm 86

Science 10

Science, applied U
ScioiK e, mixed U
Science, practical U
Science, pure U
Sciences , W
Solontinc method 83, 88

Soa water •
Seleniam 188

Mtaw w»tar IN
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PAOB

a«ml-metala 1»
Soriei, homologoiu W*

Serpentine

Shollao l"2

Rhells '"21"

Shot 1*8. 2U

Slderile 2.'0

Slemens-Mftrtin procoas '-i^S

Silica 187

Silicates 188

Silicic acids 188

SUlcon 187

Silicon carbide 188

Silicon dioxide 187

Silicon tetrafluoride • '1

BUtm
SUverbromide 228

SOver chloride 223

BOver coins 232

BOrer iodide 228

SUver nitrate 228

Skin 183

SlaK 221

Slaked lime 209

Slaking of limo 208

Slow oxidation 83

Sma.t 223

Smithsonlte 236

Smokeless powder 181

Smoky quartz. l''*^

Soap 1"8

Soapstone 217

Sociology 1*^

Soda 198

Soda, caustic 195

Soda crystals 198

Soda water 157

Boda-asli 1*

Sodium 15«

Sodium bicarbonate 188, 1»

Sodium carbonate 198

Sodium chlorate 20O

Sodium chloriio 19*

Sodium hydroxide 195

Sodium hypochlorite .
199

, 198Cvn^i'iiu '

Sodium oxides 19*

Sodium peroxide 194

Sodium pyroboiate 196

iodtamdUoato W

Sodium sulphate 1*
Sodium sulphite 1»
Sodium thiosulphata 199

Softening of water 213

Solder 210

Solubility of gases 92, 1:6

Solutions 2*

Solvay process 198

Solvent universal lOt©

Sparklet bulbs I*
.Spathic iron 230

Spectroscope 209

Speculur iron 220

Spiegel iron 228

Spirit of salt 1
Spirits of hartshorn 132

Spirits of wine 1*2

Spontaii3ou3 combustion 83

Stalactites 211

Stalatmite.> 211

Standard pressure

Standard temperature 45

Starch 158. 181

Stassfurt 200

Stearic acid 177

Stearin • 1™
Steel 228

Sterling sliver 228

Stlbine

Stibnlto 1*8

Stout .... 171

Stove-poli^ll -158

Strontium 218

Strychnine .184

Study, value of 13

Sublimation 203

Substitution *2

Substitution products 171

Suet
1"'

Sugar, cane 18^

Sugar, grape 179

Sugar, mUk 180

Sugar of lead 212

Sulphates 121

Sulphides 1"

Sulphites 118

Sulphur 1<*

Sulphur, native lOftU*

Sulphur dioxide U4
Solphnr tamlly W
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Sulphur flowers

Sulphur 8priiit'^<

Sulphur trioxlU;

Sulphurctlcd hjclrogiiu .

Sulphuric acid

Sulphuric anbydriUu

Sulptaorifl ether

Sulphurons acid

Snlphu'vaa anhydride

Superphosphate .

.

Symbols
SymboN, choice of

Symbolii, table of

Symbols of (.oiniuoiier elcuionl.-i 70

"Synthesis 25

Byttema Of cryatoUi 1>0

TaUow 17-

Tauk waBtt;
1''"

Xar m.m
Tartaric acid l"**

Tea., If^^

Tellurium
Temperature, standard (normal) 45

Temperature of ignition..

Tempering of steel

Temporary hardness

Tension of aqueous vapor

Tetrabasio acids 1'>W

Tetrad 95

Tetragonal system HO
Thein 1«
Thcophrastu? 233

Theory 49

Theory, atomic 68, 70

Theory, molecular 41, 49

Theory of electrolytic dissociation 1C6

Thcrinito 238

Thiosulphurio acid 122

Thoria -^'3

Thorium 2i3

Tiles 239

Tin -"Sit

TlnfoU
Tin plate 240

Tincture Hi
Tincture of iodine 99

Titanium 213

Tobacco 18*

IkUHitiOB temperature Ul

paea
Trainmutatlon 18, 232, 845

TriuJ »
Tribanic a.inN .IB
I'l icliiiii; sy-'..Tii Ill

Tuhr-tcM 248

Typeiiutal \i>i.'Hl

friiversal -iolvunt 16, 82

L'i)n iird diHplacement IS2

Urcii

Valence •*

Valentine, BasU IW
Value of Mtudy 1*

Van HcluJont
Vaseline
Verdigris Ol
Vichy water U*
Viiiepir Vn
Vis vi'uliH 1«
Vitrii.l, blue 3W
Vitri 1, Krccii • S35

Vitriol, oil of U8
Volumes of gases 4A

Washing soda U*
Water *
Water, di~'illcd •*

Water, hard

Water, potable 63

Water of crystallisation M
Water-gas 158,166

Watcr-glatiS U9
W^aters, natural 6i

Weight-s, atomic M
Weights, atomic, determination of W
Weights, atomic )f commoner ele-

njcnt.-i ^
Weight touiic, table of 883

Wciglr molecular M
Weighta, molecular, determination

of M
WcMoii's process 86

Wel.sbach, Auor von 218

Whey WO
Whiskey
Wiiilu iii -cuic 148

White lead 243

Wines 1"
WiatergrMo, oil uf in
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WollllT

Wood, dislillatlou of . . .. . rj

Wood all uhol 17-'

Wood ashew am, ati

Wood-pulp . m
WoodKiiirit . . 172

Wood - fii-iblo nieuU . UU

Wrout; iron

131

Yoa»t
Y«Uuw phOMphoruM

/ill. .

/iiii' blciulc

Ziik; ( ill lionalo

/ill!' hyilroxide

/illl- OMill)

/jIlC M 'lliliu

/inc w l ite

Zirvoiiiom .
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